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Abstract

Image guidance has rapidly become central to current radiotherapy practice. A
uniform framework is developed for evaluating image quality across all ima-
ging modalities by modelling the ‘universal phantom’: breaking any phantom
down into its constituent fundamental test objects and applying appropriate
analysis techniques to these through the construction of an automated ana-
lysis tree. This is implemented practically through the new software package
‘IQWorks’ and is applicable to both radiotherapy and diagnostic imaging.

For electronic portal imaging (EPI), excellent agreement was observed with
two commercial solutions: the QC-3V phantom and PIPS Pro software (Stand-
ard Imaging) and EPID QC phantom and epidSoft software (PTW). However,
PIPS Pro’s noise correction strategy appears unnecessary for all but the highest
frequency modulation transfer function (MTF) point and its contrast to noise
ratio (CNR) calculation is not as described. Serious flaws identified in epid-
Soft included erroneous file handling leading to incorrect MTF and signal to
noise ratio (SNR) results, and a sensitivity to phantom alignment resulting in
overestimation of MTF points by up to 150% for alignment errors of only ±1
pixel.

The ‘QEPI1’ is introduced as a new EPI performance phantom. Being a simple
lead square with a central square hole it is inexpensive and straightforward to
manufacture yet enables calculation of a wide range of performance metrics at
multiple locations across the field of view. Measured MTF curves agree with
those of traditional bar pattern phantoms to within the limits of experimental
uncertainty. An intercomparison of the Varian aS1000 and aS500-II detectors
demonstrated an improvement in MTF for the aS1000 of 50–100% over the
clinically relevant range 0.4–1 cycles/mm, yet with a corresponding reduction
in CNR by a factor of

√
2. Both detectors therefore offer advantages for different

clinical applications.

Characterisation of cone-beam CT (CBCT) facilities on two Varian On-Board
Imaging (OBI) units revealed that only two out of six clinical modes had been
calibrated by default, leading to errors of the order of 400 HU for some modes
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and materials – well outside the ±40 HU tolerance. Following calibration, all
curves agreed sufficiently for dose calculation accuracy within 2%. CNR and
MTF experiments demonstrated that a boost in MTF f50 of 20–30% is achievable
by using a 5122 rather than a 3842 matrix, but with a reduction in CNR of the
order of 30%.

The MTF f50 of the single-pulse half-resolution radiographic mode of the
Varian PaxScan 4030CB detector was measured in the plane of the detector as
1.0±0.1 cycles/mm using both a traditional tungsten edge and the new QEPI1
phantom. For digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs), a reduction in CT
slice thickness resulted in an expected improvement in MTF in the patient scan-
ning direction but a deterioration in the orthogonal direction, with the optimum
slice thickness being 1–2 mm. Two general purposes display devices were
calibrated against the DICOM Greyscale Standard Display Function (GSDF) to
within the ±20% limit for Class 2 review devices.

By providing an approach to image quality evaluation that is uniform across
all radiotherapy imaging modalities this work enables consistent end-to-end
optimisation of this fundamental part of the radiotherapy process, thereby sup-
porting enhanced use of image-guidance at all relevant stages of radiotherapy
and better supporting the clinical decisions based on it.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

1.1. Overview

Over 285,000 new cancers are diagnosed in the United Kingdom each year, with
1 in 3 people developing cancer over the course of their lifetimes. Currently, 1
in 4 of all deaths can be attributed to cancer.

Treatment of cancer typically involves excision of a tumour by surgery, at-
tempting to arrest progression of the disease using pharmaceuticals (‘chemo-
therapy’) or attacking the tumour using ionising radiation (‘radiotherapy’).
Most treatments involve some combination of these, with it being optimal to
employ radiotherapy in over half of all cases. Today, around 50% of all patients
diagnosed with a new cancer will survive for 5 years, with radiotherapy con-
tributing to the cure for 40% of these. Radiotherapy is also widely utilised as an
efficient, non-invasive means of palliation, relieving pain through symptomatic
control[23, 61, 66, 91, 259, 261].

Radiotherapy is therefore an established and proven weapon in the fight
against cancer. Almost all curative – and many palliative – radiotherapy
treatments are underpinned by some form of medical imaging, with the
extent to which imaging is relied upon depending upon the complexity of
the treatment. As treatment techniques become increasingly sophisticated
the imaging supporting the radiotherapy process also increases significantly,
along with the complexity of the studies required and the range of modalities
employed[23, 155, 162, 188, 261, 287, 288, 316].

This chapter discusses the evolving role of imaging in radiotherapy, the on-
going drive towards treatment optimisation and the requirement for a common
framework for the objective assessment of image quality in order to facilitate
this. The thesis that it is possible to apply a uniform methodology across all
imaging modalities is introduced and the goals of this work are described.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2. Radiotherapy Technology

Radiotherapy involves delivering a high dose of ionising radiation to an identi-
fied tumour volume, with the goal of destroying the tumour whilst minimising
damage to nearby healthy tissues[145, 154]. Dose can be delivered by directly
placing a radioactive source inside the volume to be treated (known as brachy-
therapy, from the Greek for ‘near’ therapy). Alternatively, beams of radiation
can be fired in from outside the body, a technique referred to as external beam
radiotherapy or teletherapy (from the Greek for therapy ‘at a distance’). External
beam radiotherapy most commonly utilises X-ray photons or electrons, indi-
vidually or in combination. Protons and carbon ions can also be employed, but
the equipment required to deliver these is considerably more expensive. For
this reason, although these technologies offer distinct advantages for certain
tumour sites[35, 325], they are currently limited to only the largest clinical
centres and research sites [165, 166].

Although worldwide there is active research and development in all modes of
radiotherapy, and imaging plays a key role in each of these, the work presented
in this thesis concentrates almost exclusively on external beam radiotherapy
with X-ray photons. Being by far the most commonly encountered radiotherapy
modality it is the one for which the techniques described have been primarily
developed and tested. However, all the methods and conclusions presented are
directly applicable to other radiotherapy technologies, as well as in the sphere
of diagnostic imaging[296].

External beam X-ray therapy is delivered using electron linear accelerators
(‘linacs’), a schematic diagram of which is shown in Figure 1.1. Most of the work
described was undertaken using Varian Clinac 600 and 2100 series linacs, so the
description which follows is biased towards these, but all medical linacs follow
the same basic operating principals. Using microwaves, electrons are acceler-
ated to megavoltage energies then are collided with a metal target. Although
the acceleration path is ‘linear’, in that the energy gain is achieved by passing
the beam through microwave fields in a successive series of waveguide cavities,
to align this along a single straight line may result in an impractically long
physical system. Bending magnets may be therefore be employed to separate
the length along which acceleration takes place from the shorter path to the
target, as illustrated in the diagram. The exact configuration depends upon the
design of and technologies employed in the linac.

When the electrons impinge upon the target they rapidly decelerate, releasing
energy as heat and bremsstrahlung (or ‘braking’) X-rays, with a peak energy
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the same as that of the incident electron beam. The result is an X-ray beam
emanating from approximately a point source in the target, with the intensity
of X-ray photons greatest in the direction parallel to the incident electron beam
and reducing radially away from this. To achieve a uniform dose profile under
reference conditions (10 cm deep for a 10× 10 cm2 field in a full-scatter water
phantom) a metal ‘flattening filter’ is added to the beamline which preferentially
removes photons from the centre of the beam where the fluence is more intense.

S
A

D
=

100cm

Electron Beam

Target

Primary
Collimator

Y Jaws

X Jaws
(at 90°

for clarity)

MLC

Other Beam
Shaping Devices

Isocentre
(Axis of  Rotation)
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Figure 1.1. – Left: Schematic diagram of a Varian linac, illustrating progressive
collimation of the X-ray beam. Right: Photo of 2100CD clinac with
key head features superimposed.

Collimation of the beam is provided first by the tungsten housing surround-
ing the target (the primary collimator), then by two pairs of secondary ‘jaws’
moving perpendicular to each other (defined ‘X’ and Y’), resulting in a rect-
angular shaped radiation field. In conformal radiotherapy (CRT), which is the
current baseline standard for radical (curative) treatments, additional beam-
shaping devices are used to fine-tune the beam portal to the shape of the target.
Traditionally, these were shaped lead blocks, mounted on trays beneath the
head of the linac, but multi-leaf collimators (MLCs) are increasingly common
in contemporary machines. These advanced collimation devices consist of
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Chapter 1. Introduction

thin tungsten leaves which can individually and independently be inserted
by different amounts into the radiation field, achieving a similar effect to lead
blocks but having the advantage that the field-shaping can be quickly adjusted,
or turned on or off, using a computer control system. In Varian linacs, the MLC
is mounted as a tertiary collimator below the X jaws, with the ‘Millennium’
MLCs used in this study consisting of 60 pairs of leaves that provide collim-
ation in steps of 5 mm over the central 20 cm of the beam and 10 mm in the
periphery beyond this[349]. Other manufacturers employ their own proprietary
MLC arrangement, either as a tertiary collimator or by substituting one of the
secondary jaw pairs[43, 87, 88].

All collimation devices can rotate around the beam central axis (CAX) so
that optimum conformation to irregular tumour shapes can be achieved. In
addition, the linac and patient couch also rotate about a single point in space,
centred on the beam CAX. By placing the target at this point of mutual rotation
(the ‘isocentre’) it is possible to treat with beams from multiple angles, always
hitting the target but entering and exiting through different over- and under-
lying volumes of healthy tissue each time, thus spreading out unwanted dose.
International convention is that the distance from the X-ray source to the axis of
rotation (SAD) is 100 cm[41].

Radiation dose delivered in radiotherapy is specified as ‘absorbed dose’ in
gray (Gy), which is the joules of energy deposited per kilogram of material.
However, even for straightforward treatments, the relationship between the
quantity of radiation output by the linac, and the dose delivered at depth in
a medium is relatively complex, depending upon the beam energy, depth of
measurement, source to surface distance (SSD), collimation and other factors.
An ionisation chamber positioned in the head of the linac downstream of the
flattening filter provides an internal reference for measuring linac output. Com-
pletely encompassing the radiation beam, this monitor chamber is sensitive to
changes in beam characteristics and linac performance. Output is measured
in terms of monitor units (MU), usually an integral number, with chambers
calibrated so that a given number of MU corresponds to a particular absorbed
dose under reference conditions. The relationship between MU and absorbed
dose at depth in a uniform medium for any geometrical configuration can then
be determined using look-up tables of correction factors. Most radiotherapy
centres, including those in Edinburgh and Oxford, calibrate the monitor cham-
bers so that delivering 100 MU using a 10× 10 cm2 square field to a water
phantom at SSD 100 cm, corresponds to an absorbed dose along the beam CAX
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of 1 Gy at the depth of dose maximum[365].

The X-ray energy spectrum of the photon beam depends upon a number of
factors, including the range of energies in the original electron beam and the
physical composition and geometry of the target and flattening filter. Beams
are generally specified as an energy in megaelectronvolts (MeV), although this
is usually written as MV to indicate there is actually a range of photon energies
present. The energy value roughly corresponds to the maximum energy in the
photon spectrum, but there can be confusion because different linac beamlines
may result in the same peak energy but significantly different spectra. To
help standardise practice, depth-dose curves of reference beam energies are
tabulated in BJR Supplements 17 and 25[27, 28], and the energy name assigned
to an actual beam is usually that of the closest matching curve in these reports.
To avoid all ambiguity in the clinic, beam energy is characterised by physical
measurement of the quality index, which is the ratio between the absorbed dose
deposited at two depths in a water phantom, with the point of measurement
always being at the SAD[205]. Two beams from similar beamlines and with the
same quality index can be taken as having the same depth-dose characteristics.

X-ray based radiotherapy is successful because electronic equilibrium condi-
tions – when the flux of secondary electrons scattered into an elemental volume
is equal to that being scattered out – are not reached until a beam has penetrated
to depth within the patient. In the ‘build-up’ region before this happens the
dose increases with depth as the kinetic energy lost by scattered electrons is
gradually balanced out. Once equilibrium is established, the dose then falls-off
with depth according to the Inverse Square Law (ISL) and as a result of absorp-
tion interactions. A large dose can be therefore be delivered to deep tumours
whilst sparing superficial tissues. The actual depth of dose-maximum (dmax)
increases with beam energy.

State-of-the-art linacs are entirely computer controlled and are capable of
performing all motions of the linac gantry, couch and collimation devices either
automatically or semi-automatically. The ‘Record and Verify’ (RV) system
checks all initial parameters are set according to a pre-determined plan before
allowing the treatment to commence, prohibiting dose delivery if there are any
discrepancies, although many such interlocks can be overridden if appropri-
ate by an authorised operator. The system subsequently records all overrides
and the actual parameters used to deliver the treatment, including the quant-
ity of radiation delivered[180]. Very advanced dynamic treatments, such as
intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), are possible through combinations
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of simultaneous motions of the jaws and MLC leaves, rotating the gantry and
modulating the radiation dose-rate whilst the beam is being delivered[20, 207].

1.3. Clinical Radiotherapy

Management of a patient’s cancer is a complex, multi-faceted process involving
numerous professional disciplines and clinical teams. Radiotherapy constitutes
only one part of this process[134, 288, 339], as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Once a
cancer diagnosis has been confirmed, and radiotherapy has been selected as
one of the treatment modalities, responsibility passes to the radiotherapy team
for that part of the treatment.

Radiotherapy is generally a sequential process, traditionally divided into
treatment preparation (‘pre-treatment’) and treatment phases. First, a treatment
plan is developed to achieve the specified clinical goals. This is prepared by a
multi-disciplinary team consisting of clinicians, radiographers, technologists
and physicists and will involve imaging studies, optimisation of beam para-
meters (angles, collimation, energy, relative weighting, etc.), dose calculations
and verifying the treatment is practically deliverable. The treatment is then
delivered over a number of sessions (or fractions), taking advantage of tumour
cells recovering more slowly than normal cells after each session and allowing
a higher dose to be delivered overall[286].

Treatment 
Planning

Treatment 
Delivery

Diagnosis / 
Staging

Follow-up / 
Review

Radiotherapy

Cancer Management

Figure 1.2. – The simplified radiotherapy pathway.

However, with advanced treatment strategies and increasingly integrated
computer systems, the distinction between the two phases is becoming less,
and it is not uncommon for elements of the treatment plan to be refined as
the fractionation course progresses. Because information prepared by the
pre-treatment team underpins actions during treatment, good communication
between the teams responsible for both phases is essential[285]. Furthermore,
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if a problem is encountered during treatment, such as the patient’s condition
deteriorating so that the original plan is no longer achievable, a major revision
of the plan may be required before treatment can progress further.

When planning and prescribing a treatment it is crucial to be able to accurately
and unambiguously characterise the three dimensional volume to which dose is
to be delivered. Internationally accepted guidelines for this have been published
by the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU),
in ICRU Report 50[142] and its supplement Report 62[140].

The Gross Tumour Volume (GTV) is the tumour which can be identified by
clinical examination, either by visual inspection, palpation, or with the help of
radiological images. However, there will always be sub-clinical microscopic
spread[127] which cannot be detected, regardless of how good the examination
process. Because a tumour can potentially regrow from a single remaining
clonogenic cell, it is important to deliver a therapeutic radiation dose to this
invisible region too. A margin is therefore added around the GTV to take this
into account, with the resulting volume being the Clinical Target Volume (CTV).
Across the GTV→CTV region the tumour cell density gradually decreases,
reaching zero at the outer surface of the CTV. However, geometric uncertainties
in the delivery process (described in more detail in sections 1.4 and 1.5 below)
mean that the CTV may be in a slightly different place each time the patient is
set-up for treatment. Involuntary physiological processes such as respiration
may also cause intrafractional motion of the CTV. Further margins are therefore
added to take account of geometric uncertainties, resulting in the Planning
Target Volume (PTV), which is then used to develop the treatment plan. By
judicial choice of GTV→CTV and CTV→PTV margins, if a plan is prepared
which adequately covers the PTV then, in the absence of gross set-up or delivery
errors, one can be confident the whole CTV, and thus all tumour cells, are being
treated as intended at every fraction.

When planning a treatment it is important to consider the dose delivered to
healthy tissues, so that unwanted side-effects can be minimised. Generally, it is
not possible to avoid all normal tissue complications, with short-term problems
such as skin erythema and longer-term issues such as dryness of mouth being
considered acceptable compromises. However, some organs or functional
systems are either more radiosensitive, more susceptible to damage, or less able
to self-repair than others. These critical structures or systems require special
consideration during the planning process and Organ at Risk (OAR) volumes
may be defined to facilitate this. In a similar way to the CTV, margins are added
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to account for geometric uncertainties, leading to Planning organ at Risk Volumes
(PRVs) which the treatment plan is then tailored to avoid, ensuring doses within
these volumes are within acceptable tolerances.

Contemporary treatments are becoming increasingly sophisticated, with a
drive towards improved conformation around the target volume[20, 133, 162,
207, 288], thus maximising the dose to the tumour and reducing dose, and
hence toxicity, to healthy tissues. Radical (curative) treatment regimes typically
involve daily irradiations over a period of up to eight weeks[286].

1.4. Accuracy of Delivery

Almost by definition, the intention in radiotherapy is to deliver a lethal dose to
all cancer cells in a tumour, as characterised by the CTV and practically realised
over the course of treatment by the nominal PTV. There have been numerous
studies investigating the dose-response of tumour cells and those of healthy
tissues[36, 81, 241, 247, 268, 321, 364]. Whilst the radiobiological mechanisms
of damage are not fully understood, it is generally agreed that the relationship
between the likelihood of damage and that of recovery is a steep sigmoidal
curve. The curves describing the tumour control probability (TCP) and the
normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) are both sigmoidal in nature,
and tend to be very close together in terms of relative dose.

It is therefore crucial that the prescribed treatment dose be delivered as
accurately as possible to the whole of the defined PTV, with the dose dropping
off rapidly beyond this. There are two separate, but related considerations:

1. The dose distribution must be precisely delivered, as planned, to the
identified 3D volume in space about the isocentre (i.e. the PTV, although
extra margins again are added to account for limitations in beam-shaping
capabilities and penumbra at the edges of fields).

2. The spatial volume to which the dose is delivered must accurately match
the original anatomical context on which the treatment was planned (i.e.
the CTV must really lie within the volume which is being irradiated, and
OARs are really being avoided as intended).

For the dose to the target volume to be as intended the dose must be delivered
precisely and accurately to the correct volume within the patient’s anatomical
frame of reference[136, 154]. Geometrical positioning is therefore inextricably
linked with correct dose delivery.
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Studies have been performed to identify how accurate and precise dose
delivery must be. Empirical evidence indicates that an increase in normal
tissue dose of around 7% is sufficient to cause a definitely observable clinical
reaction[81], whereas a reduction in dose to the target of around 10% is enough
to significantly compromise tumour control[241, 247, 268, 321]. Taking these
as absolute limits, it is recommended that the total uncertainty in dose at the
ICRU specification point is no more than 3% (expressed as 1 standard deviation
(SD) of the mean) and that uncertainty elsewhere in the target is no more than
5% (again to 1 SD)[136, 145, 154, 193]. Experiment and experience suggest
that the limit on the geometric uncertainty of field edges and all collimation
devices should be no more than 4 mm (1 SD), relative to the edges of the
PTV[136, 154, 193].

It is important to note that these refer to the total acceptable uncertainties
from all components contributing to the radiotherapy treatment. Therefore, the
acceptable uncertainty on any individual component should be significantly
less. A geometrical accuracy of ±1-2 mm and accuracy of dose calculation or
measurement of ±1% are therefore generally aimed towards, both of which are
at the limits of what is technically achievable[4, 9, 136, 199].

Implicit in this process is that the CTV→PTV (and OAR→PRV) margins
are appropriate[120, 236, 288]: if too small, then the tumour will always be
significantly underdosed, resulting in poor tumour control, regardless of how
accurately and precisely the dose is delivered; if too large, then far larger
volumes of healthy tissue may be receiving a high dose than is necessary. In par-
ticular, margins being too large may make it more difficult to optimise the plan
to achieve adequate target coverage whilst avoiding sensitive structures, and
opportunities for increasing the dose to the target are limited by the significant
volumes of healthy tissue also being treated.

It is strongly recommended that all centres regularly review the margins in
use and work to improve these as necessary[235, 284, 288]. This is achievable
by analysing imaging data acquired during the treatment of many patients,
as described below. Although a computationally intensive task this is made
relatively straightforward by it being possible to automatically extract data
from contemporary RV systems[289].

Dose escalation, and hence better tumour control[65, 162, 299], is possible
by reducing the margins added to the CTV to account for setup errors and
patient motion. Full advantage from advanced techniques, such as intensity
modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) can only be realised in a particular centre if
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margins are both appropriate and optimised for the individual treatment site,
taking consideration of the facilities available at that centre[133, 155].

1.5. Imaging in Radiotherapy

Imaging is used extensively to support the planning and delivery of
radiotherapy[133, 283, 287, 288]. However, before a patient attends the ra-
diotherapy clinic it is likely a significant number of imaging studies will already
have been acquired during the diagnosis and staging of the disease. Fur-
thermore, once a patient’s treatment is complete, additional imaging will be
performed at regular intervals to determine the success of the therapy and
verify there is no recurrence. Imaging therefore plays a key role throughout
the whole cancer management process, not just in radiotherapy. Figure 1.3
indicates the imaging modalities which might be employed at each stage of
the patient pathway, as well as whether the studies are performed under the
auspices of the Radiotherapy or Radiology clinical teams. It is important to
note that the clinical perspectives and goals are very different between the two
teams[162, 287], and this is discussed further in Section 1.6.

In treatment planning, imaging is primarily used to determine the geometrical
location and dimensions of the GTV – or the CTV directly if the gross tumour has
already been removed by surgery – then to aid beam placement. To ensure both
the external body contour and the shapes and configuration of internal anatomy
are the same as they will be during treatment all pre-treatment imaging should
be performed with the patient set-up as closely as possible to the treatment
position, using a flat couch top and the same immobilisation devices. The
visualised beams must mimic the exact geometry and capabilities of the actual
treatment machine so that the possible treatment scenarios can be accurately
‘simulated’.

Ideally, target localisation is performed with cross-sectional imaging so that
the tumour can be delineated on each image slice and a complex 3D model of
the target constructed[287]. High specification computer workstations facilitate
visualisation of the model in the anatomical context provided by the images,
and enable generation of the CTV and PTV by automatically ‘growing’ the
identified volume according to specified margins. Other structures, such as
OARs and important anatomical landmarks, are also outlined and margins
added to these as necessary.

Once a radiation isocentre is chosen, treatment beams are added and their
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Figure 1.3. – A schematic diagram of the radiotherapy patient pathway, showing
the contribution of imaging studies at each stage. Arrows illustrate
images acquired at one stage also being used elsewhere. Black indic-
ates studies under the management of Radiology, and red those under
the management of Radiotherapy. Note that the imaging modalities
identified, and the links between them, are not exhaustive.

collimation and geometry interactively adjusted in the computer to obtain the
optimum balance between target coverage and the sparing of healthy tissue.
This is achieved through the use of advanced visualisation tools, including the
ability to trace field edges through the 3D image dataset. The exact trajectory
of a beam can be visualised by generating a planar image of the beam portal
superimposed on a superposition of all tissues and structures through which it
passes. This beam’s eye view (BEV)[104] makes it clear which structures are being
impinged upon by the beam and enables fine-tuning of the collimation. Further-
more, by ray-tracing through the volume dataset, and applying an appropriate
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beam attenuation model, it is possible to predict the X-ray radiograph which
would be generated if an imaging X-ray source were positioned at the linac
target. These digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs)[49, 203, 233, 243] can be
manipulated to enhance or suppress contrast from different structures and are
useful both in treatment planning and delivery verification, as described below.

DRR-like projections can also be generated from volumetric datasets acquired
using modalities other than CT. This may be attractive when a particular struc-
ture appears with superior contrast on the alternative modality or in specialist
cases where CT is not used at all. For example, a number of centres have ex-
plored MRI-only planning with some success[49, 176, 212, 213]. In a strict sense,
DRRs which are enhanced in some way or which are not generated from CT, so
that the resulting image is not intended to exactly mimic a kilovoltage energy
radiograph, should be referred to as digital compose radiographs (DCRs)[284].
However, because all DRRs/DCRs today tend to involve sophisticated im-
age processing anyway the term DRR has come to refer to any planar digital
projection representing a treatment beam geometry.

The process of using tomographic imaging and then assessing beam place-
ment through reconstructions of the 3D data is known as virtual simulation
because the physical geometry of the treatment machine is being modelled by
computer[103, 104, 252]. Combining the visualisation provided by the virtual
simulation system with treatment planning software, it is possible to visualise
calculated dose distributions in their anatomical context, thus aiding in the
optimisation of the overall treatment plan by ensuring adequate target coverage
and dose homogeneity, as well as normal tissue avoidance.

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is generally the modality of choice for
treatment planning for a number of reasons: it is geometrically robust, provides
reasonable soft-tissue contrast at millimetre or sub-millimetre spatial resolution,
and there is a well-characterised, reproducible relationship between image
pixel values (calibrated in terms of ‘Hounsfield Units’ or ‘CT Numbers’) and
the tissue electron densities required by the treatment planning system dose
calculation algorithms[6, 18, 252]. However, other modalities may also be
employed[133, 277], including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)[172, 177,
277, 300, 340], positron emission tomography (PET)[19, 109, 110, 270] and
ultrasound (US)[25, 244]. Table 1.1 summarises recent RCR guidance[287] on
the use of imaging to aid treatment planning, and it is clear that both MRI and
CT are recommended for the majority of treatment sites. At present, whilst
most UK centres make heavy use of CT for virtual simulation and treatment
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Tumour Site CT MRI PET US

Brain ! ! !

Head and Neck ! !

Thyroid !

CNS ! !

Spinal Cord ! !

Lung ! !

Thorax !

Abdomen !

Hepatoma ! !

Abdomen / Pelvis ! !

Pelvis ! !

Lymphoma !

Soft-tissue Sarcomas ! !

Bone ! !

Breast ! ! !

Table 1.1. – Recommended imaging strategies for the treatment planning of differ-
ent tumour sites. An indicated modality suggests that it might be used
with or without contrast media. Multiple modalities for a particular
site indicates that images from each of these should be co-registered
and interpreted in an image fusion scenario. Adapted from Royal
College of Radiologists (RCR) Guidelines[287].

planning, dedicated MRI specifically for radiotherapy applications is not widely
accessible[162].

When cross-sectional imaging is unavailable, or where the quality of the
DRRs is insufficient, radiographic projection imaging may be utilised instead.
Although the images may provide less information overall due to the superpos-
ition of 3D information into a single 2D plane, thus making it more difficult to
plan complex treatments, simple radiographic imaging has the advantage over
virtual simulation that the imaging equipment exactly matches the geometry
of the actual treatment machine without requiring computer processing. For
this reason, conventional radiographic simulators may be used to verify with
the patient present that a virtually simulated plan is technically deliverable,
allowing checks of ‘basic’ technical factors which the computer software may be
unaware of, such as whether the linac couch and gantry are in a configuration
where they would collide. Although frequently performed in the early days of
virtual simulation, increased experience and confidence in the computerised
system has led to such plan checking becoming less common. Furthermore,
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if the radiographic images disagree with the DRRs provided by virtual simu-
lation, then this may be due simply to patient factors, and it can be difficult
to judge which modality is correct. In this situation, the CT scan is still used
as the reference dataset for treatment planning because of the 3D information
it provides, so if the plan is modified based on measurements made by the
conventional simulator there is the risk of introducing a systematic error.

There is no single ‘ideal’ modality for volume localisation, with each tech-
nology providing complementary (and sometimes conflicting) information by
nature of its different fundamental operating principles[110, 133, 177, 287, 339].
It can therefore be useful to consider the information provided by different
modalities together when determining the GTV / CTV. Modern treatment plan-
ning and virtual simulation systems allow image sets from multiple modalities
to be loaded simultaneously and co-registered within a common anatomical
frame of reference. Structures can be delineated on one modality and then
observed superimposed on the others. This image fusion harnesses the benefits
of each modality whilst overcoming their limitations. For example, CT provides
geometrically robust information on the body outline and bony anatomy, but re-
latively poor soft tissue contrast; MRI provides superior soft-tissue contrast but
with less definition of bones and reduced geometrical accuracy. With the wide-
spread availability of digital images through networked hospital information
systems, image fusion is becoming increasingly common, particularly between
CT and MRI, CT and PET and even between multiple CT scans acquired at
different time points or using different contrast agents[177, 244, 277, 304]. Be-
cause of the fundamental differences between modalities, and the complex
relationship between them when used in image fusion, specialist training and
broad experience in image interpretation are essential if the full benefit from
each – and the synergy from using multiple modalities together – is to be
achieved[287, 288].

During treatment, imaging is used to verify the patient is set-up in the same
way at each fraction and that the correct volume is being irradiated through-
out. Traditionally, this verification imaging was undertaken using X-ray film
positioned beyond the patient. However, today this has almost completely
been superseded by electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs), digital detectors
which provide superior images for less dose and almost in real-time[181, 330].
Indeed, imaging is completely digital in the new Oxford Cancer Centre and
films are used only infrequently in Edinburgh. Film will therefore only be
considered superficially in this thesis.
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Set-up accuracy is evaluated by comparing on-treatment images against ref-
erence images prepared during treatment simulation for the same geometrical
projection – either a planar radiograph or, more commonly in contemporary
radiotherapy, a DRR[284]. If a set-up error is detected, and the patient set-up
is corrected based on the magnitude calculated, additional images may be
acquired to verify the final position is correct.

Radiographer and clinician training in image interpretation tends to focus
on cross-sectional imaging and projections of coronal or sagittal planes. Fur-
thermore, assessing set-up corrections based on orthogonal image planes is
inherently more accurate and robust than with the angled fields frequently
utilised for treatment delivery. It is therefore becoming increasingly common
that dedicated imaging fields are added, separate from the treatment fields,
specifically to facilitate management of set-up errors[284].

In general, set-up errors are categorised as either ‘random’ or ‘systematic’[120,
235]. Random errors are those which vary day to day throughout a patient
treatment, and tend to be caused by patient-specific factors such as alignment
tattoos being in slightly different positions on the skin surface relative to internal
anatomy, or the volume of air in the rectum being different at each fraction.
They cannot be predicted in advance, but can be corrected for if identified by
imaging at the start of a fraction. Systematic errors result from differences in
patient set-up, or the internal configuration of anatomy, between simulation
and the treatment machine. For example, the alignment of the isocentre lasers
may be slightly different between the CT scanner and treatment machine, or
a lung tumour may have been imaged at one extreme of its range of motion
due to the CT scan capturing a snapshot of the breathing cycle. Systematic
errors can be identified by calculating the average set-up error over the first few
fractions of treatment, and then a correction applied for all remaining fractions.
Although random and systematic errors are a convenient way of modelling
set-up uncertainties, they are a simplification of the overall picture, which also
includes factors such as drifting trends (such as a patient losing weight, or
lasers gradually moving out of alignment), patients moving suddenly because
they are uncomfortable, and involuntary internal motion[236].

Common set-up correction protocols may include portal imaging for the
first three fractions, enabling identification and correction of any systematic
error, then weekly imaging thereafter, to identify any drift. Regardless of how
advanced a model of set-up errors is applied, clinical staff tend to know from
experience whether they will have difficulty setting up particular patients
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accurately, and the actual imaging protocol is often tailored accordingly.

By analysing the set-up errors for large cohorts of patients it is possible to
identify the systematic and random errors for each type of treatment performed
in a particular centre[235, 284]. It is strongly encouraged[133, 154, 288, 330] that
these are calculated and reviewed on a regular basis and this is now possible by
automatically processing data extracted from the RV or associated systems[289].
CTV→PTV (and OAR→PRV) margins can be calculated to account for the
set-up errors for different treatment sites, ensuring consistent coverage (or
avoidance) of the volumes[120, 236]. The better the set-up correction protocol,
the smaller the margins, the less healthy tissue treated and thus the greater the
scope for dose escalation and improved tumour control.

Although electronic portal imaging (EPI) is by far the most common form
of imaging used for set-up verification, integrated kilovoltage imaging sys-
tems and the whole range of cross-sectional modalities are now becoming
available. All linac manufacturers now include options for incorporating kilo-
voltage energy X-ray imaging[160, 173], X-ray CT[56, 192] or cone-beam CT
(CBCT)[161, 337, 358] into their treatment solutions, including using the mega-
voltage treatment beam[273]. Ultrasound[195, 196] and even MRI[279, 280]
are also becoming viable options. Utilising tomographic modalities yields a
number of advantages. Firstly, megavoltage portal images are inherently poor
contrast, so that only bony anatomy can reliably be identified whereas the
target volumes tend to be soft-tissue[122, 123]. All tomographic modalities offer
superior soft-tissue contrast so provide improved visualisation of the target
and avoidance volumes. Furthermore, tomographic images acquired during
treatment can be registered and fused with those used for treatment planning,
thus enabling a full 3D analysis of patient set-up to be performed. In the most
advanced setting, dose calculations can be performed and the treatment plan
adjusted for the particular day’s set-up. Advanced use of verification imaging
is known as image guided radiotherapy (IGRT) and active modification of the
treatment plan as adaptive therapy[155, 250].

Despite the clear advantages from cross-sectional imaging, portal imaging
remains the only method of visualising the exact volume through which the
treatment beam has passed, being formed by the interaction of the treatment
beam itself with the patient. (This is true also for the Tomotherapy system[211],
where the equivalent of a portal image is the megavoltage sinogram acquired
during treatment, even though this is most easily visualised as a reconstruc-
ted CT scan.) An additional benefit of EPIDs is that they are also capable of
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dosimetry applications[89]. They can be utilised before a patient’s treatment to
verify the accuracy of the fluence delivered by IMRT fields[92], and an emerging
application is to employ them for in vivo dosimetry during treatment, either
directly for 2D measurements[231], or – in combination with a CT scan – for full
3D verification dosimetry[90]. EPI will therefore always remain an important
modality for set-up verification[285]. EPIDs can also be applied to a range
of other physics applications, including equipment output and performance
checks[209].

Imaging in radiotherapy is a rapidly advancing field. Emerging applications
include using 4D imaging to monitor motion of internal volumes over time.
This can be utilised to determine the trajectory of volumes prior to treatment,
enabling asymmetric, patient-specific margins to be chosen. A further step
is to use this information to develop ‘gated’ treatments. Together with other
measurement devices, imaging may be employed to monitor patient motion
during treatment (usually due to the breathing cycle) and the beam turned on
only when the target is determined to be within a tightly defined spatial envel-
ope. Advanced delivery technologies allow the collimation to be dynamically
adjusted, or the linac head to move, whilst the target is tracked by imaging in
real-time[20, 207, 341].

Aside from planning and verification, functional imaging can be utilised to
monitor the patient’s immediate response to treatment. For example, regular
PET scans throughout a fractionation course can be used to identify whether
the tumour is shrinking, whether previously unidentified or dormant focii
become more active, or whether parts of a tumour are responding differently to
others[22, 109, 110]. Like with adaptive therapies, the treatment plan can then
be tailored to the specifics of the individual patient.

All conformal radiotherapy relies on imaging to some extent, with the im-
portance of imaging increasing the more advanced the treatment. Whereas
imaging may traditionally have been considered an adjunct to the core treat-
ment planning and delivery process, it is now an integral component without
which the most advanced treatments could not proceed. Most departments
implement adaptive strategies to some extent, with patients being replanned
as necessary. As more advanced techniques are implemented the distinctions
between pre-treatment imaging, treatment planning and treatment delivery
become increasingly blurred.

In a modern hospital, images may be stored in a centralised Picture Archive
and Communication System (PACS) which enables studies to be sent via com-
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puter networks between different departments. Images acquired for one pur-
pose may therefore be viewed elsewhere to aid decision making for other
applications. Increasingly, this functionality is being harnessed in radiother-
apy, with images acquired for diagnosis or staging now being used to guide
radiotherapy planning[128, 162, 180]. During follow-up, images taken during
radiotherapy might also be used as a baseline to evaluate whether a tumour
volume has changed size or determine whether there is recurrence of disease.
Figure 1.3 illustrates where images might be used for additional purposes. For
example, a diagnostic MRI scan or a staging PET/CT scan may be fused with CT
in the treatment planning system to aid target localisation. Later, cone-beam CT
scans acquired for set-up verification might be used to recalculate a treatment
plan, or EPIs fed back into the planning system to help optimise DRRs. The
CT scan acquired at the start of radiotherapy planning might also be compared
with a 3 month CT scan during a regular diagnostic follow-up appointment.
These examples are by no means exhaustive and modern PACS frameworks
open up a whole range of opportunities.

As discussed previously, all images used in radiotherapy must be considered
in the same geometrical and clinical contexts. However, images taken for dia-
gnostic applications are likely to be acquired using settings and a patient set-up
optimised for those purposes, and which might not be optimal for radiotherapy.
Using images not specifically acquired for radiotherapy applications therefore
introduces significant clinical and technical challenges. When assessing the
technical performance of imaging modalities used in any stage of the cancer
management process it is important that a consistent methodology is applied
throughout, allowing comparisons to be made both between instances of the
same modality (such as the CT scanner for diagnosis and that for radiotherapy
planning) and between different modalities (such as MRI and CT).

1.6. Optimisation

European[83] and UK[125, 283] legislation requires that all medical exposures
involving ionising radiation are justified in that the risk associated with the radi-
ation dose is balanced against the benefit to the patient. There is a requirement
that doses to healthy tissues are kept “as low as reasonably practicable” and,
in radiotherapy specifically, that the dose to each target volume is individually
planned. Optimisation of the radiotherapy treatment to achieve an acceptable
balance between risk and benefit is a complex process and a key role of the
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medical physicist[283, 363].

In a general sense, optimisation is achieving the greatest level of tumour
control at an acceptable level of normal tissue complications. On a practical
level, this refers to ensuring all the steps which contribute towards the final
treatment delivery are individually optimised and balanced against each other,
including treatment simulation, treatment planning, treatment delivery and
the implementation of set-up verification and correction protocols. Because
uncertainties, errors or compromises in any of these can have a negative impact
upon the effectiveness of the overall treatment, or can increase the likelihood
of short-term side-effects or the long-term induction of secondary cancers,
optimisation in radiotherapy requires a systemic approach[283]. Imaging has an
important role in each stage of the radiotherapy process, so must be considered
as an integral part of this.

Traditionally, optimisation in medical imaging is concerned with balancing
image quality with the patient dose burden[222] – either the radiation absorbed
dose for modalities involving ionising radiation, or the equivalent for non-
ionising modalities[141]. The general maxim is that radiation doses should
be kept as low as possible, whilst still being able to yield images suitable for
the diagnostic application, with the ideal being that doses should be reduced
until images are only just ‘good enough’ for the intended application. There are
also specific legislative requirements intended to enforce this[126], including
preventing the imaging radiation beam from extending beyond the sensitive
area of the detector, mandating that the quantity of radiation delivered during
imaging is accurately measured and ensuring there is active review of patient
doses, including the comparison against national reference levels[125].

However, whilst these principles are still relevant, in radiotherapy the ima-
ging is not an end in itself, but rather a constituent part of the overall radiother-
apy process[250]. Given that a large dose is intentionally being delivered as
part of the treatment anyway, and that imaging doses may be caused by a range
of modalities underpinned by different physics, the dose from radiotherapy
imaging can be difficult to meaningfully quantify and often difficult to calculate.
On a more fundamental level, the task being performed in radiotherapy is con-
siderably different to that in diagnostic imaging. Whereas in diagnostic imaging
the goal is to determine whether an abnormality is present or not, or whether it
has changed in size, in radiotherapy it is already known that a tumour or lesion
exists, with the task being more concerned with accurate geometrical localisa-
tion, the determination of physical properties, and co-registrations with and
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comparisons against previously acquired images. This is further complicated by
the task being different depending upon when images are acquired throughout
the radiotherapy treatment pathway. Finally, images in radiotherapy tend never
to be considered in isolation. Images from different modalities and different
stages in the radiotherapy process are regularly interpreted alongside each
other, allowing the continuing fine-tuning and optimisation of a particular
patient’s treatment. In the widest sense, images from many patients may be
considered in the same geometrical and clinical contexts to judge the overall
performance of a particular department.

Optimisation of an imaging modality, in terms of balancing dose and image
quality, is not the same as optimisation of a treatment[250]. Indeed, there are
situations where even a poorly performing imaging modality, in terms of a large
dose being required to produce suitable images, may still result in an overall
reduction of dose to healthy structures and improved conformation around the
target volume. For this reason, dose reference levels have not been introduced
for radiotherapy imaging as they have for diagnostic imaging. From experience,
the tendency in the radiotherapy community is to either be extremely concerned
about imaging doses, such that new techniques such as IGRT are introduced
only very slowly (even though a cost-benefit analysis would almost definitely
indicate a net dose-saving) or else doses are almost completely ignored (in the
case of an ageing and deteriorating portal imaging device). Both scenarios are
hard to justify in terms of ‘best practice’ yet they are difficult to challenge in
terms of the overall effectiveness of the contribution of imaging to the optimisa-
tion of the treatment. One strategy for radiotherapy imaging optimisation is to
consistently quantify the performance of each imaging system involved, then
map this to its effect on the optimisation of the overall radiotherapy process.

Ongoing optimisation requires the implementation of a formal programme
of Quality Assurance (QA)[125, 126, 283], consisting of regular quality control
(QC) checks, planned preventative maintenance (PPM)[154, 193] and the re-
cording and review of these. QA ensures a given system continues to perform
satisfactorily over time, enables the identification of performance trends – usu-
ally in terms of deterioration over time – and ensures interventions such as
repairs or recalibrations can be performed in a timely fashion with the minimum
of clinical impact.

QA programmes in radiotherapy typically consists of daily QC checks of
critical components, followed by more thorough tests at less regular intervals.
Radiotherapy treatment machines and imaging devices are sophisticated equip-
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ment which requires considerable expertise and time to test thoroughly. The
goal of the frequent QC tests is to quickly ensure key functional components
are operating safely within tolerance. Devising a QC test requires a balance
between the level of detail and sophistication of the test, and how quick and
easy it is to perform. A complicated test takes longer and is more likely to be
performed incorrectly, resulting in either an important result being missed or a
time-consuming detailed investigation being required. Lengthy tests are also
more likely to be postponed or omitted due to the pressures of the clinical day.
Therefore, frequent QC checks should be straightforward and quick, yielding
unambiguous pass / fail results, so that they can be undertaken by any staff
group with appropriate basic training at the start of a busy clinical day. A QC
check should also be highly sensitive, so that a single test can rapidly highlight
problems across a wide range of components of the overall system.

If a QC test fails there may be insufficient information to determine the cause
of the problem, or even the sub-system responsible for the failure, and a more in-
depth, and time-consuming, investigation will be required. However, the goal
of determining whether the device is performing safely and satisfactorily will
have been met. For example, calculating the mean and standard deviation in the
Hounsfield Units of the pixel values within a region of interest on a CT scan can
be performed in seconds using the software integrated into the control consoles
of contemporary scanners, yet this is a very powerful test which assesses the
X-ray generation and detection systems, image reconstruction algorithms and
image viewing software[252]. Anomalous results could indicate a problem in
any of these systems, but further testing is required to localise the problem
further. Ideally, additional information is generated during a QC check which
can be analysed in more detail later if required. Depending upon the choice of
test phantom, this is often possible with imaging tests.

Radiotherapy imaging is underpinned by the computer assisted visualisation
of digital images, and the ability to manipulate these as necessary and trans-
fer them between systems. It is therefore essential that any QA programme
includes the computer systems themselves, including the performance of the
software, integrity of the storage / retrieval system and the final presentation
of images on ‘soft-copy’ display devices. Guidelines [240, 287] suggest that
radiotherapy display devices should be of comparable specification to those
in diagnostic imaging, and therefore imply they should be subject to similar
QA processes[305], but in practice this is rarely considered. Although display
devices undoubtedly influence the presentation of the images on which key
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decisions are made, including volume delineation and whether a set-up cor-
rection should be applied, the clinical impact in radiotherapy of a degraded
display device is not understood and must be explored further[297].

Optimisation requires input from all professional groups involved in the pa-
tient pathway because each contributes to the overall treatment[283]. Whether
a particular treatment is optimal, and whether an exposure is justified, are in
the end clinical decisions.

1.7. Image Quality

Image quality is difficult to define in an absolute sense[141]. A ‘good quality’
image is one which is suitable for its intended clinical purpose[221, 317, 318].
As described above, an image optimised for a radiotherapy application may
not be appropriate for use in diagnosis, and vice-versa. Indeed, images ac-
quired during one stage of the radiotherapy process may not automatically
be suitable for use at another. For example, a CBCT scan taken during treat-
ment to verify patient set-up may not provide sufficient soft-tissue contrast
for volume delineation, or accurate electron density information for treatment
planning. In assessing image quality it is therefore essential to consider the
fundamental characteristics important to the task being performed. To date,
the literature discussing image quality tends to focus on diagnostic imaging,
considering radiotherapy applications in only a few specific cases (see, for
example[60, 210, 381]). There is only sparse literature covering the overall
contribution of imaging to the whole radiotherapy process or the optimisation
of radiotherapy imaging in general[250].

In radiotherapy, all images are considered in the same context, and usually
influence the sequential progression of the patient through the radiotherapy
pathway. The technical quality of an image acquired early in the pathway
limits the potential contribution of images taken later in the process. The
overall effectiveness of imaging thus tends to be limited by the weakest link
in the chain[288]. For example, regardless of how good an EPI acquired for
set-up verification is, the effectiveness of the image is limited by the accuracy
of the DRR against which it will be compared. However, despite the inter-
dependence of radiotherapy imaging modalities, the performance evaluation
and optimisation of each modality still tends to be considered in isolation.
The traditional distinction between pre-treatment and verification imaging
also still tends to apply, even though the same technologies are now used for
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both. All this is in contrast to diagnostic imaging, where there is less clinical
inter-dependence between modalities because each investigation contributes an
independent piece of information to the construction of an overall diagnostic
‘big picture’, yet efforts are still made to apply equivalent evaluation methods
across modalities.

Ideally, the assessment of image quality involves the calculation of quantitat-
ive metrics: i.e. an unambiguous numerical result is produced describing how
well images acquired perform under controlled test conditions. However, a
fully quantitative evaluation requires the ability to extract the raw pixel values
of the image and process these by computer software. Until recently, for some
modalities it has been difficult to gain access to the pixel values, including
determining the intrinsic processing which may already have been applied to
them before extraction from the system. Furthermore, unless a streamlined ana-
lysis framework is in place, the processing of the data can be time-consuming,
making quantitative analysis inappropriate for regular QC checks. Finally, it is
only recently that the final image presented by imaging modalities is completely
digital. In older analog modalities an image based on discrete pixels did not
exist and it was considerably more difficult to obtain a digitised image for
processing, if at all.

Therefore, in both diagnostic and radiotherapy imaging, qualitative methods
are currently the norm, with image quality being assessed by visual inspection
of images of test phantoms, with the human observer deciding whether or
not a particular feature or artefact is visible. By involving more than one
observer, and through careful design of the test, these methods become semi-
quantitative, yielding results which are reliable within identifiable probability
limits. Qualitative and semi-quantitative methods have the advantages of
being quick and easy to perform, and that they evaluate the performance of
the whole imaging chain, including the presentation of the final image. On
the other hand, quantitative methods enable an unambiguous performance
assessment of the individual components of the imaging chain, and tests can be
designed to consider multiple components working together. Assessment of the
presented image is difficult using quantitative techniques, but is possible using
specialist equipment. Various research groups have worked to develop observer
models which link qualitative methods with quantitative metrics[44, 50, 141,
218, 334]. Although these are successful to some extent, they all depend heavily
on the definition of the task being performed. Only two relate specifically to
radiotherapy[295, 324].
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At present, the methods used to measure image quality in radiotherapy are
often modality specific and linked to the historical development and imple-
mentation of the particular modality. Techniques are not always compatible
between modalities, preventing meaningful comparisons in performance from
being made and hindering overall optimisation. Worse, when methods are
extended between modalities, they are sometimes implemented in such a way
as to be incompatible with equivalent methods applied to the same modalit-
ies in diagnostic imaging, thus establishing conflicting baselines between the
disciplines and again making optimisation difficult[296].

This thesis describes an approach to the objective and quantitative assessment
of image quality which can be applied to all radiotherapy imaging modalities
used at any stage of the radiotherapy process and thus aid in treatment op-
timisation. The same fundamental methodology is applied each time, whilst
ensuring performance characteristics important to the specific clinical task are
considered. This has the advantage of both simplifying and homogenising the
assessment process whilst enabling meaningful comparisons of image quality
to be made between the modalities and pathway stages. It thus enables clinic-
ally relevant decisions on acceptable levels of performance to be made during
commissioning and for quality assurance purposes. Taking the example given
above, it would enable the optimum resolution and noise characteristics of
EPIDs to be balanced in line with the quality of DRRs generated during virtual
simulation. The new framework is also applicable in diagnostic imaging, and
to emerging radiotherapy imaging modalities.

1.8. Patient Doses from Imaging

Current radiation protection frameworks are based on the linear no-threshold
model of cancer induction, in which even the smallest dose has an associated
risk and the level of risk is proportional to dose[137]. This leads to the re-
quirement that any medical exposure involving ionising radiation be clinically
justified[125], as outlined in section 1.6 above.

Effective dose[137, 159] is a concept which takes into account both the radi-
osensitivity of tissues within the irradiated volume and the biological effect-
iveness of the type of radiation involved. It is widely used as a measure of
overall risk in diagnostic imaging. Although recent guidelines[284] suggest
the use of effective dose when justifying and optimising radiotherapy imaging
protocols, this is extremely problematic for a number of reasons. Firstly, effect-
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ive dose represents the stochastic risk of death by cancer induction over the
whole lifetime of a healthy patient[137, 138, 159]. It does not account for the
drastically reduced life-expectancy of many patients undergoing radiotherapy,
the upwardly biased age distribution of cancer patients, nor, in this context,
the likelihood of cancer induction from the dose to healthy structures resulting
from the actual treatment beams, which is significant[51, 68, 112–115, 250]. In
addition, it does not consider the possibility of a reduction in dose to healthy
tissue when imaging is used to improve targetting and thus aid in reducing
treatment margins[267], or the additional tumour control achievable by dose
escalation to the target made possible by this[191, 331]. Furthermore, by intent
the PTV is being treated with a deterministic, cell-killing dose, so including any
tissues within the PTV in a stochastic risk calculation is meaningless. Finally,
the whole concept of effective dose[38, 220] and the validity of the linear no-
threshold model are both being questioned by some groups[64, 95, 255], and
indeed the most recent ICRP guidelines suggest effective dose may not in itself
be a reliable indicator of absolute risk[52, 69, 378].

Despite its limitations, it is still attractive to apply effective dose to radio-
therapy imaging because it is a well established quantity within the radiation
protection community and there is considerable experience of utilising it in
optimisation exercises in diagnostic radiology. In line with the approach taken
in diagnostic radiology, from a purely imaging perspective, it can be argued that
the concomitant effective dose from radiotherapy imaging exposures should be
as low as reasonably achievable whilst providing sufficient information for the
clinical task. When formulating an imaging strategy for a particular applica-
tion – whether this involves selecting from different modalities, choosing from
various implementations of the same modality or just modifying acquisition
settings – then with all other treatment-related considerations being equal, the
lowest dose option is preferable. This is useful in evaluating departmental
imaging protocols, commissioning new equipment and when comparing the
performance of one department against another. However, there is concern
that greater net benefit may be gained by focusing the effort required to drive
down radiotherapy imaging doses elsewhere in the radiotherapy process, such
as ensuring patient set-up correction protocols and margin calculations are
consistent with whatever imaging is utilised[284]. As discussed in section 1.6,
radiotherapy is a multi-faceted process and optimisation of imaging involves
balancing many considerations against each other, rather than just imaging
dose and quality[250]. Also, advanced image guidance equipment has only
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recently become widely available so that operators and scientists are not yet
confident in the minimum image quality and thus minimum dose required
to fulfil particular tasks. There is therefore a tendency to err on the side of
‘caution’ by being slow at bringing imaging doses down so that the overall
clinical application is uncompromised.

Furthermore, because radiotherapy beam geometries are intended to provide
an optimum treatment, whereas diagnostic geometries are geared towards
optimising image quality, the magnitudes of effective doses and the implications
of these may not be directly comparable between disciplines. For example,
in diagnostic radiographic imaging the patient dose may be minimised by
ensuring the X-ray source and detector are reasonably close to each other,
with current European guidelines[47] indicating a standard source-to-detector
distance (SDD) for certain projections of 115 cm and other researchers[37, 272]
suggesting 100 – 130 cm. However, when imaging a radiotherapy treatment
geometry the standard source-to-axis distance (SAD) of 100 cm limits how close
the detector can be to the radiation source. To achieve the same fluence and
dose at the detector may therefore require technique settings which result in a
higher patient dose, yet this does not not necessarily mean that the radiotherapy
dose is unduly high. Even though the image quality requirements for diagnosis
are generally more demanding it is often the case that radiotherapy imaging
doses may unavoidably need to be higher.

Another complication is that effective dose is usually calculated through
a combination of experimental measurement and the modelling of dose de-
position within the sensitive organs of standard reference phantoms[139, 376].
Although this is accepted practice in diagnostic radiology, where it is not always
possible to accurately model a real patient in 3D and optimisation exercises
tend to be based on reducing the dose burden for whole patient populations,
this is not the normal practice for radiotherapy applications, where routine CT
scanning and detailed modelling of doses to target volumes and organs at risk
is the norm in treatment planning[71, 162]. Indeed, recent ICRP guidelines[378]
suggest tailoring the calculation of risk from an exposure to the details of the
individual concerned.

A variety of approaches has been adopted when applying the effective dose
concept to radiotherapy imaging. Some workers apply the standard methods
directly, with no modification[171, 250, 312, 313], whilst others apply these to
CT scans of real patients rather than the reference phantoms[351]. Recognising
that the contribution of imaging to the total dose to the target volume during
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a radiotherapy treatment is negligible, and that the deterministic cell-killing
by intent there voids any stochastic risk calculation, more advanced modelling
involves removing the target volume from the effective dose calculation and in-
terpreting the result as a measure of relative risk, rather than absolute likelihood
of mortality[113, 251]. This approach may be extended to consider the relative
contribution of concomitant imaging doses to individual risk organs as part of
the overall treatment[5]. In its simplest form, this may involve measuring or
modelling dose deposition in a limited number of sensitive organs[158, 328]
and may employ visualisation tools already familiar in radiotherapy treatment
planning to help interpret the results, such as dose-volume histograms (DVHs)
which indicate the fraction of an organ receiving a particular dose level[71].
More detailed studies involve calculating doses to organs from the primary
treatment beams, scatter and leakage from the linac head, then comparing these
with those purely from imaging, allowing not just a whole body effective dose
but the relative risk to individual organs to be considered. Recent work by
Harrison et al. has shown that contemporary imaging regimes may contribute
between 5 – 25% of the overall treatment dose to particular organs[114, 115].

Most recently, there has been a move away from effective dose to a rather
more detailed consideration of the ratio of concomitant to therapeutic dose
as a function of distance from the target volume. Generally, imaging fields
are slightly larger than the target so that the region of dose delivery can be
visualised in its surrounding anatomical context. Therefore, the concomitant
/ therapeutic dose ratio tends to be highest in the region immediately outside
the target volume[112]. This is interesting because it is this region that receives
a dose due to scatter and leakage which is relatively high (> 1 Gy) but which
is insufficient to reduce the likelihood of secondary cancer induction through
sterilisation. There is evidence that induction is most likely here[82] and there-
fore additional care must be taken to keep concomitant doses in this region as
low as reasonably achievable. This is a pragmatic approach which concentrates
on potentially the most risky of imaging doses and is achievable using existing
dose modelling tools.

Imaging modalities utilised in contemporary radiotherapy employ a range of
beam delivery and acquisition technologies which result in exposures with fun-
damentally different dose distributions[250]. It is therefore difficult to generalise
imaging dose assessment and reporting. Some groups are working towards
integrating the 3D dose distribution from imaging into the radiotherapy treat-
ment planning process[7, 70, 72], allowing a clinician to fully understand the
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contribution of imaging doses to any individual patient’s treatment. This may
be especially relevant for materials such as bone where the dose deposited by
kilovoltage imaging may be particularly high due to increased photoelectric
absorption[71]. However, comprehensive implementation of this approach
requires knowledge of the full imaging regimen beforehand, which may not be
available at the outset of treatment.

It is clear that there is still considerable debate surrounding how to quantify
and account for concomitant doses from radiotherapy imaging. However,
whichever approach is adopted it is important this is performed consistently
across contributing modalities and that the details of the calculation process are
discussed and agreed. Otherwise, there is a real danger that presented imaging
doses may be misinterpreted and thus hinder optimisation and potentially in-
hibit the adoption of new modalities which might otherwise provide substantial
benefit. This may seem straightforward, but whereas the quantification of the
therapeutic radiation dose delivered during treatment is well established and
understood, methods for measuring or modelling absorbed dose from imaging
exposures have not yet been developed for all modalities, making it extremely
difficult to reliably quantify patient dose. For example, in cone-beam CT there
are at least three fundamentally different ways of calculating absorbed dose, all
yielding results with the same dose units[158, 201, 328, 377]!

Patient doses from imaging is an active research field and a full consideration
is beyond the scope of this thesis. Although this work examines the technical
relationship between dose and image quality for particular imaging systems,
it will not consider patient doses themselves in detail, with it being implicit
that a reduced dose to the detector also results in a reduced dose to the patient.
Methods of dose assessment for individual modalities are introduced alongside
the modality descriptions in the following chapters.

1.9. Goals of This Work

This work aims to provide a framework within which the image quality of
any modality can be reliably and objectively quantified, such that the complex
balancing act between all competing contributions – of which image quality is
only one – can be performed. The actual optimisation of each modality, as part
of the overall treatment optimisation, is beyond the scope of this work.

Methods employed for performance assessment in both radiotherapy and
diagnostic imaging are critically evaluated, with the goal being to apply the
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state-of-the-art in diagnostic image evaluation to radiotherapy, whilst taking
into account specific requirements important for radiotherapy. A uniform
approach is taken across modalities and disciplines, enabling meaningful com-
parisons in performance to be made between modalities employed in different
stages of the radiotherapy process and between equivalent modalities utilised
in the diagnostic world. Concrete illustrations are presented for a number of
the most commonly encountered modalities, along with specific applications
facilitated by the implementation of this methodology.

A software package IQWorks has been developed to support this framework
by streamlining image analysis through the development of flexible analysis
trees. Being concerned with the objective assessment of image quality, IQ-
Works is directly applicable not just to imaging in radiotherapy but to modal-
ities across the broad spectrum of medical imaging. By providing a uniform,
modality-neutral framework within which objective image quality evaluation
can be performed, IQWorks provides valuable information to facilitate the more
complex process of optimisation, either of the overall treatment process in ra-
diotherapy, or of a specific imaging modality in diagnostic radiology[292, 296].
It has been released as a free, open-source package to encourage the adoption
and evolution of objective analysis techniques and has recently been the subject
of a successful national scientific meeting organised by the Institute of Physics
and Engineering in Medicine in the UK.

1.10. Structure of This Thesis

This chapter introduced the role of imaging in radiotherapy, the concept of
optimisation and the need for an objective and modality-neutral assessment
of image quality. The characteristics inherent to a ‘good quality’ image were
discussed.

Methods for the assessment of image quality are covered in Chapter 2. Image
formation theory is considered from first principles so that fundamental image
quality performance indices can be derived. The importance of the imaging
task is emphasised, with the applicability and usefulness of these measures in
diagnostic and radiotherapy imaging evaluated. A comprehensive approach
to the assessment of image quality in radiotherapy is proposed and IQWorks
is introduced as a software framework embodying this. Subsequent chapters
then consider a range of different modalities and explore how IQWorks can be
applied to these, using existing and novel phantoms. The assessment of image
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quality is discussed for each modality, and suggestions are given regarding how
optimisation can be approached.

Application of the methodology to megavoltage electronic portal imaging
for set-up verification and correction is discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 then
covers X-ray CT – including cone-beam CT – for virtual simulation, treatment
planning, verification imaging and diagnostic imaging. Finally, brief examples
of the applicability of the framework to other imaging modalities employed as
part of the radiotherapy process, including radiographic projection imaging,
DRRs, MRI, Nuclear Medicine and soft-copy display devices, are presented in
Chapter 5.

Themes common to all modalities are discussed in Chapter 6, where the
successfulness of the framework and IQWorks is evaluated. Emerging and
future applications are also considered and overall conclusions are drawn.

IQWorks is discussed in Appendix A as both a software framework and
interactive software package for evaluating image quality. The concept of the
‘universal phantom’ is discussed and the processing of images by IQWorks ‘ana-
lysis trees’ is described. Design decisions and the advanced technical features of
the package are also discussed. Algorithms currently implemented by IQWorks
for image quality evaluation are then considered in detail in Appendix B. Essen-
tially, Appendices A and B demonstrate the modality-neutral implementation
of the fundamental theory detailed in Chapter 2.

Examples of papers presented by the author on this work, modalities to
which IQWorks has been applied, and details of how to obtain and run the
IQWorks software itself are included in the other appendices.
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Quantitative Assessment of Image
Quality

2.1. Overview

Methods for the performance evaluation of imaging systems have existed ever
since any given modality was first applied in radiotherapy. However, there
is a tendency for these to be linked to the traditional approaches taken by the
early adopters or pioneers of the technology. Whilst appropriate for assessing
any given modality in isolation, they are not generally applicable between
modalities, thus making inter-modality performance comparisons and the op-
timisation of the overall radiotherapy imaging pathway difficult. Furthermore,
because diagnostic and radiotherapy applications have historically developed
in parallel, with little overlap, there are instances where supposedly identical
metrics between the two disciplines are actually incompatible.

For example, two phantoms[275, 281] commonly in use in the radiother-
apy community for quantitatively assessing the spatial resolution of electronic
portal imaging devices (EPIDs) employ Coltman’s method[54], as described by
Droege and Morin[80], to determine the modulation transfer function (MTF)
through measuring the variance in regions of interest (ROIs) on a series of bar
patterns of different spatial frequencies. In principle, these phantoms should
yield results consistent with those of the edge phantom method well established
in diagnostic imaging[308]. However, due to differences in the way in which the
MTF curve is normalised between the approaches the results are incompatible,
yet these are widely disseminated in the literature without any comment of
this (see, for example [21, 232, 239, 308]). This situation appears to stem from a
decision taken by the designers of the earlier of the two EPID phantoms[281]
and has been perpetuated over time[123], even into newer phantoms designed
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to assess kilovoltage radiographic detectors[278, 372], and has resulted in an
inconsistent approach between the radiotherapy and diagnostic imaging eval-
uations of detectors with the same underlying technology. There is no good
reason for such a fundamental difference in implementation of the same un-
derlying theory[54, 80], and it hinders modality intercomparisons. Worse, it
even prevents intercomparisons between measurements made using different
bar-pattern phantoms on the same modality. This is demonstrated in detail
in chapter 3 and IQWorks is explored as a tool for implementing a consistent
approach across all currently available phantoms and radiographic imaging
systems.

Another example of inconsistent approach between radiotherapy and dia-
gnostic imaging is in the uniformity assessment of cone-beam CT (CBCT).
Standard practice in diagnostic CT is to place five ROIs on an image of a
uniform circular phantom – one at the centre of the field of view (FOV) and
the others at the periphery – then a metric of uniformity is calculated from
these[151, 156]. Although Varian Medical Systems (Palo Alto, California, USA)
follow a similar methodology in the the formal evaluation procedure of their
CBCT systems, and employ the same CT phantom, the metric calculated is
subtly different[345, 359]. Care must therefore be taken when comparing results
calculated by different groups for different CBCT systems, even though the
same phantom may have been used in the studies. Furthermore, the Varian
procedure is specifically limited to consider only a small field of view, of the
order of only 15 cm diameter, whereas in diagnostic imaging the evaluation
area may be chosen appropriate to the given application (e.g. a large diameter
uniformity phantom and measurement FOV for a large FOV imaging mode).
Again, there is no good reason for this difference in approach, especially given
that the maximum FOV of the Varian CBCT systems is of the order of 45 cm.
As well as hindering intercomparisons between CT modalities this also inhibits
optimisation exercises, where the clinically useful FOV may be larger than that
included in Varian’s analysis scheme. Assessment of CT uniformity is explored
in chapter 4.

It is worth noting that discrepancies also exist between performance metrics
calculated for the various diagnostic imaging modalities. Taking uniformity
assessment as an example again, in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) the
standard approach is to calculate a metric based on the pixel values in hori-
zontal and vertical line profiles across the FOV[197, 198], whereas in nuclear
medicine it is normal to apply a smoothing kernel to the image before any
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analysis is performed, then different line profile or ROI based techniques are
applied[327]. In this way, uniformity metrics calculated in the standard way
for Varian CBCT, diagnostic CT, MRI and nuclear medicine modalities will all
be different quantities which cannot be used directly for relative performance
comparisons. Sometimes the differences in implementation are deliberate – a
good metric calculated as part of a consistency test within a routine quality
assurance programme should concentrate on weaknesses of the modality and
be sensitive to material changes in performance. However, at the same time it
is important when optimising performance across a multi-modality imaging
chain to be able to apply the same numerical algorithm to different modalities,
and IQWorks provides an opportunity for doing this.

Now that high quality imaging is available at all stages of the radiotherapy
process, full optimisation of treatment planning and delivery requires optim-
isation of the contribution from imaging at each stage. This in itself requires
an understanding of the limitations and benefits of the different modalities,
particularly regarding their influence on the accuracy and precision of dose
delivery. Detailed performance evaluation of the different modalities is only
possible if they are considered within a common analysis framework. In addi-
tion, convergence between diagnostic and radiotherapy imaging, with images
originally intended for one discipline now routinely being applied to the other,
requires a common approach not just between different modalities, but across
all disciplines.

Quantitative assessment of image quality involves calculating numerical
metrics to describe an observer’s ability to perform a particular task. Inherent
to any task is the process by which the observer considers and makes decisions
based on the information presented in the image. Regardless of the physics
underpinning any particular modality, imaging performance can be described
by the same fundamental imaging science[141]. Although this is the case, there
has been little effort in the past to apply this theory in a radiotherapy context,
or indeed to link the classical metrics widely utilised in radiotherapy back to
the underlying theory.

This chapter introduces the signal detection theory (SDT) which underpins
the radiotherapy imaging task. Following a discussion of SDT, transfer theory
is introduced and the potential of macroscopic or ‘large area transfer’ metrics
explored. Image formation theory is then considered, yielding more descript-
ive metrics in the spatial-frequency domain. The clinical relevance of these
theoretical constructs is then discussed by considering their roles in observer
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models.
Throughout this chapter, the image evaluation methods classically employed

in radiotherapy are compared with more advanced and universally applicable
analyses, with a pragmatic approach being taken to the implementation of
these in a clinical radiotherapy environment. Recommendations are formulated
regarding concrete, practically realisable image quality metrics for radiotherapy,
and a complete list of these is collated in Appendix C. The IQWorks software
framework for applying these methods as part of a radiotherapy commissioning
or a routine QA programme is presented in chapter A, and the numerical
methods for calculating the metrics in chapter B.

2.2. Signal Detection Theory

All images contain information relevant to the task being performed (i.e. the
‘signal’), as well as noise which detracts from the task[62, 141]. Because the
noise introduces uncertainty into the presentation of the signal there is always
a finite probability of making the wrong decision, with the accuracy of decision-
making dependent upon the relative characteristics of the signal and noise,
as well as the criteria the operator is applying to make the decision. In the
discussion which follows, the exact nature of the decision itself is unimportant,
but it should be taken that the decision required is appropriate to the clinical
task.

Detection of the signal, and the identification of the absence of signal, are
both outcomes which belong to probability distributions. Illustrated in Figure
2.1 are the signal (‘S’) and no signal (‘NS’) probability distributions for an image
acquired by a hypothetical imaging system under particular configuration
settings. The vertical ‘decision criterion’ line indicates the confidence threshold
the operator has chosen when interpretting the image, to the right of which
everything is perceived (whether correctly or not) as signal, and everything to
the left as no signal. From the figure it is evident that the decision may fall into
one of four categories:

• the signal is correctly identified, the likelihood of which is given by the
area under the blue S curve, to the right of the decision criterion line – the
True Positive Fraction (TPF) of results;

• regions of no signal are mistakenly identified as signal, corresponding to
the area under the red NS curve beyond the decision criterion line (red +
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grey shaded areas in the graph) – the False Positive Fraction (FPF);

• areas of no signal are correctly identified – the True Negative Fraction
(TNF);

• the signal is missed, being mistakenly thought to be a negative result –
the False Negative Fraction (FNF).
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True Negative Fraction
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Model 1

Figure 2.1. – Probability distributions associated with the presence of the signal
(‘S’) and no signal (‘NS’).

In a clinical scenario, the goal is to maximise the TPF whilst minimising the
FPF. When assessing imaging modalities, the TPF is referred to as sensitivity,
because it relates to the detectability of a signal, whilst 1− FPF is defined as the
specificity, describing the reliability of identified positive results[141, 221, 318].
Maximising task performance therefore maps to maximising both sensitivity
and specificity, through optimising image acquisition settings and the choice of
the decision criterion. The nature of the probability distributions depends upon
the imaging system and its acquisition settings, whereas the decision criterion
is intrinsic to the operator.

Noise in an image affects the spread of the distributions, whereas signal
magnitude influences their separation along the decision axis. If the signal
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Figure 2.2. – Effect of noise and signal magnitude on decision making. In Model 2
(left) the noise is less than in Figure 2.1 whilst the signal magnitude
is the same. In Model 3 (right) the signal magnitude is less, whereas
the noise is the same.

magnitude is kept the same but the noise level reduced, the curves becomes
more ‘peaked’, so that both sensitivity and specificity improve, as shown in
Model 2 in Figure 2.2. Alternatively, if the signal amplitude is reduced, but the
noise kept constant, the separation between the distributions decreases and
sensitivity and specificity are reduced, as illustrated by Model 3 in the figure.
Clearly, if the distributions are well separated, then the task becomes easier,
whereas if they overlap the task becomes harder.

For a real system and task, the decision criterion may or may not be a con-
scious decision of the operator, it may vary depending upon the importance
of the task or it may develop as a result of training and experience. However,
regardless of how good the operator, the accessibility of the information content
is always limited by the nature of the S and NS probability distributions.

For a given pair of distributions, a plot of sensitivity against specificity for all
possible decision criteria is known as a receiver-operator characteristic (ROC)
curve. The area under the curve is indicative of the best possible performance
achievable by the operator, using the imaging device with particular acquisition
settings, and is thus a measure of overall image quality[141]. The ROC curves
for the three models presented above are plotted in Figure 2.3.

One strategy for optimising performance is therefore to aim to adjust the
configuration of an imaging device (including acquisition settings, geometry,
etc.) to maximise the area under the ROC curve. This is commonly attempted in
diagnostic imaging. However, the disadvantage is that it requires measurement
of the ROC curve each time a setting is changed, using the subjective / semi-
quantitative tests outlined in Section 1.7. Repeated measurements by different
observers are required to achieve statistically meaningful results, making the
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Figure 2.3. – ROC curves for the models in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

process very time-consuming and labour intensive. Furthermore, care must be
taken to ensure the task being performed when interpretting the test objects is
representative of the clinical task, yet this can be extremely difficult[189, 334].

An alternative approach is to consider the nature of and relationship between
the S and NS probability distributions themselves. A related metric of image
quality is the ‘discriminability index’, d′, which describes how easy it is to
distinguish which distribution a result belongs to. d′ is given by

d′ =
∆
σ

(2.1)

where ∆ is the separation between the centres of the curves, and σ is the
standard deviation of the noise[119]. This analysis assumes the noise is Poisson
distributed, which is usually the case for imaging systems relying on random
processes, such as the emission and detection of X-ray photons. However, there
may also be other sources of noise, potentially belonging to non-Poisson prob-
ability distributions, such as those encountered in MRI, US or even introduced
by the human visual system. If required, these can be accounted for in the more
sophisticated methods described below.

When applying statistical decision theory to imaging science, the manifesta-
tion of d′ is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)[141, 334], which is thus an overall
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metric of image quality encompassing all technical elements affecting the per-
formance of the specified task. However, accurately specifying a real clinical
task can be extremely difficult (if not impossible), so often a simplified task is
chosen to aid in technical optimisation.

Determining the minimum SNR required for an acceptable sensitivity and spe-
cificity requires modelling the behaviour of a human operator. Various models,
of differing degrees of sophistication and fidelity to the task, are described later
in Section 2.7. However, it is generally thought that the SNR must be greater
than approximately 3 – 5 to achieve acceptable performance[44, 73, 219, 302].
Once the SNR has been optimised by technical experiment and numerical ana-
lysis, a subset of the most promising scenarios can then be put forward for the
labour intensive ROC analysis, thereby testing theoretically optimum results
using a human observer in a clinical environment[354].

2.3. Transfer Theory

Formation of a medical image consists of three stages:

• image acquisition – the physical interaction of radiation with the object
being examined, then the interaction with and detection of the radiation
by a detector;

• image storage – digitisation and encoding of the detected image so that it
can be stored in computer memory, or written to a storage medium for
future retrieval, often with additional information embedded (e.g. patient
name, pixel size, etc.) ;

• image presentation – display of the image for interpretation by an observer,
usually on a soft-copy device such as a computer monitor or projector,
with the data being manipulated or enhanced as required (e.g. windowed,
edge enhanced, etc.).

Each of these stages itself involves a number of sub-stages. At each stage, a
signal enters as input, is processed, then is output to the subsequent stage.
Image quality depends upon how faithfully the information contained in the
object being examined is ‘transferred’ through each stage of this imaging chain.
‘Transfer theory’ models the passage of information through the system. At each
stage the object signal will be subjected to various processes which enhance,
distort or degrade the information content.

Information transfer is affected by:
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• the system characteristic curve — which relates the input signal at the
detector to the pixel values in the image;

• noise — both random and structured;

• spatial resolution — a measure of the ‘sharpness’ of the image and the
size of objects which can be visualised.

Transfer theory is greatly simplified if it can be assumed that the characteristic
curve is linear: i.e. the output is directly proportional to the input.

A system is linear if and only if its transfer characteristics are such that an
input h (r) at point r results in an output signal S {h (r)}, where for any two
individual inputs h1 (r) and h2 (r)

S {h1 (r) + h2 (r)} = S {h1 (r)}+ S {h2 (r)} (2.2)

and

S {ah (r)} = aS {h (r)}

for any real constant a.
Even though most imaging modalities are generally not linear, it is usually

possible to design the experiment or manipulate the data so that they can be
considered so. For example, many modalities exhibit linearity over a small
range of signal values, so linear transfer theory still applies if the test object
being considered is such that the signals present in the image are within this
linear range. Alternatively, inherently non-linear systems (such as film-screen
systems or computed-radiography) can be ‘linearised’ by measuring and ap-
plying a calibration curve. All the radiotherapy imaging modalities considered
in this study are either inherently linear or can be linearised, although some-
times judicial choice of the signal units is important. For example, a CT slice
traditionally contains pixel values presented in Hounsfield Units (HUs), which
are proportional to linear attenuation coefficient. However, the same CT data
loses their linearity if presented instead as an electron density map. Therefore,
the first step in performing image quality evaluation is to ensure the system is
properly linearised.

Macroscopic, or ‘large area’, transfer characteristics describe information
propagation using generalised metrics and tend to be based in the spatial do-
main. These are useful for assessing gross performance, and will be considered
in section 2.4. A more detailed model of information transfer, operating primar-
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ily in the spatial-frequency domain and constructed from the fundamental
image formation process is presented in 2.5.

2.4. Large Area Transfer Metrics

Analysing regions of interest (ROIs) in the spatial domain enables gross metrics
of image quality to be calculated.

Consider an image with two ROIs, ROIo covering the object being examined
(i.e. the signal) and ROIn in the background noise, with mean pixel values so

and sn, and pixel standard deviations of σo and σn.
The signal-to-noise ratio is then given by either[62, 197, 217]

SNR =
so

σn
(2.3)

or

SNR =
so√

σ2
n + σ2

o
(2.4)

depending upon whether just the noise in the background is being considered,
or an average of the noise between the object and background regions. Typical
observer models assume that all noise is random and that there is no noise in
the signal itself. Under these conditions, one would expect σo and σn to be very
similar, and on average the same.

However, for real images, the noise level in ROIo tends to be a function of
so because the contrast of the object itself depends on the quanta of radiation
contributing to its image and is thus subject to Poisson statistics. If N quanta
are detected then the noise σ =

√
N. Thus, if the signal so is proportional to No

then the noise σo ∝
√

so, leading to the seemingly counter-intuitive result that
the noise level, in absolute terms, increases with larger signals. It can therefore
be more pragmatic to calculate an average noise value between the background
and signal regions, as in equation 2.4.

Signal detection theory is concerned with the detectability of a signal above
the background noise. If the background region itself, in the absence of noise,
contains a significant offset signal then the difference in signal between the the
object and background regions becomes important. The ‘difference’ or ‘detail’
signal-to-noise ratio (dSNR) is given by either[281, 333, 335]

dSNR =
C
σn

(2.5)
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or[77, 237]

dSNR =
C√

σ2
n + σ2

o
(2.6)

where C is the ‘contrast’ between the two regions and is a measure of the dif-
ference in signal between them. It is defined variously as simply the difference
in signal between two regions[197, 333]

C = so − sn (2.7)

the ratio between the signal difference and that of the background only[94, 263]

C =
so − sn

sn
(2.8)

the ratio between the difference and the sum of the average signals in the two
regions[67, 237]

C =
so − sn

so + sn
(2.9)

or the ratio between the difference and overall average signal between the two
regions[123, 309]

C = 2
(

so − sn

so + sn

)
(2.10)

Contrast does not by itself directly indicate detectability but rather can be
used to determine or verify the characteristic curve of a system.

dSNR is sometimes referred to as the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and
is a useful metric for constancy testing or optimising an individual system.
However, because it depends upon the system characteristic curve care must
be taken when using it to make comparisons between different examples of
the same modality. Furthermore, because the contrast between objects also
depends upon the nature of the radiation source it is inappropriate to use dSNR
for inter-modality performance comparisons.

A measure of the change in contrast between stages of the imaging chain
is given by the large-area transfer factor TC which is the ratio of contrasts
measured at the same locations in the output and input images.

TC =
Cout

Cin
(2.11)
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On its own, TC does not adequately reflect overall image quality because it is
possible for large-area contrast to be preserved whilst fine detail is lost, such as
in the blurring of small objects or edges. Therefore, structure size and spatial
resolution must also be taken into consideration. In addition, because practical
measurement of contrast relies on taking statistical averages of pixel values
in macroscopic ROIs, TC is also potentially insensitive to even high levels of
either random or structured noise. Characterising large-area contrast transfer
across the whole imaging chain requires knowledge of the contrast inherent to
the object being imaged, taking into account the interactions with the object of
the radiation involved. This can be extremely difficult to determine for some
modalities and test objects. It is also questionable whether the results obtained
map meaningfully to the clinical sphere, where the objects being imaged are
considerably more complex and contain a wide range of signal values and
spatial-frequencies. As described in Section 2.5, a consideration in the spatial
frequency domain provides a deeper understanding of how the information in
the final image reflects that in the original object.

In a similar manner to the signal of interest, noise is also transferred between
the stages of the imaging chain. Stochastic noise results in fluctuations in image
signal, as a function of either position or time. Noise level can be described by
the variance in the expected signal value in a region which, in the absence of
noise, would be uniform. Using the nomenclature above, the noise variance is
given by

σ2
n = E

{
|∆sn|2

}
(2.12)

where ∆sn = sn − E {sn} and the expectation value E {sn} is obtained by aver-
aging the signal value sn at the same location r in many repeated images (an
ensemble average). However, repeated measurements are often impractical,
so a spatial average tends to be used as an estimate instead. A system where
the ensemble and spatial averages are equivalent (i.e. sn = E {sn}) is known as
being as ergodic.

Macroscopically, the influence of noise can also be described using the coeffi-
cient of variation (CoV):

CoV =
σn

sn
=

1
SNR

(2.13)

with the intention being that the CoV provides a better indication of the relative
degradation in detectability due to noise. However, whilst providing informa-
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tion about overall noise level, assessments based on variance measurements are
of limited value because they do not describe spatial correlations in the noise,
yet two images with the same noise variance may appear very different due
to the appearance of structure caused by these. Considering the system in the
spatial-frequency domain enables the nature of correlations to be examined and
thus provides a fuller characterisation of the noise and its transfer through the
system.

If noise is truly due to random processes then the pixel values in a region of
uniform input signal should have a constant variance. However, detector issues
– such as defective pixels or a spatially varying characteristic curve – will add
non-stochastic structure to the noise, although this is often difficult to identify
by eye because in-built image processing algorithms may automatically be
applied to correct for this. One straightforward, but powerful and sensitive tool
for examining local noise characteristics in the spatial domain is the ‘variance
map’. This is an image in which each pixel value is equal to the variance of a
set number of surrounding pixels in the original image. From visual inspection
it is immediately clear whether the noise level is changing significantly with
position, and in particular whether there are any localised regions of structure.
For truly random noise the variance of the variance map should be zero. A
quick QC check can be performed by considering an ROI on the variance map
itself and verifying the variance in the ROI is below a set tolerance.

Another method of investigating spatial variations is to consider line profiles:
tabulating pixel value as a function of distance along a line. Across regions of
uniform exposure, a profile will reveal information both about noise charac-
teristics and the nature of the characteristic curve. Alternatively, if the noise
and characteristic curve are well understood, profiles will yield information
about the radiation source and the object being examined. In a particularly
noisy system, the contribution of random noise can be reduced by averaging
adjacent line profiles: i.e. taking an area profile.

Profiles can either be plotted and inspected by eye or a variety of metrics of
uniformity may be calculated from the pixel values along the profile line. In the
equations which follow pi represents the numerical value of the ith pixel along
the profile line when stepping incrementally from the profile start point.

The coefficient of variation along a profile is calculated in the same way as
for ROIs:

CoV =
σp

pi
(2.14)

Integral uniformity Ui assesses the maximum deviation from the mean:
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Ui(+) =
pmax − pmin

pi
(2.15)

and can be divided into positive and negative components:

Ui(+) =
pmax − pi

pi
(2.16)

Ui(−) =
pmin − pi

pi
(2.17)

Another metric, concerned with more local variations, is the differential
uniformity Ud which measures the maximum difference between adjacent
pixels, and as such is very sensitive to noise spikes and detector artefacts:

Ud =
∆pmax

pi
(2.18)

Depending upon convention, the denominator in equations 2.15 to 2.18 may
instead be (pmax + pmin), with the different approaches being analogous to
those adopted for contrast assessment in equations 2.8 and 2.9.

Finally, an alternative approach is to identify the proportion of pixels with
values outside a set tolerance, e.g. ± a specified number of standard deviations
about the mean value. This is known as the fractional uniformity U f .

Which metric of uniformity is most applicable will depend upon the task
being performed. For QC checks it is the one which most readily indicates a
significant change in performance with acceptable sensitivity and specificity.
Often, when calculating global uniformity metrics only a specified portion
about the centre of the field of view is considered (e.g. 90%) in order to avoid
the influence of known edge effects. Larger scale measures of uniformity can
also be calculated by applying the metrics above to the pixel values within
whole regions of interest.

Discriminability depends not just on the characteristics of contrast and noise
transfer but on how detail is preserved. ‘Spatial resolution’ is a measure of the
size of objects which can be observed in an image. In the spatial domain this
may be defined as:

• the dimensions of the sensitive elements in the detector, or the distances
between the centres of these (i.e. detector element ‘size’ or ‘pitch’);

• the dimensions of an individual pixel in the image matrix (i.e. pixel ‘size’
or ‘pitch’);
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• the smallest object which can be discerned;

• the smallest separation which can exist between two structures before they
merge together, becoming no longer distinguishable as separate objects.

Although similar, depending upon the modality and imaging conditions these
definitions are not necessarily equivalent. However, they all relate to the dis-
cernability of small objects or small gaps between objects.

On a macroscopic scale, resolution may be assessed visually be examining a
series of periodic bar patterns, where in each successive pattern the bars become
narrower and closer together (i.e. the spatial frequency increases). The ‘limiting
resolution’ is taken as the highest spatial frequency pattern just clearly visible
under controlled conditions, and is usually expressed in spatial frequency units
(line pairs per unit distance or cycles per unit distance), and sometimes simply
as the spacing of the pattern. Often the bar patterns are designed for maximum
contrast so that the influence of noise is minimised, and under these conditions
the quantity measured is the ‘limiting high contrast resolution’.

However, a limitation of this large-area approach is that only the high fre-
quency performance of the system is assessed, whereas there is evidence that
low-frequency transfer has an important role to play in the diagnostic task[57].
Although not considered in the literature, it is logical to assume that radiother-
apy imaging activities also rely on low-frequency components. For example,
in the image registration / fusion task an operator must compare equivalent
structures against each other on multi-resolution, multi-modality images, in-
trinsically performing the comparison on both global and local scales. A full
characterisation of spatial resolution therefore requires a more detailed ana-
lysis in the spatial frequency domain, rather than simply inspecting repeating
patterns in the spatial domain.

Practical experience reveals that the large-area transfer metrics described
above are interrelated. Detectability relies upon a complex relationship between
different aspects of the imaging system and the object being imaged. Whether
an object can be distinguished above background noise depends upon its size,
the noise level in the image and the contrast between the object and background.
When assessing image quality in an absolute sense it is therefore difficult to
determine exactly which metrics to apply. Decisions must be made regarding
which definition of SNR, contrast and dSNR should be utilised, and indeed
whether dSNR is more appropriate than SNR. However, it is suggested that
for a basic constancy check consistency of approach is more important than
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accurate modelling of the clinical task — as long as the same, possibly non-
optimal, methodology is applied each time then degradation in performance
can successfully be identified.

Macroscopic image quality metrics clearly do not provide a complete de-
scription of the system, with it being possible to gain a fuller understanding
through a more detailed consideration in the spatial frequency domain. How-
ever, large-area metrics tend to be intuitive and provide a global perspective
on performance which can often be lost when focusing on the technical details.
They are also straightforward to calculate and are useful for quick QC checks.

2.5. Image Formation Theory

Throughout the steps of the imaging chain the information contained in the
object being examined is mapped into what is visualised as the final image.

At the most fundamental level, the information content of the image is limited
by the inherent contrast provided by the interaction of radiation with structures
in the object. This is a function of the type of radiation (and hence the mod-
ality itself), acquisition settings and the physical characteristics of the object.
Regardless of the amount of information originally present in the object, if struc-
tures are ‘invisible’ to the radiation being used to probe it then the information
contained in these cannot be transferred to the image and will be lost. One
can therefore define the ‘best possible’ image as that which, free from noise,
faithfully contains all information accessible by the radiation of choice. This
will never be a ‘perfect’ image because no radiation is capable of differentiating
between all structures.

Emission and detection of electromagnetic radiation — whether ionising or
non-ionising — are random processes involving quanta of energy (photons)
and as such are subject to Poisson statistics. The ‘quantum image’ is the ‘virtual’
snapshot in time of the radiation quanta after interaction with the object. It
contains all the information present in the object, limited by the fundamental
physics of the interaction processes, and is a degraded sampling of the continu-
ous spatial distribution which is the best possible image. In this image, each
individual quantum exists at a discrete point r0, sampled from a distribution
of possible positions r̃ = {ri}. Its contribution can be described by the Dirac
delta function δ (r− r0), with the overall image q (r) being the superposition of
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a number of these:

q (r) =
Nq

∑
i=1

δ (r− ri) (2.19)

Averaging many instances of equation 2.19 yields the expectation function
E {q (r)} and describes the quantum image in the absence of noise. This is
equivalent to the ‘best possible’ image, degraded only by technical limitations
of the radiation source (such as target spot size in an X-ray tube). If the quantum
image consists only of a Poisson distribution of quanta then r̃ is randomly
distributed and all contributions are uncorrelated across the image area.

Images are acquired over a finite period of time. Assuming all quanta interact-
ing during a time-window ∆t contribute to the final image, the quantum image
q (r, ∆t) can be considered a time-integrated series of instantaneous samples of
q (r):

q (r, ∆t) =
∆tˆ

t=0

( Nq

∑
i=1

δ (r− ri,t)

)
dt (2.20)

As ∆t increases the relative uncertainty due to random noise decreases and
the quantum image tends towards the expectation function, as long as there is
no motion of the object or radiation source.

E {q (r)} = lim
∆t→∞

{q (r, ∆t)} =
∞̂

t=0

( Nq

∑
i=1

δ (r− ri,t)

)
dt (2.21)

In practice, optimisation of the time window involves balancing the informa-
tion content yielded from a quantum image with superior noise characteristics
against the smearing effect of motion artefacts.

Visualisation of the quantum image requires counting of the quanta present
at each location. Most modalities detect the presence (or absence) of quanta
through absorption or scattering interactions, with the resulting signal being
biased by the effect of the energy of each quantum on the interaction mechanism.
At this stage, one can consider the ‘analogue image’ d (r) as the conversion
of the quantum image into a continuous spatial distribution of signal values
sampled from a continuous range of signal values. It represents the quantum
image weighted by the energy response of the detector and degraded by the
physics of the detector interaction mechanisms.

In contemporary modalities the analogue image is digitised to enable storage,
visualisation and image processing. The ‘digital image’ px,y thus represents d (r)
at a discrete set of spatial coordinates – usually on a rectilinear grid

(
nx, ny

)
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– and mapped to a set of permissible discrete values. Generally, for most
modalities the formation of the analogue and digital images are complex, multi-
stage processes which are often interrelated.

Image quality metrics are outlined below by considering the degradation
of the digital image in comparison with the quantum image. For clarity, con-
cepts are outlined for the 1-dimensional case in the spatial domain x and
spatial-frequency domain u, but these are immediately applicable for 2- or 3-
dimensional datasets. As discussed in Section 2.4 it is assumed that the imaging
system is intrinsically linear or has been linearised.

If a photon is detected at position x0 the response S of the detector to the
input impulse is given by the ‘point spread function’ (PSF):

S {δ (x− x0)} = PSF (x, x0) (2.22)

where PSF (x, x0) means ‘as a function of x, due to an impulse at x0’.

By extension of equation 2.19 the complete detector response is the superpos-
ition of the many detected impulses

S (x) =
N

∑
i=1

PSF (x, xi) (2.23)

and, by equation 2.2, in a linear system this image can be considered simply
the sum of the contributions from the PSF presented at each impulse location,
potentially weighted by an energy factor ki:

S {δ (x− x1) + δ (x− x2) + . . . + δ (x− xN)} (2.24)

= k1PSF (x, x1) + k2PSF (x, x2) + . . . + kNPSF (x, xN)

In some texts the PSF is known as the ‘impulse response function’ (IRF).

Implicit in equation 2.24 is that an input impulse results in the same shaped
output regardless of where it lands across the field of view: i.e. the system
is linear and shift-invariant. For flat-panel digital detectors this is generally
true, although the situation becomes more complicated for modalities involving
reconstruction algorithms or heavy image processing, such as CT or MRI. How-
ever, many systems can be considered shift-invariant over a small area and the
methodology described can still be successfully applied if a phantom can be
designed such that a sufficiently large shift-invariant area is available for the
measurement. Non shift-invariant systems may sometimes be corrected to be
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so through measuring and compensating for the variation in response across
the field of view (e.g. by uniformity corrections). Systems which are linear
and shift-invariant are known as LSI and the position-independent PSF can be
written

PSF (x, x0) = PSF (x− x0) (2.25)

Digital images consist of pixels px,y of finite size. In the 1-dimensional case,
if the pixel size is ∆x then an object h (x) being imaged can be described by a
series of rectangles of width4x, centred on position i and height hi, with the
area of each rectangle thus hi4x. If 4x is small relative to the width of the
PSF then each rectangle can be represented by a delta function at that position,
scaled by hi4x. Therefore, the output of a system with point-spread function
PSF (x, i) can be calculated by superposing the contributions from each of these
delta functions. i.e.

S {h (x)} ≈
∞

∑
i=−∞

hiPSF (x, i)4x (2.26)

In the limit as the pixel size tends to zero, this becomes the superposition
integral

S {h (x)} =
ˆ ∞

−∞
h
(
x′
)

PSF
(
x, x′

)
dx′ (2.27)

By virtue of equation 2.25, if the system is LSI this can be simplified to the
convolution integral

S {h (x)} =
ˆ ∞

−∞
h
(
x′
)

PSF
(
x− x′

)
dx′ (2.28)

which may be represented as

S {h (x)} = h (x)⊗ PSF (x) (2.29)

That is, the object signal is smeared out by the point-spread function.

In the above methodology, the performance of the system is described in the
absence of noise. For real-world systems subject to stochastic noise, equations
2.28 and2.29 represent the expectation function of the system response. If
deterministic ‘fixed-pattern’ noise is also present, this can be included by being
added to the formalism independently. It can be thus sometimes be useful to
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consider the response of an imaging system as:

S {h (x)} = {h (x) + noisestoch (x)} ⊗ PSF (x) + noisedet (x) (2.30)

although care must be taken to avoid oversimplification because the different
sources of noise may themselves also be functions of h (x). A more detailed
consideration of noise is presented below.

So far, the formation of the image has been considered entirely in the spatial
domain. However, the convolution integral can be difficult to compute analytic-
ally and the ramifications of the smearing of differently sized structures by the
PSF is unintuitive. It is therefore useful to consider signal transfer in the spatial
frequency domain. An input sinusoidal signal of spatial frequency u may be
expressed in terms of a complex exponential

h (x) = ei2πux = cos (2πux) + i sin (2πux) (2.31)

According to equation 2.28 the resulting analogue image is thus

d (x) = S {h (x)}

=
ˆ ∞

−∞
PSF

(
x′
)

ei2πu(x−x′)dx′ (2.32)

= ei2πux
ˆ ∞

−∞
PSF

(
x′
)

e−i2πux′dx′ (2.33)

Defining the Fourier Transform of a function f (x) as

F { f (x)} = F (u) =
ˆ ∞

−∞
f (x) e−i2πuxdx (2.34)

and the inverse Fourier Transform of F (u) as

F−1 {F (u)} = f (x) =
ˆ ∞

−∞
F (u) ei2πuxdu (2.35)

then the Fourier Transform of the PSF is

F {PSF (x)} = T (u) =
ˆ ∞

−∞
PSF (x) e−i2πuxdx (2.36)
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and equation 2.33 becomes

d (x) = ei2πuxF {PSF (x)} (2.37)

= T (u) ei2πux = T (u) h (x) (2.38)

In the general sense, for any specified input h (x) with Fourier transform
H (u) the corresponding output will be

d (x) = S {h (x)}
= S{F−1 {H (u)} (2.39)

= F−1 {H (u)} ∗ PSF (x) (2.40)

Noting that convolution in the spatial domain corresponds with multiplication
in the spatial frequency domain,

d (x) = F−1 {H (u)F {PSF (x)}} (2.41)

= F−1 {H (u) T (u)} (2.42)

Expressing d (x) in terms of its Fourier Transform D (u), yields the result

D (u) = H (u) T (u) (2.43)

so that it is possible to characterise the change in a signal as it transfers through
the system by multiplying each of its spatial-frequency components by the
factor T (u). It is thus straightforward to consider the transport of signals
through the imaging system by working in the spatial-frequency domain. T (u)
is complex, so represents both linear scaling and a shifting of phase. However,
if the PSF is real and even, which is generally the case for the imaging systems
considered in this study, then T (u) does not contain any phase information
and T (u) = |T (u)|.

In the spatial domain, an oscillating signal is characterised by its amplitude
and phase. The modulation M of the signal is a measure of its amplitude
relative to its mean value, and is defined as

M =
hmax − hmin

hmax + hmin
(2.44)

Consider the general case of equation 2.31, where the sinusoidal signal has
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constant offset a and amplitude b:

h (x) = a + bei2πux (2.45)

The modulation of this signal on input to the imaging system Min is given by
equation 2.44 as

Min =
b
a

(2.46)

After passage through the imaging system, the signal h (x) is represented by
an analogue image

d (x) = S {h (x)}
= S

{
a + bei2πux

}
(2.47)

In a linear system this becomes

d (x) = aS {1}+ bS
{

ei2πux
}

(2.48)

= aS
{

ei2πux|u=0
}

+ bS
{

ei2πux
}

(2.49)

= aT (0) + bT (u) ei2πux (2.50)

using the definition of T (u) in equation 2.36. By equation 2.44, the output
modulation is thus

Mout =
b
a
|T (u)|
T (0)

= Min
|T (u)|
T (0)

(2.51)

with the ratio Mout/Min being defined as the Modulation Transfer Function
(MTF):

MTF (u) =
Mout

Min
=
|T (u)|
T (0)

(2.52)

which is the spatial-frequency domain equivalent of the contrast transfer factor
Tc previously defined in equation 2.11. The MTF is always real, having lost all
phase information because of the modulus operator in equation 2.52, and is
defined as being unity at zero frequency. As described above, phase information
is generally unimportant for the modalities being considered here, but if phase
must be considered, then the equivalent of the MTF with phase information
preserved is the Optical Transfer Function (OTF), given by:

OTF (u) =
T (u)
T (0)

(2.53)
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Therefore
MTF (u) = |OTF (u)| = |F {PSF (x)}|

F {PSF (x)} |u=0
(2.54)

When working in 2-dimensions, the equivalents are

MTF (u, v) = |OTF (u, v)| = |F {PSF (x, y)}|
F {PSF (x, y)} |u=0,v=0

(2.55)

In 2-d, the impulse response along one image axis may be studied by in-
tegrating the PSF (x, y) along the other direction. This gives the line spread
function (LSF), which represents the response of the system to an input which
is an infinitesimally narrow straight line of infinite length. In each direction, the
LSF is thus given by:

LSF (x) =

´ ∞
−∞ PSF (x, y) dy´ ∞

−∞
´ ∞
−∞ PSF (x, y) dxdy

(2.56)

and

LSF (y) =

´ ∞
−∞ PSF (x, y) dx´ ∞

−∞
´ ∞
−∞ PSF (x, y) dxdy

(2.57)

In the general case, the LSF normal to a vector r is given by

LSF =

´ ∞
−∞ PSF (r) dr´ ∞

−∞
´ ∞
−∞ PSF (x, y) dxdy

(2.58)

By these definitions, the modulus of the Fourier Transform of the LSF yields
the corresponding MTF

MTF (u) = |F {LSF (x)}| (2.59)

and
MTF (v) = |F {LSF (y)}| (2.60)

These are equivalent to extracting the values along the u or v axes from the 2-d
map described by 2.55, viz

MTF (u) = MTF (u, v) |v=0 (2.61)

MTF (v) = MTF (u, v) |u=0 (2.62)

Some important characteristics are shared between the spatial and spatial-
frequency domains: if the PSF is real and even, then so is the MTF; if the PSF is
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rotationally symmetric, then the MTF also shares this property.

Spatial domain approaches to describing noise were outlined in section 2.4,
all of which involved measures of pixel variance either in the ensemble average
of many instances of an image, or if the system is ergodic, within a region of
interest. These are limited in that they are unable to characterise structure in
the noise. Detailed analysis of noise structure can be performed by examining
how signal fluctuations relate to one another as a function of time, or distance
in an ergodic system.

Consider a noisy signal a (x′) which fluctuates about its mean value at posi-
tion x′ by ∆a (x′) due to the noise. The autocovariance function K (x′, x′ + x)
then describes the covariance of a (x′) with itself after offset by a distance x:

Ka
(
x′, x′ + x

)
= E

{
∆a
(
x′
)

∆a∗
(
x′ + x

)}
(2.63)

where ∆a∗ (x′) is the complex conjugate of ∆a (x′). If the noise is stationary, such
that its expectation value and variance do not vary as a function of position, then
the autocovariance function is also independent of position across a uniform
field of view

Ka
(
x′, x′ + x

)
= Ka (x) (2.64)

Furthermore, in an ergodic system the autocovariance can be estimated by a
spatial average over a limited field of view X, the sample autocovariance, Ka,X (x)

Ka,X (x) =
1
X

ˆ
X

∆a
(
x′
)

∆a∗
(
x′ + x

)
dx′ (2.65)

in which the expectation function in equation 2.63 is replaced by a correlation
integral.

As the field of view increases the sample autocovariance becomes a better
approximation of the true autocovariance. In the limit as X → ∞ the two
become equal.

Ka (x) = lim
X→∞

Ka,X (x) (2.66)

= lim
X→∞

1
X

ˆ
X

∆a
(
x′
)

∆a∗
(
x′ + x

)
dx′ (2.67)

Although the autocovariance function provides a detailed characterisation
of noise its calculation is computationally intensive and thus time-consuming.
Furthermore, with most imaging modalities it is impractical to acquire suffi-
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cient instances of a noise image to calculate Ka (x) at a single position as in
equation 2.64, or to achieve a uniform region of interest sufficiently large to
produce a good estimate using the approach in equation 2.67. In addition, the
autocovariance function itself provides results which are difficult to interpret
in a meaningful context and it is not immediately straightforward to identify
or separate out the contributions from different sources of noise. However, the
situation is improved by working in the spatial frequency domain.

The Noise Power Spectrum (NPS) describes the noise variance resulting from
different spatial frequency contributions and is the Fourier Transform of the
autocovariance function

NPS (u) = F {Ka (x)} (2.68)

or more practically for an ergodic system

NPS (u) = F
{

lim
X→∞

Ka,X (x)
}

(2.69)

= lim
X→∞

1
X
F
{ˆ

X
∆a
(
x′
)

∆a∗
(
x′ + x

)
dx′
}

(2.70)

which by the correlation theorem becomes

NPS (u) = lim
X→∞

1
X

E
{
|FX {∆a (x)}|2

}
(2.71)

where FX indicates that the Fourier Transform is performed over the limited
range of size X.

Effectively, equation 2.71 is the Fourier Transform of a sufficiently large noise
image, in which the background signal has been subtracted to yield an image
containing values representative of the fluctuations due to noise only. It is
relatively quick and straightforward to calculate due to readily available and
efficient Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms. Uncertainty estimates in NPS
calculations will be covered in section 2.6 but an accurate measurement tends
to require averaging a number of individual results, either from multiple ROIs
across a larger uniform field of view, or using multiple images acquired under
the same operating conditions.

In any given imaging modality, noise is introduced at each stage of inform-
ation transfer in the imaging chain. Noise from each source combines to give
the total noise level in an image, as indicated by equation 2.30. This equation
is a simplification, with the actual relationship between different sources of
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noise being complex and often multiplicative. However, under low contrast
conditions a linear transfer model is a good approximation and the equation
holds. Detailed noise analysis therefore tends to be performed at an operating
point where the noisy fluctuations in signal are relatively small in comparison
with the signal itself. Under these conditions, obtaining a sufficiently large
uniform field so that the changes in pixel value ∆a (x) are due to noise only is
not always straightforward. Subtle trends in underlying signal may be present
as a result of intrinsic characteristics of the modality, such as the heel effect
in projection radiography, or sub-optimal experimental conditions, such as an
imperfectly aligned detector. Unfortunately, these tend to be of a magnitude
comparable with that of the noise fluctuations themselves, therefore biasing
the NPS calculation. This effect can be somewhat mitigated by constructing a
model of the signal trends in the region of interest and subtracting this prior
to the noise analysis. Typical models include fitting a plane or 2D polynomial
surface to the signal data in the region of interest. However, it is rarely possible
to completely eradicate such low frequency trends and for this reason the lowest
frequency results in an NPS calculation (i.e. those lying along the u and v axes)
are often discarded.

Traditionally, noise analysis tends to focus on stochastic sources. However,
it is useful to be able to separate out the contributions from stochastic and
deterministic noise. Stochastic noise varies randomly across the field of view
and between image instances. Although the exact fluctuations due to stochastic
noise cannot be predicted the population can be described by distribution
functions, the properties of which are themselves well defined. For example,
stochastic noise from photon emission and detection is described by Poisson
statistics, where the standard deviation of the distribution of photons is equal to
the square root of its mean. Deterministic noise may be randomly distributed,
but will appear in the same locations from one instance of the image to the
next. Minimising the influence of deterministic noise may be achieved by
identifying the pattern, such as the locations of defective pixels in an EPID
or period and direction of image banding due to a readout synchronisation
artefact, then applying a correction. Levels of stochastic and deterministic noise
may themselves be a function of the underlying signal level, so consistency of
operating conditions is important during the characterisation process. Under
well-defined, low contrast conditions the noise contributions can be considered
additive:

NPStotal (u) = NPSstoch (u)− NPSdet (u) (2.72)
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NPStotal (u) is determined using equation 2.71, estimating the expectation
function by averaging as many individual realisations NPSi (u) as possible.
Assessment of the contribution due to fixed pattern noise NPSdet (u) can be
performed by minimising stochastic noise through averaging many instances
of the image, then calculating the power spectrum of this average image. The
power spectrum of stochastic noise NPSstoch (u) is then the difference between
the two

NPSstoch (u) = NPStotal (u) + NPSdet (u) (2.73)

=
1
N

ΣN
i=1NPSi (u)− NPS

{
1
M

ΣM
j=1ROIj (x)

}
(2.74)

and is also sometimes referred to as the Wiener noise spectrum W (u). This
is generally the most useful noise descriptor because, in the absence of equip-
ment failures, stochastic noise contributions tend to dominate in contemporary
imaging modalities.

In two dimensions, equation 2.71 becomes

NPS (u, v) = lim
X,Y→∞

1
XY

E
{
|FX {∆a (x, y)}|2

}
(2.75)

NPS is specified in units of variance per frequency bin, typically mm2: i.e.(
1/mm−1) (1/mm−1) = mm2.

An important result, which arises from Parseval’s Theorem[274], is that the
area under the NPS curve is equal to the variance of the signal values in the
∆a (x, y) image. This is useful when validating numerical implementations of
the NPS algorithm, as will be described in section B.18.

In the same way that equations 2.61 and 2.62 allow the MTF to be reduced
into one dimensional functions containing contributions linked predominantly
with the directions of the primary axes in frequency space, it is possible to
reduce NPS (u, v) into

NPS (u) = NPS (u, v)|v=0 (2.76)

and
NPS (v) = NPS (u, v)|u=0 (2.77)

using either slit based methods or by averaging bands of data around the
primary axes.

When X-ray film was in widespread use, noise fluctuations could be measured
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by scanning a uniformly exposed film using a scanning microdensitometer with
a slit aperture orientated with its long axis perpendicular to the direction of
travel. All light within the slit was integrated to give a single value at each
measurement location. As the film passed through the microdensitometer
the two-dimensional noise signal was thus collapsed into a one-dimensional
function of position. The NPS corresponding to the direction of travel could
then be calculated using equation 2.71.

For an infinitely long film moving in the x direction the 1D NPS given by this
traditional slit method is[353]

NPSS (u) =
ˆ ∞

−∞
S (u, v) |T (u, v)|2 dv (2.78)

where S (u, v) is the Fourier Transform of the noise image ∆a (x, y) and T (u, v)
is the optical transfer function of the slit, representing the smearing effect of the
finite integration area. If the slit is width w and length L then the point spread
function h (x, y) is given by

h (x, y) =
(

1
w

rect (x, w)
)(

1
L

rect (y, L)
)

(2.79)

where rect (a, b) is a rectangular aperture function which returns 1/b if a < b
and 0 otherwise. The optical transfer function is then given by

T (u, v) = F {h (x, y)} = sinc (wu) sinc (Lv) (2.80)

where the sinc function is defined as

sinc (x) =
sin πx

πx
(2.81)

Therefore, the NPS becomes

NPSS (u) = sinc2 (wu)
ˆ ∞

−∞
S (u, v) sinc2 (Lv) dv (2.82)

If the slit width is very narrow so that w → 0 then sinc (wu) → 1. Further-
more, if the slit length L is very long relative to its width, i.e. L � w then
sinc2 (Lv) becomes sufficiently narrow that S (u, v) is effectively integrated only
over a short range about the v axis, where it is approximately constant. Under
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these conditions,

NPSS (u) = 1
ˆ ∞

−∞
S (u, v) sinc2 (Lv) dv (2.83)

≈ S (u, 0)
ˆ ∞

−∞
sinc2 (Lv) dv (2.84)

=
S (u, 0)

L
(2.85)

and hence the 2D NPS is reduced to a 1D function. Care must be taken to
ensure the slit length is long enough for the assumptions underpinning this
formulism to be valid, otherwise low-frequency contributions to the NPS may
be significantly underestimated[310]. However, in practice this may not be
straightforward[353].

In digital (or non film-based) systems a similar methodology can be applied
by recording a 2D noise image, summing the rows or columns to simulate
scanning by a slit, then taking the Fourier Transform of the resultant 1D function.
Although widely used in early studies[163, 187] this synthetic slit method has
gradually given way to evaluations involving the whole 2D NPS, partly because
2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms are readily available and computing
costs have become less significant, but also because this approach suppresses
off-axis artefacts which are important to consider when performing a detailed
noise characterisation of a system[76, 353].

If the 2D NPS has been calculated from a noise image using equation 2.75
then 1D representations in the directions of the primary axes can be calculated
by averaging contributions from narrow bands around either axis. (The current
IEC standard specifies ±7 pixels either side[146].) However, when undertaking
this process it is important to calculate the frequency f of any off-axis point
(u, v) as a quadratic sum f =

√
u2 + v2 to ensure contributions at the same

spatial frequency are being averaged.

Due to imperfect trend removal there may still be residual contributions
along the zero-frequency axes themselves, so these are often omitted from the
averaging bands. However, this has potential for obscuring structures lying
on the axes themselves, so whether both axes are omitted or just the one or-
thogonal to the direction being considered depends upon the modality, the
experimental conditions and confidence in the trend removal process. Necessar-
ily this involves some trial and error so there is a role for standardisation across
individual modalities and applications. However, it has been demonstrated
that when the calculation algorithms are fully optimised the direct 2D technique
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and synthetic slit method both yield equivalent results[353]. Because of this,
and also the current predominance of 2D NPS techniques, the synthetic slit
method is not considered further in this work.

Working with absolute noise levels can sometimes be problematic due to
the dependence of stochastic noise on signal level. For example, if attempting
to compare the noise levels of two portal imaging systems each unit may be
limited to a small range of operating conditions which may be fundamentally
different between the two – newer systems can acquire images with ≤1 MU,
yet older systems require as many as 4 MU. Alternatively, the beam conditions,
detector electronics and hence signal level will be very different between a
radiographic X-ray examination and a megavoltage portal image, yet both are
available for use in modern image-guided radiotherapy delivery systems and it
may be desirable to compare the influence of noise between the two. There is
also the somewhat unintuitive result that, due to Poisson statistics, an image
formed from ionising radiation at a higher dose has a higher noise power than
one at low dose – yet the perceived contrast is poorer!

Meaningful comparisons and interpretations can be assisted by dividing
NPS (u, v) with the square of the mean of the signal S (s, y) in the region (or im-
age instances) being considered, yielding the normalised noise power spectrum
(NNPS) in units of mm2.

NNPS (u, v) =
NPS (u, v)
|S (x, y)|2

(2.86)

In the spatial-frequency domain analysis above, MTF therefore provides a de-
tailed assessment of spatial resolution and NPS (or NNPS) a measure of system
noise. During an optimisation exercise the effect on either of these quantities
can be examined whilst varying modality operating parameters. However, it
is attractive to combine the two into a single metric which provides an overall
indicator of imaging performance across the spatial frequency spectrum.

The Noise Equivalent Quanta (NEQ) is given by

NEQ (u, v) =
T2

c MTF (u, v)2

NPS (u, v)
(2.87)

where Tc is the large-area transfer factor given by equation 2.11. If the system is
linearised such that the output signal is zero when the input signal is zero (i.e.
there is no systematic offset in the system transfer curve) then equations 2.86
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and 2.86 can be combined to give

NEQ (u, v) =
MTF (u, v)2

NNPS (u, v)
(2.88)

thus providing a straightforward means of combining resolution and noise
characteristics into a single metric.

NEQ is the number of quanta falling on a perfect detector which would yield
the same SNR as that observed in the real system under consideration, at the
specified operating point. Effectively, it is a measure of the number of quanta
the image is ‘worth’. NEQ is an important quantity because it is representative
of the total information content in the image and therefore has a role in human
observer models, as described in section 2.7 below.

Whereas NEQ is an absolute measure of image quality, an absolute indicator
of overall system performance can be achieved by expressing NEQ as a function
of ‘exposure’ in terms of the number of quanta Q involved in the image acquis-
ition process. Dividing NEQ by Q yields the Detective Quantum Efficiency
(DQE)

DQE (u, v, Q) =
NEQ (u, v)

Q
=

T2
c MTF (u, v)2

Q.NPS (u, v)
(2.89)

which effectively expresses overall performance (in terms of spatial resolution
and noise power) as a function of imaging dose. If the object being imaged can
be modelled such that the signal to noise ratio SNRin (u, v) input to an ideal,
photon counting detector can be deduced, then DQE can also be expressed as

DQE (u, v, Q) =
SNR2

out (u, v, Q)
SNR2

in (u, v)
(2.90)

where SNRout (u, v, Q) is the signal to noise ratio observed in the final image at
the specified operating point. DQE therefore enables technical measurements
of imaging system performance to be linked back to the fundamental signal
detection theory underpinning the clinical task. However, one caveat is that
because the MTF and NPS may themselves vary with dose, measurement
conditions and the spectral components of the incident radiation, it cannot
strictly be assumed that DQE (u, v, Q) is linear with Q over anything other than
a narrow range of values. Therefore, when describing equipment performance
in terms of DQE the experimental conditions must always be carefully specified,
especially when drawing comparisons between different instances of the same
modality.
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Although it can be instructive to examine 3D graphs of NEQ (u, v) and
DQE (u, v) it is usually easier to apply the results if they are reduced to pre-
dominantly u and v components, as described above for MTF and NPS. If the
MTF and NPS results are binned to the same spatial frequency intervals then
the curves can be directly combined using equation 2.89 above.

In the diagnostic imaging community NEQ and DQE are generally accepted
as ‘gold standard’ measures of image quality and are widely used to perform
objective comparisons of examples of the same modality being applied to a
particular task. For example, a great deal of work has been undertaken on com-
parative assessments of imaging plates for computed radiography, or imaging
plates for digital radiography. However, their role in radiotherapy optimisation
is less certain. On its own DQE can be used to optimise the performance of a
single modality, but it cannot directly be applied to the optimisation of multiple
modalities, all with fundamentally different operating principles and exposure
parameters, against each other for a complex multi-step task. It may help inform
purchasing decisions - for example, when a range of virtual simulation systems
are available, all producing DRRs, and a relative performance assessment is
desirable. However, radiotherapy equipment tends to be bought as part of an
overall package, with image quality for one particular part of the solution being
only one consideration. (DRR quality depends upon CT acquisition parameters,
so the CT scanner and virtual simulation package must be assessed together.) It
is also unclear how DQE should be applied to modalities not involving ionising
radiation, such as ultrasound and MRI, because the number of quanta Q in
equation 2.89 cannot easily be specified.

NEQ is perhaps more useful in radiotherapy optimisation, allowing overall
performance to be assessed at different equipment operating points. For ex-
ample, the NEQ can be measured for ‘standard’ (low dose) and ‘high quality’
(high dose) EPIs so that the clinical benefit from the additional patient dose
can be assessed. However, as will be discussed in section 2.7, there is as yet
no robust observer model for specific radiotherapy tasks, let alone the over-
all optimisation process, with the result being that NEQ curves are difficult
to interpret and apply to a clinical context. Whereas diagnostic imaging in-
volves a constant balancing of dose, spatial resolution and noise performance,
in radiotherapy imaging the important factors are much more task dependent.
For example, when optimising EPIs used for patient set-up verification, if the
DRRs being used to match against are only accurate to 3 mm, then there is
little advantage in improving the spatial resolution characteristics of the EPID
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much beyond this, with more benefit being gained from improving the noise
characteristics. Furthermore, a factor of 4 increase in imaging dose between
0.5 MU and 2 MU is still a tiny fraction (~1%) of the overall dose from the
treatment, so there is considerably more flexibility in dose than there is for
diagnostic imaging.

For these reasons, until adequate observer models have been developed, it is
suggested that MTF and NPS are more directly applicable to radiotherapy image
quality evaluation and optimisation. Both can intuitively be interpreted in the
appropriate clinical context and weighted in the optmisation process according
to their perceived importance. Although the optimisation process itself will still
be subjective, the metrics used to inform the process are robust, detailed and
can be directly linked to elements of the clinical task. In the examples provided
in the later chapters of this thesis, MTF and NPS are therefore considered in
preference to NEQ and DQE, although the IQWorks package can be used to
calculate any of these as appropriate for a particular application.

2.6. Image Quality Metrics for Digital Systems

A digital image represents the mapping of a continuous function d (x, y) onto an
array of discrete picture elements (pixels) px,y, with centre-to-centre spacings
∆x and ∆y in each matrix direction and overall dimensions N∆x and M∆y .
For some modalities (such as digital radiology (DR) or EPI) there is a direct
correspondence between the elements of the pixel matrix and those of a two-
dimensional detector array employed to acquire the image data. For others,
such as CT, MRI, DRRs and PET, complex reconstruction algorithms may be
required to construct an image from the measured detector signals. However,
regardless of the details of the image formation process, similar theoretical
concepts apply if the system can be considered linear and shift invariant. For
this reason the term ‘pixel’ is used interchangeably with the concept of a detector
element in the discussion below, although it is acknowledged that the two are
not necessarily equivalent.

Mapping between the spatial and spatial-frequency domains is performed
using the Discrete Fourier Transform DF and its inverse DF−1. For simplicity,
but without loss of generality, in 1D these are defined as

Du,v = DF {dn,m} =
N−1

∑
n=0

M−1

∑
m=0

dn,me−i2π(nu/N+mv/M) (2.91)
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dn,m = DF−1 {Du,v} =
1

NM

N−1

∑
u=0

M−1

∑
v=0

Du,vei2π(nu/N+mv/M) (2.92)

where n, u = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 and m, v = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M− 1. These are similar
to their continuous, integral-based counterparts in equations 2.34 and 2.35.
However, an important difference is the way in which the locations of the input
and output values are linked. The dimensions N and M of the input and output
arrays are preserved, and if the samples in the spatial domain are at n∆x and
m∆y in each direction, then the output values will be at spatial frequencies
given by

u
N∆x

and
v

M∆y
.

Ideally, a digital representation of an image would exactly match the analogue
case

pn∆x,m∆y = d (x, y)|x=n∆x,y=n∆y (2.93)

but this is rarely the case both due to the finite pixel size and ramifications
of the sampling process. It therefore cannot be assumed that Dm = D (u) at
locations u ∈ m

N∆X
.

As described in section 2.5, transfer through a system of both signal and noise
amplitude is described by the optical transfer function (OTF). Transfer of an
arbitrary signal through a digital detector may therefore be modelled as

Pd (u, v) = D (u, v) OTFd (u, v) (2.94)

where D (u, v) and Pd (u, v) are the spectral decompositions of the input signal
and final digital image respectively. OTFd (u, v) is the digital optical transfer
function of the system and can be resolved into a number of components.

Prior to sampling, the input signal will have been blurred by geometrical
factors (e.g. the focal spot size in an x-ray system or linear accelerator), the
physics of the imaging system (e.g. an x-ray photon being converted into a
cascade of light photons in a phosphor, then subsequent scatter of these) and
the aperture function of the imaging device (e.g. the finite area of the detector
element, scanning laser spot size, or ray line width in a DRR). All of these
combine to give the presampling optical transfer function, OTFpre:

OTFpre = OTFgeom �OTFphys �OTFaper (2.95)

The aperture function is important because each detector element integrates
signal contributions from across its whole sensitive area, rather than a sharp
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point at its centre. If the detector elements are assumed to be perfect rectangles,
then the point spread function h (x, y) is described by

h (x, y) =
(

1
∆x

rect (x, ∆x)
)(

1
∆y

rect (y, ∆y)
)

(2.96)

and OTFaper is given by

OTFaper (u, v) = F {h (x, y)} = sinc (u∆x) sinc (v∆y) (2.97)

Sampling by a digital detector is equivalent to multiplying the continuous
presampled signal by the comb function III (x, y; ∆x, ∆y), which describes an
infinite array of delta functions separated by ∆x and ∆y in the two directions
of the matrix. Because the Fourier Transform of a comb function is another
comb function III (u, v; 1/∆x, 1/∆y) with delta functions at reciprocal spacings
in frequency space, the optical transfer function for the digital system becomes

OTFd (u, v) = OTFpre (u, v)⊗ III
(

u, v;
1

∆x
,

1
∆y

)
(2.98)

which effectively causes the OTFpre to be replicated throughout frequency space
on grid points separated by ∆x−1 and ∆y−1. In the same way, the sampled
noise image is given by

NPSd (u, v) = NPSpre (u, v)⊗ III
(

u, v;
1

∆x
,

1
∆y

)
(2.99)

According to the Sampling Theorem, if a continuous function is bandlimited so
that it contains no frequency components above some critical frequency fc then
it can be completely described by regular sampling at an interval ∆ = 2 fc. How-
ever, if the function contains frequency components greater than fc these will be
wrapped around so that their contributions overlap with those of frequencies
less than fc. Because the overlapping contributions are indistinguishable from
the true contributions at the lower frequencies, this effect is known as aliasing.
The critical frequency fc is known as the Nyquist frequency and a signal is said
to be undersampled if the sampling rate is insufficient to avoid aliasing.

Applying this to equations 2.98 and 2.99, the Nyquist frequencies in the two
matrix directions are uc = 1/(2∆x) and vc = 1/ (2∆y), and any frequency
components in the input signal above this will be subject to aliasing. Figure
2.4 demonstrates the ramifications of aliasing on equation 2.98, where the
one dimensional case is considered for simplicity. In figure 2.4a OTFpre has
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no components above uc and there is no overlap between its replications in
frequency space. The measured samples at frequencies u1 and u2 are therefore
representative of the presampled analogue signal. However, when components
greater than uc are present, as in 2.4b, there is overlap between replications,
with overlapping contributions summing to give an effective OTFd magnitude
indicated by the dotted line. In this scenario u1 is faithfully transferred, but u2 is
significantly overestimated. Aliasing clearly influences the direct measurement
of MTF and NPS and care must therefore be taken to minimise its influence
when attempting to draw objective comparisons between different systems.

A further complication arises because convolution by the comb function in
equations 2.98 and 2.99 stops the system being shift invariant if it is under-
sampled, unless the shift is a multiple of ∆x or ∆y along one of the primary axes.
This does not matter for NPS assessment because the frequency components of
stochastic noise are uncorrelated so that the natural and aliased variances will
add together in the same way regardless of phase, and the ensemble averaging
in equation 2.75 incorporates contributions from all phases. However, it is
particularly problematic for MTF measurements where a deterministic signal
is being interpreted and the frequency components are correlated and phase
dependent.

One solution is to directly measure the presampled MTF by designing
the experiment in such a way that the signal used to calculated the MTF is
oversampled[73, 100, 332]. This can be achieved by orientating a line or edge at
a slight angle to one of the axes of the detector matrix so that a step of one pixel
along this axis results in a much smaller change in distance from the line or
edge. For example, if an edge or line is angled close to the y axis then equation
2.98 is reduced to

OTF′pre (u) = OTFpre (u)⊗ III
(

u;
1

∆x′

)
(2.100)

where the supersampling rate 1/∆x′ is essentially so high that OTF′pre (u) ≈
OTFpre (u), with negligible aliasing. This technique therefore successfully ex-
tracts the 1D MTFpre corresponding to the matrix axis perpendicular to the edge.
It is widely employed today and its numerical implementation is described
further in section B.17.3.

However, there is an argument that MTFpre does not adequately reflect true
detector performance because aliasing (and phase dependency) will still be
present in real medical images acquired when the system is in clinical use.
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Figure 2.4. – Illustration of the effect of aliasing on the pre-sampled Optical Trans-
fer Function (OTFpre) of a signal sampled at a rate of 2uc. (a) The
frequency spectrum of OTFpre contains no frequencies above uc, so
there is no overlap when OTFpre is replicated in frequency space at
an interval of 2uc. (b) Frequencies above uc are present, so that the
sampling rate of 2uc is insufficient to prevent overlap of the replicated
OTFpres and the frequencies above uc are folded back to be below uc.
In this instance, the magnitude of frequency component u2 will be
overestimated due to aliasing.
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A more comprehensive analysis of MTF can be performed by first calculat-
ing MTFpre then substituting this back into equation 2.98 (using the relation
MTFpre (u, v) =

∣∣OTFpre (u, v)
∣∣) and examining the minimum and maximum

MTFd which might be observed depending upon the phase relationship of the
comb function with the pixel matrix. In addition, a global measure of MTF can
be obtained by averaging MTFd over all phases[74]. This Expectation MTF or
EMTF is shift invariant generally agrees with MTFpre at frequencies close to
zero, but tends to overestimate it closer to the Nyquist frequency, sometimes by
as much as 30%. Furthermore, it is difficult to calculate, requiring numerical
integration of an already known or measured MTFpre, and does not describe
the transfer of a specific frequency sinusoid at any specific location so its inter-
pretation is difficult. For these reasons it is not widely used in image quality
evaluation today and will not be considered in detail in this work. However,
its phase-averaging nature means that it may closely resemble the MTF meas-
ured using repeating bar patterns[80, 124, 381], a technique which is widely
employed and will be discussed in section B.17.2.

Given the discussion above, it is clear that calculations of NEQ and DQE
using equations 2.88 and 2.89 will give very different results depending upon
exactly how the MTF and NPS are determined, and particularly whether the
signal is undersampled. In terms of stochastic noise aliasing, as long as the
input frequency spectrum is representative of that found in patient imaging
(generally broad spectrum noise) then the directly measured sampled NPS,
including aliasing, will be representative of that encountered in the clinical
situation. Regarding MTF assessment, a shift invariant system is required to
facilitate a stable measurement, so phase dependency and aliasing should be
avoided. Therefore, there is general consensus in the literature[76, 146, 308]
that it is most appropriate to use the presampled MTF and the sampled NPS in
these calculations, after rebinning these functions to be at the same frequency
interval.

An assumption in equations 2.98–2.100 is that an infinite array of delta func-
tions is used to sample the image. However, in reality the sampling window
will always be a finite region of interest, with the maximum possible dimensions
being those of the image itself. Sampling within a finite region is equivalent to
multiplying the input signal by a spatial windowing function, w (x, y) . Mul-
tiplying by a window function in the spatial domain corresponds to convolution
by the Fourier Transform of this function W (u, v) in frequency space, so that
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the equations become

OTFd (u, v) = OTFpre (u, v)⊗ III
(

u, v;
1

∆x
,

1
∆y

)
⊗W (u, v) (2.101)

NPSd (u, v) = NPSpre (u, v)⊗ III
(

u, v;
1

∆x
,

1
∆y

)
⊗W (u, v) (2.102)

OTF′pre (u) = OTFpre (u)⊗ III
(

u;
1

∆x′

)
⊗W (u) (2.103)

If a simple rectangular region is being considered, of dimensions X and Y,
then the window function is simply unity everywhere within the ROI and zero
elsewhere

wrect (x, y) =
(

1
X

rect (x, X)
)(

1
Y

rect (y, Y)
)

(2.104)

which has the Fourier Transform of a 2D sinc function

W (u, v) = sinc (uX) sinc (vY) (2.105)

The side lobes and central peak of the sinc function result in any particular
frequency bin containing aliased contributions from nearby bins, as illustrated
in Figure 2.5. This leakage between bins can significantly bias MTF and NPS
measurements, particularly at low spatial frequencies[73]. Simple rectangular
sampling windows cause particularly wide-band leakage because their sharp
edges contain a broad spectrum of frequency components. This can be reduced
by applying artificial windowing functions which gradually reduce the signal
value towards zero at the edges of the region of interest. These act as low-pass
filters which suppress high frequency (aliased) contributions whilst allowing
lower frequency (non-aliased) contributions to pass. When windowing a region
used for MTF estimation the convention is for the window function to be norm-
alised to unity at its centre, although in practice this does not matter because
the MTF calculation itself is self-normalising. However, in NPS calculations it
is important that the windowing function is normalised so that its root-mean
square is unity, in order to preserve the noise power.

In the context of data windowing, the rectangular window (i.e. effectively
applying no additional window function) is known as the Dirichlet window. A
range of smoother data windows are in common use[274], and those implemen-
ted in IQWorks are indicated below. These are described as a 1D function of
pixel index j across a sampling region of width N pixels. If applied in 2D they
are rotationally symmetric about the centre of the ROI.
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The Ramp (or Bartlett) window

wbartlett,j = 1−
(

j− N/2
N/2

)
(2.106)

The Cosine window

wcosine,j = cos
(

π j
N − 1

− π

2

)
= sin

(
π j

N − 1

)
(2.107)

The Hamming window

wHamming,j = 0.54− 0.46 cos
(

2π j
N − 1

)
(2.108)

The Hann window

wHann,j = 0.5− 0.5 cos
(

2π j
N − 1

)
(2.109)

The Welch Window

wWelch,j = 1−
(

j− N/2
N/2

)2

(2.110)

The Gauss Window
wGauss,j = e−

1
2

(
j−(N−1)/2
σ(N−1)/2

)
(2.111)

where σ ≤ 0.5. (In IQWorks σ = 0.5.)

Each window function is plotted in figure 2.6a for MTF calculations (normal-
ised to unity at zero distance) and 2.6b for NPS calculations (normalised so that
the RMS is unity). A comparison of the leakage resulting from each window is
presented in figure 2.5. When choosing a window function there is generally a
trade-off between the sharpness of the central peak and the magnitude of the
side lobes: the sharper the central peak, the better the avoidance of close-range
aliasing, whilst the smaller the side lobes the less the long-range aliasing. It is
evident in figure 2.5 that, in comparison with the rectangular window, all other
window functions have considerably smaller side lobes, albeit at the expense
of broader central peaks. All of the above functions have been applied to MTF
and NPS calculations in the literature, with the choice of which window is
used for any particular application seeming rather arbitrary (see, for example
[73, 76, 116, 214, 217, 264, 308]). Although the nature of the low-pass filter
undoubtedly influences MTF and NPS results it is suggested that in practice the
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Figure 2.5. – A comparison of the leakage characteristics of the different window
functions implemented in IQWorks.

precise choice of window is unimportant, as long as it is not rectangular[274].
However, recent investigations have indicated that consistent application of
the window function is important when validating numerical MTF and NPS
algorithms[179]. All the above window functions are available in IQWorks to
enable users to apply whichever window has been cited in literature relevant to
their application.

Clearly, the practical realisation of a window function depends upon the size
of the ROI, and hence so too does its leakage characteristics. As the sampling
region increases, the finer spacing of the frequency bins in the Discrete Four-
ier Transform results in a compression of the leakage function towards the
limit of a delta function at zero frequency. Therefore, the larger the sampling
region, the smaller the leakage due to the sampling window. It has been sug-
gested that it can be more efficient to just increase the sampling region until
the window leakage is negligible rather than applying any additional window
function[73]. Indeed this is the approach followed by the IEC standard on DQE
measurements[146]. However, this is not viable for modalities with relatively
small pixel matrices, such as CT or EPI, so the availability of additional window
functions is still important.

An interesting result when calculating the NPS of a digital image is that the
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Figure 2.6.
Data window functions implemented in IQWorks, applied to a region of width
128 samples. a) Normalised to unity at the centre of the region of interest, for
MTF measurements. b) Normalised so that the RMS value is unity, for NPS
calculations.
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sum of NPSd is equal to the variance of the noise image used in the calculation

N−1

∑
u=0

M−1

∑
v=0

NPSd (u, v) = σ2
image (2.112)

Furthermore, because there is an inherent uncertainty in any measured pixel
value of an image due to stochastic noise there will also be an uncertainty in the
noise power calculated in any particular frequency bin. Because the standard
deviation of the noise power estimated in any bin is proportional to the actual
power in that bin, the coefficient of variance (CoV) is independent of frequency.
It is estimated by[73, 76]

CoV ≈ 1√
Nbins

(2.113)

where Nbins is the number of independent bins used in the noise power estimate.
Therefore, as the number of averaged realisations of the noise in equation 2.75
increases, the CoV decreases accordingly. If overlapping ROIs are employed
then the estimated CoV is increased in proportion to the relative areas used.
For half-overlapping ROIs this is by a factor of

√
2 and for quarter-overlapping

ROIs a factor of 2. These results are useful in validating digital NPS calculation
algorithms and will be discussed in this context in section B.18.

2.7. Observer Models

Optimisation of an imaging study, or indeed the whole radiotherapy imaging
process, requires the ability to convert technical measures of image quality
into performance metrics which are clinically relevant. This involves under-
standing how a human observer perceives and interprets real images to aid the
completion of specific tasks. Various models have been developed which take
technically measurable parameters as input and calculate the effective signal
to noise ratio seen by the observer. Some of these are relatively sophisticated,
based on modelling of the human visual system and large observer trials, but
central to all is the clear definition of the task being performed.

The simplest task is the identification of a completely specified region of
known signal against a completely specified background: i.e. a signal region
of known area and magnitude against a background of known area and mag-
nitude, or else two regions of signal, again of known area and magnitude, lying
on the same background. This is referred to as the Signal Known Exactly /
Background Known Exactly (SKE/BKE) task and in a clinical context is analog-
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ous to determining whether a tumour or anatomical structure of exactly known
dimensions and signal properties can be discriminated in an image. It is clearly
a gross oversimplification of a real clinical task, but is useful to explore because
it forms the basis of more sophisticated models.

An early model of the SKE/BKE task in radiographic imaging was developed
by Rose[44, 301–303] and calculated the detectability of a uniform region of
area A against a uniform background of the same area. If the mean numbers
of quanta per unit area falling on the region and background are qo and qb

respectively then the contrast, given by equation 2.8, is

C =
qo − qb

qb
(2.114)

Defining the ‘Rose signal’ as the change in the number of quanta due to the
presence of the object, integrated over the area of the object, then this is equal to

∆SRose = (qo − qb) A (2.115)

If the background noise is both uncorrelated and Poisson distributed then the
standard deviation of the noise σb is equal to the square root of the number of
quanta in the background region

σb =
√

Aqb (2.116)

Substituting equations 2.115 and 2.116 into equation 2.5 yields

∆SNRRose =
∆SRose

σb
=

A (qo − qb)√
Aqb

= C
√

Aqb (2.117)

which is the classical definition of the Rose model[62]. As indicated in section
2.2, studies have shown that ∆SNRRose should generally be above around 3 –
5 in order for an object to be discriminated, depending upon how strictly an
observer is scoring an image against what they are expecting to see[157, 218,
246, 301, 315].

It is clear from equation 2.117 that detectability depends upon both contrast
magnitude and object size. This premise forms the basis of contrast-detail ex-
periments using test objects comprising patches of different sizes and calibrated
contrasts. In a detailed analysis the observer identifies details which are only
just detectable against the background noise and constructs a curve of limiting
object size against limiting contrast. Such contrast-detail curves may contribute
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to the more involved ROC analyses described in section 2.2[141, 189, 221]. There
is evidence that the principles of the Rose model are generally sound[50, 62]
and its results describe the observed quantum limiting nature of noise in mod-
alities involving ionising radiation. However, it is limited by the assumption
that all noise in the system is Poisson distributed and uncorrelated, which is
generally not the case. Correlations are introduced when stochastic noise is
transferred through different stages of the imaging system (for example, when
x-ray photons are converted to light photons in a phosphor, which are then
detected by an amorphous-silicon semiconductor) and sources of noise which
are non-Poisson distributed, such as electronic or film-grain noise may also be
present. Although refinements of the Rose model are possible, for example to
account for imperfections in the human visual system[118], it still suffers from
the limitations of the other spatial domain metrics described above.

Working in the spatial-frequency domain, the simplest model of a hypothesis
based decision maker is that of the Bayesian observer[141, 332], who calculates
the likelihood of different outcomes and chooses the most probable one. This
represents the ideal observer, who is able to extract all possible information
from an acquired image and utilise fully all available prior information when
performing the detection task. Effectively, the ideal observer perceives the
original object faithfully except as degraded by the fundamental physics of
the acquisition hardware. In terms of the spatial-frequency domain metrics
identified in section 2.5, the SNR of the Bayesian observer is given by

SNR2
ideal = T2

c

ˆ ˆ
MTF(u, v)2∆S (u, v)2

NPS (u, v)
dudv (2.118)

where ∆S (u, v) is the magnitude of the spatial-frequency domain representation
(i.e. the Fourier Transform) of the difference in signal between the object and
background, or between the two objects being considered. This model has the
advantage over the simple Rose model in that it describes performance across
the whole spatial-frequency spectrum and can be extended to more than just
the SKE/BKE task. However, specifically for the SKE/BKE task, the Bayesian
observer works by randomising structured noise present before seeking an
object with the expected signal difference. This prewhitening of the noise has
led to the Bayesian observer being known as a Pre-Whitening Matched Filter
(PWMF).

Real human observers are able, to some extent, to ‘see through’ stochastic
noise but find deterministic sources more difficult to deal with. Another model
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intended to better match this performance by only being able to compensate for
stochastic noise is the Non Pre-Whitening Matched Filter (NPWMF), described
by

SNR2
NPWMF =

∣∣∣´ ´ ∆S (u, v)2 MTF (u, v)2 dudv
∣∣∣2

´ ´
∆S (u, v)2 MTF (u, v)2

[
MTF (u, v)2 NPSobj (u, v) + NPS (u, v)

]
dudv

(2.119)

where NPSobj (u, v) is the power spectrum of the structured noise in the object
itself.

Both the PWMF and NPWMF models are able to access all information in
the image, limited by the presence of noise. Although their formulisms are
relatively straightforward, they have the disadvantage that they rely upon
accurate prior knowledge of the object signal to be detected so that ∆S (u, v)
can be calculated. In practice, this may be extremely difficult or impossible
preventing application of these models to all but the simplest scenarios.

An extension of the PWMF is the Hotelling observer[14, 15, 130], which is
more flexible in that it does not require knowledge of the object to be detected,
does not place stringent requirements on the imaging conditions and can be
applied directly to more than just the SKE/BKE task. Furthermore, it is thought
to be closer to a human observer in that it is restricted to performing only
linear operations on the image data. The figure of merit used by the Hotelling
observer is

SNR2
Hotelling =

ˆ ˆ
∆S̃ (u, v)2 MTF (u, v)2

MTF (u, v)2 NPSobj (u, v) + NPS (u, v)
dudv (2.120)

where ∆S̃ (u, v) is the difference in the spatial-frequency domain spectra of the
object and background (or the two objects), averaged over all possible outcomes.
Both ∆S̃ (u, v) and NPSobj (u, v) can be determined by performing iterative
operations on recorded images, although the process may be computationally
intensive. However, the Hotelling observer has the advantage of being capable
of being applied to a range of clinically representative tasks where detailed
prior information may be unavailable[141].

More advanced models have also been developed to take into account of noise
and the MTF of the human visual system itself[245], or the effect of ambient
lighting. For example, the ideal observer degraded by the resolving power of
the human visual system is given by
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SNR2
ideal+vis = T2

c

∣∣∣´ ´ |∆S (u, v) MTF (u, v) O (u, v)|2 dudv
∣∣∣2

´ ´ ∣∣∣∆S (u, v) MTF (u, v)2 O (u, v)2
∣∣∣2 NEQ (u, v)−1 dudv

(2.121)

where O (u, v) is the MTF of the observer’s visual system[13, 218].

Regardless of the degree of sophistication, common to all these models is the
way in which they utilise the MTF and NPS concepts to model the imaging
system, visual system of the observer and the object being imaged. Work is
ongoing to include refinements such as simulating how the human eye seeks
out details in a pattern[189], modelling the radiation source or to include per-
turbations in the system caused by the presence of the object itself (e.g. scattered
radiation or due to its biasing of the energy spectrum of the x-ray beam)[194].
It is also thought that the presence of normal anatomical structures in images
complicates any detection task by introducing a non-uniform background[189].
Also, certain lesions and other abnormalities may also tend to be associated
with particular anatomical structures, so that a human observer may be biased
by their personal clinical experience or knowledge of the patient’s medical
history.

As radiotherapy imaging modalities become increasingly sophisticated, and
multimodality image fusion more readily available, the complexity and time re-
quired for image interpretation also increases, along with the volume of imaging
information to consider[262, 287]. Furthermore, with highly developed control
systems it is possible to vary dose delivery in near real-time based on continu-
ously acquired images, thus achieving better target conformation and providing
the opportunity for dose escalation and improved tumour control. For all these
reasons there is a drive in radiotherapy to automate image interpretation at
different stages of the radiotherapy process. Success has been achieved in devel-
oping methods for automatic segmentation of the target volume and organs at
risk[6, 32, 254, 256, 323], and imaging techniques for tracking and compensating
for tumour position during treatment are also available[3, 10, 48, 320, 326, 342].
However, much of this research has been based on the availability of prior
information (such as anatomical atlases or expert systems) or involves model-
ling the task using methods other than those described above. To date, there
has been little work to develop the spatial-frequency domain observer models
well used in diagnostic imaging to radiotherapy tasks, or indeed to simulating
the entire radiotherapy process, yet the same basic principles apply. This is
definitely an opportunity for the future and will be invaluable in developing
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overall optimisation strategies.
Due to the lack of observer models for radiotherapy imaging tasks this study

will involve calculating individual metrics such as MTF and NPS. These can
then be fed into observer models which are developed in the future.

2.8. Geometrical Factors

Geometrical accuracy is paramount in radiotherapy, as discussed in section 1.5,
yet is not traditionally included in discussions of image quality. Almost any
radiotherapy task involving images relies on the assumption that the geometry
being visualised is correct, or in the case of image fusion, that the geometry of at
least one set of reference images can be relied upon. Because of its importance
it is argued in this work that geometrical accuracy should be considered a
fundamental image quality factor for radiotherapy images.

An image is geometrically accurate if dimensions of and distance vectors
between structures are faithfully reproduced in 2D (or 3D if dealing with a
volumetric image or stack of 2D images. There are two factors:

Pixel/Voxel Size: The separation between the centres of adjacent elements in
a 2D / 3D image matrix. This may correspond to the sampling aperture
size of the detector, but in digital imaging this cannot be assumed because
the image is often processed before storage or presentation. As discussed
above, pixel size is related to but not the same as spatial resolution. In
most imaging modalities the pixel size is homogeneous across the whole
extent, in both matrix directions, of a 2D image. When dealing with a 3D
image, the pixel size tends to be uniform in each plane of the stack, with
the depth dimension potentially being coarser, but this depends on the
modality.

Geometric Linearity: Distances between points in the image are proportional
to those measured on the original object. i.e There is no inherent distortion
in the image. If pixel/voxel size is used as a scaling factor then distances
should agree between the original object and the image.

Pixel/voxel size must be correct and the image must be geometrically linear for
the distance vectors to be faithfully reproduced and the image to be geomet-
rically accurate. For simplicity, consider a single 2D image plane. If the pixel
size is wrong in one direction, then both the angle and magnitude of distance
vectors will be incorrect. However, if it is wrong by the same proportion in both
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directions (or, as is relatively common, the pixel size is arbitrarily set to unity
in both directions) then the angles of distance vectors will be correct, but not
the magnitude. Alternatively, even if the pixel size is correct, the image may
not be geometrically linear because structures may be distorted (by an affine or
non rigid-body transformation) when the image is formed. If linearity is not
preserved, then neither are the angles and magnitudes of the distance vectors.

Although not specifically accounted for in the metrics described above, they
are still affected by geometrical accuracy. The formulism for MTF assumes the
system is shift-invariant, which itself relies upon geometric linearity. MTF is
also inherently linked to pixel size, because this is used to calculate the intervals
between points on the frequency axis. NPS does not use dimensional informa-
tion per se, but the number of quanta contributing to a pixel depends upon the
pixel area, and hence noise power is sensitive to pixel size. Furthermore, when
calculating NNPS the convention is to normalise by pixel area, so again there is
an effect. The result is that, although Fourier-based image quality metrics are
influenced by geometrical accuracy it can be difficult to deduce to what extent
or how any particular instance of a metric has been affected just by considering
the metric itself in isolation. i.e. Fourier metrics are sensitive to geometrical in-
accuracy but non-specific. Instead, dedicated methods are required to consider
geometrical integrity.

If accurately aligned, most contemporary X-ray-based imaging modalities
using solid-state flat panel detectors tend not to be susceptible to geometrical
errors. Experience has shown that pixel/voxel size and geometric linearity
will either be correct, or unambiguously wrong, with the most common causes
being failures of mechanical alignment systems (e.g. when ‘levelled’ a detector
is not actually orthogonal to the beam CAX so that the geometrical projection
varies across the surface of the detector) or communication breakdown between
the detection electronics and the image processing / storage system (such that
pixel size information is lost or corrupted). For these modalities, it is very
straightforward to assess geometrical accuracy by measuring distances between
identifiable key points. Both the angle and magnitude of the distance vector
can be verified by making measurements of distances crossing both axes of the
pixel matrix. A number of measurements is required, both short and long range,
to ensure geometrical distortion is not present.

If a modality is inherently susceptible to geometric distortion, such as MRI or
Nuclear Medicine, then a more detailed analysis is required, taking images of
test objects containing points on a defined grid, then calculating the displace-
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ment vectors of each point. The vector map can then be compared against a
baseline or used in a model to correct distortion and restore linearity. Unfortu-
nately, the nature of geometrical distortion can be modality, acquisition setting
and test object specific, so comprehensive assessment and correction schemes
must be tailored to the application. Because the simpler approach outlined
above is applicable to the majority of radiotherapy modalities, and is a sufficient
QC check for all modalities, only that is considered in this work.

An important consideration in radiotherapy imaging is that all distances in
images acquired by projection-like modalities (such as simulator images, DRRs,
EPIs) are presented as if they were projected back along the beamline to the
plane of the isocentre. This is usually performed automatically by the modality
and is checked as part of the QA programme. However, it is a fundamentally
different situation to that in diagnostic imaging, where dimensions are usually
specified at the detector plane. The result is that, when calculating metrics
such as MTF or NNPS which are sensitive to pixel size it is necessary to ensure
the same geometrical corrections are being applied to all systems. To avoid
ambiguity, all such calculations presented in this work are performed in the
isocentre plane, unless specified otherwise.

2.9. Practical Measurement of Image Quality

Metrics

Ultimately, the absolute test of imaging system performance is to compare
decisions and measurements made by real human operators against the results
of pathological or histological investigations. However, except in a very few
cases[101], this is impractical. Furthermore, a detailed assessment of funda-
mental performance requires the measurement of the objective image quality
metrics described above under controlled conditions.

Measurement of a particular metric is performed by acquiring images of a
suitable test object or phantom constructed to be conducive to the measurement
task and ideally representative of the clinical situation being modelled. It
is important to note that whilst many phantoms are somewhat abstract in
appearance and may not appear to a human observer to resemble anything
found in the clinical environment, the key is that fundamental (and therefore
deliberately abstract) parameters are measured under conditions similar to
those found in real patients, such as dose to the phantom and detector, x-ray
beam spectrum, range of contrasts in the image, etc.
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Each of the metrics described earlier in this chapter can be assessed us-
ing relatively simple, well-defined phantom components. Regardless of the
modality being considered the same basic principles apply when determining
specific performance metrics, so the components used to perform these assess-
ments tend to be applicable across modality. For example, uniformity and NPS
evaluations are performed on simple uniform regions of phantoms (or on flood-
field exposures)[31, 75, 146]; MTF can be calculated using an impulse point
object[33, 170], a line[63], an edge[167, 307] or a bar pattern[80, 124, 381]; geo-
metrical linearity is evaluated by measuring the distance between identifiable
structures across the field of view.

In this study the aspiration was to employ the most appropriate assessment
method to each modality being investigated, introducing techniques and adapt-
ing phantoms previously developed for other modalities if required. Examples
are presented in chapters 4 to 5 where phantoms not previously associated with
particular radiotherapy imaging modalities have been introduced because they
provide a more detailed or efficient assessment than previously.

When comparing instances of the same modality it is important to maintain
consistency in phantom construction, the geometrical set-up of the experiment,
exposure conditions and other fundamental factors which might affect image
quality. IEC standards exist prescribing how DQE assessment of diagnostic
detectors should be undertaken[146] and describing standard beam conditions
to use when reporting results of other experiments[148]. Whilst useful as a
starting point, and essential when quantitative performance metrics are being
agreed as part of a contract, such standardisation may not be appropriate for
clinical optimisation. For example, the beam arrangement in the IEC DQE
standard involves the use of secondary collimators, which is uncommon in
diagnostic imaging, and requires a very specific beam filtration which can only
be achieved through a time-consuming, iterative process and the use of very
expensive high purity aluminium. This means that the set-up is impractical
to achieve in a routine clinical setting, and may not be representative of real
clinical conditions. Furthermore, the standard experimental conditions cannot
be directly mapped to the measurement of DQE of megavoltage portal imaging
systems due to the significantly different beam spectra involved and it being
extremely difficult at these penetrating energies to manufacture phantoms
which are truly radio-opaque, a requirement of the standard.

It is therefore suggested that for optimisation of clinical protocols experi-
mental conditions are chosen which are straightforward to replicate yet mimic
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the clinical scenario as closely as possible. Furthermore, for radiotherapy ima-
ging modalities it is important to consider how the measurements made at one
stage of the patient pathway can be compared with those performed elsewhere.
For example, it would be advantageous to ensure the same scanning protocol
was used both during assessment of image quality for target volume delineation
and when considering DRRs, and also ideally the same phantom, and that these
results are compatible with those obtained for kV or MV verification imaging.
For quality control tests a pragmatic approach should be adopted where object-
ive metrics are calculated under ‘reasonably’ representative conditions. Whilst
not suitable for fundamental performance evaluation, the results produced
would still be robust and objective metrics valid for routine constancy testing.

Quantities such as MTF and NPS provide a considerable amount of informa-
tion which enables a detailed picture of the performance of an imaging system
to be constructed. However, for the purposes of quick QC tests, or for gross
comparisons between systems, they can sometimes be too complex to enable
meaningful conclusions to be efficiently drawn. For this reason, it is useful
to be able to reduce the functional quantities into two or three numerical val-
ues which provide summary indices of image quality. For example, when
calculating MTF the full curve tends only to be examined when performing a
detailed performance evaluation. Instead, it is standard practice to quote the
‘critical’ spatial frequencies at which the curve falls to a few specified fractions
of unity (i.e. fractions of MTF (0)), such as f50, f10 and f2, corresponding to
the frequencies at which the MTF curve is 50%, 10% and 2%. The key is to
balance the information lost by data reduction with the practical usefulness of
the quality index. Further examples of reduced indices of image quality are
discussed when the numerical algorithms are presented in appendix B.

One final consideration is the ‘quality’ of the data contained within the
images being analysed to measure image quality. For example, if an edge
image for an MTF measurement is particularly noisy, or a supposedly uniform
field for a NPS assessment contains significant non-uniformities (e.g. due to
saturation artefacts), then the standard numerical algorithms may not cope well
with the non-ideal data. In particular, the differentiation of an edge image to
determine the LSF for MTF calculation is robust only when the edge signal
varies monotonically with distance, so that even small amounts of noise can
make this operation challenging[214]. Additional image processing is therefore
often required to ‘condition’ image data to be suitable for input into a standard
algorithm. This might include curve fitting, local averaging or other data
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reduction methods. Care must be taken to ensure data conditioning does not
inappropriately influence the final results although, as discussed above, it is
suggested that a pragmatic approach be adopted that is in line with the intended
application. Data conditioning methods implemented in IQWorks are discussed
in chapter B.

2.10. Conclusion

In the same way that a ‘good quality’ image is one which is suitable for the
clinical task, a good image quality metric is also task dependent. Although
the radiotherapy imaging task has not yet been modelled, there is strong evid-
ence that the calculation of standardised metrics underpinned by fundamental
imaging science will benefit any optimisation exercise.

Large-area metrics provide a gross, global assessment of performance,
whereas spatial-frequency domain metrics such as MTF and NNPS yield con-
siderably more information regarding how a signal is transferred through the
system, and are thus more indicative of the strengths and limitations of particu-
lar systems. Whilst large-area metrics are quick and easy to calculate, giving
straightforward quantitative results, spatial-frequency domain metrics tend to
be vector quantities which need to somehow be reduced to single numerical
values if they are to be applicable to QC checks. Spatial-domain metrics are
clearly more appropriate when performing fundamental evaluations of absolute
imaging performance. Overall, a consideration in both domains is required to
fully characterise a system.

In radiotherapy, related modalities may be so fundamentally different that
it is necessary to adopt a pragmatic approach in which useful metrics can be
practically measured on different systems which are as equivalent and clinically
relevant as possible. For example, when comparing the performance of a DRR
or simulator image (an early step in the patient pathway) with a megavoltage
EPI (a dependent, later step in the pathway) it is suggested that for optimisa-
tion purposes it is more prudent to consider clinically representative radiation
beams and detector doses than perhaps those recommended in the literature
for absolute performance characterisation. Indeed, a possible hindrance to
the adoption of quantitative assessment techniques in both diagnostic and ra-
diotherapy imaging is the practically difficult experimental techniques often
described in the literature which simply cannot be realised in basic QC tests.
As demonstrated in chapters 3–5, it is still possible to harness the benefits of
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quantitative, fundamental and standardised image quality metrics by taking
a pragmatic approach appropriate to the task concerned. Furthermore, it is
suggested that these metrics have a place across the whole spectrum of radio-
therapy tasks, including technique and technology development, routine QA
and optimisation.

IQWorks as a software framework to facilitate the automated and objective
evaluation of image quality is discussed in Appendix A. Details of the numerical
algorithms utilised to implement the metrics described in this chapter then
follow in Appendix B and a summary list of all metrics calculated by IQWorks
is included in Appendix C. If more than one equation has been presented for any
particular metric in the discussion above, then the user can interactively choose
which equation to use, depending upon their requirements. A key design goal of
IQWorks was to keep the framework as flexible as possible, giving the physicist
the freedom to choose whether to exactly mimic a particular experimental
scenario and analysis methodology from the literature, or instead implement an
acceptable compromise. Crucially, it is straightforward in IQWorks to change
from one calculation algorithm to another so that the influence of different
implementations can be quickly evaluated, and the robustness of particular
techniques understood.
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Chapter 3.

Modality 1: Electronic Portal
Imaging

3.1. Overview

This chapter applies the image analysis framework developed over the previous
chapters, and practically implemented via the IQWorks package described in
appendices A and B, to the performance evaluation of electronic portal imaging
devices (EPIDs).

Following a description of the linacs and EPIDs employed in this study,
two commercial phantoms for the assessment of EPID image quality are con-
sidered: the QC-3V phantom[281] (formerly of Masthead Imaging Corp, British
Columbia, Canada, now Standard Imaging Inc, Wisconsin, USA) and the PTW
EPID phantom[275] (PTW, Freiburg, Germany). Both phantoms are in wide-
spread use in the radiotherapy community[123, 204, 269] and are marketed
with bespoke software to quantitatively analyse image acquired using them:
PIPS Pro[372, 381] with the QC-3V phantom, and epidSoft[275, 370] with the
PTW phantom. Analysis trees were developed in IQWorks to mimic the opera-
tion of the commercial packages, both to explore the implementation of their
analysis routines but also as part of an intercomparison based validation of all
three packages. If IQWorks can be shown to generate results similar to those of
commercial packages then it can potentially be used as a direct replacement,
enabling the flexibility and extensibility of IQWorks to be applied to more
advanced assessments and experiments in the future whilst maintaining com-
patibility with historical consistency measurements. All metrics calculated by
the commercial packages were examined using IQWorks, including modulation
transfer function (MTF), geometric linearity, contrast, contrast to noise ratio
(CNR) and local signal linearity. Interesting anomalies in the behaviour of both
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commercial packages are revealed by this exercise.

A new EPI performance phantom is also introduced which was developed
as part of this work, the ‘QEPI1’ phantom. Building upon techniques utilised
for performance evaluation in diagnostic imaging[76, 308], this offers the same
analysis opportunities as the commercial phantoms but contains additional
features to facilitate the assessment of fundamental equipment performance
across the field of view. Development and testing of this phantom for routine
use in the Oxford Cancer Centre imaging quality assurance (QA) programme is
described.

If images of all three portal imaging phantoms are acquired under similar
experimental conditions, then analysed using equivalent numerical methods,
then the performance metrics calculated should be comparable. However,
intrinsic differences in the implementations of the commercial packages prevent
this being the case. These are discussed in this chapter and IQWorks analysis
trees are introduced which aim to fulfil the intent of the original phantom
designers yet are consistent in algorithmic approach across all the phantoms.

A detailed comparison of the two currently available models of Varian EPID
is then performed using the QEPI1 phantom. These devices – the aS500-II and
aS1000 detectors – are described in section 3.2, and the intention of the compar-
ison was to determine whether the enhanced features of the more expensive
detector, the aS1000, provide tangible benefits for the clinical set-up verification
task. Both MTF and normalised noise power spectrum (NNPS) are considered
in the study. Results of a more general intercomparison of different generations
of EPID, in terms of the frequency at which the MTF drops to 50% ( f50) and
CNR, are also discussed.

Following the commissioning of the new Oxford Cancer Centre, the QEPI1
phantom has formed the basis of the EPID QA programme in which it is used
both for quick daily QC checks and for more detailed troubleshooting and
optimisation. Performance trends are described and the routine application of
the phantom is discussed.

3.2. Linacs and Detectors Considered in this Work

IQWorks and the QEPI1 phantom were developed by the author over a number
of years whilst working in the Edinburgh and Oxford Cancer Centres. Over this
period measurements were performed using eleven Varian linear accelerators
(Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, California, USA), details of which are
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presented in table 3.1. Two different models of electronic portal imaging device
(EPID) were used to to acquire images: in Edinburgh, Varian’s older aS500
unit[350], which is no longer available for sale, and in Oxford the newer aS1000
device[347]. Summary technical specifications of the three models are included
in table 3.2, along with those of a third model – the aS500-II – which is sold as a
less expensive, more limited functionality version of the aS1000 and has been
included for comparative purposes. From the citations listed in the table it is
clear that whilst a great deal of work has been published on the aS500 detector,
less has been undertaken with the more recent models.

Essentially, all three models are based around the same flat panel detector,
with the differences between them lying in the digitisation and processing
electronics[107, 229, 322, 343, 347, 350]. The sensitive layer of the detector is an
amorphous silicon (aSi) panel divided into an active matrix of 1024 columns
and 768 rows over an area of 40 × 30 cm2. Each cell of the matrix corresponds
to one detector element and is a square of side 0.39 mm that incorporates a
thin-film transistor (TFT) to allow charge integrated in the cell to be read out.
Optically coupled to the aSi layer is a ~0.5 mm thick (134 mg/cm2) high atomic
number gadolinium oxysulphide scintillating phosphor (Lanex Fast Back screen
– Eastman Kodak, Rochester, New York, USA) which converts incoming photons
and electrons to light, greatly improving the sensitivity of the detector[248].
Additional build-up is provided by a 1 mm thick copper plate that converts
X-ray photons into Compton electrons and which brings the total equivalent
depth of the aSi sensitive layer to 8 mm of water[92]. This boosts the image
signal at the expense of a slight degradation of spatial resolution due to blurring
caused by increased Compton scatter in the metal plate[182, 183].

Charge is collected by each matrix element when the panel is exposed to
ionising radiation. Following exposure, the detector matrix is read out line by
line, with the charges in all elements in any particular line being addressed and
read out simultaneously. After amplification, the analogue charge values are
converted to a digital signal by a 14 bit analogue to digital converter (ADC)
then this signal is transmitted along a serial link to a processing unit which
generates the raw image. This is passed to the clinical imaging application
which performs any additional image processing before displaying the image to
the user. Together, the detector panel, readout electronics, ADC and subsequent
processing unit constitute the Image Acquisition System (IAS), which is at
version 2 in the aS500 detector and version 3 in the aS500-II and aS1000.
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Linac
Name

Centre Linac
Model

Photon
Energies

(MV)

Imaging
Dose
Rate

(MU/min)

Treatment
Dose
Rate

(MU/min)

EPID
Model

OBI?

LA1 ECC 600CD 6 100 500 aS500 No
LA2 ECC 600C 6 80 400 aS500 No
LA3 ECC 6EX 6 100 500 aS500 No
LA4 ECC 21EX 8, 15 100 500 aS500 No
LA5 ECC 2100CD 8, 15 100 500 aS500 No
V1 OCC 21iX 6, 15 100 600 aS1000 Yes
V2 OCC 21iX 6, 15 100 600 aS1000 Yes
V3 OCC 21iX 6, 15 100 600 aS1000 No
V4 OCC 21iX 6, 15 100 600 aS1000 No
V5 OCC 21iX 6, 15 100 600 aS1000 No
V6 OCC 21iX 6, 15 100 600 aS1000 No

Table 3.1. – Linear accelerators and electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs) con-
sidered in this study. In the ‘Centre’ column, ECC and OCC denote
Edinburgh and Oxford Cancer Centres respectively. OBI refers to
Varian’s kilovoltage ‘On-Board Imaging’ option.

EPID
Model

Acquisition
System

Matrix
Size

Pixel
Size
(mm)

Frames
per

Image

Dose
per

Image
(MU)

Refs

Version Mode SQ HQ SQ HQ
aS500 IAS2 Sync 512 × 384 0.78 4 10 3-4 7-9 [24, 108,

229, 230,

232, 322,

350]

aS500-II IAS3 Rad
Shot

512 × 384 0.78 2 4 1 2 [85, 86,

343,

347]

aS1000 IAS3 Rad
Shot

1024 × 768 0.39 2 4 1 2 [227,

347]

Table 3.2. – Technical specifications of the electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs)
considered in this study. All have an active detector panel size of 40
cm × 30 cm. SQ and HQ refer to standard and high quality modes
respectively.
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Whereas the IAS2 relies on a dedicated processing computer with its own
operating system and local storage to process the image data, the IAS3 utilises
control and frame grabber boards in the linac control computer, which is a
conventional IBM compatible PC running Microsoft Windows (Microsoft Corp,
Redmond, Virginia, USA). This results in a more flexible and integrated sys-
tem in which communication between the different components is simplified.
Greater lower-level access to the acquisition control systems allows more power-
ful image processing applications to be developed than was possible with the
previous IAS version. For example, calibration images are stored directly on the
main linac control computer and can be accessed by Windows software directly
in version 3, whereas these were stored remotely on the bespoke processing
computer in version 2[347, 350].

A key functional difference between the two generations of IAS is that the
newer model has considerably faster readout and processing electronics[260].
These allow every detector element to be addressed directly in the IAS3, whereas
in the IAS2 it was necessary for them to be binned 2× 2 in order for them to be
read out in a timely manner. There is therefore potential for a significant boost
in spatial resolution with the newer system due to the finer effective pixel size.

Another important difference is how charge is read out from the panel. In the
IAS2, a so-called ‘Sync’ mode is employed in which rows of the panel are read
out in between linac beam pulses. Essentially, immediately following each pulse
of radiation a specified number of rows is read out from the detector. This cycle
is repeated until the whole panel has been read out (constituting one ‘frame’),
then again until the required number of frames has been acquired, with the
average of all acquired frames being returned to the processing system as the
image. In order for a similar dose to be delivered to each group of rows it is im-
portant that the dose-rate is constant throughout the entire acquisition process
and this is achieved by the IAS taking control of the modulation of beam pulses,
synchronising their delivery against an internal clock. Nevertheless, the system
is still susceptible to instabilities when the beam is first switched on and these
are overcome by including ‘reset frames’ at the start of an acquisition which are
read out as normal then discarded before the real imaging frames are acquired,
resulting in images which do not suffer from beam stabilisation artefacts. By
default, the system is configured to have two reset frames, although some re-
searchers have investigated whether this can be reduced to one[232, 350]. Apart
from the dose penalty due to the ‘wasted’ reset frames, limitations of the Sync
mode are that horizontal line artefacts may be introduced by glitches in beam
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synchronisation, especially if the underlying timing of the pulse modulation
has drifted, and that the number of rows which can be read out between pulses
depends upon the pulse repetition frequency. i.e. A panel can be read out more
quickly and easily for a 100 MU/min beam than a 600 MU/min one because
the time gap between pulses is longer. However, in practice this limitation is
not generally an issue because 100 MU/min is routinely utilised for imaging of
set-up verification fields, as described below.

With the IAS3 a new ‘Rad Shot’ mode was introduced that makes use of a
feature of the linac that inhibits exposure on a particular control signal. This
functionality was originally intended to facilitate gated treatments, allowing the
treatment beam to remain ‘turned on’ but suppressing electron gun pulses so
that no radiation is delivered. Because the linear accelerator remains energised
X-rays can be switched on and off rapidly without the dose-rate stabilisation
issues encountered when energising the whole system from cold. When using
Rad Shot mode the panel is exposed for a defined period of time, then the beam
is held off whilst the panel is read out in its entirety[347]. This removes the
need to acquire reset frames whilst radiation is being delivered and completely
eliminates timing or dose-rate stabilisation artefacts because the entire panel is
exposed to the same variations in beam conditions. In practice, the exposure
time is varied by the acquisition software depending upon the specified dose-
rate, such that a nominal constant dose is delivered per frame, regardless of the
dose-rate set. In Oxford the nominal Rad Shot dose per frame was set at the
default 0.5 cGy / frame, in line with that utilised by other researchers[227, 343].

Together, the new Rad Shot mode and the ability of the faster IAS3 electronics
to read out every cell in the detector matrix, have the potential to considerably
improve image quality, at a lower patient dose[42, 343, 347]. However, as
indicated in table 3.2, whereas the Rad Shot mode is available as standard in
both the aS500-II and aS1000 EPIDs, the aS500-II is limited to 2× 2 pixel binning
so has an intrinsically lower spatial resolution. Although the two models are
sold as different devices, experience has shown that the difference between the
two is a licence file provided by Varian which enables ‘full resolution’ readout.
By removing this file the aS1000 units in Oxford act as aS500-II units, and this is
how the relative performance of the two modes is evaluated in section 3.7.

When specifying the dose required to acquire an image it is important to
follow a methodology compatible with other researchers and which can be
mapped to the patient imaging process. As discussed in section 1.2, radiother-
apy linacs are calibrated so that one chamber monitor unit (1 MU) corresponds
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to a dose of 1 cGy measured in a full-scatter water phantom on the beam central
axis at the depth of dose maximum for a 10 × 10 cm2 field at a source-surface
distance (SSD) of 100 cm. This means that for an EPID SSD of 100 cm the dose at
the sensitive aSi layer from 1 MU of radiation is of the order of 1 cGy, although
this varies with beam energy (because the effective buildup of 8 mm water is
generally less than the depth of dose maximum) and field size. This is similar to
the situation encountered within the patient during a treatment: the geometric
centre of the patient is usually at isocentre, and the dose at isocentre for any
given beam will also be approximately 1 cGy/MU, although this is heavily
dependent on the size of the patient, the tissues in the irradiated volume, field
size and beam energy. Precisely quantifying the dose to isocentre, the dose
distribution within the patient and the dose at the portal imager is relatively
complex, and it is attractive to employ a simpler model when focusing on
the impact of detector technologies or configuration changes on image quality.
Therefore, patient doses from portal imaging are often specified simply in terms
of MU, with it being assumed that 1 MU is approximately 1 cGy to the patient at
isocentre. This is the convention adopted by Varian when specifying a nominal
dose per frame for the IAS3 ‘Rad Shot’ mode, as described above, and leads to
imaging doses being specified in terms of MU in table 3.2. It is understood that
in detailed optimisation exercises it is important to consider patient doses in a
more detailed fashion using one of the approaches discussed in section 1.8.

In this study, all test images were acquired under standard geometrical con-
ditions: a detector SSD of 140 cm (the Varian standard for imaging calibrations
and measurements[347, 350]) and a field size sufficient to cover the surface of
the detector (28.5 ×21.4 cm2). Taking the inverse square law into account, this
results in a dose to the detector of approximately 0.5 cGy / MU, with the exact
dose depending upon the beam energy and nature of the phantom present in
the beam.

All models of Varian EPID can acquire images in Standard Quality (SQ)
and High Quality (HQ) modes with the difference between them being the
number of frames averaged, and hence the duration and overall dose of the
exposure. Although the number of frames is user-customisable the Varian
defaults were used in Oxford and Edinburgh and these are indicated in table
3.2, along with the number of monitor units required to acquire an image. It can
be observed that the dose per image is somewhat variable for the IAS2 based
units because the frame readout time is dose-rate dependent, as described
above, so is susceptible to differences in tuning of the IAS based dose-rate
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control systems[107, 347, 350].

Eight out of the eleven linacs considered in this work could deliver two nom-
inal energies of X-ray beam, with the other three able to deliver only a single 6
MV beam. All linacs were also capable of delivering a number of dose-rates,
ranging from 80 MU/min to 600 MU/min. However, in practice a single dose-
rate was always chosen to deliver all but very specialised treatment beams:
on all but one of the linacs in Edinburgh this was 500 MU/min, the second
highest available dose-rate, with the exception being the older generation linac
LA2, where the highest available dose-rate of 400 MU/min was utilised. In Ox-
ford, the highest available dose-rate of 600 MU/min was always employed for
treatment beams. With Varian EPIDs any combination of photon beam energy
and dose-rate can be utilised to acquire an image, enabling treatment beams
to be imaged without modification. However, especially for more complex
treatments, the projections provided by treatment fields may not be ideal for the
purposes of assessing set-up errors. Generally, anterior-posterior / posterior-
anterior and lateral projections are the most desirable when assessing set-up
errors for two reasons: they are those which radiographers and doctors learn
to interpret during their clinical training, and they inherently allow errors to
be resolved into longitudinal, lateral and vertical vectors which can be directly
corrected by couch motions. Therefore, if no treatment fields are available at
appropriate gantry angles additional imaging fields may be added to provide
these projections. Indeed, for workflow and consistency purposes, additional
anterior-posterior and right lateral imaging fields are added routinely to most
radiotherapy treatments in Oxford.

In both Edinburgh and Oxford all dedicated imaging fields are delivered at
the lowest available energy and dose-rate. Reducing the beam energy increases
the likelihood of photon interactions both within the patient and the detector,
thus reducing the relative Poisson noise in the images. Furthermore, the pro-
portion of interactions which are photoelectric absorption increases, thereby
increasing the differential attenuation of different materials in the field and
improving intrinsic subject contrast. Utilising the lowest available beam energy
therefore maximises contrast and minimises noise at any given dose level[123].
For aS500 EPIDs operating under the IAS2 ‘Sync’ mode the lower the dose-rate
the more lines which can be read out in between beam pulses, the lower the
dose per frame and thus the more flexibility in dose which can be specified per
image. Even for aS500-II or aS1000 EPIDs operating under ‘Rad Shot’ mode it is
attractive to acquire images at a low dose-rate for safety reasons: should the
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beam not terminate as expected once an image has been acquired then a lower
dose-rate will result in less additional dose being delivered to the patient whilst
the operators recognise an equipment failure and manually intervene to stop
the beam. All linacs considered in this study therefore have either two or three
clinical beams for imaging: one or two (depending upon the linac technology)
which are the standard beams for treatment, plus one which is used purely for
imaging. Table 3.2 includes the treatment and imaging dose-rates for all linacs
considered in this study.

Another consideration when acquiring images is whether to use standard
quality (SQ) or high quality (HQ) mode. In both centres all dedicated imaging
beams are routinely acquired using the SQ mode so that the concomitant dose
from imaging is minimised. If the quality of an image is poor – for example,
when imaging a particularly large patient so that the signal at the detector and
thus the CNR are low – the decision may be taken to increase the dose in an effort
to boost image quality by utilising HQ mode for subsequent images. However,
when images are acquired during treatment field delivery the HQ mode is
always used because extending the portion of the field which contributes to
imaging by increasing the number of frame averages has no bearing on the
patient dose burden.

Experiments with the QC-3V phantom were performed using the aS500 units
in Edinburgh, and the PTW phantom was examined using a limited number
of aS500 units in Edinburgh and aS1000 units in Oxford. Images of the QEPI1
phantom were acquired using standard clinical imaging modes on all models
of EPID and all available linear accelerators. This enabled the performance
comparison of the different generations of equipment presented in section 3.8.

Two linacs in table 3.1 are identified as being equipped with Varian’s On-
Board Imaging (OBI) system. This comprises a kilovoltage X-ray tube and flat
panel detector which together provide a diagnostic grade imaging beamline
at 90° to the megavoltage treatment beam. OBI equipped linacs are capable
of acquiring kilovoltage energy radiographs, fluoroscopy sequences and volu-
metric cone-beam CT (CBCT) scans of the patient in the treatment position.
Performance evaluation of OBI is considered in detail in chapters 4 and 5.
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3.3. QC-3V Phantom

3.3.1. Phantom Introduction

A photograph of the QC-3V phantom is shown in figure 3.1 alongside a
schematic diagram of its components. It is based on work by Rajapakshe
and Shalev[281] and was one of the first phantoms for EPID performance
evaluation[123, 135].

Constructed from layers of metal and plastic, the QC-3V phantom consists of
three major parts:

• N1–N4. The numbers 1 to 4 machined into 15 mm thick lead blocks at
progressive increasing depths of 1 to 4 mm. These allow a subjective check
of image contrast.

• B1–B5. Alternating strips of 15 mm lead and PVC septa, forming bar
patterns increasing in spatial frequency through 0.10, 0.20, 0.25, 0.45 and
0.76 cycles / mm in the order indicated in the diagram. An MTF can be
extracted using regions of interest placed on the bar patterns, using the
methods described in section B.17.2.

• U1–U6. Uniform patches of different thicknesses of lead, aluminium and
PVC, increasing in attenuation in the order listed.

Complementing the phantom is the PIPSPro image analysis software auto-
matically processes its images and generates summary indices of image
quality[372, 381]. Version 3.2.2 of the software was used in this work.

A comprehensive IQWorks analysis tree was developed to process images
of the QC-3V phantom and calculate the MTF curve, contrast-to-noise ratio
(CNR) and the mean signal under each of the patches U1–U6. In line with the
approach taken by PIPS Pro, the MTF was calculated using the basic bar pattern
algorithm described in section B.17.2, with no aliasing correction, and the tree
was optimised to accept a pair of images acquired in quick succession under the
same conditions, which should therefore be identical except for the influence
of stochastic noise. The difference image was used in the MTF calculation to
compensate for the presence of noise fluctuations.

3.3.2. Comparison of IQWorks against PIPS Pro

Images were acquired of the QC-3V phantom using a Varian 21EX linear ac-
celerator in Edinburgh equipped with a Varian aS500 amorphous silicon EPID
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Figure 3.1. – Photograph and schematic diagram of the QC-3V phantom. Descrip-
tions of the phantom’s components are included in the text.

(LA4 in table 3.2). In this evaluation a treatment imaging beam of energy 8
MV and dose-rate 500 MU/min was utilised and images were acquired using
HQ mode (taking an average of 10 frames and delivering a dose of 6 MU /
image). Two images were acquired of the phantom at isocentre, representing
performance mid-plane in the patient, and two images with the phantom on
the surface of the detector, so that the potential for evaluating intrinsic detector
performance could be investigated. Each time, the imager was centred on the
beam central-axis and at a SSD of 140 cm.

MTF curves calculated by PIPS Pro and IQWorks for both scenarios are
plotted in figures 3.2 and 3.3. Taking PIPS Pro as the ‘gold standard’, the
deviations of IQWorks from the PIPS Pro measurements are also plotted in the
figures.

Whilst considering the use of the QC-3V phantom and developing the ‘Bar
Pattern MTF’ IQWorks modules it was suspected that the noise correction may
not actually be required. It is inconvenient to always need to acquire two sets
of images in any experiment so that a difference image can be calculated. It
would therefore be advantageous if the noise correction could be avoided and
the number of images thus required reduced by half. To investigate this each
image was also analysed individually by IQWorks, using an alternative noise
correction strategy (average standard deviation within uniform ROIs), then
a multi-layer image was analysed with no noise correction. In addition, for
comparative purposes MTF curves with no noise correction were manually
constructed from intermediate information written to disk by PIPS Pro during
its more detailed calculation. These results are also included in figures 3.2 and
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3.3. It is noted that, apart from the points for the highest spatial frequency bar
pattern, all curves in the figures essentially overlap, making it very difficult to
distinguish between them and indicating excellent agreement between PIPS
Pro and IQWorks.

For the phantom at isocentre, the noise-corrected IQWorks curve agrees with
that of PIPS Pro to within 1% across all spatial frequencies, and the curve for
the phantom on the surface of the detector agrees within 2%. It is thought that
this increased discrepancy is a geometrical magnification effect: when placed
on the detector the phantom image covers less of the detector’s surface than
when it is projected from the isocentre plane. The number of pixels across each
object within the phantom image is therefore smaller, making it more difficult
to place ROIs in exactly the same locations in both software packages and
increasing the level of experimental uncertainty. From these results IQWorks
can be considered able to successfully mimic the behaviour of PIPS Pro in
calculating MTF.

All investigated strategies in the noise correction experiment – including
applying no noise correction – also agree with the standard PIPS Pro analysis
to within 1% when the phantom is at isocentre and within 2% when on the
surface of the detector, except for at the highest spatial frequency, where the
difference is considerably worse. Because the highest frequency bar pattern has
the lowest modulation it is logical that this is the one most influenced by the
presence of noise. It can therefore be concluded that to generate an MTF curve
consistent with that produced by PIPS Pro it is important to always acquire
a pair of images and include a difference image noise correction. However,
given the inherent uncertainty in the algorithm due to the lack of the standard
Coltman anti-aliasing correction it is arguable that, if there were no requirement
to be directly compatible with PIPS Pro, the noise correction is an unnecessary
refinement. It is suggested that for regular QC checks, and during optimisation
exercises, it is justifiable to analyse only individual images rather than pairs,
with any repeated images being used to assess the overall uncertainty in the
experimental technique rather than directly for noise correction.

In PIPS Pro the MTF is normalised to unity at the modulation of the lowest
spatial frequency bar pattern: 0.10 lp/mm. Performing a similar normalisation
in IQWorks, all of the methods yield the same f50 regardless of the noise cor-
rection strategy applied: 0.44 lp/mm for the phantom at isocentre, and 0.37
lp/mm for the phantom at the surface of the detector. A degradation in MTF
as the phantom moves towards the detector is expected due to the magnified
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bar patterns covering more detector pixels, thus having lower effective spatial
frequencies and being easier to resolve. The reproducibility of the f50 metric
across all noise correction strategies reinforces the finding that noise correction
is not essential.
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Figure 3.2. – Comparison of the modulation transfer function (MTF) results ob-
tained when analysing images of the QC-3V phantom positioned at
isocentre. Top–Calculated MTF curves. Bottom–Discrepancy between
IQWorks and PIPSPro.
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Figure 3.3. – Comparison of the modulation transfer function (MTF) results ob-
tained when analysing images of the QC-3V phantom positioned on
the surface of an EPID at 140 cm SID. Top–Calculated MTF curves.
Bottom–Discrepancy between IQWorks and PIPSPro.
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For the purposes of validating IQWork statistical algorithms, the mean and
standard deviation in the pixel values in each uniform ROI were calculated
and compared with those produced by PIPS Pro. From the results in figure
3.4 it is evident that IQWorks and PIPS Pro agree in all ROIs on both images
to within one standard deviation, the experimental uncertainty. Agreement
between packages for the standard deviation (SD) measurements was also good
- to within 10% for ROIs 1–4 and within 20% for ROI 6. Greater variability is
expected between measured SDs than for mean values because these are more
sensitive to the exact pixel values sampled within the ROIs, and the absolute
numerical values are significantly smaller (of the order of 10 for SD rather than
103 for means) so that a small numerical difference in SD measurement appears
proportionately larger. Furthermore, the result that the SD discrepancy is worse
for ROI 6 is also as expected because this is the most attenuating patch of lead in
the phantom, under which the number of photons reaching the detector is least
and therefore the relative noise is greatest. Only the results for the phantom at
isocentre are included here because this is a test of basic statistical calculations.
However, those for the phantom on the surface of the detector also agreed well
between the two packages.

It is noted that the standard deviation measured by IQWorks in ROI 5 is
significantly lower than that of PIPSPro, with agreement between the packages
being considerably poorer for this ROI than for all the others. This is because
the QC-3V phantom used in the experiment had a flaw in the material forming
the block U5, introducing a non-uniformity. The IQWorks analysis tree was
modified to compensate for this, whereas the PIPS Pro algorithm assumes that
the whole area of U5 is available for analysis. This is illustrated in figure 3.5 and
demonstrates the flexibility of IQWorks over commercial packages in dealing
with unexpected test conditions.

CNR was calculated according to equation 2.5. In the literature describing
the QC-3V phantom[281] the noise level σ is defined as

σ = σsub/
√

2 (3.1)

where σsub is the standard deviation over the highest frequency bar pattern in
the difference image. However, it was discovered that both PIPS Pro and the
Excel macro bundled with the software take σsub as the mean standard deviation
across all bar patterns and the

√
2 factor is ommitted. When the same approach

is followed in IQWorks, the CNR results agree with those of PIPS Pro to better
than 2%: 530 ± 10 for the phantom at isocentre, and 495 ± 10 for the phantom on
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the surface of the detector. Nevertheless, the difference between the description
in the literature and the algorithmic implementation in the commercial software
is an important result which is not clearly documented.
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Figure 3.4. – Comparison of the mean and standard deviation in pixel values cal-
culated by IQWorks and PIPSPro in regions of interest (ROIs) placed
on the uniform patches U1 to U6. Top–Side by side comparison of
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Bottom–Difference between IQWorks and PIPSPro, as a fraction of
the PIPSPro result. Solid lines represent agreement between the mean
values within ROIs and the dashed lines are for the SDs.
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Figure 3.5. – Customising the IQWorks analysis tree to compensate for a flaw in a
particular QC-3V phantom. Top: 6 MV EPI of the phantom with the
flawed U5 region indicated and blown up. Bottom: Placement of ROI
in IQWorks analysis tree modified to avoid flawed region.
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3.4. PTW EPID QC Phantom

3.4.1. Phantom Introduction

Intended to be a comprehensive phantom for EPID performance evaluation, the
PTW ‘EPID QC’ phantom contains similar analysis components to the QC-3V
as well as some additional features[275, 370]. A photograph of the internal
configuration of the phantom is shown in figure 3.6 and a schematic diagram of
these in figure 3.7.

Analysis components include:

• S1–S10. Copper step wedge, with steps of thickness 26.7, 19.6, 16.6, 13.5,
11.1, 8.6, 6.3, 4.1, 2.0 and 0.0 mm. These nominally result in transmission
of a 6 MV photon beam of 50% to 100%, in 5% increments.

• G1–G16. Brass blocks of cross-section 10 mm × 10 mm and height 19.6
mm. G1–G8 are arranged vertically and G9–G16 horizontally, with a
nominal centre-to-centre block spacing of 20 mm.

• B1–B18. Bar patterns comprising brass bars of approximately 20 mm in
height separated by air gaps of equal width. Patterns B1–B4 are angled
with respect to the axes of the image matrix and have spatial frequencies
of 0.125, 0.167, 0.25 and 0.33 cycles / mm. B5–B11 are aligned with the
Y axis and B12–B18 with the horizontal axis, and the patterns in each of
these groups have spatial frequencies of 0.5, 0.67, 1.0, 0.59, 2.0, 2.5 and
3.33 cycles / mm.

• Ringed Blocks ABCD. Four brass bars cross-section 10 mm × 10 mm
and heights A: 19.6 mm, B: 8.6 mm, C: 13.3 mm and D: 4.1 mm. These
are intended to result in 10%, 30%, 20% and 40% transmission of a 6 MV
photon beam. Located at the four corners of the phantom and in two
positions along a diagonal, they are used to assess local signal linearity.
The circular brass rings surrounding the ABCD blocks may be used to aid
phantom alignment.

• CD1. Contrast-detail test object consisting of a 20 mm aluminium block
in which is drilled holes aligned in rows of increasing depth and columns
of decreasing diameter, when moving towards the centre of the phantom.

A key difference between the EPID QC and QC-3V phantoms is that the test
components within the QC-3V are angled so that their edges align with diver-
ging rays at a distance of 100 cm from the X-ray source. Whilst this minimises
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penumbra due to rays passing through test components at oblique angles, thus
allowing the test objects to be sufficiently thick to have high attenuations at
megavoltage energies, there are a number of issues with this approach. Firstly, it
has the side-effect that the phantom can only be positioned at isocentre, thereby
preventing investigation of intrinsic detector performance by a phantom placed
on the surface of the detector, unless the detector itself is raised to 100 cm
SSD, something not possible for all EPIDs. In addition, the focusing of the test
components is achieved by mounting them on an angled plastic base. Therefore,
rather than the components themselves being intrinsically focused each is only
grossly angled back towards the focal spot. For example, the bars of patterns
B1–B18 are not focused although each block of line-pairs is angled as a whole.
This somewhat defeats the original objective of focusing. Furthermore, because
focusing assumes the centre of the phantom is aligned with the central axis it
cannot be repositioned to examine image quality in different locations across
the field of view.

Another limitation of the PTW EPID QC phantom is that it relatively large,
being a square of side 25 cm. Unfortunately, because the epidSoft package re-
quires the whole phantom to be in the FOV so that it can localise landmarks and
place analysis ROIs, this limits the acceptable range of EPID vertical positions.
For Varian detectors it was found that the EPID could at maximum be 20 cm
beyond isocentre before the critical alignment landmarks began to fall outside
the FOV. This is a particular limitation because patient imaging geometries tend
to require the EPID to be at least 30 cm beyond isocentre, meaning that the EPID
QC phantom can never be utilised under truly representative clinical imaging
conditions.

In contrast, the less complex QC-3V phantom places almost no restriction on
the location of the detector and can be positioned anywhere in the field of view.

Apart from the CD1 component, which to an extent can be interpreted visu-
ally, the designers of the PTW EPID QC phantom intend that images of the
phantom are processed by the dedicated PTW ‘epidSoft’ analysis package. Ex-
periments were performed to determine whether IQWorks could be configured
both to replicate and extend the capabilities of epidSoft.
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Figure 3.6. – Photographs of the PTW EPID QC phantom. Left: external surface
of the phantom showing laser alignment lines and the location of
internal test objects. Right: Photograph of the interior of the phantom
showing brass and aluminium test objects mounted on an angled
plastic base.
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3.4.2. MTF: Comparison of IQWorks with PTW epidSoft

epidSoft’s MTF calculation is performed on single images in isolation and in-
volves no corrections for noise. Although it is based on the standard Coltman
formalism described in section B.17.2 it was discovered that the aliasing cor-
rection described in the epidSoft manual[275] is subtly different from that in
equation 3.3. Whereas the sign of successive terms in equation 3.3 alternates
from positive to negative, the correction in the epidSoft manual involves only
additive corrections. i.e. instead of the correction being

MTF′ ( f ) = MTF ( f ) +
MTF (3 f )

3
− MTF (5 f )

5
+

MTF (7 f )
7

− . . . (3.2)

it is

MTF′ ( f ) = MTF ( f ) +
MTF (3 f )

3
+

MTF (5 f )
5

+
MTF (7 f )

7
+ . . . (3.3)

It is unclear whether this difference is intentional or in error. However, an
additional noise correction matching that of equation 3.3 was incorporated into
the ‘Bar Pattern MTF’ analysis module to accommodate it.

Two images of the phantom were analysed by both epidSoft and IQWorks
- one acquired using SQ mode at 8 MV, 100 MU/min (4 frame averages, at
a dose of 3 MU) and the other using HQ mode at 15 MV, 500 MU/min (10
frame averages, at a dose of 8 MU). Due to the differences in energy it was
expected that there should be a significant difference in the image quality
metrics calculated from the two images.

Surprisingly, the agreement between the MTF curves calculated by the two
packages was considerably worse than between IQWorks and PIPS Pro for the
QC-3V phantom. A first observation was that epidSoft forces the modulation
from all bar patterns to zero after the Nyquist frequency, significantly alter-
ing the nature of the curve at higher spatial frequencies. This behaviour was
incorporated into the epidSoft aliasing correction implemented by IQWorks.
However, even following this adjustment, the agreement between IQWorks
and epidSoft was of the order of 10% at 8 MV and 15% at 15 MV, as shown in
figures 3.8 and 3.9. Interestingly, for both energies the error gradually increases
negatively with spatial frequency. It was suspected the aliasing correction might
be at fault so the IQWorks analysis was repeated both with no corrections and
with the standard Coltman corrections. Using no correction clearly overestim-
ated the MTF at all frequencies, but the Coltman correction actually improved
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agreement to within 10% at 15 MV and with no evidence of a systematic trend
in error with spatial frequency.
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Figure 3.8. – Comparison of the modulation transfer function (MTF) curves calcu-
lated by IQWorks and epidSoft from the angled (B1–B4) and vertical
(B5–B11) bar patterns in the PTW EPID QC Phantom. The image
was acquired at 8 MV, 100 MU/min. Top–MTF Curves. Bottom–
Discrepancy between IQWorks and epidSoft for the two anti-aliasing
options implemented in IQWorks.
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Figure 3.9. – Comparison of the modulation transfer function (MTF) curves calcu-
lated by IQWorks and epidSoft from the angled (B1–B4) and vertical
(B5–B11) bar patterns in the PTW EPID QC Phantom. The image
was acquired at 15 MV, 500 MU/min. Top–MTF Curves. Bottom–
Discrepancy between IQWorks and epidSoft for the two anti-aliasing
options implemented in IQWorks.
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Examining the regions of interest employed in the analysis by epidSoft it
was apparent that these seemed rather large in relation to the area of the bar
patterns in the image (see screenshot in figure 3.10) and it was suspected that
phantom alignment, and the subsequent accuracy of ROI placement, might
have an influence on the MTF. Using the same analysis routines as previously
(and applying the epidSoft correction in IQWorks), MTF curves were calculated
for a new image, this time acquired using a higher resolution aS1000 detector
under Rad Shot mode at 6 MV, 100 MU/min and at a dose of 1 MU. (This new
experiment was performed in Oxford whereas the previous evaluation had
been undertaken in Edinburgh. Detailed comparisons between the packages
were only possible when the author had moved to Oxford and access to the
Edinburgh linacs was no longer available. However, it was initially thought
that the disagreement between the packages might be the result of operator
error during the earlier experiments, so repeating the measurements in Oxford
was seen as an independent check. Furthermore, it was hoped that any beam
stability artefacts which might be influencing results would be removed by the
newer the Rad Shot mode available on the systems in Oxford[343, 347].) The
analysis was repeated multiple times, but each time with the ROIs being shifted
systematically over a 9× 9 grid ± 1 pixel either side of the original location in
all directions. This resulted in 9 MTF curves in total (the original, plus 8 curves
from slightly mis-aligned ROIs) and the mean curve calculated by each package,
along with an envelope indicating the minimum and maximum modulations at
each spatial frequency, are plotted in figure 3.11.

From the results it is clear that both packages are sensitive to accurate identific-
ation of the phantom origin in the software before processing images, especially
at the higher spatial frequencies where the bar patterns are smaller and hence
easier to miss if the ROI is placed incorrectly. epidSoft demonstrates consider-
ably greater variability, grossly overestimating the MTF by 150% at the highest
spatial frequency, and it is suspected that this is because it employs larger
ROIs than IQWorks that are intended to extend fully across the test patterns,
as implied in the screenshot in figure 3.10. When these ROIs are misaligned,
even by a small amount, they extend beyond the edges of the test patterns and
the variance within them increases substantially. Errors are biased towards
overestimation of the MTF, which is logical because the standard deviation in an
ROI will be greater if the ROI extends to other parts of the phantom. Although
ROI placement issues appear to contribute to the lack of agreement between the
two packages, the effect on the relatively large-area low-frequency bar patterns
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is far less pronounced than at higher frequencies and is insufficient for this to
be the only source of error.

Figure 3.10. – Regions of interest used by PTW epidSoft.
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software. Top–Modulation transfer function (MTF) curves. Bottom–
Range of possible errors.
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Another experiment was performed, but this time with the MTF curves being
compared between 10 separate images acquired under the same acquisition
settings as previously. This time the ROIs were placed as accurately as pos-
sible on each image but the phantom was physically removed from the couch
then repositioned and realigned, again as accurately as possible, between each
acquisition. The results are plotted in figure 3.12. Errors introduced through
repeatedly positioning of the phantom are similar between both packages,
with the magnitude being considerable (>10%) for spatial frequencies > 0.7
cycles/mm. It is thought this is due to two factors: the physical size of the
gross bar pattern test objects being smaller as the spatial frequency increases,
making them more sensitive to a geometric miss, and the higher frequency
patterns being aligned with the pixel matrix being susceptible to interference
artefacts which change significantly with slight translations or rotations of the
phantom. However, as before the low-frequency bar patterns are relatively
tolerant of alignment changes, so further investigation was required to identify
the significant discrepancy between IQWorks and epidSoft at the lowest spatial
frequencies.

Other workers have described issues with epidSoft’s file-handling, reporting
problems with 16-bit DICOM files and asserting that epidSoft cannot interpret
these properly[204, 269]. In the examples in the literature this has caused
discrepancies in CNR and other signal-based image quality metrics but there
has been no description of how this influences MTF calculations. The same
image used to generate the results in figure 3.11 was loaded by IQWorks and
saved back to disk in a range of different file formats.

These included:

1. 8-bit bitmaps, in which the pixel values were mapped into the new range
0–255 by rescaling.

2. Matrix of 16-bit unsigned integers.

3. Matrix of 16-bit signed integers.

4. 1–3 loaded back into IQWorks, inverted, then saved as the same file
format.

5. The original DICOM image loaded into IQWorks, inverted, then saved as
1–3.

Each of the new images was loaded into IQWorks and the MTF calculated using
automatic placement of ROIs. Despite the manipulation of the pixel values all
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MTF curves agreed to 3 decimal places across all spatial-frequencies. This was
as expected: the MTF curves are formed from measurements of relative variance
which should be insensitive to the scaling and sign of the pixel values within
each ROI, as long as the data covered by each ROI have been manipulated in
the same way.

However, when the images were loaded into epidSoft differences in image-
handling were evident from the considerably different visual representations of
the images. This is illustrated for a selection of the images by the screenshots
in figure 3.13, in which epidSoft and IQWorks representations are displayed
alongside each other for the purposes of comparison. The default file format for
Varian EPID images is 16-bit DICOM and the images on the left in the figure
indicate how this is interpreted by two packages. It is immediately apparent
that the epidSoft image appears inverted with respect to that in IQWorks.
However, with reference to the schematic diagram of the phantom in figure 3.7,
it is surprising that the top left and bottom right steps of the copper wedges
(steps S10 and S1 respectively) both appear black in the epidSoft image, because
these correspond to the lowest and highest attenuation steps in the phantom.
Attenuation increases monotonically between each pair of adjacent steps in the
wedge so that one would expect a gradual change in grey level when moving
from one step to the next, and this is what is observed in the IQWorks image.
However, in the epidSoft image there appears to be a shift from very high signal
to very low signal between steps S9 and S10. Furthermore, in other regions of
high signal, such as next to the bar pattern B4 or the ‘Inner2’ square block, there
are specks of very low signal in the epidSoft image which are not present on
the IQWorks image and are definitely not localised regions of high attenuation.
These artefacts are what one might expect from wraparound of the pixel values
through epidSoft attempting to store them using a numerical representation
with insufficient bit depth. As described in section 3.2, the raw pixel values
in Varian EPID images arise from 14-bit analogue to digital conversion of the
amplified charge in each detector element. They are represented in the DICOM
file as 14-bit unsigned integers over the range 0 to 16383 (i.e. not using all of
the available 16 bits). Placing ROIs on steps S9 and S10 in IQWorks, the mean
pixel values (±1 SD) on each step were measured as 2393 ± 13 and 2615 ± 12
respectively. Because both these values lie between 211 (2048) and 212 (4096) it
is unlikely the erroneous representation in epidSoft is due simply to the binary
representation of the pixel values: if a binary number was being truncated
through an overflow because of insufficient bit depth, or if the most significant
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bit was being interpreted as a sign bit, then this would affect pixel values
beyond a particular power of two threshold, which is not what is observed
here.

Also surprising was the result when the 16-bit DICOM image was mapped to
an 8-bit bitmap, as illustrated in the centre pair of images in figure 3.14. These
images were formed by rescaling the range of signal values in the original
image (0–16383) to the 8-bit range 0–255, with the sign of the pixel values being
preserved (i.e. a larger signal being indicated by a more positive number).
One would therefore expect the visual representation of the original 16-bit and
new 8-bit images, when windowed to show the full range of values, to be
very similar. This is what is observed in IQWorks, but the 8-bit image appears
inverted in epidSoft. Furthermore, when the 8-bit bitmap image is inverted
so that high signal is mapped to low pixel value (i.e. 255 → 0, 254 → 1, etc.),
the image appears as expected in IQWorks, and this time the epidSoft and
IQWorks representations agree. Inverting the bitmap therefore appears to result
in an inverted image in epidSoft, which is encouraging despite the erroneous
behaviour when interpretting 16-bit images.

MTF curves from all the images are plotted in figure 3.14, in which it is
apparent that no two curves generated by epidSoft are identical. Instead, at least
four distinct epidSoft curves lie either side of that produced by IQWorks, with
the range being sufficiently large to account for any discrepancy between the
two packages. Given the discussion above regarding variance being insensitive
to pixel sign (and therefore whether a distribution of values lies at the low or
high end of the 8-bit 0–255 range) it is surprising that even the simple 8-bit
original and inverted images do not yield similar results in epidSoft.

No satisfactory explanation for epidSoft’s behaviour could be arrived at but it
is evident there are fundamental issues with how it interprets underlying image
data, leading to erroneous MTF calculations. It is therefore doubtful that this
package could be utilised to compare results from different vendors’ equipment.
Furthermore, these flaws will inhibit optimisation exercises (where the range
of pixel values will vary between beam energies and EPID acquisition modes)
and could potentially result in results appearing different between different
revisions of the Varian EPID control software, where – from experience – it is
likely there may be subtle changes in storage file format. In contrast, analyses
performed by IQWorks are demonstrably more stable and reproducible over a
wide range of image encodings.
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Figure 3.12. – Sensitivity of PTW EPID Phantom MTF to physical alignment of the
phantom. Comparison of results from IQWorks and PTW epidSoft
when phantom is repeatedly removed then realigned as accurately as
possible 10 times. Top–Modulation transfer function (MTF) curves.
Bottom–Range of possible errors.
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16-bit DICOM 8-bit Bitmap Inverted 8-bit Bitmap

epidSoft

IQWorks

Figure 3.13. – Visual presentation of differently-encoded images by epidSoft and
IQWorks. The ‘16-bit DICOM’ image is the default Varian file format
for electronic portal images, the ‘8-bit Bitmap’ is this image mapped
onto the range 0–255 and the ‘Inverted 8-bit Bitmap’ is the inverse of
this (i.e. pixel values are subtracted from 255). A detailed description
of these images is included in the main text.
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image to IQWorks and PTW epidSoft using different file formats.
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3.4.3. Signal Linearity: Comparison of IQWorks with PTW
epidSoft

Signal linearity is calculated by considering the mean pixel values in ROIs
located on steps S1–S10 of the copper wedge, with the results being presented
as a function of nominal absorption at 6 MV. However, rather than plot absolute
signal value epidSoft renormalises and maps the data to a new range so that the
reported signal under S10 (100% transmission) is unity and that under S1(50%
transmission) is 0.5. i.e. If the measured signal under step i is Si then the relative
signal reported by epidSoft for that step is given by

S′i = 0.5
(

1 +
Si − S1

S10 − S1

)
(3.4)

Images of the EPID QC phantom were acquired at 6, 8 and 15 MV and the
linearity curves generated by IQWorks and epidSoft are compared in figure
3.15. The 8 and 15 MV images were acquired using linac LA5 in Edinburgh at a
dose-rate of 500 MU/min and dose of 8 MU / image (10 frame averages, HQ
Sync mode), whilst the 6 MV images were acquired using linac V3 in Oxford at
a dose-rate of 600 MU/min and a dose of 2 MU / image (4 frame averages, HQ
Rad Shot mode). In all cases it is evident that the IQWorks results are identical
to those of epidSoft, within the limits of experimental error (defined as ±1 SD
in the pixel values in the IQWorks ROI at each spatial frequency).

However, a limitation of this analysis methodology is that by remapping
the signals to the range 0.5–1.0 the first and last signal points are effectively
lost. Furthermore, the validity of the mapping is questionable because the step
wedge is only specified to give linear transmission with step size at 6 MV, and
then only nominally. One would therefore expect to be able to observe and
potentially be able to track over time the relative difference in signal due to
energy, yet the curves for all three energies are very similar in the figure.

An alternative approach is to still normalise absolute signal level to unity
at nominally 100% transmission but perform no additional range mapping.
This generates the curves in figure 3.16, where the differences in energy are far
more pronounced. Interestingly, the nominal 50% transmission step actually
yields a relative signal of nearer 38% at 6 MV, and the two 15 MV curves –
calculated from images acquired on two different generations of Varian EPIDs –
are identical within ±1 SD.
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The same images are considered as in figure 3.15.
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3.4.4. Local Signal Linearity: Comparison of IQWorks with
PTW epidSoft

Local signal linearity is calculated by epidSoft using a similar methodology to
that for general linearity, except that signals from nominal transmissions 10%
(block A) to 40% (block D) are mapped to the range 0.6–0.9. i.e.

S′i = 0.3
(

2 +
Si − SA

SD − SA

)
(3.5)

A comparison against IQWorks and epidSoft for the 8 MV image acquired in
the previous experiment is presented in figure 3.17, in which all IQWorks curves
agree with those of epidSoft to within ±1 SD. However, as for signal linearity,
this methodology is limited because the first and last points are effectively lost
except that the effect is even more pronounced here because there are only 4
points in each curve!

Normalising to unity under block D at corner 1 produces the curves in figure
3.18. It is immediately clear that this alternative analysis yields considerably
more information: whilst the curves display the same characteristics across
the FOV the relative signal levels increase with proximity to the central axis.
This may be a side-effect of using an in-air exposure for flood-field calibration,
or may be due to a more penetrating beam spectrum closer the central axis.
However, it is an important result which may affect clinical images and is worth
tracking over time.
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3.4.5. SNR: Comparison of IQWorks with PTW epidSoft

epidSoft evaluates SNR in each of the copper steps S1–S10 using equation 2.3.
However, due to both the alignment and image handling issues explored in
section 3.4.2 above, it was anticipated that this analysis may be problematic.

An image was acquired using the aS500 detector on linac LA4 in Edinburgh,
at 8 MV, 100 MU / min and at a dose of 3 MU (4 frame averages, SQ sync mode).
By default, epidSoft produced SNR results which were clearly wrong – SNR
systematically improved with reduced signal level, as shown in figure 3.19. It
was suspected this was due to poor image handling, and indeed the trend could
be replicated in IQWorks through analysing a bitmap image in which the 16
bit image data in the original DICOM file had been remapped to 8 bits. Saving
the image as a signed integer matrix then loading this into epidSoft generated a
curve more in line with expectations. However, in the same way as for the MTF
evaluation it was found that the results were very sensitive to ROI placement.
Two IQWorks SNR curves are also plotted in the figure, calculated from two
sets of ROIs shifted 1 pixel with respect to each other. These lie either side of
the epidSoft curve and follow the same trends, demonstrating agreement with
IQWorks within the limits of experimental uncertainty.

At first it may seem surprising that SNR is so sensitive to ROI placement.
Although absolute signal level (as the mean pixel value within an ROI) is
relatively independent of ROI position, the noise (as the standard deviation
in the ROI) is much more variable. This is illustrated for low and high signal
ROIs (those under S1 and S10) in figure 3.20, which shows the relative change
in signal and noise as the ROIs are moved through a series of locations within
the boundaries of the steps. Because the standard deviation is very small (of
the the order of 101) relative to the signal (of the order of 103) any fluctuation in
standard deviation can have a profound influence on SNR.
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3.4.6. Contrast: Comparison of IQWorks and epidSoft

Contrast in the contrast-detail pattern C1 is assessed by epidSoft using equation
2.8. The signal for a particular hole is taken as the mean pixel value in a circular
ROI centred on that hole and the background signal as the mean in an annular
ROI surrounding it. Excellent agreement was found between IQWorks and
epidSoft when measuring the contrasts of the first 12 holes in the 8 MV image
acquired in the previous experiment, as shown in figure 3.21. Better agreement
might be expected here than for the SNR and MTF results discussed previously
because the pixel values in the region of the aluminium plate containing the
contrast-detail pattern are of the order of those in step S8 of the copper wedge,
and so are outside of the range affected by the data-handling issues.
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3.4.7. Geometric Linearity

Interestingly, epidSoft does not use the geometry blocks G1–G16 to perform an
assessment of geometric linearity even though this is such an important factor
in radiotherapy imaging. However, this analysis is relatively straightforward in
IQWorks. Following identification of the centres of the blocks by edge detection,
the distance to G1 of each block in the vertical series was calculated, and of
each block in the horizontal series to G9. Each distance was then divided by the
number of blocks between that being considered and the appropriate reference
(G1 or G9) to give the distance per block step.

This analysis was undertaken on images acquired using four beams on two
linacs: 8 MV (100 MU/min, 4 frame averages, 3 MU) and 15 MV (500 MU/min,
10 frame averages, 8 MU) using the aS500 detector operating under sync mode
on LA5 in Edinburgh, and 6 MV (100 MU/min, 2 frame averages, 1 MU) and
15 MV (600 MU/min, 4 frame averages, 2 MU) using the aS1000 detector under
rad shot mode on V3 in Oxford. From the results plotted in figure 3.22 it is
clear that the inter-step distance falls within a range of 0.5 mm, which is of the
order of one pixel, with this becoming tighter over a larger number of steps.
Furthermore, there is good agreement between all energies and both linacs.
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3.5. New ‘QEPI1’ Phantom

3.5.1. Phantom Introduction

A new phantom for EPI performance evaluation, the ‘QEPI1’ phantom, was
developed as part of this work. Designed specifically to be straightforward and
inexpensive to manufacture, the QEPI1 consists of a simple lead square with a
square hole at its centre, with the edges of the square angled at approximately
3–4° to the axes of the detector matrix. It is capable of being used to calculated
MTF, CNR, SNR and signal and geometric linearity. Furthermore, it can be
positioned anywhere in the field of view, at isocentre or on the surface of the
detector, and there is no restriction on detector position. A photograph and
sample image of the QEPI1 is included in figure 3.23 and schematic diagrams
highlighting the features of the phantom used in its analysis are in figure 3.24.

Key features of the phantom include:

• A well-defined geometrical test object which can robustly be found via a
range of edge detection algorithms. The Centre of the Extremes (COE) of
the phantom edge can be utilised to assess phantom alignment against
the central axis position. Although the Centre of Mass of the phantom
could also be employed it was found that the COE is less sensitive to edge
anomalies due to bad pixels or other artefacts in the image. (See section
B.5 for more information on edge detection algorithms and phantom
localisation.)

• Geometric linearity in both matrix directions can be assessed by compar-
ing the width and height of the detected phantom edge (as defined in
figure 3.24) with the expected values.

• 8 extended edges – 4 round the outside of the phantom and 4 at its centre
– distributed across the field of view. The MTF can be calculated from
these using the IQWorks ‘Edge Line MTF’ module. (See section B.17.3.)
An advantage of this approach over bar pattern phantoms is that because
the MTF analysis is localised to small ROIs, it enables a more precise
assessment of MTF at different positions across the field of view. In
addition, it is possible to investigate the influence of image or detector
artefacts on the local MTF curve by positioning the phantom so that one
of the edges aligns with the artefact. With bar pattern phantoms the effect
can only be considered on one spatial frequency at a time.
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• Regions of interest can be placed anywhere on the lead surface, in the
central hole or outside of the square itself. Statistics calculated in these
ROIs can be used to assess absolute signal level under different acquisition
conditions. Other ROI based analyses can also be performed, such as
contrast between the lead and the hole, CNR, SNR, signal gradient and
uniformity.

An IQWorks analysis tree was developed to process images of the QEPI1
phantom. This calculates:

• Phantom alignment based on COE of the outer edge.

• Geometric linearity based on the width and height of the extremities of
the outer edge.

• MTF curves for all 8 edges, along with the average MTF for the groups of
4 outer and 4 inner edges, and the global average. Standard deviations at
each spatial frequency are also determined for these groupings.

• The contrast between the 4 arms of the square and central hole, using
equation 2.7 (a simple difference calculation).

• CNR between the 4 arms of the square and the central hole, using equation
2.5 (difference / standard deviation), where the noise level is taken as the
standard deviation in the hole ROI only.

Prototype phantoms were constructed which were intended to just fit into
the FOV of a Varian EPID when the phantom is positioned at isocentre and
the detector at 140 cm SSD. For this scenario, the lead square had an outer
dimension of 18 cm, with the inner square being of side 6 cm. However,
the actual dimensions may be varied depending upon the portal imaging
equipment involved and the details of the particular application. Also, the
phantom can either be used in isolation or embedded as a component of a
larger test object. For example, in Oxford Cancer Centre the QEPI1 is mounted
between PMMA sheets in a larger box which includes alignment markings and
other features to allow the unit to be used as a comprehensive daily test device.
This enables detailed EPI performance evaluation to be routinely undertaken
on a regular basis alongside other key checks. Figure 3.25 illustrates two sample
configurations of the QEPI1: the phantom mounted on a jig attached to the
head of the linac; and the daily check jig developed in Oxford.
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Some flexibility is also afforded in the thickness of the lead sheet, with the
ideal being a balance between a sheet which is sufficiently thick that its attenu-
ation at energies used to image the phantom gives good contrast between the
material and the central hole, and a sheet which is thin enough that penumbra
at the edges does not significantly influence an MTF analysis. Good results
for linac beams of energies 6–15 MV were obtained using sheets manufactured
from rolled lead of thickness 3.5 mm (BS EN 12588:2006 Code 8 – ‘Orange’
lead[40]) and 5 mm. However, it is important that the sheet thickness is uni-
form to within a tight tolerance across its surface. Although BS EN 12588:2006
specifies a tolerance of 5% (approximately 0.2 mm) the phantoms in this work
were manufactured to better than 0.1 mm, which is easily achievable through
additional rolling by standard machine-shop equipment. Furthermore, it is
also crucial that the lead provides uniform attenuation across the surface of
the phantom. Experiments were performed using rolled lead and by pouring
molten lead into a mould and allowing it to cool. It was found that the rolled
lead yielded a more uniform product but that care was still required to avoid
voids or other imperfections.

Because MTF curves are determined from the QEPI1 edge spread functions all
edges of the lead square should be as sharp and perpendicular to the plane of the
square as possible. Generally, the advice when performing such an experiment
for diagnostic radiographic imaging is to employ an edge which is as straight
and precisely defined as possible – being cut, machined and polished – using a
material which is radio-opaque at the beam energies being considered. Tungsten
is commonly utilised because of its high density and hardness. Although
difficult to machine it yields a very sharp, high quality edge[146, 308]. However,
at megavoltage energies it is not possible to manufacture an edge which is sharp
across the whole field of view and yet which is even a close approximation
of being radio-opaque. Some researchers have attempted to define focused
slits or edges using blocks of tungsten, steel or lead, of the order of 10s of
centimetres thick[311, 357]. Whilst these succeed in being radio-opaque this
approach is of limited value because the slit or edge is only defined along
a single line across the detector and the experimental arrangements are too
inconvenient and cumbersome for routine performance evaluation. However,
there is a growing consensus in the diagnostic imaging community that for
all but absolute reference performance evaluations, it may be acceptable to
utilise non-ideal attenuating edges: those which are not perfectly polished or
radio-opaque. Various researchers have experimented with cruder copper, steel
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and lead edges and have yielded results in good agreement with evaluations
performed under more stringent experimental conditions[78, 179, 234, 257, 271].
It was therefore hoped that the machined, perpendicular edges of the lead
square would be sufficient for this application. In particular, focusing the edges
back to the radiation source was not thought to be of great importance as long
as the lead was sufficiently thin, with the 3.5 mm and 5 mm thick prototypes
being approximately one third and one quarter the thickness of the equivalent
bar pattern details in the QC-3V and PTW EPID QC phantoms respectively,
neither of which are accurately focused back to the radiation source.

As will be described below, good results were achieved using the simply
machined lead phantom, and there was good agreement between MTFs calcu-
lated by the QEPI1 phantom and a tungsten edge when imaged at kilovoltage
energies, as described in chapter 5. Furthermore, the initial QEPI1 prototype
has continued to produce reproducible results over a number of years even
though it has been roughly handled and the edges occasionally misshapened.
The central hole can therefore be cut by punching out a portion of lead and
finishing the edges by machining.

Although edge angles must be accurately known in order to determine edge
spread functions, because IQWorks automatically localises the line describing
each edge it is not important that the lead sheet be precisely angled during
construction of the phantom. As long as the angle is approximately 3–4° then
there is sufficient oversampling to yield good MTF results whilst maintaining a
large enough sampling interval to minimise the impact of noise on what is an
inherently low contrast system. Furthermore, automatic edge characterisation
by IQWorks means that the analysis is relatively tolerant of small angular
phantom misalignments.

Overall, the flexibility of the QEPI1 phantom, together with the whole range
of evaluations which can be performed, allows it to be a valuable tool in a
wide range of quality assurance and optimisation experiments. Being readily
accessible to all radiotherapy departments it is hoped the QEPI1 phantom will
encourage the adoption of a consistent and objective approach to EPI image
quality assessment.
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Figure 3.23. – The new ‘QEPI1’ phantom. Left–Photograph of lead square at the
heart of the phantom. Right–6 MV EPI of the phantom.
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Figure 3.25. – Options for aligning the QEPI1 phantom at isocentre. Left–The
phantom is mounted on an assembly attached to the linac gantry.
Right–The phantom is embedded in a PMMA jig which is positioned
on the treatment couch.
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3.5.2. Development of QEPI1 Jigs

Six daily check jigs were constructed, one for each of the six linear accelerators
in the new Oxford Cancer Centre and each incorporating a QEPI1 test object
made from Code 8 (3.5 mm) lead. In order for the jigs to be used interchangeably,
or for it to be viable to compare measurements made with one jig against those
performed using another, an intercomparison was undertaken by imaging all
jigs under controlled conditions using all clinically available imaging modes on
two linacs.

Before performing detailed image quality measurements it was necessary
to verify that the lead of QEPI1 squares did not contain any imperfections
which might affect the analyses. Variance maps were generated of the QEPI1
images acquired at 6 MV, 100 MU/min in High Quality Rad Shot mode (the
average of 4 frames), at a dose of 2 MU. This imaging protocol was chosen
because it was the highest contrast, lowest noise option available, as discussed
in section 3.2. Nearest neighbour pixels (i.e. ±1 either side of the reference pixel)
were considered when calculating the variance maps and variances above 100
were truncated to prevent high values at the edges of the squares suppressing
low-level structure. (See section B.16 for details of the variance map calculation
algorithm.)

All the variance maps are shown in figure 3.26 and it is clear from visual
inspection that there are no clusters of structure on any of the squares. A
number of vertical lines are are visible but these were attributed to columns of
defective pixels because they were still present in images taken when the jigs
were removed. From these results there is confidence that each jig is sufficiently
uniform to be employed in ROI based image quality analyses.

Images of all jigs were acquired using the aS1000 detector on a single linac
(V3) using all acquisition modes which might be encountered clinically. Due to
its inherent advantages over the older Sync mode (i.e. improved image quality
at a lower dose, as described in section 3.2) it was decided to employ the new
IAS3 Rad Shot mode for all patient set-up verification imaging, so this is the
only panel readout mode considered here. In summary, six acquisition modes
were utilised:

• 6 MV, 100 MU/min, Standard Quality (2 frames, at a dose of 1 MU)*

• 6 MV, 100 MU/min, High Quality (4 frames, at a dose of 2 MU)

• 6 MV, 600 MU/min, Standard Quality (2 frames, at a dose of 1 MU)
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Jig A Jig B Jig C

Jig D Jig E Jig F
Detector Artefacts

Figure 3.26. – IQWorks variance maps for each of 6 QEPI1 jigs. Artefacts due to
columns of bad pixels in the detector are highlighted.

• 6 MV, 600 MU/min, High Quality (4 frames, at a dose of 2 MU)*

• 15 MV, 600 MU/min, Standard Quality (2 frames, at a dose of 1 MU)

• 15 MV, 600 MU/min, High Quality (4 frames, at a dose of 2 MU)*

Those indicated by an asterisk (*) are the ones used clinically by default, al-
though all of these are available clinically and there is scope to switch between
them if the application warrants doing so.

Charts of contrast and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for each imaging mode,
averaged across all jigs, are presented in figure 3.27. As expected, there is no
significant difference in absolute contrast between the 2 and 4 frame modes, for
any given energy and dose-rate. However, an interesting result is that there
is a significant boost in contrast when acquiring 6 MV images at the higher
dose-rate. This is surprising because the beam spectra and thus attenuation
conditions are the same at both dose-rates, so that subject contrast should be the
same. Furthermore, by design the IAS3 Rad Shot mode causes the detector to be
read out at a constant frame-rate corresponding to a nominal dose per frame, as
described in section 3.2. Because the whole field of view is subject to the same
beam conditions there should be no influence from beam stabilisation effects
at the higher dose-rate, as may have been encountered with older, IAS2 based
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detectors[343]. A marked reduction in contrast is observed between 6 and 15
MV, which is as expected because the higher energy beam is more penetrating.

There is a clear boost in CNR between images acquired with 2 and 4 frame
averages at all energies and dose-rates. Quantitatively, due to Poisson statistics
one would expect CNR to increase by a factor of

√
2 = 1.4 when the dose is

doubled. In figure 3.28 the ratio of CNR between 4 and 2 frame averages is
charted relative to this value and it is clear that the measured boost agrees with
expectation, to within the limits of experimental uncertainty. Interestingly, there
is no significant difference in CNR between the low and high dose-rates when
imaging at 6 MV, despite the slight difference in measured in contrast.

As described in section 3.2, the technique routinely employed for dedicated
imaging fields in Oxford is a 6 MV, 100 MU/min beam and acquiring 2 frame av-
erages at a total dose of 1 MU. However, it is clear that averaging 4 frames offers
a significant boost in CNR and this has been made available to radiographers
as a higher-dose option if the clinical situation merits it.

Interesting results were obtained for the MTF measurements. As expected,
there was a significant deterioration in MTF between 6 and 15 MV, with two
distinct curves being clearly visible, as shown in figure 3.29. For the groups
of inner or outer edges, all jigs produced average f50 results which agreed to
2 significant figures. However, when examining the average MTF curves for
the inner and outer edges it was apparent these could be resolved into two
separate curves lying either side of the global mean, with the curve for the outer
edges indicating slightly better performance than that for the inner edges. This
finding was consistent at both 6 and 15 MV, although it was marginally more
pronounced at 6 MV.

At first, the variation in MTF across the field of view was thought to be due to
the penumbra of the edges caused by the 3.5 mm thickness of the phantom, with
these being magnified due to the phantom being aligned at isocentre. However,
similar results were obtained with the phantom positioned on the surface of
the detector, when the effect of penumbra should be minimal. Furthermore,
and somewhat paradoxically, the difference between the curves was actually
found to be less for a 5 mm thick prototype QEPI1 phantom where one would
expect the penumbra to be worse. Next, it was suspected that manufacturing
differences between the Oxford jigs may be having an impact, but the same
trends were observed for each individual jig, as illustrated in figure 3.29.

That this is a real effect can be demonstrated by considering the edges spread
functions for individual edges. ESFs for single outer and inner edges of one of
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Oxford EPI modes, assessed using the QEPI1 phantom and IQWorks.
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across all jigs. * denotes modes which are routinely used clinically.
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the jigs are plotted in figure 3.30. In the plots the curves have been normalised
to account for changes in signal level across the field of view or with energy. At
both energies the ESF of the outer edge appears slightly sharper than that of
the inner edge, consistent with MTF curves from outer edges exhibiting better
performance.

A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the radiation beam spec-
trum becomes less penetrating with distance from the central-axis[111, 361].
For any given thickness of lead square, the outer edges will therefore attenuate
the beam more than the inner, resulting in sharper ESFs and better MTFs. This
is also consistent with the thicker QEPI1 square exhibiting less of a difference
across the field of view. Although, strictly speaking, irradiation conditions
should be such that the edge is completely opaque when calculating MTF this
is not achievable at megavoltage energies, with any spatial resolution phantom
requiring a pragmatic balance of compromises. It is reassuring that the QEPI1
phantom is sensitive enough to highlight changes in measured MTF due to a
characteristic of the megavoltage X-ray beam which might also influence image
quality in real patient exposures.
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3.6. Comparison of MTF Results from Different

Phantoms

In the preceding sections the ability of IQWorks to analyse images of three
different EPI phantoms was clearly demonstrated. However, in trying to mimic
the commercial software provided with the QC-3V and PTW phantoms the
analysis algorithm employed was slightly modified each time, thus preventing
direct comparisons between image quality metrics calculated using the various
phantoms. Images were acquired of each phantom using the same acquisition
settings: a 15 MV, 500 MU/min beam, taking 10 frame averages at a total dose
of 8 MU/image. This experiment was performed on linac LA5 in Edinburgh
and was the only occasion when all three phantoms were available together.

Raw MTF curves calculated by the dedicated software packages for each
phantom are displayed in figure 3.31. Aside from differences in the numerical
implementations of the MTF calculation algorithm it is evident from the figures
that comparisons are also hindered by the MTF curves being normalised to a
different spatial frequency for each phantom – that of the lowest frequency bar
pattern in the QC-3V and PTW phantoms (0.1 cycles / mm and 0.125 cycles /
mm respectively), and zero-frequency for the QEPI1 phantom.

One of the strengths of IQWorks is the potential to develop analysis trees
which yield metrics which are comparable between phantoms. The same images
were processed again, this time all in IQWorks using compatible algorithms and
with the MTF curves all being normalised to unity at 0.25 cycles / mm. This
spatial-frequency was chosen because it is that of one of the bar patterns in both
the QC-3V and PTW phantoms, and is one of the points generated by IQWorks
for the QEPI1 MTF curve. The experiment was also repeated at 8 MV. From
the comparative plots in figure 3.32 it is clear that at both energies the curves
from each phantom now agree within the limits of experimental uncertainty
(taken as ±1 SD in the MTF values calculated at a particular spatial frequency
for all 8 edges of the QEPI1 phantom). This is an important result because
it demonstrates that, when using compatible analysis trees in IQWorks, any
of the phantoms can be used interchangeably to calculate MTF. However, the
normalisation approach is non-standard and would still prevent comparisons
against results reported for diagnostic equipment, where the MTF is always
normalised to unity at zero frequency.

A further analysis was performed in IQWorks, this time utilising the approach
suggested by Droege and Morin[79, 80] to determine the relative modulation
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at zero frequency, namely placing ROIs on patches of materials with the same
attenuations as those of the bars and gaps in the bar patterns. This was straight-
forward for the QC-3V phantom (U2 and U6 in figure 3.1) but required some
trial and error for the PTW phantom because the height of the brass bars is
not documented. For this phantom the best results were obtained when using
S3 in figure 3.7 and an additional ROI on the base material. The MTF curves
calculated by this approach for each energy are again in agreement within
the limits of experimental uncertainty and are plotted in figure 3.33. These
curves are now directly comparable against results presented in the literature
for diagnostic imaging equipment, demonstrating the universality and value of
the IQWorks framework.

Due to the different attenuation characteristics of the materials in the various
phantoms it is not possible to calculate SNR or other metrics based on absolute
signal values which are compatible between the phantoms. However, a benefit
of the QEPI1 being inexpensive and straightforward to manufacture is that
it can readily be adopted as a baseline device for undertaking comparative
measurements.
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3.7. Evaluation of aS1000 Licence Mode

All six linear accelerators in Oxford are equipped with Varian aS1000 EPIDs. As
discussed in section 3.2, it was discovered during equipment commissioning
that these appear to be the same as the cheaper aS500-II model detectors but
with an additional software licence that enables ‘full-resolution’ readout of the
1024 × 768 pixel matrix. When this licence is not applied the pixel signals are
binned 2 × 2, giving an image matrix with effective dimensions of 512 × 384
over the same 40 cm × 30 cm panel area.

Although Varian market their aS1000 option as being the most appropriate
for all clinical applications due to its intrinsically higher spatial resolution, it
was suspected that this may be achieved at the expense of CNR. As a result of
the smaller pixel size fewer photons can contribute to the signal in any pixel
at a particular dose level and it was expected that the relative noise level in
the image must be higher. According to Poisson statistics, reducing the pixel
size (and hence dose per pixel) by a factor of 4 should result in an increase in
relative noise level by a factor of 2, and hence a reduction in CNR by half.

Experiments were performed using the QEPI1 and IQWorks to fully charac-
terise the performance of the EPID with and without the aS1000 licence present.
These would enable consideration of whether it might ever be desirable to
run in the aS500-II mode and assess the benefit gained by applying the aS1000
licence. As in the previous section, only the newer Rad Shot readout mode was
considered because it was not envisaged ever running the detector under the
older Sync mode.

Before the licence evaluation was performed the detector was fully calibrated
by applying new dark and flood-field corrections. However, it was of interest
to identify the influence of a routine calibration on fundamental image quality.
Images of the QEPI1 phantom were therefore acquired before and after calib-
ration using all clinical imaging modes. Surprisingly, it was discovered that
all QEPI1 metrics were similar, within the limits of experimental uncertainty,
before and after calibration. In particular, the MTF curves for each energy were
effectively identical, as illustrated in figure 3.34. This was of concern because
it was known from experience that calibrating an EPID improved perceived
image quality by images appearing less noisy, yet this was undetectable in the
standard QEPI1 analysis. As expected, the measured MTF curves at 15 MV
were significantly poorer than those at 6 MV. This is due both to increased
scatter in the detector and because the brighter flashes of light from the higher
energy photons which interact in the phosphor diverge over a larger area before
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Figure 3.34. – Modulation transfer function (MTF) of a Varian aS1000 EPID for
6 and 15 MV imaging modes, assessed using the QEPI1 phantom
and IQWorks before and after comprehensive dark and flood-field
calibrations. Curves are the average MTF measured over the field of
view and the error bars indicate ±1 SD of the individual MTF values.

interacting with the sensitive amorphous silicon layer, thus adding a blurring
effect to the image[239, 249, 356].

A detailed NNPS evaluation was also performed on uniformly exposed
images taken before and after calibration using the IQWorks ‘NPS Auto ROI’
module described in section B.18.4. The module was configured to fill 97.5% of
the FOV with half-overlapping ROIs of dimensions 128 × 128. An interesting
result from the curves plotted for all imaging modes in figure 3.35, and focusing
in on a single mode for clarity in figure 3.36, is that whereas EPID calibration
yields only a marginal, if any, improvement in stochastic noise there is a marked
reduction in the fixed-pattern noise. This is an important finding because it is
generally believed that image quality in electronic portal imaging is limited by
stochastic noise[123].

Following a comprehensive calibration, and performance of baseline QEPI1
and NNPS analyses, the aS1000 licence was disabled and a further series of
images acquired.
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MTF curves with and without the licence enabled are presented in figure 3.37,
which shows that when the aS1000 licence is present the MTF curves exhibit
a significant improvement. This is particularly the case over the range 0.4–1.4
cycles / mm, where the MTF is boosted by a factor of between 50% and 100%. It
is thought this might be advantageous for precise image guidance applications
because it improves discriminating power at around the 0.5 - 1.0 mm level. Also
plotted in figure 3.37 are the predicted MTF curves for ideal detectors with pixel
sizes of 0.28 mm and 0.56 mm, corresponding to detector pixel sizes of 0.39
mm (1 × 1 pixel binning) and 0.78 mm (2 × 2 pixel binning) projected back to
the isocentre plane from a source-detector distance of 140 cm. Following the
theory in chapter 2, these are sinc functions representing the Fourier Transform
of the aperture function described by the square pixel. It is evident from the
plots that in neither mode is the detector operating at its full resolving potential,
when considering detector element size alone. Blurring caused by scatter in the
copper build-up and phosphor layers of the detector, and optical scatter in the
phosphor, is clearly significant.

Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) results were also calculated from the QEPI1
phantom for all imaging modes, both with and without the licence present. On
average, the ratio between full resolution (licence present – 1 × 1 pixel binning)
and half resolution (licence disabled – 2× 2 pixel binning) was 0.69 ± 0.02 (1 SD).
This was a surprising result – although, as expected, the CNR fell when moving
to the finer pixel size it did not fall to 0.5, so is inconsistent with the theory
above. Rather, the measured ratio is indicative of the reduction one would
expect for a reduction in pixel size by half, leading to a reduction in CNR by a
factor of 1/

√
2=0.7 . This may be because scatter and optical blurring within

the detector are so severe that delivered dose always contributes to more than
one pixel, which is consistent with the MTF curves being considerably poorer
than those of the ideal detector. Alternatively, it may be the case that the imager
electronics do not independently read out every single detector element, so that
the noise between pixels is correlated. Also somewhat surprising, but equally
important, are the NNPS results in figure 3.38. Whereas these indicate only a
slight increase in stochastic noise when the full-resolution licence is enabled,
there is also a very significant reduction fixed pattern noise. No definitive
explanation has been reached to explain these results. They are interesting
findings which warrant further investigation.

From these experiments it appears that whilst operating the Varian aS1000
detector in its ‘full resolution’ mode there is a significant boost in spatial resol-
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ution, there is also an associated reduction in CNR, although not as much as
expected by the underlying theory. It therefore may not be the case that the
default aS1000 modes of operation may be appropriate for all clinical imaging
scenarios and a balance must be struck between resolution and detectability.
This is an important result because it is not disseminated to customers by the
manufacturer and has not been reported in the literature. Furthermore, basic
literature on portal imaging tends to emphasise the importance of detectability
and CNR over spatial resolution (see, for example [123, 343]), so this technology
is not completely in line with general thinking in the community. This is a very
good example of where objective performance metrics can contribute to the
optimisation of radiotherapy imaging modalities for particular clinical applica-
tions. In Oxford, the possibility of making the reduced-resolution but higher
CNR mode available as a routine addition to the standard clinical imaging
modes is being considered.
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Figure 3.36. – Effect of comprehensive dark and flood-field calibration on Varian
aS1000 normalised noise power spectrum (NNPS) for two clinical
imaging modes. Top–6MV low dose-rate RadShot. Bottom–15MV
high dose-rate RadShot.
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Figure 3.38. – Comparison of normalised noise power spectra (NNPS) of Varian
aS1000 and aS500-II detectors. Images were acquired at 6 MV, 100
MU/min, taking an average of 4 frames, at a dose of 2 MU / image.
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3.8. Inter-comparison of EPIDs

Throughout the course of this work images were acquired of the QEPI1 phantom
using the imaging modes routinely used on all linear accelerators in both
Edinburgh Cancer Centre (ECC) and Oxford Cancer Centre (OCC). A detailed
list of all linacs was given previously in table 3.1. As described in section 3.2,
the routine modes in use are:

• For dedicated imaging fields:

– Lowest energy, lowest dose-rate, standard quality (2 or 4 frame aver-
ages, depending upon detector technology);

• For imaging as part of treatment fields:

– Low energy, high dose-rate, high quality (4 or 10 frame averages);

• High energy (if available), high dose-rate, high quality (4 or 10 frame
averages).

f50 values calculated for each linac and mode are presented in 3.39 and the CNR
results in figure 3.40.

Reassuringly for relatively new detectors, all OCC f50 results for a given
energy are the same within the limits of experimental uncertainty, which is
taken as ±1 standard deviation of the results measured on the eight QEPI1 edges
across the field of view. ECC f50 results also agree for any particular energy,
with the 6 MV results being lower than those in OCC because the ECC EPIDs
were the older aS500 models whilst the OCC EPIDs were the resolution aS1000
devices. This is consistent with the results found when characterising the new
aS1000 detector in the previous section. However, an interesting observation
is that the f50 at 6 MV for ‘ECC - LA3’ is slightly lower than other linacs with
equivalent beams and imagers (ECC - LA1 and LA2) and the error bar on
this result is considerably larger. This is due to this EPID suffering from large
clusters of defective pixels which were also having a noticeable deleterious
effect on clinical image quality. The blurring of the QEPI1 edge which lay
on the cluster of pixels therefore resulted in greater variability in measured
MTF performance across the field of view. It is very encouraging that IQWorks
and the QEPI1 phantom are together sensitive enough to track a clinically
relevant localised degradation in spatial resolution. Because of the location of
the defects they would not have been detected by the PTW EPID QC phantom,
and analysis by the QC-3V phantom was difficult because only a single bar
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pattern was affected by the clusters at any time. Nevertheless, simply taking the
average QEPI1 f50 across the field of view may in itself have been insufficient
to highlight this problem. To ensure such problems are detected in the future,
the routine analysis protocol for the QEPI1 now includes comparing each of the
f50 values from the eight edges of the phantom against established baselines.

If the MTF curves are renormalised to unity at 0.1 lp/mm, following the
approach generally taken with the QC-3V phantom and PIP Pro, and the f50

results recalculated, then the values for the 6 MV aS500 measurements agree
with those of other researchers to within 7%[232, 239], which is within the limits
of experimental uncertainty.

It is interesting that the 8 MV results for ECC LA4 and LA5 are better than
the 6 MV results for the other ECC machines, and that the 15 MV results for
these linacs are comparable with those of the linacs in Oxford, when operating
at the same energy. This is unexpected because the Oxford linacs have the
higher resolution aS1000 detector, which was shown above to offer a tangible
improvement in MTF. It is thought this may be due to LA4 and LA5 potentially
having a narrower electron beam focal spot, and is another potential reason
why the MTF graphs in figure 3.37 were so much poorer than the ideal curves.
However, further investigation is required before definitive conclusions can be
drawn and unfortunately it is not currently possible to repeat the experiment
on these linacs.

Results from the CNR intercomparison were less conclusive. Although certain
trends are apparent – such as the 6 MV low dose-rate mode of all OCC linacs
having relatively similar performance – there is generally little consistency
between linacs and modes. Furthermore, observed differences in performance
are well outside the estimated experimental uncertainty, suggesting that other
factors are influencing this image quality metric. A deeper investigation re-
vealed that both the range and magnitude of pixel values was considerably
different from one EPID in OCC to the next. It is suspected that differences
in the internal configuration of the EPIDs (such as underlying gain settings)
influence these values and that whilst the devices are calibrated to give good
quality images they are not necessarily configured to be consistent with each
other. This is essentially a linearisation issue and steps are being taken to
rectify it. However, it is an important consideration if consistency in clinical
imaging performance from one linac to another is to be assured. Furthermore,
it is a known issue which is mitigated for dosimetry applications by following
a more involved calibration procedure for designated dosimetric acquisition
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modes[347].
A key CNR result worth drawing attention to is the considerably higher value

for 15 MV, 600 MU/min images on OCC - V5. This is caused by the contrast
measured at 15 MV being almost double that of all other linac / detector
combinations operating under the same conditions. Although this may be a
linearisation issue, as mentioned above, it is not the whole explanation because
this linac behaves differently to the others when acquiring images. Whereas
on other linacs the operator hears the periodic ‘beeping’ of the monitor unit
counter slow down as the effective dose-rate is reduced whilst the beam is
held off by the imager during frame readouts, on this linac the ‘beep’ pattern
is sporadic bursts. This behaviour is preserved between detector calibration
cycles and has not been rectified by attempts to retune the detector’s control
over pulse modulation. No satisfactory explanation has been reached and this
is currently being investigated by the manufacturer.
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3.9. Oxford Cancer Centre EPI QA Programme

Daily imaging of the QEPI1 phantom with immediate analysis by IQWorks
forms the core of the EPI quality assurance programme in Oxford Cancer
Centre. Although the users performing the daily checks focus on the PASS /
FAIL results reported by IQWorks the underlying numerical results are stored to
a database to facilitate a more detailed subsequent analysis or the identification
of time-trends. Harnessing the Reporting Services built-in to Microsoft SQL
Server Express reports on EPI performance are available to physicists at their
desktops via a web browser interface. This greatly streamlines the QA reporting
process and encourages regular review of results. As an example, the browser
interface to the MTF f50 results for all 6 MV modes on a single linac are shown
in figure 3.41, in which the plot of historical data clearly shows a divergence
of results across the FOV when the 5.0 mm prototype QEPI1 jig was replaced
with a new 3.5 mm one. (Although the divergence appears very large this is
exaggerated by the small scale on the Y-axis. This effect was discussed in detail
in section 3.5 above.) Two other examples of the interpretation of historical data
are included below.

Also increased transmission through bar patterns at 15 MV[281].
Figure 3.42 shows the time-trend of CNR results for the most commonly used

imaging mode on linac ‘Varian 4’ in Oxford. A clear jump in performance is
visible towards the end of 2009. This was due to a spontaneous failure of the
EPID and the driver software being reinstalled by the engineer. It is still not
fully understood why performance shifted so dramatically following this action
and the situation is still being investigated. This may be due to the potential
detector configuration differences described in section 3.8 above. However, it
emphasises the importance of being able to track performance over time.

Lastly, the time-trend in measured phantom width and height for the same
imaging mode is plotted in figure 3.43. It is encouraging that the complete
historical data record falls within a very tight band (±1.25 mm) about the mean,
which encompasses all uncertainties due to phantom misalignment, errors in
detector positioning, etc. Furthermore, the band becomes even tighter (<±0.75
mm) with the introduction of a new daily check jig with superior alignment
targets.
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More Detailed Analysis

Figure 3.41. – Graphical report of f50 time trend data for a single Varian aS1000
EPID, presented in a web browser. Measurements were made daily
using the QEPI1 phantom and IQWorks for the 6 MV imaging modes
on a single Varian linac.
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Figure 3.42. – Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) time-trend data for a single imaging
mode of a Varian aS1000 EPID. A step change in performance result-
ing from a reinstallation of EPID driver software is clearly visible.
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Figure 3.43. – Geometric linearity time-trend data for a single Varian aS1000 EPID,
presented as the QEPI1 phantom dimensions calculated daily from 6
MV images by IQWorks.
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3.10. Conclusion

Reliable and consistent tools for the objective characterisation of EPID perform-
ance are crucial components of any imaging quality assurance (QA) programme
or optimisation strategy. It has clearly been demonstrated that IQWorks can be
used to analyse images of the QC-3V and PTW EPID QC phantoms using meth-
odologies compatible with the software supplied by the respective phantom
manufacturers.

Modulation transfer function (MTF) results between IQWorks and PIPSPro
for the QC-3V phantom agree within 1% when the phantom is at isocentre and
2% when it is on the surface of the detector. Furthermore, although PIPS Pro
requires a pair of images to be supplied to the MTF calculation algorithm,
so that noise correction can be performed using the difference of the two
images[281, 381], it was determined that this correction is only essential for
the MTF point associated with the highest spatial frequency bar pattern in
the phantom. However, it is argued that this is an unnecessary refinement
because the PIPS pro implementation of Droege and Morin’s methodology[80]
is incomplete in that it does not incorporate Coltman’s aliasing correction[54].
Instead, for the purposes of performing consistency measurements as part of
a routine QA programme it is felt that an analysis based on single images is
adequate. This is supported by the results presented in this chapter.

Calculations of other image quality metrics from QC-3V phantom images,
including signal, contrast and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) are also in excellent
agreement between IQWorks and PIPS Pro, to within the limits of experimental
uncertainty, although whilst undertaking these measurements it was discovered
that the PIPS Pro CNR calculation is not as specified in the literature[281].
Although the approach employed by PIPS Pro is still valid this is an important
result because it means that values for CNR reported by other researchers
working with this phantom may not be directly comparable, depending upon
whether PIPS Pro or different software was used to process the images. An
additional benefit of IQWorks was that the analysis scheme could be customised
to accommodate defects in the phantom, something not possible in the fully
automated commercial software.

Overall, results were not as consistent between IQWorks and the PTW epid-
Soft software when analysing images of the PTW EPID QC phantom. For both
the MTF and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) assessments this was attributed to un-
reliable and clearly erroneous decoding of image files by epidSoft. Additionally,
the calculation of all but the lowest frequency MTF points by either package
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was sensitive to phantom and region of interest (ROI) alignment, with small
errors (±1 pixel) in ROI placement resulting in changes in calculated MTF of
up to 40% in IQWorks and 150% in epidSoft. In part, the intrinsic uncertainty
in these measurements is due to design flaws: the highest spatial frequency
patterns are orientated to align with the pixel matrix, so that slight translations
or rotations in the phantom will result in interference artefacts which will have
a significant impact on measured variance, and these patterns which are the
most sensitive to alignment issues also occupy the smallest surface area of
any of the bar patterns, thereby making them the most difficult to align ROIs
with correctly. However, it was also demonstrated that the ROIs employed
by epidSoft are over large, intended to cover the full extent of a bar pattern
under perfect alignment conditions, so that even small misalignments will
result in ROIs extending beyond the edges of their patterns and resulting in
overestimations in the measurements of local variance.

Better agreement was observed between IQWorks and epidSoft for measure-
ments utilising ROI-based mean signal measurements. Calculations of contrast,
signal linearity – across the extended field of view – and local signal linearity
were in agreement between the packages to within the limits of experimental
uncertainty. However, it is noted that the epidSoft approach of rescaling lin-
earity results to lie between the measured values on the first and last steps in
the attenuation patterns causes a great deal of useful information to be lost: dif-
ferences between beam energies are suppressed and local variations in system
transfer properties across the field of view cannot be identified. Interestingly,
the transmission of the step wedge which should nominally be 50% at 6 MV
was found to be only 38% at this energy.

Given the number of design and implementation issues encountered it is
difficult to be confident that epidSoft and the PTW EPID QC phantom could
together reliably form the foundation of an optimisation strategy or QA pro-
gramme. Certainly, epidSoft’s file handling issues make it extremely difficult
to undertake comparative performance evaluations between equipment from
different manufacturers, where the ranges of pixel values present in the images
might be considerably different. However, some of these issues are resolved by
IQWorks’ demonstrably more robust file handling. Also, the flexibility afforded
by being able to adjust the location and size of individual regions of interest in
IQWorks enables other limitations of the phantom to be addressed.

In this chapter the new QEPI1 portal imaging phantom was introduced. Being
straightforward and inexpensive to manufacture the QEPI1 phantom is readily
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accessible to all radiotherapy departments. Six instances of the phantom were
constructed using a simple manufacturing process and the calculated perform-
ance metrics were found to be consistent across all jigs. This demonstrates the
ease with which this new phantom might be cheaply and efficiently adopted by
different departments, with it being possible to modify the exact dimensions
and mounting arrangement to meet local requirements.

When comparing the different acquisition modes of the aS1000 detector it
was found that there was a slight boost in contrast between low and high
dose-rates. This was surprising because the beam spectrum and irradiation
conditions across the field of view should be the same regardless of dose-rate.
Although small, the boost was observed over repeated measurements and
appears to be outside the range of experimental uncertainty. Comparisons of
the CNR for the aS1000 ‘high quality’ (4 frame averages) and ‘standard dose’
(2 frame averages) modes indicated that CNR is proportional to

√
dose, in line

with the underlying Poisson statistics of the system. Knowing that full benefit
may be gained by increasing the number of frames utilised in an exposure
allows decisions to be made regarding what level of dose may be required
for a specified improvement in CNR, which may be useful for some clinical
applications and the development of new imaging protocols.

MTF curves calculated with the QEPI1 phantom agreed well with those
derived from images of the QC-3V and PTW EPID QC phantoms when
these images were processed by IQWorks and following the fundamental
theory on which bar pattern MTF analysis is based[54, 80], rather than the
implementations of this theory in the commercial software bundled with the
phantoms[275, 381]. These results are encouraging because they essentially
validate the new phantom and support the use of edge-based MTF methods for
EPID performance evaluation by the wider radiotherapy physics community. In
addition, being able to demonstrate that IQWorks can yield compatible results
from three independent phantoms indicates that objective performance com-
parisons between different centres can reliably be performed using whatever
phantoms are locally available, as long as care is taken over the analysis al-
gorithms employed. The IQWorks framework developed in this thesis is the
ideal tool for this. Furthermore, if the goal is to evaluate new detector technolo-
gies in the context of other devices previously characterised in the literature,
IQWorks can also be utilised to reconsider images acquired in the past, but this
time applying the new analysis methods. Similarly, this approach opens up the
possibility of comparing the performance of radiotherapy imaging equipment
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with results widely reported in the diagnostic imaging literature, and vice versa.

Examples of the QEPI1 being applied to detailed characterisation experiments,
to address optimisation questions and as part of a routine QA programme have
been discussed throughout this chapter. Key advantages of the QEPI1 over
other phantoms are identified, including its ability to calculated metrics both
locally and across the whole field of view, its simple design making it straight-
forward and inexpensive manufacture, and its methods being underpinned by
current best practice in the diagnostic imaging field. This phantom presents an
opportunity to establish performance baselines across multiple centres which
can be utilised in widespread clinical optimisation exercises.

An interesting result was how the MTF was found to vary across the field
of view, being marginally poorer closer to the beam central axis. Further
investigation is required, possibly involving Monte Carlo modelling, to explain
the physics of this fully, as well as to determine any implications for clinical
imaging.

Other important findings were the differences in performance measured
between Varian’s top of the range aS1000 detector, and its less expensive aS500-
II device. It was determined that, as claimed and expected due to the underlying
physics, the smaller pixel size of the aS1000 unit results in a broad spectrum
improvement in MTF. In particular, there was improvement of between 50% and
100% over the clinically relevant range of 0.4–1.4 cycles / mm. This could prove
important for applications requiring sub-millimetre image guidance, such as
stereotactic radiosurgery. However, and also as expected, the improved spatial
resolution comes at the expense of CNR, although the reduction by

√
2 was not

as pronounced as the factor of 2 predicted. Nevertheless, this result is significant
because it is not widely publicised yet clinical issues with megavoltage portal
imaging most commonly arise from images being inherently noisy and of low
contrast. In its default configuration the aS1000 licensed detector cannot be run
in the 2 × 2 binning mode even though this may be advantageous for certain
clinical applications. It is suggested that Varian might consider providing this
facility as an option, giving clinical users the choice between a high resolution,
low CNR mode and a lower resolution, high CNR mode at the same dose point,
thus enabling the detector to be utilised to its full potential.

Through performing an intercomparison of clinical imaging modes across
eleven linacs in two radiotherapy centres, the flexibility and potential of the
new QEPI1 phantom and the implementation of the analysis framework in
IQWorks were clearly demonstrated. Results were generally consistent with
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expectation, with clustered pixel defects on one detector being highlighted
through wider than expected variations in MTF across the field of view, and
anomalous CNR measurements for one imaging mode of another detector
meriting further investigation.

Traditionally, quality control measurements undertaken as part of a routine
QA programme tend to be fairly simplistic PASS / FAIL tests utilising qual-
itative or semi-quantitative phantoms. This is especially true for those tests
performed frequently and where there are economic and time pressures to
release equipment back into clinical use. However, by integrating the QEPI1
phantom into the daily check process across all six linacs in Oxford Cancer
Centre the feasibility of performing fully objective and quantitative measure-
ments on a regular basis is clearly demonstrated. A full analysis involving
MTF calculation across the field of view, geometric linearity, system transfer
properties and CNR is performed every morning on two clinical imaging modes
on every linac, with the numerical values being automatically compared against
baselines then flagged as simple PASS / FAIL results. This has been widely
accepted by the technical staff involved in undertaking the measurements and
is recognised as incurring only a minimal time penalty. However, the distinct
advantage of this approach over traditional methods – including the temptation
to analyse resolution patterns in test objects like the QC-3V and PTW EPID
phantom by eye, or counting contrast-detail objects in the PTW EPID phantom
or standard Varian phantoms – is that because the numerical values are un-
ambiguous and operator independent they can be utilised to accurately chart
and identify performance trends. Furthermore, in the event of an equipment
problem an experienced operator can look beyond the reported PASS / FAIL
summary results at quantities which more deeply describe the fundamental
operation of the system. Finally, a clear advantage of this approach discovered
early in its implementation in Oxford is that even following very significant
maintenance on a portal imaging system the metrics provided through the
standard daily test are sufficient to verify the equipment is suitable for clinical
use.

It is strongly suggested that objective image quality metrics already well
established in diagnostic imaging are increasingly introduced into the radio-
therapy sphere, complementing – and where appropriate replacing – some of
the more traditional approaches.
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Chapter 4.

Modality 2: X-Ray Computed
Tomography – Fan-Beam and
Cone-Beam

4.1. Overview

X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) is widely used as the reference modality
against which radiotherapy treatment plans are prepared. As described in
chapter 1, this modality’s good soft-tissue contrast, high degree of spatial uni-
formity, pixel values with a stable, reproducible relationship to fundamental
electron density, millimetre or sub-millimetre level spatial resolution and ex-
tremely robust geometrical accuracy are all import factors for tumour localisa-
tion, decisions about target and avoidance volumes and the development of
an appropriate treatment plan. Increasingly, CT is also now being employed
to verify patient set-up at the treatment unit, with the volumetric information
provided allowing a more accurate comparison against the simulation CT scan
than planar images and enabling a better understanding of the effect of patient
set-up corrections on dose delivery(see, for example [161, 337, 358]). Further-
more, there is potential to recalculate or adjust the treatment plan based on the
new CT datasets. CT is therefore a key imaging modality throughout the entire
radiotherapy patient pathway[155, 250].

Traditional CT scanners employ a narrow fan-like X-ray beam to irradiate a
thin ‘slice’ of the patient. Opposite the X-ray tube, and moving in tandem with it
whilst it rotates around the patient, is a narrow row of detector elements which
measure the intensity of X-rays transmitted across the fan-beam at each rotation
angle. A cross-sectional image of each slice is then reconstructed using simple
filtered back-projection algorithms which assume that photons attenuated from
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the beam due to scattering interactions and photoelectric absorption do not
contribute to the signal at the detector[121, 131, 168]. Advances in detector
technology, along with faster signal processing pathways, enable multiple
lines of detector elements to be joined together so that more than one slice
can be acquired simultaneously[153]. In a single X-ray tube rotation a longer
volume can be imaged using thinner slices, and such ‘multi-slice CT’ (MSCT)
allows more sophisticated scanning protocols to be developed, such as extended
volume breath-hold sequences[319], dynamic ‘4D’ scans[208] and thin slice
whole body scans which are not subject to motion artefacts[190]. X-ray tube
technology has also developed in parallel, with more stable tubes facilitating
faster rotations and hence quicker scan times[202], and higher capacity tubes
enabling both increased patient throughput[164] and the ability to maintain an
acceptable signal to noise ratio (SNR) over an extended volume of thin slices.
This allows the full potential of the advanced detectors to be realised.

As the number of slices increases the width of the fan-beam must also increase
to cover the correspondingly larger detector array. However, as the fan-beam
becomes wider and more cone-like the assumption that scattered photons do not
contribute to the detector signal begins to break down, and more sophisticated
reconstruction algorithms are required, such as that developed by Feldkamp,
Davis and Kress (the FDK algorithm)[96].

With the recent widespread availability of large-area flat panel detectors for
general radiographic imaging, researchers have begun to utilise these for CT,
effectively providing hundreds of rows of detector elements and taking the
cone-beam geometry to an extreme. Complex, often iterative or model-based
corrections are now required to compensate for the significantly increased
contribution of scatter to the signal at the detector[362]. Although commercial
implementations are available this is still an evolving technology, with image
quality from flat panel based system generally poorer than that of traditional
scanners. Because of this, and also as a result of the special requirements of
the reconstruction algorithms, a distinction tends to be made between the two
technologies. The acronym ‘CT’ implicitly refers to X-ray CT using either a
fan-beam, or in the case of multi-slice scanners, a minimal cone-beam geometry,
whilst ‘CBCT’ designates the use of an extended cone-beam geometry with a
flat panel detector.

Both CT and CBCT are widely used for radiotherapy applications. CT is
still the modality of choice for pre-treatment imaging due to its superior image
quality and lower patient doses, although conventional radiographic simulators
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with a CBCT option are available because their greater clearance around the
patient offers advantages for some applications[223]. However, with wide-bore
CT scanners becoming more widespread the future of the CBCT simulator is
uncertain.

CT and CBCT options are also available for verifying patient set-up immedi-
ately prior to or following treatment. In this scenario CBCT is more practical
because an X-ray tube and flat panel detector can easily be attached to the linac
gantry at 90° to the megavoltage beamline, leaving the treatment room layout
and services unchanged[161, 337, 358]. However, CT-on-rails solutions are also
available which involve a conventional CT scanner gantry moving along the
couch to acquire a scan of the patient in the treatment position. Although more
cumbersome, these offer all the advantages of a standard CT scanner[56, 192].
Megavoltage X-ray CT (denoted ‘MVCT’) is also possible[273] and as an ex-
treme case the Tomotherapy system[211] performs CT scanning for treatment
planning and set-up verification using a similar megavoltage fan-beam as for
treatment delivery.

This chapter explores the application of the IQWorks image analysis frame-
work to CT with emphasis on the image quality factors important for radio-
therapy. Two radiotherapy specific CT phantoms are introduced – the RMI
467 (Gammex, Wisconsin, USA) and the Varian Performance Phantom (Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto, California, USA) – and analysis trees are developed
to analyse the images from each of these, calculating electron density calibra-
tion curves, CNR, modulation transfer function (MTF) and geometric linearity.
Investigations are described examining the effect on these metrics of varying
X-ray tube accelerating potential (kVp), tube current (mA) and whether helical
or axial acquisition modes are employed.

Although only recently applied to radiotherapy applications[293, 298], the
Catphan series of phantoms (Phantom Lab, Salem, New York, USA) has been in
widespread use in the diagnostic imaging community for many years. Detailed
IQWorks analysis trees are constructed for each Catphan module, calculating
electron density calibration curves, CNR, MTF, geometric linearity and metrics
of uniformity. Similar experiments were performed as with the traditional radio-
therapy phantoms and comparisons drawn between the results. In particular,
the suitability of the Catphan as a general purpose radiotherapy phantom is
evaluated.

Between them, these phantoms form the basis of the CT quality assurance
programmes in Edinburgh and Oxford. Many months worth of sensitometry,
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CNR, uniformity and geometry results are presented and significant shifts or
spikes in performance trends identified and discussed.

During this study two linacs equipped with Varian’s on-board imaging (OBI)
CBCT facility[344] were installed in the new Oxford Cancer Centre, along
with a new Acuity conventional simulator with a CBCT option[346]. The
analysis techniques introduced for conventional CT scanners were applied in
the detailed commissioning and initial optimisation of these units, facilitating
performance comparisons against conventional scanners. All clinical scanning
modes are considered and the influence on image quality metrics of varying
acquisition parameters such as field of view and matrix size are investigated in
detail. In addition, the normalised noise power spectrum (NNPS) is calculated
for the OBI system and compared against that of a conventional CT scanner for
an equivalent patient scanning protocol.

4.2. CT Systems Considered in this Study

Five CT units were considered in this work: a conventional single-slice scanner
in Edinburgh, a conventional multi-slice scanner in Oxford and three CBCT
systems, all in Oxford. Technical specifications of each of these units are in-
cluded in table 4.1. Of the two conventional scanners the model in Oxford
(HiSpeed QX/i) is essentially a next generation version of the unit in Edinburgh
(HiSpeed FX/i). All three of the CBCT systems utilise the same acquisition and
reconstruction technologies. However, two of these are Varian’s On-Board Ima-
ging (OBI) system, which is intended for verification of patient set-up during
treatment and the other is a Varian Acuity simulator, which acquires CBCT
images for treatment planning. The two OBI units are associated with linacs V1
and V2 in table 3.1 in chapter 3.

Whereas the dimensions of the scan aperture, the X-ray source-isocentre dis-
tance (SID) and source-detector distances (SDD) are all fixed on the conventional
CT scanners, there is flexibility in the CBCT systems for the scan geometry to be
adjusted. Varian’s OBI solution consists of a kilovoltage X-ray tube and a flat
panel detector mounted opposite each other at 90° to the treatment beamline,
both mounted on robotic arms which allow them to be moved out of the way
during patient set-up or treatment and which also provide considerable flexibil-
ity in SID and SDD. In the Acuity, only the detector is mounted on a robotic arm,
whereas the X-ray tube is fixed at 100 cm SID. Being able to modify SID and / or
SDD facilitates optimisation of the acquisition geometry for particular treatment
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Model HiSpeed FX/i HiSpeed QX/i OBI 1.4 Acuity 8.5
General Details

Centre Edinburgh Oxford Oxford Oxford
Manufacturer GE GE Varian Varian
Technology CT MSCT CBCT CBCT
Acq Modes Axial, Helical Axial, Helical Axial Axial × 3

SID (cm) 54 54 100∗ 100∗

SDD (cm) 95 95 150∗ 150, 160∗

Aperture (cm) 70 70 Variable Variable
References [45, 149] [102, 152, 175] [344] [346]

X-ray Tube
Heat Capacity (MHU) 3.5 6.3 2.0 2.0

Potentials (kVp) 80, 120, 140 80, 100, 120, 140 100, 110, 125∗ 125∗

Ẽ (keV) 48, 60, 65 48, 54, 60, 65 50, 53, 57 63
Focal Spot

(mm ×mm)
Small: 0.6 × 0.6
Large: 1.2 × 1.2

Small: 0.7 × 0.6
Large: 0.9 × 0.9

Small: 0.4 × 0.6
Large: 0.8 × 1.1

Small: 0.4 × 0.6
Large: 0.8 × 1.1

Filtration (mm Al) 5.9 5.7 2.7 7.6
Rotation (s) 1, 1.5, 2, 3 0.7, 1, 2, 3, 4 40, 70 70

Detector / Acquisition
Name HiLight HiLight Matrix PaxScan 4030CB PaxScan 4030CB

Technology Ceramic Ceramic CsI(Tb) / aSi CsI(Tb) / aSi
Elements: tran 793 + 23 880 + 32 1024 1024
Elements: lng 1 16 512 512

Det size (mm) : tran 580 518 400 400
Det size (mm): lng 1.25 20 300 300

Element size: trans (mm) 0.71 0.57 0.39 0.39
Element size: lng (mm) 1.25 1.25 0.39 0.39

Views / s 972 1408 15 15
Projections Variable Variable 650 650

Reconstruction
Max SFOV (cm) 50 50 25.5, 45 25.5, 45
Max DFOV (cm) 50 65 25.5, 45 25.5, 45

Recon Matrix 5122 5122 1282, 2562, 3842,
5122

1282, 2562, 3842,
5122

Max slices 1 4 165 165
Slice thickness (mm) 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 0.625, 1.25, 2.5,

3.75, 5, 7.5, 10
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5,

4, 4.5, 5, 10
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5,

4, 4.5, 5, 10
Recon Filters Standard,

Standard+, Soft,
Detail, Lung,
Bones, Edge,
Performance

Standard, Soft,
Detail, Lung,

Bones, Bones+,
Performance

Standard, Sharp Standard, Sharp

Post Processing Numerous, noise
and artefact
reduction

Numerous, noise
and artefact
reduction

Limited, ring
artefact

suppression

Limited, ring
artefact

suppression

Table 4.1. – Specifications of CT systems considered in this study. ∗denotes default
clinical values which can be modified. SID = Source-isocentre-distance.
SDD = Source-detector-distance. lng = longitudinal direction (i.e. pa-
tient long axis). trans = transverse direction (i.e. parallel to scan plane).
Ẽ = effective energy. MSCT and CBCT refer to multi-slice CT and cone-
beam CT respectively. SFOV = scan field of view. DFOV = display field
of view. Det = detector. Detector element dimensions are as projected
back to the isocentre plane.
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sites. For example, certain breast treatment setups require a very large aperture
to accommodate a patient on an angled board and with an elbow extending
outwards from the couch, whilst only a small aperture may be necessary for a
brain scan. According to Poisson statistics, image noise is inversely proportional
to the square root of dose to the detector so that keeping the noise below a
defined level requires a minimum dose to the panel. All other considerations
being equal, the shortest SDD is always preferable so that the X-ray technique
settings – and hence the dose burden to the patient – can be minimised. Being
able to adjust the SID and / or SDD therefore allows the operator to balance
patient dose, image quality and ease of patient accommodation for particular
treatment sites. However, each acquisition geometry requires its own dedicated
calibration, a relatively onerous process involving the scanning of multiple
phantoms, and would need to be regularly tested as part of the ongoing quality
assurance (QA) programme. Therefore, despite the potential advantages of
variable SID and SDD, the tendency is to configure a few standard modes for
use across all treatment sites. These are discussed later in section 4.3.

Another key difference between the CT systems examined is the range of
available fields of view (FOVs). In this context, the ‘scan field of view’ (SFOV)
refers to the diameter of circle over which projection data are collected, whereas
the ‘display field of view’ (DFOV) is the diameter of circle of the reconstructed
image. For all systems, the maximum SFOV and maximum DFOV were equal,
except for the HiSpeed QX/i which incorporates a ‘wide FOV’ facility that
extrapolates acquired data to extend the standard 50 cm SFOV to 65 cm. This is
advantageous for the treatment planning of large patients, or for treatment sites
such as breast where the patient set-up and immobilisation devices cause the
volume of interest to be near the edge of the scanner bore. However, the data
points beyond the SFOV acquisition circle are estimated by modelling trans-
mission through the patient and determining the most likely patient section for
the projections measured. These algorithms can never be completely accurate
because they essentially calculate a ‘best guess’ from missing data, and meas-
urements have shown that contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), geometric linearity
and pixel values deteriorate beyond the 50 cm SFOV. On both conventional CT
scanners a wide range of FOVs are available, up to the maximum of 45 cm.

Two SFOVs are available on the Acuity and OBI systems: 25.5 cm and 45
cm. These correspond to so-called ‘full-fan’ and ‘half-fan’ acquisition modes,
referring to the nature of the bow-tie filters that are mounted to the faceplate
of the X-ray tube to compensate for varying transmission across the width of
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a typical patient section. During a full-fan acquisition the flat panel detector
is centred on the X-ray tube central axis, the field of view is limited to 25.5 cm
and the gantry rotates through 200°. Alternatively, during a half-fan scan the
panel is offset laterally and the X-ray tube collimation adjusted accordingly so
that only half the patient is irradiated at any gantry angle. In this geometry the
FOV can be up to 45 cm, but a full 360° rotation is required so that projections
can be collected along sufficient ray lines through the patient[71, 344, 345].

All the CT units have X-ray tubes with similar focal spots sizes. However,
the Acuity and OBI both utilise standard X-ray tubes, whereas the conventional
CT systems employ tubes designed specifically for CT scanning. In particular,
the HiSpeed QX/i tube has a relatively high heat capacity to facilitate long
scans of thin slices in a timely fashion, whilst maintaining a good patient
throughput. During clinical use it is rarely necessary to have to wait for either
of the conventional CT systems to cool down before continuing to scan, whereas
both the OBI systems and the Acuity are limited to around five high quality (i.e.
high dose) scans per hour[344].

Each X-ray tube can operate at a range of accelerating potentials (kVps). As
the kVp increases the beam spectrum becomes more penetrating, allowing
thicker or more dense sections to be imaged. However, at the same photon flu-
ence patient dose generally increases with the square of kVp[200] so increasing
kVp whilst maintaining all other scan parameters the same results in a higher
dose burden to the patient.

Computed tomography reconstruction algorithms are based on the premise
that a two dimensional linear attenuation map can be constructed from trans-
mission measurements at different angles. However, the linear attenuation
coefficient of any given material is a function of energy so that an accurate
attenuation map can only be deduced either by using a monochromatic beam
of photons or by incorporating sophisticated compensatory and sometimes
iterative algorithms into the reconstruction process. A particular problem is
that photons lose energy as they Compton scatter within the patient so that the
energy distribution of the beam changes as it passes through the patient, with
the attenuation coefficients also changing accordingly. One way of mitigating
this is to utilise additional tube filtration to harden the X-ray beam prior to its
impinging upon the patient. By preferentially attenuating low energy photons
so that the average energy present in the beam spectrum increases the relative
change in energy with distance through the patient is reduced. This is why the
two conventional CT scanners and the Acuity all have relatively high total filtra-
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tions (of the order of 6-7 mm Al). In contrast, the OBI filtration of 2.7 mm Al is
comparable with that of a standard radiographic X-ray set and is made possible
because Varian’s OBI reconstruction algorithm incorporates model-based beam
hardening corrections[345].

It is worth noting here that the linear attenuation coefficients of materials
commonly found in the body are linked by a well-defined relationship to
their electron densities, information which facilitates dose calculations in ra-
diotherapy treatment planning[18, 145, 242]. Determining the calibration curve
between CT pixel value and electron density is discussed in section 4.4. How-
ever, it follows that if the measured map of linear attenuation coefficients is a
function of kVp, then so is the electron density calibration curve. A caveat is
that the significant beam hardening caused by the additional filtration means
that the numerical magnitude of kVp is not in itself sufficient to predict the
electron density calibration curve of a particular scanner. Instead, the ‘effective
energy’, Ẽ may be a more useful indicator and is the average energy of all
photons in the beam spectrum. Values of Ẽ for the kVp settings of the scanners
considered in this study were calculated from kVp and filtration data using the
IPEM Report 78[58] Spectrum Processor software[291] and are included in table
4.1.

Three different detectors are used across the CT systems, all proprietary to
their manufacturers. GE ‘HiLight’ detectors comprising ceramic scintillators are
utilised on the conventional CT systems, with the multi-slice scanner employing
a ‘matrix’ version which bonds together 16 lines of detector elements, as well
as more densely packing the elements along each line. Although there are
16 lines in the matrix the readout electronics are only capable of returning 4
channels of data simultaneously, allowing a maximum of 4 slices to be acquired
at a time. However, detector lines may be grouped to return slices of different
thickness (e.g. 4 × 1.25 mm slices, or 4 × 5 mm). Either side of the imaging
portion of each HiLight detector are additional elements used for calibration
and normalisation purposes. (This is the second set of figures for the number of
elements in the transverse direction listed in table 4.1.) Each detector array is
mounted along an arc, so that the distance between each detector element and
the X-ray source is constant.

In comparison, the OBI and Acuity units employ Varian PaxScan 4030CB flat
panel detectors where the diverging beam geometry means that the path length
from the X-ray source to any detector element increases with distance from the
beam central axis. These detectors are large-area matrices of amorphous silicon
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photodiodes with a CsI(Tb) phosphor. They are optimised for CBCT applica-
tions with a high sensitivity, high dynamic range and low veiling glare[21, 225].
The PaxScan 4030CB can operate in a number of modes:

• Single-pulse, Full-Resolution (SPFR). Every element of the 2048 × 1536
detector matrix is read out individually following a single X-ray exposure.
This yields the highest resolution images, but also those with the lowest
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) at a given dose point because the pixel size
is smallest. This mode may be used by the Acuity and OBI for high
resolution radiographic imaging.

• Single-pulse, Half-Resolution (SPHR). Similar to SPFR, except that the
pixels are binned 2 × 2, reducing the matrix to 1024 × 768 and with
a corresponding reduction in spatial resolution. However, the readout
time is less and there is a corresponding boost in CNR (theoretically by
a factor of 2) due to the larger pixel size. This mode may be utilised
for lower resolution, higher CNR radiographic images or for near ‘real-
time’ fluoroscopic imaging on Acuity and OBI units. It is studied in the
following chapter, in section 5.2.

• Dual-gain, Half-Resolution (DGHR). Similar to SPFR, except that the
pixels are binned 1 × 2. i.e. in groups of 2 along each row[225]. Following
an exposure the panel is read out with high and low gain values being
applied to alternate rows. If a detector element is found to have saturated,
then the signal from the same pixel in the adjacent lower gain row is
chosen; if it has not saturated, then its own signal contributes to the
image. This mode effectively extends the dynamic range of the detector by
intelligently boosting signal in regions of low exposure and high noise, but
suppressing signal in regions of high exposure and saturation. However,
it does so at the expense of spatial resolution and CNR. It is used primarily
for CBCT acquisitions, where the panel may be exposed to a wide range
of doses at any projection angle, but can also be manually selected on the
Acuity and OBI for radiographic exposures. (NB: In table 4.1 the detector
is specified as having a matrix of 1024 × 768 because of the 1 × 2 pixel
binning with row interleaving.)

• Dual-pulse, Half/Full Resolution (DPHR/DPFR). These are equivalent
to SPFR and SPHR, but aim to extend the dynamic range of the detector
through a different mechanism from DGHR. Instead of applying different
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gain settings to alternate rows after a single exposure, two images are
acquired in rapid succession at two exposure settings[224]. If possible, the
signals from pixels in the higher dose image are chosen, but if they have
saturated then the signals from the lower dose image are taken instead.
These modes potentially achieve the same spatial resolution and CNR as
SPFR or SPHR, whilst minimising saturation and low exposure artefacts,
but with a patient dose penalty. This mode is available only on Acuity
units and not on OBIs.

Fundamentally, all the CT systems operate in a similar manner: the X-ray tube
and detectors rotate around the patient about a common axis, with the detectors
acquiring projection data whilst the X-ray tube exposes. However, whereas the
GE HiLight detectors sample at a constant rate with the X-ray tube exposing
continuously, the Acuity and OBI projections are acquired at discrete gantry
angles. Although the gantry rotates at a constant angular velocity the X-ray tube
pulses regularly throughout the rotation so that projections are acquired at a rate
of 15 frames per second. Another difference is that whilst slip ring technology
permits the X-ray tube / detector assembly of the conventional CT scanners to
rotate continuously, acquiring slice after slice as the patient advances through
the gantry, the Acuity and OBI gantries perform only a single revolution at a
static couch position, imaging a volume of length around 14–17 cm (depending
upon SID and SDD). For verification imaging prior to treatment this is usually
sufficient because the volume being treated should ordinarily be at the centre
of the scan. However, it is not generally sufficient for treatment planning
purposes so the Acuity includes a facility to acquire up to three cone-beams
consecutively – automatically moving the couch in between each exposure
then the gantry rotating back in the opposite direction – then stitching the
irradiated volumes together to yield a longer stack of images. Also, whereas the
conventional scanners can acquire slices using second or sub-second rotations,
allowing motion artefacts to be suppressed or overlapping datasets to be quickly
acquired which track motion over time and can be rebinned into 4D sequences,
the considerably slower rotation times of the Acuity and OBI result in motion
being smeared out.

It is difficult to make informed comments about or to predict the impact on
image quality from the sampling information presented in table 4.1. Although,
like all modalities involving ionising radiation, relative noise decreases with the
square root of dose, spatial resolution is determined by a complex relationship
between detector element size, angular sampling rate and the capabilities of the
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reconstruction algorithm. Therefore, although the detector element size for the
conventional CT scanners is larger than those in the Acuity and OBI it does not
automatically follow that spatial resolution in a scan will be poorer. Indeed, the
considerably higher sampling rate, higher performance detectors which have
been developed explicity and exclusively for CT applications and shorter SDD,
may permit a greater number of projections at a higher angular sampling density
and with lower noise at the same dose point. Furthermore, image quality
metrics – particularly modulation transfer function – are heavily dependent
upon the convolution filter, data pre- and post- processing and other details
of the reconstruction algorithm[168, 169]. Many more years of development
have been invested in the reconstruction algorithms of conventional CT systems
than for CBCT, and the reconstruction problem is itself simpler, not having to
account for out of plane scatter as in the cone-beam geometry[96].
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4.3. Doses and Imaging Protocols

When quantifying imaging doses the convention is to quote a single numerical
value indicative of the absorbed dose (either in the patient, a phantom or the
detector) for a particular radiographic projection or CT slice. Alternatively, a
single metric may be produced which represents the dose burden from the
sequence of images associated with a particular study (e.g. a standard CT scan
consisting of a stack of slices, or a fluoroscopy cine sequence). Furthermore, it is
desirable to be able to convert such a metric to effective dose in order to evaluate
the risk associated with an exposure and aid in optimisation or justification
exercises.

Ideally, the quantity chosen to represent CT doses would be simply the
absorbed dose to a particular point. However, this is problematic because dose
deposition is uniform neither across the plane of the CT slice nor the width of
the slice or volume irradiated. In addition, because the couch advances during
conventional axial or helical scanning there is the question of where to place
the measuring instrument, or indeed how large it should be.

Dose quantities for CT imaging are based on the concept of the ‘CT Dose
Index’ (CTDI)[147, 156, 377], which is reported as an absorbed dose in mGy.
There are a number of related quantities:

• CT Dose Index (CTDI). The absorbed dose resulting from a single rota-
tion, integrated over a sufficiently long length to cover the entire dose
profile of the slice or volume irradiated, including any tails, then divided
by the nominal thickness of imaged volume.

• CTDIair. CTDI in air, measured with the ionisation chamber in air. (i.e.
no scatter conditions.)

• CTDI100. CTDI in air, but measured in a cylindrical PMMA phantom and
integrated over a length of 10 cm. Two standard phantom are utilised,
both of length 14 cm: one 16 cm diameter for head examinations, another
32 cm diameter for body studies.

• CTDIw. Weighted average of CTDI100 across the scan plane. Measure-
ments are usually performed at the centre of the phantom and at cardinal
compass points 1 cm from the periphery. It is calculated using the follow-
ing formula:

CTDIw =
1
3

CTDI100 (centre of phantom) +
2
3

CTDI100 (periphery) (4.1)
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• CTDIvol. Same as CTDIw but taking into account the effect of couch
motion during a helical scan.

CTDIvol = CTDIw/pitch (4.2)

where pitch is the ratio between the distance advanced per tube rotation and
the nominal slice thickness (e.g. a couch advance of 1.5 cm / rotation and a
slice thickness of 1.0 cm would be a pitch of 1.5.) CTDIvol is considered most
representative of the patient dose burden from a single CT slice.

• Dose Length Product (DLP). This is indicative of the dose burden from a
whole CT study. It is calculated using

DLP = CTDIvol×scan length (4.3)

and is reported in units of mGy-cm. Calculation software exists to convert
DLP to effective dose for different regions of the body, given technical informa-
tion about the scanner involved and the length of body irradiated[150].

Established and preferred practice in diagnostic imaging is to achieve the
10 cm integration length for CTDIw by performing measurements using a 10
cm long pencil ionisation chamber. As long as this completely encompasses
the dose profile of the slice or volume irradiated then the full contribution
from the exposure is integrated over the length of the chamber. However,
whilst this approach is straightforward to apply in conventional CT it is more
difficult to extend to CBCT. As discussed in section 4.2 the irradiated volume of
Acuity or OBI scans may be of the order of 14–17 cm long, thereby extending
beyond the end of the chamber. Measurements performed as part of this
work, and those of other researchers[8, 201, 313], suggest this may result in
an overestimation in dose measurement of the order of 10% due to scatter
from the volume irradiated beyond the chamber contributing to the measured
signal. An alternative, and theoretically equivalent, approach is to use a small
volume ionisation chamber (such as a 0.6 cc Farmer chamber) and measure the
dose at the centre of an irradiated volume of length 10 cm. This is potentially
more robust for CBCT measurements and is favoured by the radiotherapy
community because of the widespread experience of utilising small volume
instruments for similar measurements. However, this approach is also not ideal
because it means forcing CT equipment to irradiate a 10 cm volume which
may not be representative of the collimation and thus scatter conditions of real
patient scan protocols. At present there is considerable debate in the imaging
community over which methodology should be applied to CTDI assessments,
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although current guidance is leaning towards the use of the small volume
chamber[250, 276].

Another caveat is that UK convention (as described above) is to report CTDIw

as a dose to air, measured in a PMMA phantom, whereas the convention in the
USA is to report dose to PMMA, measured in a PMMA phantom. This can lead
to measurement errors of the order of 10%[377] (the reported dose to PMMA
being 10% less than the dose to air) and cause considerable confusion, especially
when comparing measurements against manufacturers’ specifications or against
results in the literature. However, experience has indicated that regardless of the
final approach it is more important to be consistent when making measurements
between modalities if the goal is to perform dose intercomparisons.

In this current work CT doses are reported following the UK convention: in
terms of CTDIvol as a dose to air.

Both conventional CT scanners allow the user to initiate scans according to
predefined protocols or to programme the technique setting manually. A wide
range of settings can be adjusted, including kVp, tube current (mA), rotation
time, pitch, scan and display fields of view and reconstruction filter settings.
However, in both Edinburgh and Oxford the tendency was for radiographers to
pre-programme a limited number of protocols appropriate for the majority of
patients. If required, these could be adjusted prior to scanning for any particular
patient (such as increasing the tube current for a large patient). Therefore, only
a limited number of technique settings were considered in this study, with these
being chosen to be representative of those employed for real patient scans. CT
scan protocols used to acquire the images discussed throughout the rest of this
chapter are listed in table 4.2 for the HiSpeed FX/i system in Edinburgh and
table 4.3 for the HiSpeed QX/i in Oxford.

Similar to the conventional CT scanners, it is possible to perform CBCT scans
using the OBI and Acuity systems using a whole range of different acquisition
settings. However, full flexibility is only provided in the equipment’s service
mode, with the clinical interface being entirely protocol driven. This means that
the radiography staff are presented with a limited number of scanning modes
from which they can choose, with the only modifications possible at scan-time
being:

• Axial FOV. Although this is restricted to ≤ 25.5 cm full-fan and ≤ 45.0
cm but > 25.5 cm half-fan.

• Longitudinal FOV. Up to 17 cm full-fan and 16 cm half-fan.
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• Reconstructed Slice Thickness. From 1.0 mm to 5.0 mm, in steps of 0.5
mm, and 10.0 mm.

• Matrix size of reconstructed image. 128× 128, 256× 256, 384× 384 or
512× 512. It is suggested that smaller matrix sizes might be used to re-
duce image reconstruction times, although these were rarely found to be
problematic. Ideally, the same matrix size would be used for all imaging
scenarios. However, although it was expected that the larger pixel size
from smaller image matrices would result in a degradation of modulation
transfer function (MTF), it was also thought that there might be a corres-
ponding improvement in noise characteristics and possibly a boosting of
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). Detailed performance comparisons of the
384× 384 and 512× 512 options were therefore undertaken to investigate
whether the differences between them might be clinically relevant.

Default OBI and Acuity scan protocols are listed in tables 4.4 and 4.5 respectively.
All of these were considered during this study.
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Index Type Pitch kVp Slice
(mm)

Current
(mA)

Rot
time
(s)

SFOV
(cm)

DFOV
(cm)

CTDIvol
(mGy)

E1 Axial N/A 80 3.0 150 1.0 50 50 4.8
E2 Axial N/A 80 3.0 300 1.0 50 50 9.7
E3 Helical 1.0 80 3.0 200 1.0 50 50 6.5
E4 Axial N/A 120 3.0 150 1.0 50 50 12.4
E5 Axial N/A 120 3.0 300 1.0 50 50 24.8
E6 Helical 1.0 120 3.0 200 1.0 50 50 16.6
E7 Axial N/A 140 3.0 150 1.0 50 50 17.2
E8 Axial N/A 140 3.0 300 1.0 50 50 34.3
E9 Helical 1.0 140 3.0 200 1.0 50 50 22.9

E10 Helical 1.0 120 5.0 200 1.0 50 50 16.6
E11 Helical 1.0 140 5.0 200 1.0 50 50 22.9
E12 Axial N/A 80 5.0 200 1.5 25 25 22.7
E13 Axial N/A 120 5.0 200 1.5 25 25 55.6
E14 Axial N/A 140 5.0 200 1.5 25 25 74.7

Table 4.2. – Edinburgh CT scan protocols considered in this work. All scans were
reconstructed using a ‘Standard’ algorithm and convolution kernel.

Index Type Pitch kVp Slice
(mm)

Current
(mA)

Rot
time
(s)

SFOV
(cm)

DFOV
(cm)

CTDIvol
(mGy)

O1 Axial N/A 120 5.0 200 1.0 50 50 25.5
O2 Axial N/A 120 5.0 200 1.0 50 65 25.5
O3 Axial N/A 80 2.5 200 1.0 25 25 18.8
O4 Axial N/A 100 2.5 200 1.0 25 25 34.2
O5 Axial N/A 120 2.5 200 1.0 25 25 52.4
O6 Axial N/A 120 2.5 200 1.0 50 50 25.5
O7 Axial N/A 120 2.5 200 1.0 50 65 25.5
O8 Axial N/A 140 2.5 200 1.0 25 25 72.8

Table 4.3. – Oxford CT scan protocols considered in this work. All scans were
reconstructed using a ‘Standard’ algorithm and convolution kernel.

Abbrev Mode Name Acq
Angle (°)

Fan Type kVp mAs CTDIvol
(mGy)

SD Head Standard-dose Head 200 Full 100 145 4.3
LD Head Low-dose Head 200 Full 100 72 2.2
HQ Head High-quality Head 200 Full 100 720 21.6

Pelvis Pelvis 360 Half 125 680 19.7
PSL Pelvis Spot-light 200 Full 125 720 16.0

Thorax Low-dose Thorax 360 Half 110 262 5.2

Table 4.4. – Default Varian OBI CBCT scan protocols. Source-isocentre-distance
(SID) = 100 cm, source-detector-distance (SDD) = 150 cm and nominal
slice thickness was 2.5 mm for all protocols.
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Abbrev Mode Name Acq
Angle (°)

SDD
(cm)

kVp mAs CTDIvol
(mGy)

MS 150 Multiscan 150 360 150 125 780 20.5
MS 160 Multiscan 160 360 160 125 780 19.3
SD 150 Standard Dose 150 360 150 125 1300 35.4
SD 160 Standard Dose 160 360 160 125 1300 32.8

Table 4.5. – Default Varian Acuity CBCT scan protocols. All modes are automatic-
ally half fan if the field of view > 26 cm and full fan if < 26 cm. SDD =
source-detector-distance. Nominal slice thickness was 2.5 mm for all
protocols.
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4.4. HU to Electron Density Conversion Curves

Dose calculations for treatment planning may utilise relative electron density
information to account for inhomogeneities in the patient[145, 242]. Mapping
of the pixel values in CT images to the electron densities of the tissues they
represent allows these corrections to be performed on a pixel by pixel basis,
thus potentially increasing the accuracy of the dose calculation[144, 265].

Pixel values of CT images are calibrated in terms of Hounsfield Units
(HU)[168]. These are defined as

HU = 1000
(

µ− µw

µw

)
(4.4)

where µ is the linear attenuation coefficient of the material in the pixel and µw is
that of pure water. µ depends upon atomic number, electron density and X-ray
beam spectrum. A complex relationship therefore exists between HU, material
properties, the physics of the X-ray tube and the accelerating potential (kVp)
used to generate the beam. However, for materials with similar interaction
properties (i.e. effectively µ proportional to electron density ρe) then conversion
curves between HU and the ED can be determined for particular beam spectra.

ICRU Report 42[144] defines ‘standard’ conversion curves for tissues in the
body:

ρ′e (so f t) = 1.000 + 0.001HU HU ≤ 100 (4.5)

ρ′e (bone) = 1.052 + 0.00048HU HU > 100 (4.6)

where ρ′e is the electron density relative to that of water (ρ′e,water ≡ 1.0). These are
based on work by Battista and Bronskill[18] and were determined by scanning
radiologically equivalent tissue-mimicking materials using a Picker Synerview
120 CT scanner (Picker International, Ohio, USA) operating at 135 kVp and with
an X-ray beam of effective energy Ẽ of 72 keV. In their paper it is suggested that
these curves should calculate electron density accurately to within 5% for all
beams of effective energy 60 keV < Ẽ < 80 keV. With reference to the values in
table 4.1, it was therefore expected that the 120 kVp and 140 kVp beams of the
HiSpeed FX/i and HiSpeed QX/i scanners and the default 125 kVp beam of the
Acuity CBCT system should demonstrate electron density calibration curves
consistent with this work.

Curves have also been determined by other workers, either theoretically or
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by measurement[55, 186, 228, 265, 314, 336], and although there are significant
differences between the various curves they all follow the same general trend,
comprising two linear segments: one extending from air, through lung and soft
tissue, and a second, steeper curve from ~ρ′e > 1.1 for bone. The bone segment
is steeper because the increased photoelectric interactions due to the K-edge of
calcium causes µ and thus the measured HU to increase more rapidly with ρ′e.

It is attractive to be able to use the ICRU 42 curve if possible for a number
of reasons. Firstly, it is the default curve in many treatment planning systems
including Varian’s Eclipse, which is used in Oxford and Edinburgh, so that by
employing this default curve the underlying calculation system will be con-
figured similarly to others worldwide. Also, this approach allows comparisons
against other treatment planning systems which are configured with the same
standard curve. Finally, the curve increases monotonically and is continuous
in both electron density and HU, whereas some of the others have a discon-
tinuity at the interface between bone and soft tissue. Although these may be
better representations of reality, the well-behaved ICRU 42 curve provides an
unambiguous one to one mapping between electron density and HU, making
calculations using either quantity more straightforward.

A complicating factor when converting CT pixel values to electron densities
is that the CT reconstruction algorithms are sensitive to the presence of very
attenuating materials, with the result being that high-density objects in the field
may influence the pixel values of other structures. Sometimes this effect may be
asserted over the entire length of the field of view so that a high density object
at one edge of the scan may affect the pixel values of another object at the other.
Therefore, once a CT calibration curve has been established it is important to
verify it remains true under typical patient imaging scenarios. However, to do
this it is necessary to understand by how much the pixel values of an object
may be permitted to deviate from the ideal curve.

IPEM Report 81[154] recommends that electron densities reported for CT
images in the treatment planning system are within ±1% of the real values for
water, and ±2% for bone and lung. However, these are very tight tolerances and
cannot generally be achieved in practice due to the wide range of imaging scen-
arios typically encountered during radiotherapy CT scanning. Instead, these
may be more appropriately applied in a routine QA programme as tolerances
about measured baseline values outside which CT scanner performance must
not drift.

More generally, there is consensus that radiotherapy dose delivery should
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be accurate to within ±3% (1 SD) at the specification point and ±5% (1 SD)
elsewhere in the target volume[154]. A pragmatic limit for the contribution
to this total uncertainty by the treatment planning system calculation may
therefore be ±2% (1 SD). As a result, an appropriate absolute limit on the change
in dose resulting from fluctuations of the HU-electron density conversion curve
might be set at ±2% (which is effectively 3 SD)[178].

Differentiating equations 4.5 and 4.6 yields a relationship between how a
change in HU dHU will cause a change in electron density dρ′e.

dρ′e (so f t) = 0.001 dHU ≤ 100 (4.7)

dρ′e (bone) = 0.00048 dHU > 100 (4.8)

Kilby et al.[178] model treatment by a 6 MV photon beam of a thick tissue
section containing 20 cm water, 10 cm lung and 7 cm bone. This is a worst-case
scenario in that the dose calculation is very sensitive to changes in HU. Their
study indicates that a difference in dose of 2% would be caused by changes in
ρ′e of ±0.03 for water, ±0.05 for lung and ±0.08 for bone. According to equations
4.7 and 4.8 the allowable changes in HU are therefore ±30 HU for water, ±50
HU for lung and ±167 HU for bone. These are similar to the values arrived at by
Kirwin et al.[184], whose work uses Kilby et al’s tolerances but with calibration
curves based on Thomas[336] and Knoos et al.[186] rather than that of ICRU 42.

In this current work, the limits calculated from Kilby et al.’s study are ap-
plied around the ICRU 42 curve to evaluate whether a particular measured
CT calibration curve is within tolerance. It is accepted that tighter tolerances
may be required for electron planning or in more critical dose calculation
scenarios[145, 178].

4.5. RMI-467 Electron Density Phantom

One test object for characterising the HU to electron density conversion curve
is the RMI-467 phantom (Gammex, Wisconsin, USA) which was developed by
Constantinou and Harrington[55]. This phantom comprises a 33 cm diameter
disc containing 16 holes of diameter 25 mm in which tissue-equivalent materials
with known electron densities can be inserted. Rods of 12 different materials
are included with the phantom, along with a container that can be filled with
pure water. Because there is some variability in the manufacturing process each
purchased phantom is supplied with a table of measured electron density values
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for the inserts included with that phantom. In addition, the phantom contains a
number of sub-millimetre holes which can be used for distance measurements.
A photograph and schematic diagram of the RMI-467 phantom containing the
electron density inserts in their standard configuration is shown in 4.1. This
figure also includes a table of the insert electron densities for the phantoms
available in Edinburgh and Oxford.

An IQWorks analysis tree was constructed for the RMI-467 phantom and
included:

• Identification of the outer edge of the phantom, including calculating of
phantom width, height and the centre of extremes of the edge. This was
used to localise other ROIs. However, its applicability to the assessment
of geometric linearity was limited due to difficulties with mounting the
phantom on the flat radiotherapy couch, and it not being possible to lower
the couch of the Oxford scanner sufficiently to centre the phantom in the
FOV.

• Calculation of the mean and standard deviation in ROIs placed on each
electron density insert. These results are plotted as a function of electron
density.

• Measurement of the horizontal and vertical distances between two pairs
of holes, taking the centre of each hole as the location of the minimum
pixel value within the search ROI. These measurements are indicated by
the arrows on the schematic diagram in figure 4.1.

• Calculation of contrast (using equation 2.8) and CNR (using equation 2.5)
between all inserts and the phantom base material.

• Generation of a report containing results of the above analyses and veri-
fying all material HU agree with the measured baseline within a tight
tolerance of ±10 HU.
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1 2
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4 5 6 7

8 9

10 11 12 13
14

15 16

B

No. Material Electron Density Rel to Water
ρ′e

Edinburgh
(SN 802428-1027)

Oxford
(SN 802428-1098)

1 CT Solid Water 0.988 0.986
2 LN-300 Lung 0.268 0.262
3 SB3 Cortical Bone 1.693 1.695
4 LN-450 Lung 0.436 0.459
5 BR-12 Breast 0.957 0.958
6 BRN-SR2 Brain 1.047 1.047
7 CT Solid Water 0.988 0.986
8 True Water 1.000 1.000
9 AP6 Adipose 0.937 0.930
10 B200 Bone Mineral 1.105 1.111
11 CB2-30% CaCO3 1.275 1.273
12 CB2-50% CaCO3 1.470 1.466
13 IB Inner Bone 1.105 1.097
14 CT Solid Water 0.988 0.986
15 LV1 Liver 1.077 1.072
16 CT Solid Water 0.988 0.986
B Phantom Body 0.989 0.986

Figure 4.1. – RMI-467 phantom with electron density inserts in standard
configuration[55]. Top Left–Photograph of the phantom aligned prior
to scanning. Top Right–Schematic diagram of the phantom. Bottom–
Table of materials and electron densities for the individual phantoms
used in Edinburgh and Oxford.
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A series of scans was acquired using the HiSpeed FX/i scanner in Edin-
burgh, using protocols E1–E9 in table 4.2. Different combinations of X-ray tube
accelerating potential (kVp), tube current (mA) and whether helical or axial
mode were employed were chosen in order to investigate their influence on
the electron density calibration curve. The images were processed by IQWorks
and the measured electron density curves compared against the ICRU 42 refer-
ence curve using the tolerances described in section 4.4 to verify accurate dose
calculation to within ±2%.

From the plots in figure 4.2 it is clear that whilst kVp has a considerable
effect on the electron density curve, the influences of tube current, and whether
axial or helical mode is employed, are very small. Furthermore, no measured
curve was in perfect agreement with the ICRU 42 reference, with all curves
following similar trends and moving either side of the reference curve across
the electron density range. Only the 120 kVp curve is within the specified
tolerance band at all electron densities, with the 140 kVp curve falling outside
tolerance for the highest density points and the 80 kVp curve outside tolerance
at multiple points across the range. These results suggest that whilst axial and
helical modes, as well as the X-ray tube current, can be set as appropriate for
the clinical application, care needs to be taken over the choice of kVp, especially
if the ICRU 42 reference curve is to be employed in the treatment planning
system. It was expected that the 120 kVp curve would agree well with the
ICRU 42 curve because the effective energy of the beam spectrum (60 keV) lies
at the lower limit of the 60 keV – 80 keV range determined by Battista and
Bronskill[18]. However, it was somewhat surprising that the 140 keV curve
had poor agreement for the highest density inserts because its effective energy
(65 keV) is closer to the centre of the ideal range. This may be due to the
influence of beam hardening artefacts, which were clearly visible in all images,
the location of the high attenuation inserts within the FOV, or related to the
detail of how the scanner is intrinsically calibrated. There also appears to be a
trend in deviation from the ICRU curve for bony materials (ρ′e > 1.2): at 80 kVp
HU is grossly overestimated (& +2%), at 120 kVp it is slightly underestimated
(& −2%) whilst at 140 kVp it is further underestimated (. −2%). These results
suggest that the optimum acceleration potential is somewhere around 100 kVp.

Because of the advantages associated with utilising the ICRU 42 curve it was
decided to perform all radiotherapy CT scans in Edinburgh at 120 kVp.

In Oxford Cancer Centre a GE HiSpeed QX/i CT scanner is dedicated to
radiotherapy applications. As described in section 4.2, this is similar to the
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Edinburgh scanner except that it is a multi-slice unit, capable of acquiring 4
slices simultaneously, and can also scan at 100 kVp. In addition, it incorporates
a ‘wide FOV’ facility which utilises interpolation algorithms to extend the
standard 50 cm FOV over which projection data are acquired to 65 cm. This
is advantageous for the treatment planning of large patients, or for treatment
sites such as breast where the patient set-up and immobilisation devices cause
the volume of interest to be near the edge of the scanner bore. However, there
was concern that the electron density values may be adversely affected by the
extrapolation algorithms.

Scans of the RMI-467 phantom were acquired to verify the electron density
curve for the wide FOV mode. The set-up was the same as that described above
and utilised scan protocols O1 and O2 in table 4.3, which are the same except
one has SFOV and DFOV = 50 cm, whilst the other has SFOV = 50 cm and
DFOV = 65 cm. Only the 120 kVp beam was considered because the decision
had already been taken in Oxford to scan all radiotherapy patients at 120
kVp. Figure 4.3 contains the curves generated by IQWorks and demonstrates
that there is negligible difference between the two modes. Furthermore, it is
reassuring that the Oxford curves are nearly identical to the Edinburgh ones,
suggesting that beam spectra and calibration processes are similar between the
two models of GE scanner. From informal discussions this does indeed seem to
be the general consensus in the community and should be expected because of
the similar total filtration of the X-ray tubes employed (see table 4.1).
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Figure 4.2. – Electron density calibration curves of the radiotherapy CT scanner
in Edinburgh Cancer Centre (ECC), measured using the RMI-467
phantom and IQWorks. Error bars indicate ±1 SD in the pixel values
in each region of interest. Top–Measured calibration curves, with
ICRU-42 curve present as the reference ideal curve. Bottom–Deviation
of measured curves from ICRU-42 curve, with the tolerance limits
being those required to maintain dose calculation accuracy to within
±2%.
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Figure 4.3. – Electron density calibration curves of clinical imaging modes of the
radiotherapy CT scanner in Oxford Cancer Centre (OCC), measured
using the RMI-467 phantom and IQWorks. Top–Measured calibra-
tion curves, with ICRU-42 curve present as the reference ideal curve.
Bottom–Deviation of measured curves from ICRU-42 curve, with the
tolerance limits being those required to maintain dose calculation
accuracy to within ±2%.
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In addition to being used for detailed performance characterisation the RMI-
467 phantom is scanned monthly in Oxford as part of the routine CT QA
programme. Running the IQWorks analysis tree on historical images enabled a
database of results to be constructed from which time-trends could be extracted.
Four reference materials were selected for detailed historical analysis: lung,
water, brain and cortical bone. These were chosen as a representative sample
from across the electron density range. Although scan protocols O1 and O2 in
table 4.3 were both utilised routinely for the QA measurements, only the results
of O1 (the 50 cm DFOV protocol) are presented here. This is because consistency
in trends was observed between both protocols and because the 65 cm DFOV
protocol was only introduced recently – within the last year – whereas the 50
cm protocol has been in regular use over the 6 year lifespan of the scanner.

Mean pixel value in each of the reference inserts is plotted as a function of
time in figure 4.4. It is evident that the CT scanner performance is remarkably
stable, with all materials lying well within the tolerances required to prevent a
2% change in dose calculation. Furthermore, for all materials other than bone
an absolute limit of ±5 HU would be an appropriate tolerance for routine QA.
Although bone exhibits significantly greater variability it is still within ±12
HU across the whole time-span. Indeed, given the discussion above about
CT performance being very sensitive to the positioning of highly attenuating
objects, one might expect that small alignment changes, whether the phantom is
mounted using a particular jig and even the longitudinal position of the couch
may all have an impact on this.

Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for each reference material, relative to its
baseline value, is plotted over time in figure 4.5. Some interesting conclu-
sions can be drawn from this. When the CT scanner is operating over a period
of stability the CNR for all materials lies within a well defined tolerance band
of approximately ±10%. However, the CNR is sufficiently sensitive to highlight
a change in performance due to other objects lying within the FOV, with the
‘Bad Couch Position’ point indicating when the phantom was positioned near
the very end of the flat couch-top so that reinforcement structures appeared in
the CT scan. Although visually these did not appear to have a major impact it
is clear that they resulted in an increase in noise across the FOV, presumably be-
cause of the greater attenuation caused by them. Furthermore, definite changes
in CNR following software upgrades are also visible, with the first upgrade
indicated boosting CNR by approximately 20% through reducing image noise.
Interestingly, there may be correlation between the dates of the two software
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Figure 4.4. – Sensitometry time-trends of the radiotherapy CT scanner in Oxford
Cancer Centre (OCC), measured using the RMI-467 phantom. Data
are presented for four reference materials all scanned at 120 kVp.

upgrades and the period of particular instability of the bone HU (shown in
figure 4.4), although there is insufficient data for this to be conclusive.

Time-trends of the distances measured between the holes in the phantom are
presented in figure 4.6, from which it is clear that the geometric linearity of the
scanner is very stable, never deviating by more than ±0.5%. Points in the figure
appear to fall into discrete levels due to the step change observed if moving a
distance of one whole pixel (0.98 mm at a 50 cm FOV).
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4.6. Varian CT Performance Phantom

Another phantom suitable for verifying the HU – electron density conversion
curve is the Varian CT Performance Phantom (Varian Medical Systems, Palo
Alto). Although originally intended as a QA and calibration test object for the
single-slice CT option of the Varian Ximatron simulator[348], this phantom
is nevertheless applicable to other CT systems. Indeed, because the RMI-467
phantom was available only occasionally on loan from the Beatson Oncology
Centre, the Varian Performance Phantom formed the basis of the CT QA pro-
gramme in Edinburgh.

Similar to the RMI-467, the Varian Performance Phantom is a disc containing
a number of large holes into which different inserts can be placed, along with
a series of sub-millimetre bore holes for distance measurements. However, in
addition to electron-density inserts this phantom is supplied with further ones
specifically for image quality evaluation. These include a contrast-detail test
pattern, angled ramps to assess slice thickness and a 1 mm diameter hole drilled
through a PMMA plug to provide an impulse object for modulation transfer
function (MTF) evaluation. Although the phantom is less suitable for detailed
characterisation of the electron-density conversion curve because it can only
accommodate 6 materials simultaneously, as opposed to the 16 of the RMI-467,
the additional image quality inserts make it more suitable as a comprehensive
test tool.

A CT scan and schematic diagram of the Varian Performance Phantom in
the standard configuration employed in Edinburgh is shown in figure 4.7,
along with a table of calibrated electron-densities for the material inserts. The
IQWorks analysis tree developed for this phantom was similar to that for the
RMI-467 phantom, but with the addition of the ‘Impulse MTF’ module to
analyse the MTF hole. The algorithms underpinning the analysis of this module
are described in section B.17.4 and are based on the assumption that the point
spread function (PSF) is radially symmetrical. As a result, the PSF measured is
an average of the true 2D PSF in all directions and the MTF also exhibits radial
symmetry in frequency space. This approach is commonly employed in many
CT performance phantoms[26, 34, 105, 156]
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Water
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Inner 

Bone

Hard 

Bone Air

MTF

3
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Insert Material Electron Density Relative to Water
ρ′e

Water 1.000
Lung 0.244

Inner Bone 1.144
Hard Bone 1.698

Air 0.000
Base (Urethane) 0.456

Figure 4.7. – Varian CT Performance Phantom. Left–Schematic diagram illustrat-
ing arrangement of inserts and holes for distance measurements.
Right–CT slice through centre of phantom. Bottom–Table of material
properties.
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To assess the potential of the Varian Performance Phantom for verifying the
electron density curve the same experiment was repeated as described above
for the RMI-467 phantom, using the same acquisition settings (protocols E1–E9
in table 4.2). From the results in 4.8 it is clear that the 80, 120 and 140 kVp
curves follow similar behaviour to those measured with the other phantom:
agreement is good for ρ′e < 1.1 but for electron densities above this the 80
kVp beam grossly overestimates HU and is well outside tolerance, the 120
kVp beam slightly underestimates the HU, but is within a tolerance of 1% and
the 140 kVp underestimates HU slightly more, but this time is still within the
overall tolerance of 2%. These results are reassuring because they essentially
validate the two phantoms against each other, indicating that either is a suitable
tool for routine checks of electron-density calibration. Possible reasons for the
curves being marginally different between the two phantoms could be that
the electron density inserts are physically larger in the Varian Performance
phantom, compared with the RMI-467 phantom (5 cm diameter as opposed to
2.5 cm) and that the objects are in different geometrical configuration within
the FOV. Both of these would result in different beam attenuation conditions
for the same projections through the phantom, thus influencing the spectrum
of the beam reaching the detector array and affecting the calculation of the 2D
linear attenuation map.

As part of the Edinburgh QA programme, images of the Varian Performance
Phantom were acquired regularly using protocols E10 and E11 in table 4.3.
These were representative of the clinical protocols in use when the scanner
was first installed. Both 120 and 140 kVp beams were included in the testing
because it was felt that there could be occasions when the improved penetration
of the 140 kVp beam could be clinically justified, at the expense of patient dose
and a slightly degraded electron density curve. The 80 kVp curve was not
considered because this mode was discounted soon after installation as being
too far outside the acceptable limits. Initially, the phantom was scanned every
fortnight but this frequency gradually decreased to once every six weeks as
confidence in the stability of the scanner grew.

A time-trend plot of mean pixel values for the lung, water and hard bone
inserts, relative to their baseline values, is presented in figure 4.9. Similar to
the Oxford measurements using the RMI-467 phantom the sensitometry of the
scanner is very stable, this time with the non-bone inserts falling within ±1.5
HU of the baseline across the whole measurement period. As before, bone also
exhibits greater variability, although for the Edinburgh scanner it is at worse -5
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HU relative to the baseline. There is clearly asymmetry in these results, with
the bone signal tending to be underestimated, but rarely overestimated. It is
thought that as the scanner grew older the X-ray tube became less stable, with
the highest energy mode being the most difficult to maintain, and that the
asymmetry can be attributed to a gradual trend away from baseline. Neverthe-
less, the absolute change in calibration accuracy is negligible and certainly not
clinically significant.

CNR trends are plotted in figure 4.10. These are almost identical to the
Oxford results in that, during stable scanner operation, all measurements lie
within a band ±10% of the baseline. However, there are no shifts or spikes in
performance as were observed for the Oxford scanner. This may partly be due
to the alignment of the Varian Performance Phantom being more reproducible:
the Varian phantom is hung on a mount over the end of the couch, whereas the
RMI-467 is placed in a jig on the couch-top itself.
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Figure 4.8. – Electron density calibration curves of the radiotherapy CT scanner
in Edinburgh Cancer Centre (ECC), measured using the Varian CT
Performance Phantom and IQWorks. Error bars are ±1 SD of the pixel
values in each region of interest. Top–Measured calibration curves,
with ICRU-42 curve present as the reference ideal curve. Bottom–
Deviation of measured curves from ICRU-42 curve, with the tolerance
limits being those required to maintain dose calculation accuracy to
within ±2%.
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Figure 4.9. – Sensitometry time-trends of the radiotherapy CT scanner in Edin-
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Figure 4.10. – CNR time-trends of the radiotherapy CT scanner in Edinburgh Can-
cer Centre (ECC). Data are presented for three reference materials
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MTF curves calculated from the impulse object at 120 and 140 kVp are shown
in figure 4.11, from which it is appears that MTF is insensitive to beam spectrum,
with the f50 and f10 being identical for both curves to 2 significant figures. This
is as expected because spatial resolution is known to be influenced by sampling
conditions and the nature of the reconstruction algorithm (convolution kernel,
pixel matrix, etc.), but should be independent of kVp. As long as the intrinsic
contrast between the air filled impulse object and PMMA (which is of the order
of 1100 HU for these materials) is sufficient to be discernible above the Poisson
noise in the system (which is considerably smaller, having a standard deviation
of only 4 HU in the PMMA plug), then the MTF should be similar at different
kVps, for the same sampling / reconstruction conditions[84, 169].

Unfortunately, it is difficult to make direct comparisons between these and
those of other workers because of subtle differences in acquisition settings.
When performing detailed type testing of the HiSpeed FX/i scanner as part of
a Medical Devices Agency evaluation exercise[45] the ImPACT team measured
f50 = 0.34 cycles/mm and f10 = 0.59 cycles / mm for a protocol which was very
similar to this one, except that the projection data were acquired using a SFOV
of 50 cm but reconstructed at a DFOV of 24.9 cm. The rationale behind this
approach is that the sampling conditions may be superior than that afforded
by a 512 × 512 pixel matrix at a full 50 cm FOV, so reconstructing at a small
FOV (and thus smaller pixel size) allows the intrinsic spatial resolution of the
detector to be accurately assessed. However, it is not necessarily representative
of the resolving power of clinical CT scans, which may be limited by the larger
presented pixel size to accommodate a larger FOV using the same number of
pixels. This is frequently the case in radiotherapy, where large FOV scans are
the norm. Nevertheless, the finding that both ImPACT measurements are of the
order of 50% greater than those measured in this work is consistent with the
reconstructed pixel size being reduced by the same factor between the ImPACT
experiment and the one described here. This gives confidence in the results
calculated via the Varian Performance Phantom and IQWorks.

From the MTF time-trend analysis in figure 4.12 it is also encouraging that
f50 and f10 lie within ±0.06 cycles / mm of the baseline across the whole time
period, again demonstrating the stability of the system.

Geometric linearity was assessed regularly through monitoring both the dis-
tances indicated in figure 4.7 and the width and height of the detected phantom
edge. Both sets of results, presented in figures 4.13 and 4.14 respectively, in-
dicate a very stable geometry over time. All measurements are within ±0.4%
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of baseline, consistent with the results found for the Oxford scanner. It is in-
teresting to note that the phantom width / height results are slightly tighter
than those of the hole-based distance measurements. This is because phantom
width and height are always measured as a whole number of pixels, whereas
any individual distance vector may include components from both matrix
directions.
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Figure 4.11. – MTF of two clinical imaging modes of the radiotherapy CT scanner
in Edinburgh Cancer Centre (ECC).
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Figure 4.12. – f50 and f10 modulation transfer function (MTF) time-trends of the
radiotherapy CT scanner in Edinburgh Cancer Centre (ECC), meas-
ured using the Varian CT Performance Phantom.
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Figure 4.13. – Pixel size time-trends of the radiotherapy CT scanner in Edinburgh
Cancer Centre (ECC), measured using the Varian CT Performance
Phantom.
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phantom scanned on the radiotherapy CT scanner in Edinburgh
Cancer Centre (ECC).
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4.7. Catphan Series of Phantoms

Phantom Laboratory’s ‘Catphan’ series of phantoms has gained widespread
acceptance as the ‘gold standard’ for CT performance evaluation, often being
employed in both diagnostic and radiotherapy imaging for detailed system
characterisation or to define reference performance standards (see, for example
[151, 253, 345]). Three models of the Catphan are in general use today, the
Catphan 500, Catphan 504 and Catphan 600. Common to all models is an
outer cylinder into into disc-based analysis modules are inserted, with the
various analysis modules offering different test objects to perform a wide range
of evaluations. The difference between the phantom models is the type and
arrangement of analysis modules included. These are summarised below:

• Catphan 500. This is the basic Catphan model designed for use with
conventional, single-slice CT scanners. The Catphans 504 and 600 are
evolutions of this.

• Catphan 600. Optimised for next-generation multi-slice scanners, this
replaces the ‘Alignment & Sensitometry’ module of the Catphan 500 with
a similar module that contains 8 instead of 4 electron-density inserts.
Furthermore, an additional module is included which contains ramps
comprising tiny ball-bearings. These allow a more accurate assessment of
slice thickness for multi-slice scanners than the angled ramps included in
the ‘Alignment & Sensitometry’ module.

• Catphan 504. A hybrid between the Catphans 500 and 600, this includes
the 8 material ‘Alignment & Sensitometry’ module of the 600 but not the
ball-bearing ramps of the ‘Multi-Slice Thickness’ module. Furthermore,
this phantom has been optimised for CBCT applications by rearranging
the modules so that the ‘Alignment & Sensitometry’ module is near the
centre of the phantom. This module may used for calibration and veri-
fication of a scanner’s electron-density conversion curve. Assuming a
cone-beam geometry where the beam central-axis is aligned with the
centre of the phantom, the scatter conditions at this module will therefore
be representative of those in a real patient. That Catphan 504 is included
with all Varian and Elekta CBCT systems.

Diagrams illustrating the arrangement of modules in each of the Catphan
models are included in figure 4.15 and photographs of the Catphan 504 being
utilised in Oxford for CT scanner and OBI CBCT assessment are in figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.15. – Schematic diagram showing the arrangement of analysis modules
in the Catphan 500, 504 and 600 phantoms.

Figure 4.16. – Catphan 504 phantom being scanned on a conventional CT scanner
(right) and Varian OBI CBCT unit (left).
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4.7.1. Catphan Alignment & Sensitometry Modules

Diagrams and CT scans of a slice through the Catphan ‘Alignment & Sens-
itometry’ modules are presented in 4.17, with the modules being identical
across all phantoms except for the number, and potentially material, of the
sensitometry inserts. Included in the modules are:

• Sensitometry Inserts 1–4 or 1–8. These are plugs of materials of calibrated
electron-densities, as indicated in the table below. It is noted that the
Catphan 504 / 600 module has two voids for measuring air HU. However,
because the module is located at the very end of the housing cylinder
in the Catphan 600 there is the option with that phantom for a small
container to be inserted which can be filled with water through an inlet
on the edge of the phantom.

• Geometric Linearity Holes H1–H4. Distances can be measured between
the holes to verify geometric linearity. In the standard phantom config-
uration one of the holes is filled with a PTFE rod. By default this is H2
but the end-user is free to move the rod to a new position. The rod can be
utilised to verify phantom orientation or to distinguish between different
phantoms of the same model.

• 23° Angled Ramps. For measuring slice thickness and phantom align-
ment. When the phantom is aligned so that a slice intersects the mid-plane
of the module the bright lines from the rod appear centred on the X and Y
axes. However, if the slice is offset perpendicular to the module (i.e. in
the direction of couch travel) the bright lines all appear to move clockwise
or anti-clockwise around a square. Depending upon requirements, the
ramps can either be used to identify the actual location of the slice relative
to the centre of the module (by calculating the positions of the centres of
each ramp and compensating for the ramp angle), or as an alignment aid
by zeroing the scanner on the slice where the ramps appear centred.

• Sub-Slice Contrast-Detail Pattern. Not shown in the schematic diagrams,
but visible at the centres of the CT slices, this can be interpreted visually
to provide a subjective assessment of scanner performance.

A comprehensive analysis tree was developed in IQWorks. This comprised:

• Identification of the outer edge of the phantom, including calculating of
phantom width, height and the centre of extremes of the edge. This was
used both to localise other ROIs and evaluate geometric linearity.
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• Calculation of the mean and standard deviation in ROIs placed on each
electron density insert. These results are plotted as a function of electron
density.

• Measurement of the distances between each pair of holes: H1-H2, H2-H4,
H3-H4 and H1-H3. If the FOV and hence pixel size are small, so that
each hole is spread over a number of pixels, then the holes are localised
by edge detection and the COE of the edge taken as the centre of a hole.
If this is not possible, then the location of the minimum pixel value (or
maximum for the hole containing the PTFE rod) within the search ROI is
used. Each distance is compared against the expected the expected value
with a tolerance of ±0.5 mm.

• Calculation of contrast (using equation 2.8) and CNR (using equation 2.5)
between all sensitometry inserts and the module base material.

• Calculation of slice thickness using each of the angled ramps.

It should be noted that separate trees were required for the Catphan 504 and 600
phantoms, even though the configuration of the module is the same for each
phantom model. This was because the whole module appears to be rotated
through 180° in the Catphan 504 phantom, although this is not documented
scanner in the manual[105].
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1 1 1 Air 0.000 -1000
2 2 PMP 0.853 -200
3 3 3 PTFE 1.867 990
4 4 2 LDPE 0.944 -100
5 5 POM 1.353 340
6 6 Polystyrene 1.017 -35
7 7 4 Acrylic 1.146 120
8 8 Air 0.000 -1000

8 Water 1.000 0

Figure 4.17. – CT scans (top) and schematic diagrams (middle) of the Catphan
500, 504 and 600 alignment modules. Bottom–Table indicating the
arrangement and electron densities of the sensitometry inserts in
each phantom. In the table the acronyms PTFE, LDPE and POM
stand for PolyTetraFluoroEthylene, Low Density PolyEthylene and
PolyOxyMethylene respectively.
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Scans of a Catphan 500 in Edinburgh and a Catphan 504 in Oxford were
acquired using protocols E12–E14 (in Edinburgh) and O3–O5 and O8 (in Ox-
ford), described in tables 4.2 and 4.3. Although the scanning protocols could
not be identical between the two centres because the scans were performed
at different points in time, the results of the previous sections suggest that
only the kVp should have a significant impact on sensitometry measurements.
These protocols all employed scan and reconstruction fields of view of 25 cm,
optimised for the 20 cm diameter of the Catphan. In Oxford additional scans
were acquired at SFOV / DFOV = 50 cm / 50 cm (protocol O6) and SFOV /
DFOV = 50 cm / 65 cm (protocol O7) to specifically evaluate the larger FOV
modes.

Measured electron-density conversion curves are compared against the ICRU-
42 and Catphan nominal curves in figure 4.18. In the error plot the results are
plotted relative to the Catphan nominal values. As before, the tolerance band
calculated to maintain dose calculation accuracy of ±2% is present, but this time
the ±40 HU tolerance band stated by Varian in the specification of their OBI and
Acuity equipment[344–346] is also included.

Somewhat surprisingly, the trends exhibited previously are not observed in
these assessments. Furthermore, the influence of kVp is far less pronounced,
with all measurements at all kVps falling within both tolerance bands across
the entire electron-density range. After some consideration, it was concluded
that this was due to the electron-density inserts in the Catphan module not
being tissue-equivalent. Specifically, whereas radiologically tissue-equivalent
cortical bone has sharp absorption edges in the low keV energy range, the linear
attenuation coefficient of PTFE varies smoothly over the same range. This is
illustrated in figure 4.19, which also shows that a less-dense Catphan material,
polyethylene, is a closer match to the similarly less dense tissue-equivalent
ICRU 44 adipose tissue[132, 143].

Although this finding is the reason why the Catphan nominal curve is dif-
ferent from that of ICRU 42 curve, these are important and interesting results
which are not dealt with in the radiotherapy imaging literature. Firstly, whilst
the Catphan can certainly be utilised to calibrate the HU scale of a given CT
system, it cannot be used to verify the HU electron-density conversion curve
for biologically representative materials. These results demonstrate that it is
insufficient simply to check that the Catphan sensitometry curve is as expected.
Furthermore, if the Catphan is to be relied upon for regular constancy checks, as
suggested in manufacturers’ guidance[345] and in the scientific literature[359],
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it is crucial that changes in performance which would affect the pixel values of
biologically representative materials are also also reflected in those of the mater-
ials provided with the Catphan. However, given the very different trends found
above it is not at all certain that this would be the case and further investigation
is required.

It is interesting that CT phantoms commonly utilised in the diagnostic sphere
incorporate engineering materials such as PMMA, polyethylene and PTFE for
assessing imaging performance (see, for example [26]), sometimes alongside
tissue-equivalent materials (e.g. in [2]). In particular, as in the Catphan, PTFE is
frequently found as a substitute for bone, presumably because in CT scans it
returns a HU roughly similar to that of dense bone (of the order of 1000 HU),
provides a high contrast object for optimisation and QA experiments and is a
material which is relatively straightforward and inexpensive to manufacture
and machine. Use of such materials may be appropriate in diagnostic imaging
because the clinical task involves identifying structures of different contrast
levels against a noisy background, so is concerned more with detectability and
reproducibility of signal level (to maintain a constant system transfer curve)
rather than the determination of absolute material properties. However, even
so, the results found above suggest that a system transfer curve calculated using
materials with linear attenuation coefficients that vary smoothly with energy
over the 10-100 keV range may not be sensitive to changes in beam spectrum.
Therefore, it is proposed that – even for diagnostic imaging applications –
inclusion of some tissue equivalent materials in CT phantoms may be wise.

In a radiotherapy context, it is strongly recommended that the Catphan
‘Alignment & Sensitometry’ module not be relied upon as the primary phantom
for verifying the HU to electron-density calibration curve.
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In Edinburgh the Catphan 500 was scanned regularly as part of the CT scanner
QA programme, during the same sessions as the Varian Performance Phantom.
Protocols E12–E14 in table 4.2 were utilised for these measurements.

A plot of sensitometry over time is shown in 4.20 for four materials: LDPE,
acrylic, PTFE and the phantom base material. Although the trends are similar to
those observed with the Varian Performance Phantom, namely that all materials
generally agree with baseline, at both 120 kVp and 140 kVp, to within ±5 HU,
there are clear spikes in the results. These are due to the X-ray tube arcing (or
“spitting”) due to a gradual breakdown of the vacuum in the tube as it neared
the end of its life. Indeed, there are 140 kVp data points missing from the plot
because there were occasions when the 140 kVp mode would fail to operate. It is
interesting that the same spikes were not seen in the comparable measurements
made over the same time frame using the Varian Performance Phantom. It
is thought this is due to a scan of the longer volume of the Catphan being
a greater load on the X-ray tube, as well as the CTDIvol for individual slices
being considerably higher (more than double, in comparison with the Varian
phantom protocols E10 and E11 in table 4.2). This demonstrates the importance
of the choice of scanning protocol for QA purposes. Ideally, alongside typical
acquisition settings a scan length representative of that used with patients
should be imaged on a regular basis, although in practice this may not be
possible.

Figure 4.21 illustrates that CNR results were also influenced by tube spits,
with spits resulting in a significant spike in image noise and a corresponding
dip in CNR. Otherwise, the CNR results lay within a band ±20% about baseline.
Direct comparisons cannot be drawn between the absolute CNR measurements
performed using the two phantoms because of the different attenuation prop-
erties of the materials in each phantom. However, it is surprising that the
CNR results fluctuate over a larger range (±20%) than observed for the Varian
Performance Phantom (±10%), especially given that the CTDIvols for the Cat-
phan measurements (55.6 mGy at 120 kVp and 74.7 mGy at 140 kVp) were
approximately 3.5 times those of the Varian phantom (16.6 mGy and 22.9 mGy,
respectively), because the noise present should be less. A possible explanation
might be that because the noise is less any fluctuation in what is a small numer-
ical value on the denominator of the CNR calculation would result in a more
significant change in CNR, although further work is required to investigate this.
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4.7.2. Catphan MTF Bead Modules

Both ‘MTF Bead’ modules comprise a high-density tungsten carbide ball of
diameter 0.28 mm embedded in a uniform material[105]. The modules are
identical except that in one the bead is in the upper quadrant of the image slice
and in the other it is in the lower.

An experiment was performed using the Oxford scanner to investigate the
influence of field of view on spatial resolution. Three scans were performed at
120 kVp using the standard abdomen protocol but with acquisition fields of view
of 25 cm, 50 cm and 65 cm (protocols O5–O7 in table 4.3). From the calculated
MTF curves in figure 4.22 is evident that MTF deteriorates significantly with
increasing FOV. This result is as expected due to the increase in pixel size with
FOV.

During an ImPACT evaluation of this scanner[175] an f50 of 0.38 cycles / mm
was measured for a similar scan protocol using SFOV / DFOV = 50 cm / 38
cm. This is in good agreement with the current work because it lies between
the results measured here at 25 cm ( f50 = 0.40 cycles /mm) and 50 cm ( f50

= 0.33 cycles /mm), as should be expected. Furthermore, the proportionate
degradation in f50 between 50 cm and 65 cm is of the order of 80%, which is
consistent with an increase in pixel size of 77%.

Although these results are as expected it is still useful to be able to quantify
the effect. There is a tendency in radiotherapy CT scanning to always use the
same standard protocol for a given treatment site without fine-tuning it to the
patient imaging scenario. For example, if the scanner is set to acquire a 65 cm
FOV scan for a breast patient then the diameter is generally not reduced to
50 cm for thinner patients or those not requiring highly-angled breast boards.
However, these results provide strong evidence that a potentially relevant
improvement in spatial resolution can be gained by consciously optimising the
FOV to patient size.

It is also worth noting that the HiSpeed QX/i MTF curve for the 50 cm
FOV experiment is superior to those in figure 4.11 measured under similar
conditions for the HiSpeed FX/i scanner. This is consistent with the older
FX/i model having larger detector spacing and slower sampling electronics, as
specified in table 4.1, and is also in agreement with the measurements of other
researchers[45, 175].
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4.7.3. Catphan Uniformity Module

Being a simple cylinder of uniform material, the Catphan ‘Uniformity’ module
can be used to calculate a wide range of uniformity metrics. The IQWorks
analysis tree developed for this module is illustrated in figure 4.23, and contains:

• Application of a Signal Calibrator to effectively linearise the CT data by
adding 1000 to all pixel values. This is necessary for the calculation of
absolute uniformity metrics.

• Phantom edge detection to aid placement of other ROIs.

• Circular ROIs of diameter 13 cm and 18 cm, defining ‘inner’ and ‘outer’
FOVs respectively. The inner FOV is constrained to the Uniformity mod-
ule itself whilst the outer FOV also encompasses the cylindrical housing of
the Catphan. Depending upon the scanner and imaging scenario, includ-
ing the housing in a uniformity calculation may be acceptable because
its pixel values lie within 10-15 HU of those of the Uniformity module,
well within the ±40 HU uniformity tolerance specified by Varian for the
Acuity and OBI CBCT systems[345]. Furthermore, if comparative results
are reported relative to a baseline measurement then any non-uniformity
caused by a step change at the interface between the module and housing
becomes irrelevant. Basic statistics and the coefficient of variation are
calculated for each ROI.

• Horizontal, vertical and diagonal line profiles through the centre of the
phantom, covering both the inner and outer FOVs. For the horizontal
and vertical profiles these are calculated as the average of 7 adjacent rows
or columns. Only a single lines are included for the diagonal profiles. A
range of uniformity metrics is calculated for each profile: integral, integ-
ral+, integral- and differential uniformity, and the coefficient of variation.

• 4 square ROIs of side 1 cm are placed in the ‘north’, ‘south’, ‘east’ and
‘west’ positions at the edges of the inner and outer FOVs. A further ROI
of the same dimensions is located at the centre of the phantom. These are
used to calculate the ‘maximum difference’ and ‘U1’ metrics specified in
section B.15.

With so many metrics being calculated it is easy to cause confusion by trying
to interpret too many results simultaneously. It is therefore important to be
able to reduce these into a manageable subset which is still sensitive enough
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to demonstrate changes in performance. If issues arise or trends are identified
in this subset then the full battery of metrics can be consulted to investigate
further. It was found that a useful set of metrics to monitor regularly included:

• Integral and differential uniformity for all line profiles, with the worst
case results being reported as a single metric for each.

• Coefficients of variation for the circular ROIs.

• U1 for each FOV.

In summary, it is suggested that in the first instance only 4 uniformity metrics
are considered for each of the inner and outer FOVs. Indeed, it is arguable that
although the integral and differential uniformity measures are reduced metrics
they are actually more sensitive overall because they represent worst-case
results.

Outer FOV uniformity metrics plotted over time for the 120 kVp Edinburgh
QA scans described earlier (protocol E13 in table 4.2) are presented in figure
4.24, in which the ‘Global Uniformity’ metric corresponds to U1. Except for
two clear spikes, all metrics are within ±0.7% of baseline across the whole
time period. Following an investigation it transpired that the spikes were due
to a shadow appearing at the base of the image resulting from the phantom
being positioned over a part of the couch where there was an underlying
support structure. It is reassuring that the differential, integral and coefficient of
variation metrics were sufficiently sensitive to identify this artefact. However,
the global (U1) metric did not respond at all to the presence of the artefact
and this is of concern because it is this metric which tends to form the basis of
performance recommendations[156].

From the results of this work it is recommended that U1 is not relied upon
as the only measure of image uniformity, but that instead the four metrics
described above are routinely considered.
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Figure 4.23. – IQWorks screenshot illustrating analysis of the Catphan uniformity
module. This demonstrates the inner and outer circular regions
of interest (ROIs), 7 localised square ROIs (1 central, 4 at the top,
bottom, left and right of the inner circle, and 4 around the peripheral
circle) and 4 line profiles (horizontal, vertical and the two diagonals).
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4.8. Practical Application: Commissioning of

CBCT Systems

4.8.1. Overview

This section discusses the application of the IQWorks performance evaluation
framework to the commissioning of two Varian OBI CBCT units in the new
Oxford Cancer Centre. A rigorous alignment process coupled with regular QA
and geometrical calibration ensure that the isocentres of the kilovoltage and
megavoltage systems coincide to within a sphere of radius 1.5 mm[344, 359],
thus enabling images representative of the treatment geometry to be acquired
using the kilovoltage system. Essentially, during installation the isocentres
of the two beamlines are accurately characterised through a combination of
optical and radiographic checks. If there is a discrepancy, then the kilovoltage
beamline is shimmed before the robotic arms are permanently mounted to the
linac base frame. Active feedback from the X-ray tube and kilovoltage detector
motion controllers then ensures that any deviations in position during a CBCT
scan are automatically corrected, thus helping to maintain the tight isocentre.
Furthermore, any residual sag is taken into account through application of a
sag correction map which is determined by analysing projection images of a
geometrical phantom at different gantry angles[226, 345]. Both the correction
map and robotic arm control systems can be adjusted if the isocentres drift out
of alignment over time.

Central to the OBI system is the performance of the flat panel detector. This is
a PaxScan 4030CB unit which is a 40 cm × 30 cm amorphous silicon TFT array
with a caesium iodide phosphor and was described in detail in section 4.2.

4.8.2. Electron Density Calibration Curve – Catphan 504

Images of the Catphan 504 were acquired on both Oxford OBI units using all the
available standard protocols, choosing a slice thickness of 2.5 mm and image
matrix of 512× 512. Technique settings for these protocols are listed in table
4.4, along with the abbreviations which will be used to distinguish them in
the following sections. IQWorks was employed to generate electron density
conversion curves ‘Alignment & Sensitometry’‘ module and these are compared
against the Catphan nominal curve in figure 4.25. As stated earlier, Varian’s
specified tolerance for the mean pixel value in ROIs placed on sensitometry
inserts is ±40 HU about the nominal[345] and this band is included in the figure
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for the purposes of comparison.
It was immediately clear from the results that all but two of the scan protocols

(SD Head and Pelvis) were outside specification, some considerably so. This
was truly surprising because manufacturer configuration had been completed
and both OBI units had formally passed the manufacturer’s acceptance test.
However, it appears that only one full-fan protocol (SD Head) and one half-fan
protocol (Pelvis) are calibrated by the manufacturer during installation and
indeed the acceptance test procedure involves only analysing images for a single
mode (SD Head). This was a very important finding for a number of reasons.
Firstly, the fact that not all modes are calibrated initially is poorly documented.
In addition, from practical experience one cannot assume that if any particular
mode is within specification it must follow that the others are too. This has
implications for the level of testing performed on a regular basis as part of a
routine QA programme. Furthermore, although the HU response curve tends
to be considered in radiotherapy from the perspective of its implications on
dose calculations, the curve also influences the relative contrast between objects
of different densities. In figure 4.25 the uncalibrated curves are non-linear and
all have slightly different trends. Therefore, patient images acquired using these
would not only have incorrect absolute pixel values (potentially of the order
of hundreds of HU out) but the contrast observed between similar structures
would also be different from one scan protocol to the next.

Following a full recalibration all scan protocols were found to be well within
specification, as shown in figure 4.26. For the purposes of comparison, the
curves measured for all clinical imaging modes on the Acuity system in Ox-
ford, determined using the same phantom and IQWorks analysis tree, are also
included in figure 4.27. The technique settings for these modes are included
in table 4.5. Although these curves also represent the state of the equipment
immediately following installation they are all within specification, with no
additional calibrations having been required.
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Figure 4.25. – Electron density calibration curves of all clinical imaging modes of
two Varian OBI units in Oxford, immediately following installation
and acceptance testing. Error bars are ±1 SD of the pixel values in
each ROI. Top–Measured calibration curves, with Varian nominal
curve present as the ideal reference. Bottom–Deviation of measured
curves from Varian nominal. Abbreviations are as in table 4.4.
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Figure 4.26. – Electron density calibration curves of all clinical imaging modes of
two Varian OBI units in Oxford, immediately following comprehens-
ive recalibration. Error bars are ±1 SD of the pixel values in each
ROI. Top–Measured calibration curves, with Varian nominal curve
present as the ideal reference. Bottom–Deviation of measured curves
from Varian nominal. Abbreviations are as in table 4.4.
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Figure 4.27. – Electron density calibration curves of all clinical imaging modes
of the Varian Acuity simulator in Oxford, immediately following
installation and acceptance testing. Error bars are ±1 SD of the pixel
values in each ROI. Top–Measured calibration curves, with Varian
nominal curve present as the ideal reference. Bottom–Deviation of
measured curves from Varian nominal. SD and MS refer to Standard
Dose and MultiScan respectively.
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4.8.3. Electron Density Conversion Curve – Biologically
Representative Materials

The importance of using biologically representative tissue-equivalent mater-
ials to verify the electron density conversion curve was discussed in section
4.7.1. However, none of the available dedicated electron-density phantoms was
suitable for this application because they were all too thin to induce scatter con-
ditions representative of those during calibration conditions. Stacking blocks of
solid water either side of the RMI-467 phantom was attempted but phantom
alignment became too awkward and the sharp edges of the blocks themselves
introduced artefacts into the images.

An alternative approach was to mount a selection of electron-density inserts
from the RMI-467 phantom inside a water-filled phantom Nuclear Associates
PET-CT phantom (Fluke Biomedical, Ohio, USA). Photographs of the inserts
being arranged in the phantom are shown in figure 4.28 and the electron-density
curves determined using IQWorks are in 4.29. It is evident from the plotted
curves that agreement with the ICRU 42 reference is significantly poorer than
would have been expected given the excellent results for the Catphan and the
known achievable performance of conventional CT systems measured earlier in
this chapter. Indeed, for all modes there are points – and for some modes up to
5 points – which fall outside the tolerance band designated for a ±2% influence
on dose calculations.

These results emphasise that for radiotherapy applications involving dose
calculations, including basic treatment planning, on-treatment review of dose
delivery and advanced adaptive radiotherapy, it is crucial that electron-density
conversion curves are verified using appropriate materials. Considering these
results in the context of the findings for conventional CT systems it is suggested
that it may not be possible to calibrate CT systems to be within specification both
for the Catphan and biologically representative materials, and that perhaps
biologically representative materials should themselves be used during the
calibration process. This is currently being investigated in Oxford and has been
followed up with the manufacturer, who appeared to be unaware this was a
potential issue.
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Figure 4.28. – Photograph of the Nuclear Associates PET-CT phantom containing
tissue equivalent inserts from the RMI-467 phantom. Left–Phantom
filled with pure water and aligned on OBI couch for scanning. Right–
Inserts affixed to central column prior to mounting inside phantom.
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Figure 4.29. – Electron density calibration curves of all clinical imaging modes
of the two OBI units in Oxford, measured using ICRU-44 tissue-
equivalent materials. Error bars are ±1 SD of the pixel values in each
ROI. Top–Measured calibration curves, with the Varian and ICRU-42
nominal curves and the measured 120 kVp curve for the Oxford
radiotherapy CT scanner present as references. Bottom–Deviation
of measured curves from ICRU-42 nominal. Abbreviations are as in
table 4.4.
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4.8.4. Investigation of Effect of Equipment Settings on
Electron Density Calibration

Longitudinal field of view can be freely modified at scan-time for all OBI CBCT
protocols. In an effort to minimise concomitant patient dose it would seem
appropriate to make an effort to reduce this as far as possible to just cover the
volume of interest. However, the impact of this on the HU sensitometry curve
was uncertain.

Scans of the Catphan were acquired using the SD Head mode for longitudinal
FOVs of 16 cm, 10 cm and 8 cm, with the phantom aligned as standard with the
beam central-axis passing through the centre of the cylinder, and for 10 cm, 8 cm
and 4 cm FOVs with the phantom being offset longitudinally by 3 cm to ensure
sufficient scattering into the plane of the ‘Alignment & Sensitometry’ module
from material either side. (Because in the standard arrangement the module is
not directly in line with the central axis it becomes closer to the periphery of
the cone-beam as the longitudinal FOV is reduced.)

Sensitometry curves for the different FOV configurations are presented rel-
ative to the Catphan nominal curve in figure 4.30. There is evidence that both
the location of the slice with respect to the edge of the cone-beam, and the
length of the longitudinal FOV, significantly influence the sensitometry curve,
particularly for higher density materials. Further work is required for a full
characterisation, but as a result of this initial investigation the current recom-
mendation in Oxford is to ensure that the longitudinal FOV extends at least 4
cm beyond the clinical volume that it is intended to view on the scan.

A limitation of the OBI system is that there is no interlocking mechanism to
ensure the correct bow-tie filter is mounted for any particular scanning mode.
Indeed, it is also possible to acquire a scan with no bow-tie present. However,
it is extremely easy to forget to check or change the filter so an investigation
was performed to determine the dependence of the sensitometry curve on the
bow-tie filter. A series of scans were acquired, both for full and half-fan modes,
where either the wrong or no filter was mounted. It is clear from figure 4.31 that
the correct bow-tie filter is crucial for the HU - electron-density conversion curve
to be within tolerance. Indeed, the measured curves, and hence both electron-
density and relative contrast, are very considerably outside tolerance when the
wrong or no filter is used. This is a serious design fault and a procedure has
been introduced in Oxford to minimise the risk of this occurring.
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4.8.5. Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR)

Over time the radiographers in Oxford have built up considerable experience
scanning patients with the conventional CT scanner. It was therefore desirable
to draw comparisons between this and the Varian OBI solution. In the following
examples detailed measurements were made on one of the new OBI units.

Catphan scans were acquired using each imaging protocol on the OBI, as
specified in table 4.4, selecting a slice thickness of 2.5 mm but keeping all other
parameters at their default settings (maximum axial and longitudinal FOVs and
an image matrix of 384× 384). Scans of the phantom were also acquired with
the conventional CT scanner using the standard abdomen protocol at FOVs of
25 cm, 50 cm and 65 cm (protocols O5–O7 in table 4.3).

CNR results calculated by IQWorks for acrylic, LDPE and PTFE are shown in
figure 4.32 in which it is immediately apparent that each of the conventional
CT protocols is superior to any of the OBI ones. Another observation is that for
the conventional CT scanner CNR improves with increasing FOV, which is as
expected because more photons contributing to the correspondingly larger pixel
size will result in less Poisson noise. However, because there is also significant
variability in CNR between materials the scaling of the chart makes it difficult
to interpret the results further. Therefore, a second chart is included where the
results for each material are normalised with respect to that for the 25 cm CT
scanner scan.

An interesting result is that across all materials the relative CNR of the various
imaging protocols is approximately the same. Also, the CBCT protocols roughly
fall into two groups of similar CNR: Low and Standard-Dose Head, and all
other protocols. It is also noted that there is a considerable difference between
High-Quality Head and Standard-Dose Head (due to dose reduction by a factor
of 5, from 21.6 mGy to 4.3 mGy) but almost negligible difference between
Standard-Dose Head and Low-Dose Head (where there is dose reduction by a
factor of 1.5, from 4.3 mGy to 2.2).

To investigate these results further it is necessary to highlight the dependency
on dose. According to Poisson statistics, the CNR should be proportional to the
square root of the dose dp in any pixel. i.e.

CNR ∝
√

dp (4.9)

Now, the dose per pixel is proportional to both the CTDIvol for the slice and
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the pixel area a2 where a is the dimension of the side of a square pixel.

dp ∝ CTDIvola2 (4.10)

Therefore,
CNR ∝

√
CTDIvola (4.11)

and hence
CNR√

CTDIvola
= constant (4.12)

Figure 4.33 charts the quantity in equation 4.12 for each material and ac-
quisition mode considered above, with the data points for each material being
normalised to the result for the 25 cm FOV CT scan. In the discussions of CNR
results earlier in this chapter it was noted a number of times that there may
be an intrinsic uncertainty in CNR measurements due to a potentially large
contrast value being divided by a numerically small noise value, such that
even small fluctuations in the noise value were manifested in artificially large
changes in CNR. When discussing the time-trend data for the Catphan CNR
measurements in figure 4.21 it was noted that the measured values fluctuated
within an envelope of ±20% of the baseline. This was taken as a ‘worst case’
estimate of the uncertainty in the CNR calculation in the current experiment
and used for the error bars on figure 4.33.

A number of interesting results are revealed by this figure. Firstly, the results
are similar across all materials, which is to be expected for materials with
smoothly varying linear attenuation coefficients over the 10–100 keV range, and
against which the individual scan modes have been calibrated. i.e. protocol
kVp should have little impact on contrast, both because it has been calibrated
out and because these are ‘well-behaved’ engineering materials. Also, the
results for the 25 and 50 cm CT scanner protocols are almost identical, which
is exactly in line with expectation. However, the results for the 65 cm ‘wide
FOV’ CT scanner mode are considerably larger than the other two. Although
this could be just on the limits of the estimated experimental uncertainty it
is unlikely because the value is consistently a factor of ~1.6 times that of the
other modes, with very little fluctuation between materials. This result implies
that the ‘wide FOV’ mode achieves improved CNR at any given dose point,
even accounting for pixel size, which is somewhat counter-intuitive given that
clinical users report extrapolation artefacts in patient images acquired under
this mode. However, a limitation of this experiment is that the Catphan is
of a relatively small diameter (20 cm) and is positioned at the centre of the
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FOV, so that the reconstruction of its image is from a fully sampled set of
projections. Given that the ‘wide FOV’ reconstruction algorithm attempts to
minimise an expectation function when estimating the ‘missing’ data required
to fill the extended FOV it is likely there are noise reduction steps in place,
possibly to reduce the artefacts introduced at the periphery of the FOV. It is
therefore thought that the perceived improvement in relative CNR may not
be representative and that a more detailed investigation of the effect on other
metrics is required.

Another interesting result is that, within the uncertainty limits, all CBCT
modes except Pelvis perform the same. This is reassuring because it indicates
the system is limited by Poisson statistics rather than data processing steps.
However, it is unclear why the performance of the Pelvis mode is significantly
poorer than the rest. Indeed, with reference to table 4.4, at a CTDIvol of 19.6 mGy
the Pelvis mode is one of the highest dose modes, so the fact that it appears to be
underperforming merits further investigation. Although the metric calculated
for the LDPE test object on the Low Dose Head mode appears to be superior to
those of other modes it is thought this is still within the experimental uncertainty
because, in contrast to the ‘wide FOV’ case discussed above, this value varies
within its error bar between the acrylic and PTFE materials.

In a further experiment the phantom was scanned again using different matrix
sizes (384× 384 and 512× 512) and fields of view (25 cm – which included
25.5 and 25.6 cm, and 45 cm). The results for the acrylic insert are presented in
figure 4.34. As expected, there is always a boost in CNR when reconstructing
at the smaller matrix size, and this is of the order of 30%. Furthermore, it is
interesting that the Pelvis protocol, when reconstructing at its smallest 25.6 cm
FOV, has comparable CNR to the Pelvis Spot-Light and High-Quality Head
protocols. This suggests there is no CNR penalty from using a half-fan mode for
relatively small FOV scanning. Given that FOVs smaller than 25 cm are unlikely
to be required in the majority of clinical scenarios, and putting concomitant
dose considerations aside, the Pelvis protocol may be appropriate as a general
purpose option which can be utilised in most situations. This would have
the advantage of avoiding the necessity to regularly change the bow-tie filter,
but the more time-consuming gantry rotation over 360° instead of 200° may
have clinical implications. There may also be patient dose implications due to
the X-ray tube irradiating from all angles, but a detailed consideration would
involve modelling doses to organs within the irradiated volume and is outside
the scope of this study[71].
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To verify whether these results were also in line with expectation the metric in
equation 4.12 was calculated and is plotted in figure 4.35, this time normalised
to the SD Head result for the 25 cm, 384 × 384 case. For the same reasons
as discussed above, the error bars are again set at ±20%. This time all modes
perform similarly, within the limits of experimental uncertainty, except for the
large FOV Pelvis scans, which again underperform. Again, further investigation
of this is required.
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Figure 4.32. – Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of default OBI acquisition modes rel-
ative to standard modes of the radiotherapy CT scanner in Oxford
Cancer Centre (OCC). Error bars are indicative of ±1 SD in the pixel
values used in the CNR calculation and are included for illustrative
purposes only because there is significant uncertainty in the calcu-
lation of these. Top–Absolute CNR for three reference materials.
Bottom–Curves normalised to the CNR of the 25 cm CT scanner
result. Abbreviations are as in table 4.4.
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pixel of default OBI acquisition modes, normalised to the perform-
ance of the Oxford CT scanner under protocol O5 in table 4.3. CT
protocols O6 and O7 have also been included for comparative pur-
poses. Error bars represent ±20% and are explained in the main text.
Abbreviations are as in table 4.4.
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f50 (cycles/mm)
Mode 512×512 384×384 512×512

384×384
SD Head - 25 cm

FOV
0.54 0.42 1.3

Pelvis - 26 cm
FOV

0.56 0.51 1.1

Pelvis - 45 cm
FOV

0.41 0.35 1.2

Table 4.6. – MTF f50 results for different acquisition modes and reconstruction
settings

4.8.6. Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)

IQWorks was used to analyse one of the MTF beads in the same series of scans
as acquired for the CNR experiments discussed in the previous section. Results
for the Standard-Dose Head and Pelvis protocols are plotted in figure 4.36, with
comparative results also included for standard, clinically used head and pelvis
protocols of the conventional CT scanner.

Interestingly, the MTF curves for the OBI system are generally better than
those of the conventional CT scanner. Although this is somewhat surprising it
is noted that the CT scanner protocols utilised do not employ any form of edge
enhancement, so this is not a true indication of relative performance under fully
optimised conditions[45, 175]. Nevertheless, these results are representative
of the performance of the two systems for standard modes in current clinical
use. Another important result is that there is a considerable boost in MTF from
reconstructing at a matrix of 512× 512 rather then 384× 384. This is presented
numerically in table 4.6, where it is evident that the improvement in f50 when
moving to the larger matrix size is 1.2±0.1 across all modes. This is consistent
with the factor of 512/384 = 1.3 one would expect from the smaller pixel size.

Serious consideration must therefore be given to the balance between CNR
and MTF when selecting a matrix size appropriate for a particular clinical
application.
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those of the radiotherapy CT scanner in Oxford Cancer Centre (OCC)
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4.8.7. Uniformity

By visual inspection, CBCT images generally appear noisier and less uniform
than those of the conventional CT scanner (compare, for example, the images in
4.37). The subjective perception of higher noise is consistent with the objective
CNR measurements reported above. However, a detailed numerical analysis is
required to confirm the visual observation for uniformity.

A known issue with the OBI system is that full-fan modes suffer from a
‘crescent’ artefact caused by the bow-tie filter slipping relative to the focal spot
of the X-ray tube as the gantry rotates. This is clearly visible in the image in
figure 4.37. However, it was discovered that the U1 and ‘maximum difference’
recommended metrics[156, 345] are rather insensitive to this, essentially because
the ROIs inspected in the analysis lie either side – but not on – the artefact.

Instead, the artefact is clearly revealed by a diagonal profile, as illustrated
in figure 4.38. Another interesting result from this figure is that, whereas the
response of the Edinburgh and Oxford CT scanners is flat across the entire FOV,
the CBCT modes tend to fall-off towards the periphery.

The reduced uniformity metrics defined in section 4.7.3 are compared across
all OBI imaging modes for both inner and outer FOVs in figure 4.39. These are
described in table 4.4. Results from the Edinburgh and Oxford CT scanners
(protocols E13 and O5 in tables 4.2 and 4.3) and the Acuity (table 4.5) are
included for comparison. In this figure, the larger the value of the uniformity
metric the poorer the uniformity. As expected, all uniformity metrics for both
CT scanners are better than those of any CBCT imaging protocol. Interestingly,
there is significant variability in uniformity between the various CBCT modes
and it is unclear why there is a considerable difference between that of the High-
Quality and other head modes, when these modes should be identical except
for the detector dose per projection. Both integral uniformity and coefficient
of variation were sensitive to the CBCT crescent artefact, but the differential
uniformity metric was relatively unaffected by it.

These results reinforce the assertion that more than one metric should always
be utilised whenever characterising uniformity.

Finally, the influence of FOV and matrix size was investigated for the pelvis
scanning protocol, with the results presented in figure 4.40. All metrics are
normalised with respect to their values at a 26 cm FOV with a 512× 512 image
matrix. Although uniformity appears to improve with decreasing matrix size
and increasing FOV, this may be due simply to a larger pixel size smoothing
out any non-uniformities and further investigation is necessary.
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OBI CBCTCT Scanner

Figure 4.37. – Catphan 504 Uniformity module images acquired using a conven-
tional CT scanner and OBI CBCT.
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4.8.8. Normalised Noise Power Spectrum (NNPS)

Noise power spectral analysis was performed on a High-Quality Head scan
of the Catphan uniformity module. A single 256× 256 ROI was placed at the
centre of FOV and 17 adjacent slices were considered to calculate the NNPS.
The results for stochastic noise are compared against those for the clinically
used head protocol () of the conventional CT scanner in figure 4.41.

From the figure it is apparent that the NNPS of the CBCT scan is approxim-
ately two orders of magnitude greater than that of the conventional CT scan,
which is consistent with the poor CNR results discussed above. Furthermore,
the 2D visualisation of NNPS reveals off-axis structure in the CBCT spectrum
which is not present in conventional CT. There also appears to be a rotation of
the spectrum so that its axis of symmetry is not the Y axis. This may be due to
the CBCT scan being acquired over a partial arc whereas the conventional CT
scan employs a full 360° rotation.

Clearly, a great deal more investigation is required before any conclusions
can be drawn but this example demonstrates the potential of the IQWorks
evaluation framework for performing detailed experiments to determine the
root of noise-related issues. Nevertheless, it is reassuring that the results are
consistent with those of other researchers[30].
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4.8.9. OBI Time-Trends

During the fortnight over which the first OBI unit was commissioned a daily
CT scan was acquired of the Catphan 504 phantom using the Standard Dose
Head protocol, described in table 4.4, with a slice thickness of 2.5 mm, axial
FOV 25.5 cm, longitudinal FOV 17 cm and image matrix of 512× 512. Follow
up scans were then performed during regular QA sessions.

Sensitometry trends for the LDPE, acrylic and PTFE inserts are plotted in
figure 4.42, in which the day to day fluctuations for all materials are within
an envelope of ±30 HU about the baseline. Although these results exhibit
significantly greater variability those reported above for the Edinburgh CT
scanner (±7 HU) they are still well within the ±40 HU Varian tolerance and
there is no evidence of systematic drift. Of all materials, the highest density
PTFE appears to vary about the mean the most.

CNR time-trend results are presented in figure 4.43. Over the first four
months these are of the same order of magnitude as the Edinburgh CT scanner,
being within ±20% of the baseline. However, over the last two months there
appears to be a systematic drift towards higher CNR, with it currently lying just
below 20% above baseline for all materials. Given that figure 4.42 demonstrates
that the HU calibration curve has not changed over this period it appears that
the overall noise level in the system is decreasing. This could be indicative of a
change in X-ray tube output, so warrants further investigation.

In addition, geometric linearity is also very stable, as illustrated in figure
4.44, with the results agreeing well with those observed for the Edinburgh CT
scanner: within ±1.5% of baseline for all measurements. For inter-hole distances
this corresponds to an absolute uncertainty of ±0.75 mm, which is well within
the 2.0 mm tolerance for OBI measurement accuracy[185].

Employing the IQWorks evaluation framework to underpin the OBI QA
programme has clearly demonstrated benefits. Regular storage of detailed,
quantitative results to database both facilitates the identification of time-trends
and enables deeper investigations to be performed if required.
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4.9. Conclusion

Numerous examples have been presented of the IQWorks evaluation frame-
work being successfully utilised to analyse a range of established phantoms
for the performance evaluation of CT and CBCT. Applying a consistent ap-
proach across all phantoms and imaging units enables intercomparisons of both
equipment and techniques. In addition, the flexibility of IQWorks analysis trees
permits existing analysis schemes to be modified ad hoc to accommodate specific
experimental requirements or improvised new phantoms. This can be achieved
whilst still maintaining compatibility with other phantoms and schemes at the
algorithmic level.

Two phantoms containing materials with attenuation properties similar to
that of real tissue were utilised to examine the electron density calibration
curves of two GE CT scanners. It was confirmed that the 120 kVp and 140 kVp
beams of these units yield curves sufficiently close to the ICRU 42 standard
curve that dose calculations would be accurate to within 2% if the ICRU curve
was used in the treatment planning system, rather than curves tailored to the
individual scanners. This result was consistent with Battista and Bronskill’s
formalism, with the effective energies Ẽ of the 120 and 140 kVp beams falling
within the specified 60 kVp < Ẽ <80 kVp range of applicability. Furthermore,
in line with expectation it was confirmed that the electron density calibration
curve is sensitive only to kVp and not other scanner acquisition settings.

Regular quality assurance measurements on both CT scanners demonstrated
stable performance over an extended time frame, with the mean pixel values
of reference materials within ±5 HU of baseline for soft-tissue and within ±12
HU for bone at all times for a phantom positioned on the flat couch-top, but
within the tighter ranges of ±1.5 HU for soft-tissue and ±5 HU for bone when
a phantom was mounted on a jig hanging from the couch. It was concluded
that phantom placement influences the reproducibility of sensitometry meas-
urements which is important to be aware of because this is representative of
real patient scanning scenarios.

Modulation transfer function (MTF) measurements were consistent with
those of other researchers and MTF f50 was found to lie consistently within
±0.06 cycles / mm of baseline. It was noted that care should be taken when
undertaking MTF measurements to model the scenario being investigated: an
experiment to characterise intrinsic detector performance may not yield results
representative of the resolving power of a real clinical protocol. In addition, in
all experiments it was found that MTF improves as the field of view is reduced
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and it is suggested that best practice is to make use of the smallest FOV which
will comfortably accommodate a patient, rather than rely on default protocol
values.

Contrast to noise ratio (CNR) results were found to always fall within ±10% of
baseline over an extended time period. In addition, an interesting result was that
for higher dose protocols, where the image noise is lower, the variability in CNR
over time appears to be greater. It is thought this is due to the CNR calculation
being extremely sensitive to small changes in noise when the numerical value
of the noise quantity on the denominator is itself small. Although this means
CNR calculations will be sensitive to small changes in system performance –
as was demonstrated in the Edinburgh QA programme when the X-ray tube
was “spitting” due to an imperfect vacuum – it is essential a baseline level of
expected fluctuation is established so that false positives can be discounted.

An important conclusion arrived at a number of times in the discussion
above is that dedicated phantoms containing biologically representative tissue-
equivalent materials are necessary for the characterisation and verification of
the HU - electron-density conversion curve. Unfortunately, despite its compre-
hensive features for general purpose imaging evaluations the Catphan does
not appear to be suitable for this application. Furthermore, the limited field of
view of the Catphan inhibits its use in the optimisation of many radiotherapy
imaging scenarios, especially the most challenging cases where a patient may
be positioned towards the edge of a large field of view. There is a tangible need
for a new comprehensive image quality phantom, similar in principle to the
Catphan, but covering a larger field of view and containing tissue-equivalent
sensitometry inserts. This is a current area of research by the author.

Another important finding was that it is important to routinely calculate
at least two uniformity metrics, with the standard metric for CT uniformity
as recommended in IPEM Report 32[156] itself being insensitive to significant
changes detected by other metrics. The problem is that some whilst some
metrics are localised, others assess global performance. When considering the
overall performance of a system it is therefore essential to choose appropriate
metrics which cover likely eventualities.

During the commissioning of two OBI units in Oxford the IQWorks frame-
work clearly demonstrated its worth. Being able to quickly and automatically
undertake repetitive, time-consuming analyses enabled detailed characterisa-
tions of clinical imaging modes which would not otherwise have been possible.
Furthermore, key performance factors were identified which must be con-
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sidered when optimising scan parameters for individual patient scenarios. A
significant boost in MTF f50 of 20-30% is achievable by moving from a 384×384
to 512×512 pixel matrix, although there is a corresponding reduction in CNR of
the order of 30% due to the smaller pixel size. Therefore, the balance between
MTF and CNR when choosing the image reconstruction matrix requires further
consideration and consultation with clinical users. It is expected these will have
a real clinical impact.

Measurements suggested that the CT systems considered in this study were
all limited by Poisson noise, with noise levels changing as expected with
changes in CTDI and pixel matrix. Interestingly, this analysis has revealed
what appears to be an underperforming OBI imaging mode, and this is cur-
rently the subject of investigation.

As a platform from which to manage a QA programme based on objective
image quality metrics, the value of IQWorks has also been clearly established.
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Chapter 5.

Application to Other Radiotherapy
Imaging Modalities

5.1. Overview

In the previous two chapters detailed examples were presented of the IQWorks
image analysis framework being applied to the performance evaluation of
EPIDs and X-ray CT. Although these are the two imaging modalities most
commonly utilised as part of radiotherapy treatment planning and delivery IQ-
Works can also be used to assess images from almost any other modality, as long
as digital image data can be obtained for input into the software. Furthermore,
whilst the emphasis in this work has been on the implementation of object-
ive image quality methodologies into radiotherapy practice the framework is
equally applicable to assessment and optimisation exercises in the sphere of
diagnostic imaging.

This chapter outlines some examples of using IQWorks to analyse images
from a range of other modalities commonly encountered in radiotherapy.

One of the radiographic modes of the OBI PaxScan 4030CB detector is char-
acterised in terms of its modulation transfer function (MTF) and normalised
noise power spectrum (NNPS). In addition, the potential application of the new
QEPI1 portal imaging phantom, described in chapter 3, to the performance
evaluation of kilovoltage energy imaging systems is investigated.

A new phantom is introduced for the geometrical verification of digitally
reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) and which can also be used to measure
MTF. This is utilised to investigate the effect of CT slice thickness and pitch
on MTF, and the performance of two different treatment planning systems is
compared. A final illustration is included of IQWorks being used to characterise
and calibrate digital display devices: a consumer grade computer monitor
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and a seminar room projector. Rather more detail is presented for this last
example because display devices are a critical component of any application of
images in radiotherapy[240], for any imaging modality and at any stage of the
imaging process, yet their full consideration in a radiotherapy context is still in
its infancy.

Together, these examples demonstrate that the package can be employed
to provide a consistent approach to optimising performance across the entire
radiotherapy imaging chain.

5.2. Radiographic Projection Imaging

Characterisation of diagnostic radiographic systems in terms of modulation
transfer function, noise power spectrum and detective quantum efficiency under
standard exposure conditions is well established, being the subject of a current
IEC standard[146]. State-of-the-art radiotherapy simulators are equipped with
flat-panel detectors similar to those found in diagnostic imaging so the same
techniques utilised with the diagnostic equipment can be applied directly to
these. Although in recent years the use of conventional radiotherapy simulators
has largely declined in favour of CT-simulation the same technologies are now
being incorporated into linac-based image guidance systems, such as Varian’s
on-board imaging (OBI) and the Elekta Synergy products, which essentially
incorporate a kilovoltage, diagnostic-grade imaging beam-line orthogonal to
the megavoltage beam-line, with the two systems having coincident isocentres.
It is therefore attractive to be able to characterise and routinely review the
performance of such systems using methodologies in widespread use in the
diagnostic sphere.

At the heart of the Varian OBI system is the PaxScan 4030CB detector, which
was described in detail in chapter 4 where its application to cone-beam CT
imaging was considered. It was noted in that chapter that the imager operated
in its ‘dual-gain half resolution’ (DGHR) mode when acquiring CT projections.
In this study the ‘single-pulse half resolution’ (SPHR) mode of a new OBI unit
in Edinburgh will be characterised in terms of its modulation transfer function
(MTF) and normalised noise power spectrum (NNPS). As described in section
4.2 this mode bins the detector elements 2× 2 to give an effective matrix size
of 1024× 768, and is optimised to boost contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) at the
expense of spatial resolution.

In this experiment the detector was at an SSD of 175 cm and the exposures
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were performed at 70 kVp, 1.2 mAs and with 0.5 mm copper filtration added to
the X-ray beam. This is in-line with the methods of Dobbins et al.[75] and was
used in preference to the IEC method because its more simplistic experimental
arrangement makes it more practical to repeat on a routine basis or apply to a
wider range of equipment. Furthermore, intercomparisons of the two methods
have revealed that the differences in MTF and NPS yielded are insignificant[76,
78, 308].

It was found that the particular detector being considered saturated at a dose
around 1.5 µGy. IEC guidance is that a detector should be characterised at 3
dose levels: its normal operating level, 3 times this level and 1/3 of this level.
Because the detector saturated at around 1.5 µGy it was decided to consider 1/3
of this as a starting point, so that the study described here involved a detector
dose of 0.5 µGy.

A tungsten square of thickness 1 mm and with machined edges was posi-
tioned on the surface of the detector at an angle of approximately 3° to the
detector matrix. It was aligned so that one edge coincided with the central axis
of the x-ray beam, as shown in 5.1, allowing an assessment there with minimal
penumbra due to edge shadow from oblique rays.

In the ‘EdgeLine’ analysis module a Sobel edge detector with a search range
of 5 pixels was used to localise the edge of the tungsten square, then the
edge function sampled with a factor of 0.1, smoothed by a moving Gaussian-
weighted second order polynomial and differentiated to yield the line spread
function. The line spread function was then interpolated to 128 points before the
Fast Fourier Transform taken to give the MTF. Finally, the MTF was rebinned to
a spacing of 0.05 cycles/mm. (NB: Because the intention of this work was to
characterise detector performance, with the test object positioned on the surface
of the detector, results here are presented with spatial frequencies quoted in the
plane of the detector rather than projected back to isocentre.)

Calculated MTFs in the X and Y matrix directions are plotted in figure 5.2,
in which it is clear that there is no significant difference between the curves in
either direction. The f50 extracted from this curve is 0.90 ± 0.05 cycles / mm.
Also in the figure is a curve digitised from a similar experiment by Benitez et
al.[21] in which the PaxScan 4030CB was also assessed. Although the measured
and cited curves are comparable in shape and overall characteristics the Benitez
et al. curve demonstrates a low-frequency drop due to veiling glare which is
not observed in the measured curves, and the high-frequency performance of
the Benitez et al. curve is slightly better than that measured. These may be
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Figure 5.1. – Image demonstrating the angulation and alignment of a tungsten
square when used to measure modulation transfer function (MTF).
The blue cross-hairs indicate the central axis of the X-ray beam and
pixels in the blue regions of interest are used to calculate the MTF.
The image was acquired using the Varian PaxScan 4030CB detector of
the Varian OBI unit in Edinburgh.
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Figure 5.2. – Modulation transfer function (MTF) curves calculated in the X and
Y matrix directions for the single-pulse half-resolution mode of the
Varian PaxScan 4030CB detector. A curve determined in a similar
experiment by Benitez et al.[21] is included for comparison.

explained by a different acquisition geometry (104.8 cm SSD due to mounting
in a conventional CT scanner gantry, which would result in the focal spot size
having a smaller effect) and the detector operating in a different mode during
the Benitez team’s experiment. Although not specified in their paper, because
they were comparing the potential of two detectors for CBCT applications it is
suspected they were characterising the dual-gain half-resolution (DGHR) mode
optimised by Varian for CBCT. However, one would expect similar MTF curves
for each mode because the pixel size is the same.

Normalised NPS was calculated from a flood field exposure under the same
exposure conditions as described above. Regions of interest (ROIs) of 128 ×
128 pixels were arranged half-overlapping across the central 95% of the field
of view, resulting in 140 ROIs altogether. To minimise background trends a
two-dimensional second-order polynomial fit was subtracted from each ROI
and all results were normalised to the mean pixel values in the top-left ROI.
The resulting X and Y direction NNPS are shown in figure 5.3, along with
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curves from the work by Benitez et al. Whereas the Benitez team found that
the NNPS was similar in each matrix direction (and therefore only present
results for a single direction) the results of the current work clearly indicate
higher noise power in the Y direction. Furthermore, although the NNPS curves
all exhibit similar behaviour the curves measured here are approximately an
order of magnitude lower than that for a lower detector dose (0.17 µGy) and
are still significantly lower than that for a much higher dose (0.52 µGy). This
is almost certainly due to the use of the dual-gain mode in the Benitez team’s
experiments – in their paper they also present results for detector doses up to
~6.4 µGy, whereas in the current work the images began to exhibit structural
artefacts due to saturation at around 1.5 µGy. This is consistent with the detector
appearing to have a superior dynamic range in the Benitez team’s experiments,
a key difference between the two acquisition modes. Furthermore, because
the same dataset was used in the IQWorks validation experiment described
in section B.18, in which IQWorks, QA-Distri and OBJ-IQ_reduced all yielded
similar results, there is confidence that the differences observed here are not
due to problems with the IQWorks algorithms themselves.

Given the significant differences in experimental conditions between Benitez
et al. and the current work it is encouraging that the MTF and NNPS results are
broadly comparable between the two and the ability of IQWorks to perform such
analyses is clearly demonstrated. More work is required to fully characterise the
clinical radiographic modes of the Varian OBI system in a geometrical context
representative of the radiotherapy set-up verification task.

With the QEPI1 phantom being routinely used to assess the performance of
megavoltage EPI it would be convenient if the same phantom could be used
to test kilovoltage radiographic systems simply by rotating the gantry through
90°. In order to verify whether the QEPI1 could be used for a daily QC check
of the OBI system’s imaging performance and geometry, fluoroscopy images
were acquired under automatic brightness control, with the phantom being
aligned at isocentre exactly as for megavoltage imaging, as described in section
3.5 and the detector at the default source-detector-distance (SDD) of 150 cm.
Images were analysed using a similar analysis tree for megavoltage imaging,
and the resultant average MTF curve is plotted in figure 5.4, where the error
bars indicate ±1 SD in the MTF values measured across the field of view. The
curve from a 1 mm tungsten square aligned at isocentre has also been plotted
for comparison because the tungsten square is the generally accepted test object
for fundamental radiographic spatial resolution assessment. From the figure
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Figure 5.4. – Modulation transfer function (MTF) curve derived from a Varian OBI
fluoroscopy image of the QEPI1 phantom aligned at isocentre. Error
bars indicate ±1 SD about the mean MTF curve calculated across the
field of view. The curve obtained from a tungsten square imaged
using the same geometry is included for comparison.

it is clear that both curves agree within the limits of experimental uncertainty,
thus suggesting the QEPI1 phantom can reliably be used for routine QC checks
of the radiographic components of the OBI system.

Taking both curves together, the f50 was measured as 1.60 ± 0.05 cycles/mm.
This is consistent with the curve above using the tungsten square on the surface
of the detector. In the previous experiment the detector SDD was 175 cm. Cor-
recting the current measurement for geometric magnification suggests that the
measurement on the surface of the detector would yield an f50 of 1.0 cycles/mm.
This is close to the 0.90 cycles / mm measured above and it is encouraging that
consistent results can be obtained using either phantom.
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5.3. Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs (DRRs)

A new phantom[290] was developed as part of this work to harness the potential
of the ‘DRR Geometry Checker’ described in section B.20. The phantom consists
of high-contrast ball-bearings suspended in a tissue-equivalent base material
and is flexible in that the number, locations, diameters and materials of the
ball-bearings, as well as the choice of base material, can be varied depending
upon the intended application. For example, the phantoms shown in figure
5.5 contain a combination of 1 mm diameter aluminium ball-bearings and 0.4
mm diameter tungsten ball-bearings embedded in either wax or a polyester
resin. Whereas the wax is easy to use to build prototype phantoms containing
different types of ball-bearings the polyester resin is more durable and can be
machined, so is more appropriate for a permanent phantom intended for use in
a routine QA programme. However, the resin phantom is considerably more
difficult to manufacture.

Coordinates of ball-bearings in a DRR image can be predicted for any com-
bination of gantry angle, couch rotation and isocentre shift using the ‘DRR
Geometry Checker’ module, with the predictions then verified through ob-
serving that the cross-hairs overlaid on the image indeed match the locations of
the balls. In addition, the ‘Impulse MTF’ analysis module described in section
B.17.4 can be used to calculate the MTF from a bearing’s point spread function,
allowing the influence of CT acquisition settings on DRR spatial resolution to
be investigated.

When constructing the DRR phantom it was found that even small imperfec-
tions near the ball-bearings could influence the CT scans and thus the resultant
DRRs. Boring holes through which the balls were inserted was therefore not
a suitable construction technique because it was almost impossible to avoid
residual pockets of air when backfilling the bore holes with base material. In-
stead, rather than precisely positioning the balls during manufacture, it was
determined that a more reproducible finish could be achieved through building
the phantoms in layers and roughly placing the balls on the surface of a still
soft layer before the next layer was poured. Once the phantom had hardened,
and the edges squared off through machining, the precise locations of the balls
could be identified through thin-slice CT scanning.

Another challenge was striking a balance between the contrast and pinpoint
localisation of a ball-bearing and its size and the photon starvation or beam
hardening artefacts caused by the dense material. Through experimentation
it was discovered that the relatively large 1 mm diameter aluminium bearings
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Figure 5.5. – Photographs of polyester resin (left) and wax (middle) prototypes of
the new phantom for checking Digitally Reconstructed Radiograph
(DRR) geometry. A DRR generated in Advantage Sim, on which the
projections of two ball-bearings are clearly visible, is on the right hand
side.

could be used for geometrical evaluations under all acquisition conditions
but the very small tungsten bearings were more appropriate for detailed MTF
analysis, although these could be difficult to visualise without optimising the
DRR parameters.

Although it is recommended that regular quality assurance is undertaken of
the DRR generation process, including data transfer mechanisms[154, 180], and
furthermore that DRRs are optimised as part of the overall set-up verification
strategy[284], once a DRR platform is introduced into clinical use it is generally
accepted that it ‘just works’. However there are real clinical scenarios where
DRRs can be non-optimal but where the limitations may not immediately
be apparent to the complex content of patient images and the way in which
treatment planning or virtual simulation systems handle images. For example, if
there is a glitch in the network transfer of CT slices between the CT scanner and
treatment planning system then the volumetric dataset utilised for treatment
planning and DRR generation may have slices missing. Although to a human
observer a gap in a stack of slices may be obvious, treatment planning systems
tend to deal with this without warning the operator because it could be a
deliberate feature of the particular scanning protocol (along with multiple
groups of different slice thickness, non contiguous slices, etc.). One strategy
for dealing with missing data is to generate a ‘virtual’ slice at the gap location
which is interpolated from the real slices either side. If undetected this can have
enormous consequences if the slice is at the very edge of the CTV or PTV and
thus relied on for outlining or field placement decisions. Because structures
inside the body vary smoothly with position interpolated data can appear very
realistic, whereas in a geometrical phantom with sharp edges interpolations
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tend to be less successful.

A screenshot demonstrating IQWorks being used to analyse an image of one
of the DRR phantom prototypes was shown in figure B.17. Further examples
of IQWorks being used to predict the locations of the ball-bearings in DRRs
generated by Varian Eclipse and GE Advantage Sim over a range of geometrical
scenarios are included in figure 5.6. One considerable advantage over other
systems, such as the Modus Quasar MLC Beam Geometry Phantom[98, 253], is
that a whole range of scenarios can be quickly investigated from just a single
CT scan of the phantom, or at worst from a single placement of the phantom
and multiple CT scans acquired one after the other. Other phantoms require
time-consuming realignment of the phantom prior to each CT scan, limiting
their practical implementation into a routine QA programme. IQWorks and
the new DRR phantom therefore provide a powerful and flexible platform for
verifying DRR geometrical accuracy under different CT acquisition and DRR
generation conditions.

When this work was being undertaken two virtual simulation systems were
available in the Edinburgh Cancer Centre, Varian Eclipse and GE Advantage
Sim. Each system allowed the user to vary how DRRs were generated through
modifying a number of parameters. It was desirable to compare the funda-
mental performance of DRRs from the two systems as well as better understand
the influence of CT acquisition settings on DRR spatial resolution. One of the
new DRR phantom prototypes was scanned multiple times using the standard
Edinburgh radiotherapy head and neck protocol. This was a helical technique
with settings of 120 kVp, 100 mA, 0.8 s rotation and with data being acquired
and reconstructed over a 35 cm field of view. Between scans the CT slice thick-
ness was varied in steps from 1 mm to 10 mm, and whole sets of scans were
acquired at pitches 1.0 and 1.5. Scanning at a pitch of 1.5 reduces the overall
time required for the scan by approximately one third, thus making it more
practical to acquire thinner slices, but there was concern that this would also
result in smearing of small objects and therefore a corresponding loss of spatial
resolution in the longitudinal direction in DRRs. For each set of slices a DRR
for an anterior beam was generated in each system, with depth control options
being applied to minimise the loss of contrast due to material over or under-
lying one of the 0.4 mm tungsten bearings. The DRRs were then exported as
DICOM files, imported into IQWorks and the ‘PSF Analysis’ module employed
to calculate the MTF in the X and Y matrix directions in the DRR. These corres-
pond to the left-right (i.e. transverse) and inferior-superior (i.e. parallel to the
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Image System Gantry Angle Couch Rtn Isocentre
(°) (°) X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm)

a Eclipse 0 0 0 0 0
b Eclipse 0 340 0 0 0
c Eclipse 75 0 0 0 0
d Eclipse 75 340 0 0 0
e Eclipse 15 340 10 20 30
f Adv Sim 75 0 0 0 0

Figure 5.6. – Examples of IQWorks and the DRR phantom being used to verify
DRRs generated by Varian Eclipse and GE Advantage Sim for the
beam geometries indicated in the table.
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couch motion) directions in a patient.

Plots of MTF f50 for the two systems are presented in figure 5.7, where
each system is considered separately and the effect of the two pitch settings
is compared, and figure 5.8 where the systems are directly compared against
each other on the same plots. Error bars are ±1 SD of the average of three
repeated measurements. As expected, for both systems and pitch settings, as
CT slice thickness decreases, f50 in the Y direction improves. However, also
for both systems and pitch settings, there is at the same time a corresponding
deterioration in f50 in the other direction. This is an important result because it
demonstrates that DRR optimisation is not as straightforward as opting for the
thinnest possible CT slices, with instead a balance between spatial resolution in
each direction probably being more appropriate. The experiment here suggests
that a slice thickness of between 1 and 2 mm may be optimal.

Also as expected, and for both systems, the higher pitch setting results in a
loss of resolution in the Y direction. However, two other interesting results are
that resolution in the X direction is also degraded (which may be surprising
because this is normal to the scan direction, and so less influenced by pitch) and
that the Y direction degradation is worst for the thinnest slices. In fact, from
these results, the boost in f50 from using a 1 mm slice rather than a 2 mm one
is lost if the pitch is increased from 1.0 to 1.5, perhaps to make the thin slice
acquisition viable! Careful consideration must therefore be given to CT scan
acquisition parameters when aiming to generate DRRs for treatments requiring
tight set-up correction protocols.

Overall, at a pitch of 1.0 the f50 performance of Eclipse and Advantage Sim
was comparable, with Eclipse performing marginally better in the X direction.
However, at a pitch of 1.5, although the two systems perform similarly in the
Y direction, Eclipse is considerably better in the X with the discrepancy being
worse for thinner slices. It is uncertain why this is the case but it is likely a result
of the different algorithms employed by each system to generate their DRRs.
This is partly illustrated in figure 5.9, which shows the 2D point spread function
of the ball bearing for 1 and 10 mm slices in each system. Whereas Eclipse has
a relatively smooth PSF in both directions, the Advantage Sim DRRs contain
significantly more structure. There is also evidence of saturation-like truncation
of the Advantage Sim PSF for the 10 mm slice. Finally, the Advantage Sim DRRs
are generated over a finer grid, set by the resolution of the display device when
the DRRs are calculated, whereas Eclipse DRRs are always over a 1024×1024
matrix over a specified FOV. Advantage Sim DRRs are therefore susceptible
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Figure 5.7. – Effect of CT slice thickness and pitch on the modulation transfer
function (MTF) f50 of DRRs generated by Eclipse (top) and Advantage
Sim (bottom).
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to local noise variations (as evidenced by the rough edges in the images in the
figure) which may in turn influence the MTF calculations.

Although the new DRR phantom is optimised for this application, other
phantoms can also be utilised with IQWorks to assess DRR spatial resolution.
Analyses have also been performed on DRRs generated of one of the Catphan
504 MTF beads, as illustrated in figure 5.10. For a new clinical trial in Oxford
there was an aspiration to acquire the planning CT scan under breath hold, but
there was concern that patients would be unable to hold their breath for the
duration of the existing 2.5 mm, pitch 1.0 scanning protocol. It was suggested
that instead the patients should be scanned using 3.75 mm slices, with all other
parameters remaining identical, but that the images sent to the planning system
would be reconstructed at a spacing of 2.5 mm. IQWorks and the Catphan MTF
bead were used to compare the proposed and existing protocols in terms of
the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the DRR PSFs in the Y direction.
The original protocol had a FWHM of 2.8 ± 0.3 mm and the proposed protocol
one of 4.0 ± 0.7 mm. Based on the results of this study it was felt that the new
protocol did not yield DRRs of sufficiently high resolution to match the 3 mm
action level of the set-up correction protocol intended for use during treatment.
It was therefore decided to continue using the existing scanning protocol.

With high resolution planar or volumetric imaging becoming readily available
at the treatment machine for patient set-up verification it is important the
DRRs or CT scans against which these are being matched are optimised so that
they are not the limiting step. However, whereas there is a drive generally to
improve the precision of set-up verification there is often little effort invested
in reviewing pre-treatment CT protocols or DRR generation settings alongside
this. Together, IQWorks and the new DRR phantom described above provide a
quick and robust mechanism for objectively characterising DRR performance
and addressing real clinical optimisation questions[284].
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Slice 1 mm

Slice 10 mm

Eclipse Advantage Sim

Figure 5.9. – Comparison of two-dimensional point spread functions for DRRs
generated from thick (10 mm) and thin (1 mm) CT slices by Eclipse
and Advantage Sim.

Figure 5.10. – Screenshot from Varian Eclipse in which the DRRs are generated
from a volume localised around one of the impulse beads.
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5.4. Display Devices

Across the entire radiotherapy patient pathway clinical decisions are increas-
ingly being made directly from digital images displayed on a computer monitor
or by a projector in a seminar room. With the drive towards paperless or
paper-light clinical environments, and the widespread acceptance of digital
signatures, it is now not uncommon for a radiotherapy treatment plan to be
prepared, sanctioned, delivered and verified without hard copies ever being
made of the images which were relied upon at the different stages of the process.
At the very end of the image presentation chain, display devices can potentially
have an enormous influence on how a human observer interprets an image
and therefore the clinical decision which is arrived at. Although quality assur-
ance and optimisation of display devices is recommended both by equipment
vendors[380] and in national guidelines[240, 305] even procedures for basic
testing of displays will be unfamiliar to many radiotherapy departments.

Minimum specification of displays for radiotherapy applications are generally
less than for diagnostic ones[375]. However, it is still important that all displays
in a radiotherapy department are part of a quality assurance programme. It is
the author’s experience that perceived modality problems – or even the choice
of portal imager used to acquire images for a particular group of patients – may
actually be the result of the configuration of the display device on which the
images are regularly reviewed. The ARIA radiotherapy network in the new Ox-
ford Cancer Centre is typical of that in many contemporary centres and enables
imaging tasks for treatment planning and set-up verification to be performed
on any number of equivalent workstations across the entire geographical de-
partment. Perhaps more important than absolute performance – as long as a
particular display device is ‘good enough’ for the radiotherapy application –
is that all devices which may be used for a particular application present the
images to the user in a consistent fashion, so that the same clinical decision
would be reached regardless of where in the department the assessment was
performed. As discussed in section B.21 it may also be necessary to take into
consideration ambient lighting conditions.

Some examples are presented below of how display assessment methodo-
logies from the diagnostic imaging arena may be applied in a radiotherapy
environment. A discussion of the numerical implementation of these in IQ-
Works is included in Appendix B.21.

Given that display QA is a relatively new concept for radiotherapy it is
important to adopt a pragmatic approach in line with the requirements of the
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clinical application. Ensuring LCD displays operate at their native resolution,
and that the contrast and brightness are set consistently, can easily be achieved
using standard test patterns[106, 305, 382]. However, verifying consistency of
characteristic curves requires access to measurement instruments and this may
be difficult due to cost implications.

Photometers generally operate in two modes: telescopic, where the instru-
ment is pointed at a target from a distance, and in contact, where the instrument
is placed on the surface of the display device. Some devices are configurable
to operate in either mode. Telescopic photometers tend to be very expensive
(thousands of pounds) but have the advantage that their readings take into
consideration ambient light reflected from the target. However, through careful
placement of the display device, and information gained from an environmental
light survey, it is also possible to account for ambient light even when using a
contact photometer. Nevertheless, medical or scientific grade photometers still
tend to be prohibitively expensive for use in an emerging application such as
radiotherapy.

One of the accepted ‘gold standard’ telescopic photometers is the IBA LXPlus
(now superseded by the LXCan) and the accepted standard contact photometer
is the Image Smiths’ VeriLUM. Both of these are shown in figure 5.11. However,
through investigating these instruments it was discovered that the VeriLUM
is based on an X-Rite chromaticity sensor, and that X-Rite also manufacture
considerably less expensive devices based on similar technology for the profes-
sional graphic design market. One such device is the X-Rite eye-one display
2, which is shown in figure 5.11d. A version of this instrument with minimal
bundled software retails for just over £100. An experiment was performed to
determine whether the eye-one display 2 would be suitable for radiotherapy
display device assessment.

At the time of the experiment, all new Varian imaging workstations were
delivered with Dell 20” LCD displays. One of these was chosen as a reference
device and the IQWorks ‘Display Assessment’ module used to measure the
characteristic curve, first using the LXPlus ‘gold standard’ then with a loan
eye-one display 2. A comparison was also made on a typical Belinea 21” CRT
display and the results of both experiments are presented in figure 5.12. It is
immediately clear that there is excellent agreement between the two instruments
when used to assess either display device, with the curves overlying so closely
as to be indistinguishable from each other.

Both the eye-one display 2 and LXPlus also have illuminance sensors which
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 5.11. – Photographs of different photometers. a) IBA LXPlus in contact
mode; b) IBA LXPlus in telescopic mode; c) Image-Smiths’ VeriLUM
contact pod; d) X-Rite eye-one Display2 contact pod.

are useful for projector characterisation and ambient light surveys. Another
intercomparison was performed but this time using a projector as a reference
light source and with the detectors in the geometry shown in figure 5.13. From
the plot in the figure it is clear that the illuminance response of the eye-one
display 2 is also very good and it is likely this could be improved through the
application of a simple calibration factor.

There are sometimes discussions regarding how long a display device should
be allowed to warm up before being used for a clinical application, or whether
the colour performance of the display is important. Through repeated auto-
mated runs the eye-one display 2 and IQWorks can be applied to the first
question, and an addition to the analysis module which allows extraction of
chromaticity information can address the second. These are active areas of
investigation and the plots in figure 5.14 illustrate the detailed information
which can be obtained.

It is clear from these investigations that the eye-one display 2 is an inex-
pensive yet powerful tool which has many potential applications as part of a
radiotherapy imaging QA programme.

One method for monitoring the consistency of display device performance is
to compare the response of any given device to the DICOM Grayscale Stand-
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Figure 5.12. – Results of using IQWorks to measure the characteristic curve of
two displays using the IBA LXPlus and X-Rite eye-one Display 2
detectors. Top: LCD display. Bottom: CRT Display.
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ard Display Function (GSDF)[374]. . In another experiment, the LXPlus was
used to measure the characteristic curve of the Dell display and calculate the
look-up table (LUT) necessary to calibrate it against the GSDF. The assessment
was then repeated with the LUT activated to verify the accuracy of the calib-
ration. Altogether, the calibration and verification process took less than five
minutes. In figure 5.15 the characteristic curve before and after calibration is
compared against the GSDF using the methodologies in the AAPM Task Group
18 Report[305]. In the top graph in the figure luminance is compared directly,
whilst in the lower graph the first differentials of the curves are compared
(known as the “JND Contrast Curves”). It is clear from the results that not
only is the IQWorks assessment process viable, but the resultant calibration
brings the display almost completely into the GSDF ± 20% tolerance band for a
‘Class 2’ display device. This is defined in the TG 18 Report as being suitable
for radiology review applications[305].

It was also attempted to calibrate a seminar room projector against the GSDF.
The results pre and post calibration in terms of output luminance per just-
noticeable difference (JND) index and the JND contrast curves are shown in
figure 5.16. Again, this exercise was successful, with the projector falling
completely within ‘Class 2’ device tolerances. These results are encouraging
because they demonstrate that, with relatively little effort, it is possible to
standardise radiotherapy display device performance across disparate devices,
in-line with diagnostic imaging practice and national guidance[240].

Finally, the eye-one display 2 was employed to undertake surveys of en-
vironmental light levels in the two treatment planning rooms in Oxford. An
unobtrusive monitoring station was set-up alongside a planning workstation,
as shown in figure 5.17, and light levels monitored over the course of a day. On
a second day the exercise was repeated next to an image analysis workstation
in the other room. From the results shown in figure 5.18, although fluctuations
are apparent in the light levels in either room, the levels in the ‘Open Lab’ are
almost an order of magnitude higher than in the ‘Planning Room’. Work is
clearly required to better standardise radiotherapy image viewing conditions.
However, the important result is that using IQWorks and inexpensive detectors
such as the eye-one display 2 it is definitely possible to actively monitor and
manage the ambient lighting for radiotherapy imaging applications.
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Figure 5.17. – IQWorks and the eye-one Display2 photometer being used to datalog
environmental light levels in the Oxford radiotherapy treatment
planning room.
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Figure 5.18. – Comparison of ambient light levels in two treatment planning areas
in Oxford Cancer Centre.
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5.5. Conclusion

Throughout this chapter the ability of IQWorks to analyse images of test
phantoms for a range of imaging modalities has clearly been demonstrated.

A preliminary characterisation of the PaxScan 4030CB kilovoltage detector
associated with the Varian OBI system was performed. MTF of the single-
pulse half-resolution mode was measured independently using two different
phantoms, the tungsten square traditionally employed in detailed character-
isation experiments positioned on the surface of the detector, and the new
QEPI1 phantom at isocentre. Taking into account geometrical magnification,
both phantoms yielded the same f50 of 1.0 cycles / mm (in the plane of the
detector) to within 0.1 cycles / mm. This is very encouraging and suggests the
QEPI1 may have a role in the optimisation of kilovoltage radiotherapy imaging
systems in the future.

Through application of a new phantom it was confirmed that the MTF in the
longitudinal direction of a DRR (i.e. the direction of couch motion) deteriorates
with increasing slice thickness. This was as expected and is well understood
in the radiotherapy community. However, it was also discovered that for very
thin slices the MTF begins to deteriorate in the direction parallel to the scan
plane. There appears to be an optimum slice thickness of between 1–2 mm
which balances the two effects.

Two display devices – a computer monitor and a seminar room projector –
were calibrated to conform to the DICOM Greyscale Standard Display Func-
tion. When the calibration was checked it was determined that both conformed
sufficiently well to be fulfil the role of Class 2 image review workstations. As
imaging becomes more and more prevalent in radiotherapy it will be increas-
ingly important for the displays on which the images are interpreted to be
regularly tested as part of a routine QA programme.

Throughout this and previous chapters, the flexibility provided by IQWorks
has enabled it to be applied both to addressing some real clinical questions,
and to exploring assessment approaches for emerging technologies for which
there is currently no overall consensus within the radiotherapy community.
This flexibility is key to any optimisation strategy and is central to the image
evaluation framework described throughout this work.
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Chapter 6.

Discussion and Conclusion

6.1. Overview

Throughout the previous chapters a uniform framework for the objective as-
sessment and optimisation of image quality in a radiotherapy environment
was introduced. The theoretical framework and the practical approach to im-
plementation and development of IQWorks was documented, and detailed
examples were presented of its application to a variety of radiotherapy imaging
modalities. Work has also been presented to demonstrate that it can be applied
consistently to all imaging modalities across the whole radiotherapy process
and, indeed, to wider imaging applications outside of the radiotherapy field.

This chapter evaluates the successfulness of the framework, discusses its
reception by other researchers and considers its future scope.

6.2. Evaluation of the IQWorks Framework

A number of factors have led to the explosion in radiotherapy imaging. These
include highly integrated radiotherapy information management networks
which allow images to be easily transferred between clinical software packages
and imaging and treatment devices, the introduction of advanced image guid-
ance technologies — such as high quality EPI, kilovoltage radiographic imaging
and cone-beam CT integrated with the treatment gantry — and the ready avail-
ability through PACS of radiological studies which can be co-registered with
the planning CT scan and then harnessed during treatment planning. Many of
these developments have only occurred in the past 5–10 years, with widespread
adoption being far more recent.

Ever since the very earliest applications of imaging in radiotherapy there has
been recognition that optimisation and quality assurance of imaging devices is
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important. However, there has been little consensus about how this should be
approached, with techniques varying widely not only between centres but also
between the radiotherapy and diagnostic imaging disciplines. Furthermore,
until now there has been little attempt to maintain compatibility between the
evaluations performed on different modalities, thus preventing the optimisation
of modalities against each other throughout the patient pathway. A measure
of the successfulness of the framework introduced in this work is whether or
not it provides a platform by which this can be achieved. In addition, whether
the framework can be implemented into routine practice and used ad hoc to
address real clinical issues or questions are also important factors in determining
whether it achieves its goals.

From a purely scientific standpoint, IQWorks is capable of generating results
in agreement with those of other packages, including the gold standards in the
field: OBJ-IQ_reduced and DIMOND3 QA-Distri for radiographic imaging and
the ImPACT+ evaluation software for CT. As a basic image analysis package
it can therefore be considered a success. However, unlike the other packages,
the initial design decisions taken to aid integration into a clinical workflow
enable IQWorks to be utilised on a routine, daily basis by non-specialised staff.
Its ‘limits’ framework permits advanced analyses to be employed as part of
quick quality control checks, generating simple PASS / FAIL results which
can be taken at face value without the person performing a check requiring
detailed knowledge of the underlying algorithms. Database storage of results
enables review — even immediate review from a remote location — by more
experienced staff and is invaluable in allowing trends to be identified and
tackled pro-actively.

Many commercial phantoms for assessing image quality are underpinned
by years of research and development. Analysis software may be available,
often as an optional extra, and will be designed to fulfil the needs of users as
judged by the phantom developers. Although such software is undoubtedly
valuable in bringing a new phantom into use rapidly, providing a solid platform
of objective results on which to build, its use longer term or applicability as
part of a wider QA programme may be problematic. Analysis algorithms
may not yield results which are compatible with similar packages provided
by other manufacturers or may follow a methodology not in accordance with
current best practice, either in radiotherapy imaging or in the diagnostic sphere.
Indeed, because of the closed-source nature of commercial packages it can often
be extremely difficult to identify exactly how a particular algorithm has been
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implemented, something which is important when measurements produce
results not in line with expectation. Examples of some of the limitations of
commercial software packages were discussed in chapter 3.

A particular issue with any commercial package is that, having been designed
to perform a limited set of tasks under very specific conditions, it will almost
certainly not fully meet the requirements of individual end-users. The lack of
a feature which is highly desirable to a particular user may be the difference
between a phantom being used regularly or not. Forcing images to be analysed
in a particular fashion, including potentially the manner in which a phantom is
set-up, may not be the most appropriate way to investigate clinical questions.
Sometimes, physical customisation of a phantom may be necessary for a partic-
ular experiment yet established analysis software will be unable to cope with
this. For all these reasons, as the perceived limitations of a commercial phantom
and software solution increase, scientists tend to find themselves developing
alternative strategies to overcome these and the commercial option falls into
disuse. Rather than developing new analysis software from scratch, IQWorks
now provides a standard framework on which to build. Being capable of mim-
icking the performance of established commercial packages it can be used to
undertake exactly the same analysis as specified by the phantom designer – if
this is so desired – but can also be extended to accommodate new applications,
phantom modifications or to generate results compatible with those of other
workers. In addition, IQWorks can be employed as an independent analysis
tool to validate the performance of commercial packages.

Because IQWorks accepts images in a wide range of file formats, and there are
facilities to manipulate the origin of coordinates and pixel size if necessary, it is
not limited to a particular modality. In conjunction with its database facilities
it therefore provides a central point for the quality control, detailed analysis
and reporting of results for almost any modality. Rather than rely on separate
packages – all employing different underlying image processing algorithms,
reporting mechanisms and storage facilities – to analyse specific phantoms for
particular modalities, IQWorks allows all phantoms for all modalities to be
analysed using equivalent methods via the same workflow. This goes some
way towards breaking down artificial barriers between modalities and discip-
lines. Furthermore, images from emerging new modalities can immediately be
analysed using existing techniques and phantoms, thereby improving optim-
isation prior to clinical use and encouraging a deeper understanding of their
comparative performance.
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Optimisation of an imaging modality for a particular clinical application
requires an appreciation not just of the requirements of the application but of
the technical capabilities of the equipment and the influence of acquisition para-
meters on the images obtained. Comprehensive optimisation of radiotherapy
imaging across the entire patient pathway therefore requires scientists with con-
siderable knowledge and experience. From a technical perspective, IQWorks
provides an opportunity for scientists to explore the impact of different acquisi-
tion settings using sound objective evaluation techniques. This is particularly
important for newer equipment which may not yet be fully documented in
the literature. In addition, being able to interactively adjust the behaviour of
analysis routines without resorting to programming allows scientists to de-
velop a better understanding of the limitations of both the phantoms they are
using and the analysis algorithms themselves. However, because extending
the code through programming is also an option there is scope to implement
workarounds or enhanced algorithms to address some of these.

One potential criticism of IQWorks is that all possible configuration options
for a particular analysis module are presented to the user and it may be difficult
to identify what the ‘correct’ settings should be. However, this is actually one of
its strengths because it discourages expert users from considering sophisticated
analysis algorithms as simple ‘black boxes’ which ‘just work’ but which might in
reality be producing fundamentally incorrect results. Through experimentation,
reference to the literature and in consultation with other expert users the most
appropriate parameters for a given application can be deduced then saved for
future use as part of an analysis tree. In this way, parameters are consciously and
deliberately chosen to match the application, adding confidence and resilience
to the analysis scheme whilst also improving awareness of the underlying
science.

Indeed, the flexibility provided by IQWorks will be key to its wider adoption
and potential longevity. Imaging scientists who may not be expert programmers
can apply standard analysis methodologies to new modalities and phantoms,
fine-tuning the algorithms to their requirements. In the examples described
in chapters 3 to 5 there were numerous occasions when ad hoc adjustments
to existing analysis trees were performed based on the results of previous
experiments. For example, during the commissioning of the Oxford OBI linacs
the analysis tree originally used to analyse images of the Catphan alignment
slice was modified to accommodate the RMI electron density inserts taped
together in a water phantom. Another example was investigating the potential
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of the QEPI1 phantom – originally designed for electronic portal imaging –
for use in the QA of kilovoltage radiographic equipment. These experiments
added considerable value to the work being undertaken yet were only possible
because IQWorks could accommodate changes to the experimental techniques
through minimal interactive adjustments.

Another area where IQWorks provides new opportunities is the automation
of complex analyses. Traditionally, detailed, time-consuming manual analyses
would only be performed during initial equipment commissioning or perhaps
for annual QA. However, because IQWorks automates the analysis of even the
most complex phantoms, yielding results in only a few seconds, it is possible to
perform a whole battery of advanced tests each time a parameter is changed
as part of an optimisation experiment. For example, the detailed investigation
of EPI MTF across the field of view in chapter 3, and the verification and
monitoring of the OBI CBCT electron density calibration curve across all clinical
acquisition modes in chapter 4, both involved repetitive measurements which
would not have been possible by hand. In each case, IQWorks facilitated a
detailed characterisation of the system concerned and indeed, as discovered for
the OBI system, such a characterisation may be advisable on a more frequent
basis than originally anticipated. In fact, by making complex analyses readily
accessible IQWorks makes it viable to incorporate these into frequent PASS /
FAIL QC checks.

Being an open-source package, the implementation of algorithms in IQWorks
is transparent and open to peer-review, correction, maintenance and quality
assurance. Programmers can extend the code to implement their own particular
algorithms and any contribution made by an expert individual will benefit the
community as a whole. By making the code freely available there is motivation
for scientists to adopt IQWorks as the starting point for developing new applic-
ations rather than writing new code bases from scratch. Over time, users will
potentially benefit from new code additions originally developed to meet very
specific individual needs but which may have wider applicability.

One of the original goals of IQWorks was to encourage the exploration and
adoption of objective image quality assessment techniques. Through design
decisions and the comprehensive implementation of key algorithms IQWorks
empowers scientists to focus on the science of their imaging experiment, en-
abling them to harness state of the art, robust analysis techniques without
having to worry about the technical coding and implementation of these. It
allows experts to focus on the clinical optimisation task without being overly
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concerned with the underlying software implementation, and it is encouraging
that users are beginning to harness IQWorks as a platform for exploring how
analysis methods or phantoms originally developed for one modality might be
applied to others.

As a modality-neutral image analysis package IQWorks has considerable
scope for both optimisation and QA applications. It has been incorporated
into the routine workflow of a number of radiotherapy and diagnostic imaging
departments and underpins the radiotherapy imaging QA programme at the
new Oxford Cancer Centre.

6.3. IQWorks and the Community

In 2007, IQWorks was selected by an IPEM consensus group to form the basis
of a national software package to champion objective image quality evaluation.
Since then there has been widespread support for the project from both the
radiotherapy and diagnostic imaging communities. A website has been estab-
lished (http://www.iqworks.org) to manage documentation, user support and
official code releases and this is rapidly growing into a fertile collaboration
platform. Users are increasingly sharing sample phantom images, analysis
trees they have constructed and improvements or fixes to the code they have
developed.

At present there are over 400 registered users, with there being representatives
from every continent of the world. In addition, there has been considerable
support and encouragement from technology user groups and professional
bodies including the CT User Group (CTUG), Digital Radiology User Group
(DRUG), Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine (IPEM) and the
British Institute of Radiology (BIR).

In October 2009 IQWorks was the subject of an oversubscribed national
scientific meeting and a second meeting concentrating on code development
is planned for early 2011. IQWorks has also been the focus of over twenty
conference papers, some of which are listed in Appendix D.
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Figure 6.1. – Screenshot from IQWorks website.

6.4. Future Work

6.4.1. Expansion of Scope and Utilisation of IQWorks

An immediate priority is to raise awareness of the potential of IQWorks, en-
couraging its wider adoption in both radiotherapy and diagnostic imaging
via the above 2010 and subsequent meetings, further presentations and via
publications based on this work (see list of possible titles in Appendix D). One
of the experiences of the author has been that there is sometimes a perception
that IQWorks is intended for a specific application and therefore not suitable
for others. Work is therefore required to demonstrate its applicability across
modalities and disciplines as a useful tool for routine quality assurance, clinical
optimisation exercises and also for more fundamental research and develop-
ment. A long term goal is to support collaboration and convergence between
clinical and scientific specialities by establishing the acceptance of robust and
comparable objective image quality metrics between different modalities.

With the initial phases of development complete, greater impetus will be
put behind the open-source IQWorks project. There has been considerable
interest from the community in contributing to all aspects of this, including
code validation and quality assurance, exploring the potential use of the system
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with new applications, phantoms and modalities, and writing documentation.
To be successful in the long term, such a large collaborative effort will require
a significant amount of organisation and management. Regular user group
meetings will also be held to provide an opportunity for novice users to meet
with experts and forge collaborative links.

A particular aspiration is to encourage respected experts to take responsibility
for maintaining and developing elements of the code base within their realm
of expertise. There is motivation to invest effort in this because it encourages
widespread adoption of new methods as a whole and also makes IQWorks
viable as a package to be referred to in national standards and professional
guidance. Ultimately, the goal is for IQWorks to be a reference implementation
of best-practice analysis methodologies.

6.4.2. Development of Phantoms and Support for Phantom
Use in Conjunction with IQWorks

Two novel phantoms were developed as part of this work – the QEPI1 phantom
and the DRR geometry phantom – and a number of existing phantoms were
modified or improvised to accommodate particular applications. It is intended
to commercialise some of these efforts and it is envisaged that IQWorks and
phantom development will progress in tandem in the future, each supporting
the other. Currently, there is no commercial phantom for CBCT which occupies
a sufficiently large field of view, contains electron density inserts made from
biologically representative tissue-equivalent materials and which also incor-
porates test objects for overall image quality assessment (such as an MTF bead
or angled ramps to consider slice thickness). There is therefore a significant
opportunity to design a comprehensive new ‘all-in-one’ phantom for CBCT QA
and calibration.

In terms of support for currently available phantoms it is intended that a
library of analysis trees for different phantom / modality combinations be
developed and made available for download from the website. This will be
achieved through a combination of pro-active development and encouraging
contributions from the community. Certainly, analysis trees will be developed
to meet the requirements of current professional guidance, but it is also hoped
that the writers of new guidance will develop reference analysis trees to comple-
ment their publications. Ideally, an analysis tree would be available for every
commercial phantom, with the vendors aware of this so that they can sell their
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equipment as ‘compatible’ or ‘supported’ by IQWorks. In some cases, where
there is no commercial conflict, vendors may even promote the use of IQWorks
with their equipment. There is also scope to collaborate with the modality
manufacturers themselves to develop better phantoms and analysis routines
to assist users in harnessing the full potential of their systems, possibly with a
view to utilising IQWorks during acceptance testing and routine QA.

6.4.3. Radiotherapy Imaging Intercomparison and Audit
based on IQWorks Consistent Approach

Throughout 2010 the IPEM South East Dosimetry Audit Group will be embark-
ing upon a programme of intercomparisons of the performance of radiotherapy
imaging equipment. This will cover image quality and dosimetry aspects of CT,
CBCT and EPI and it is envisaged this pilot study will evolve into a national UK
audit in 2011. All image quality evaluation will be performed using IQWorks
and the QEPI1 phantom will underpin the EPI measurements. By providing
comparative performance information these audits will help to standardise
imaging techniques across the UK radiotherapy community, as well as promote
the application of objective assessment methodologies in radiotherapy imaging.

6.4.4. IQWorks to Provide a Uniform Approach to Display
Device Assessment and to Underpin Human
Observer Models

QA and calibration of display devices is a relatively new area of interest in
radiotherapy and IQWorks makes viable assessments which previously were
prohibitively expensive or time-consuming. It therefore has real potential for
raising the profile of this topic and being key to the development of a pragmatic
approach that meets the requirements of radiotherapy clinical applications. Fur-
thermore, with the widespread availability of PACS images through standard
web browsers running on consumer-grade computing equipment there is also
considerable scope for this application of IQWorks in the diagnostic sphere.

Finally, the ultimate goal is to develop a mathematical model of the human
observer performing clinical radiotherapy tasks, as other researchers have had
some success in achieving for diagnostic imaging. This is significantly aided
by IQWorks providing a uniform framework for evaluation of all radiotherapy
imaging modalities, and also by it providing a consistent evaluation of the
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ubiquitous final link in the human-to-imaging system interface, i.e. a human
interpreting images on a display device. This will facilitate a deeper understand-
ing of the role of each imaging modality as part of cancer management, thus
aiding in the optimisation of each individual modality and of the radiotherapy
process as a whole.

6.5. Conclusion

This work presented a flexible conceptual framework for objective image qual-
ity evaluation which has been implemented practically through the IQWorks
software package. Its immediate applicability to a wide range of radiotherapy
imaging modalities has been demonstrated and opportunities for optimisation
have been discussed in the context of real clinical questions which the new
framework has helped address. It is clear that the software and supporting
phantoms have considerable scope for development in the future, not just in
radiotherapy but in medical imaging as a whole.

IQWorks has been positively received by both the radiotherapy and dia-
gnostic imaging communities and it is hoped this work will continue to contrib-
ute to the adoption of objective measurement techniques by both disciplines
in the future, as well as improved collaboration and convergence between the
two.
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IQWorks 1 — A Framework for
Image Quality Evaluation

A.1. Overview

Chapter 2 introduced quantitative techniques for objective image quality eval-
uation. However, the power and intrinsic benefits of advanced analysis al-
gorithms can only be realised in a regular hospital environment if standardised
tools are available for loading, interpreting and processing images. Further-
more, if these are to be incorporated into a routine QA programme the tools
must be quick and straightforward to use, and provide appropriate functional-
ity for the reporting and storage of results. To date, there has been no readily
available package providing these features comprehensively across all modalit-
ies. As a result, detailed quantitative image quality measurements have tended
to be restricted either to a laboratory scenario, or to centres where individuals
have developed in-house code implementing specific algorithms for particular
applications. In addition, with advanced imaging modalities only recently
becoming widely available to radiotherapy departments, there is generally
insufficient time for physicists to develop fundamentally new measurement
techniques alongside the clinical implementation of the new equipment. Des-
pite recommendations regarding quantitative image quality evaluation having
existed for some time for most diagnostic imaging modalities – and to some
extent those in radiotherapy – it would be true to say that at present these are
only sparsely implemented.

IQWorks is a general purpose package for the objective, quantitative and
automated evaluation of image quality and it forms the foundation of this work.
It has the primary goal of enabling the routine application of sophisticated
image quality evaluation methods in a standard hospital environment, across
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all modalities in both radiotherapy and diagnostic imaging. IQWorks has been
developed by the author in Edinburgh and Oxford over the course of eight
years and consists of some 30,000 lines of computer code.

This appendix presents the rationale behind the IQWorks system, the under-
pinning philosophy of a comprehensive QA tool and introduces the concept
of the ‘universal phantom’. This is a new approach which enables IQWorks to
potentially be directly applied to the analysis of any phantom imaged on any
modality, and is a route to improving consistency of approach across disciplines
and modalities. Key development goals are considered and the implement-
ation of these discussed in terms of design decisions, software development,
image handling, algorithmic development, and the reporting and storage of
results. Validation and QA of the package are also considered. Other software
frameworks supporting quantitative image analysis also exist and these are
compared against IQWorks, illustrating its strengths and limitations, and also
opportunities for synergy.

Flexible numerical implementations of algorithms for calculating the metrics
discussed in chapter 2 have been developed to be available within the overarch-
ing IQWorks analysis framework. These are described in detail in Appendix
B.

A.2. Introduction to IQWorks

Calculation of advanced image quality metrics requires numerical implementa-
tions of complex evaluation algorithms and the processing of phantom images
by computer. For as long as it has been possible to digitise analogue images,
and especially since the advent of the television tube, scientists have been de-
veloping computer programs for image analysis and working to apply these
to the whole spectrum of imaging modalities. It has long been a goal of most
medical physics departments to incorporate such routines into their QA and
commissioning programmes, and the majority of departments will have de-
veloped some in-house code to achieve this for specific projects. Commercial
packages have also gradually become available to analyse particular phantoms
imaged on a specific modality, and more recently general purpose tools which
are applicable across a range of phantoms and modalities.

In 2001, the ‘Phantom Analyser’ package was created by the author as an
in-house analysis tool for CT images. This, the predecessor to IQWorks, was a
far more simplistic package designed to perform a limited range of analyses
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on a small number of CT performance phantoms. It was intended to support
the Edinburgh Cancer Centre QA programme for the new CT Simulator and
Sim-CT systems installed at that time, and was successfully used for this over
a number of years. As clinical applications became more sophisticated, and
the requirements of imaging more demanding, it quickly became desirable to
extend the range of phantoms supported by the package, and also to be able to
analyse images from other modalities, particularly EPI, DRR and MRI. However,
because the analysis routines for different phantoms were hard coded, and in
addition incorporated ‘fine-tuning’ or caveats appropriate to one modality but
not others, the more general the requirements of the software, the more difficult
it became to extend it. Before long, the effort required for ongoing development
became greater than the benefits realised from the time investment required.

This is a common theme with in-house software packages, and one which in-
hibits the wider applicability and limits the longevity of many tools developed
in hospital departments today. Because most in-house programs tend to be writ-
ten, often quickly and expertly, to meet the needs of a specific application, it can
be extremely difficult to modify them to meet the needs of others. Furthermore,
the most flexible in-house tools are usually also those where considerable effort
has gone into the coded implementation of the core analysis algorithms, but
little towards its user-friendliness or extensibility. Unfortunately, this results in
tools which are straightforward to use in the hands of a developer, and in his
or her department, but which are not easily transferable to be used by others.
In a similar vein, it is frequently the case that extremely useful code written by
one individual, and which may have been relied upon for a number of years,
suddenly becomes impossible to maintain when the individual leaves. For
these reasons, in-house image analysis packages are frequently written and
rewritten from scratch, often resulting in largely the same functionality as was
available previously.

When Phantom Analyser was first being developed, a number of commer-
cial packages were also available for image quality assessment, and two of
these were evaluated in Edinburgh: PIPSPro (Masthead Imaging Corp, British
Columbia, Canada) for EPID images of the QC3V portal imaging phantom, and
AutoQALite (IRIS Inc, Maryland, USA) for CT images of the Catphan series of
phantoms. Whilst both were quick and reasonably robust when used exactly as
the manufacturer intended, a number of limitations quickly became apparent.
Firstly, only the specific phantoms intended for use with the packages were
supported, and even those only when the phantoms and imaging protocols
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were set-up as expected by the software (field of view, reconstruction filters,
etc.). This meant that the use of the packages for detailed image evaluation ex-
periments, possibly involving in-house modifications to the standard phantoms,
or degrading images to mimic particular clinical scenarios, was impossible. In
addition, and of more concern, was the fundamentally different and incompat-
ible way in which supposedly ‘equivalent’ image quality metrics, particularly
MTF, were calculated by the two packages, thus preventing performance com-
parisons from being drawn between the different modalities. Lastly, although
the automated nature of the AutoQALite package made it extremely efficient to
use, this also resulted in it being difficult to identify the steps involved in the
analysis algorithms, effectively reducing the package to a ‘black-box’ employing
trusted yet not completely specified analysis algorithms. For all these reasons,
there was a strong motivation to abandon the use of the commercial packages
for all but the most routine measurements and to rely instead on in-house code
for developmental and more advanced work. This is a recurring theme in many
hospital departments, where commercial solutions for scientific applications
only partially meet user requirements, leaving a void which must be filled
through improvised in-house development.

Nevertheless, a significant benefit of the commercial systems was that both
included functionality for the recording and review of results, recognising the
importance of these for a routine QA programme. However, the way in which
this was implemented was different between the two, and relatively regimented
so that the QA programme had to fit around the approach of the software,
not the other way round. Again, there was significant motivation to develop
software at least to extend the commercial offerings to present results in a
fashion more in-line with the needs of the department.

In early 2003 it was decided to rewrite the Phantom Analyser package follow-
ing an entirely new philosophy. The new package, IQWorks, was intended to
be a robust, user-friendly and extendable image analysis platform suitable for
both routine and developmental applications, and which overcame all of the
limitations outlined above.

Central to IQWorks is the concept of the universal phantom: regardless of
the specific imaging modality being considered, or the details of the image
acquisition protocol, all physical phantoms comprise test objects, arranged in a
particular geometrical configuration, for performing a subset of a finite range of
elemental image performance evaluation tasks. For example, a phantom might
contain an impulse object, line or edge for MTF evaluation; uniform patches for
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investigating CNR or uniformity; or high contrast structures between which
distances are measured to verify geometric linearity. Any individual phantom
can be modelled in IQWorks by constructing an analysis tree consisting of ana-
lysis modules incorporating the image processing algorithms required for the
appropriate elemental evaluation tasks, fine-tuned for the specifics of the mod-
ality, phantom and acquisition protocol. Phantom images are then analysed in
a fully automated fashion by running the appropriate analysis tree, with results
being displayed to the end user or recorded as necessary.

Each analysis module is designed to handle a particular elemental evaluation
task, as detailed in the relevant literature. Inputs to a module allow the user
to make choices regarding the implementation of an algorithm, or to provide
the algorithm with fundamental operating parameters. All modules are also
capable of outputting the results of their calculations, as well as error and status
information. The intention is for any given module to provide a high-quality,
robust and self-contained implementation of a single analysis algorithm, aiming
to retain maximum utility and flexibility through judicious provision of inputs
and outputs and without requiring additional programming. Over twenty
elemental analysis modules have been implemented so far in IQWorks and the
principal modules are described in detail in appendix B.

A key feature of IQWorks is that a uniform framework is employed to de-
scribe the inputs and outputs of all analysis modules. This means that the
output of any module in an analysis tree can be used as input to another mod-
ule further down the tree. Furthermore, standardisation of module inputs
allows straightforward and interactive customisation of parameters by the end
user via a generic graphical user interface. This is available immediately even
for completely new modules, without resorting to additional interface program-
ming. Complex IQWorks analysis trees can therefore be constructed by the user
interactively, with the parameters of each analysis module being iteratively
adjusted and tested as required. Within an analysis tree the modules can be
organised in nested analysis groups, enabling the different stages of the image
processing scheme to be logically separated. Although these groups influence
the processing order of modules and the presentation of results, they do not
affect the calculation algorithms or results themselves.

Once a tree is complete, it can be saved to disk for loading again and running
when required. Existing analysis trees can also be modified and extended as
necessary, giving the user considerable flexibility. For example, basic analysis
trees prepared for a routine QA programme can very quickly be extended to
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generate additional output for in-depth development applications. Alternat-
ively, if a commercial phantom has been customised as part of an experiment,
or a new phantom is being imaged on a different modality, it is straightforward
to select an existing tree then fine-tune it to match the new scenario. IQWorks
therefore enables sophisticated analysis schemes to be rapidly developed us-
ing standardised algorithms and extended as required to accommodate new
phantoms, modalities and applications.

A simple IQWorks analysis tree is illustrated schematically in figure A.1. This
tree has been constructed to analyse CT images of the alignment module of the
Catphan 504 phantom (Phantom Lab, New York, USA), commonly bundled
with radiotherapy cone-beam CT systems. On the left hand side in the figure
the alignment tree is presented as displayed in IQWorks. It is divided into four
groups, each containing a number of processing modules. When the tree is
run the modules are executed sequentially from top to bottom in the tree. The
underlying logic and linkages within the tree are described here, with technical
and implementation details of the modules discussed in appendix B.

DETERMINE PHANTOM POSITION

Edge detection to locate phantom.

Take centre of extremes (CoE) of edge pixels as phantom centre.

LINE PROFILES

Find centres of ramps within 

specified ROIs. Obtain line 

profiles along lengths of ramps. 

Calculate FWHM.

LAYOUT STRUCTURES

Place regions of interest based on pixel size

and determined centre of phantom.

ALIGNMENT HOLES

Edge detection within placed 

ROIs to find holes.

Take CoE of edge pixels as 

centres of holes

SENSITOMETRY PATCHES

Edge detection within placed 

ROIs to find patches.

Take CoE of edge pixels as 

centres of patches.

GEOMETRIC LINEARITY

Calculate distances between 

centres of holes.

RAMP ANALYSIS

Determine slice thickness from 

ramp angle and FWHM.

GENERATE REPORT

PDF / Word Document

HU CALIBRATION

Calculate stats in each ROI to 

verify Hounsfield Unit calibration

STORE TO DATABASE

Microsoft SQL Server Express

Figure A.1. – Schematic diagram illustrating an IQWorks analysis tree. This tree
is used to analyse CT and CBCT images of the alignment module of
the Catphan 504 phantom (CT image shown top right).

It is assumed that the phantom may be positioned anywhere in the field of
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view, and the first group, ‘Phantom Alignment’, is concerned with localising the
phantom and place ROIs for analyses further down the tree. All the modules
with the ‘Phantom Alignment’ group are actually instances of the same basic
module, fine-tuned for the particular object they are intended to localise and
labelled accordingly. The ‘Phantom Edge Detection’ module places a rectan-
gular ROI centred on the origin and encompassing 95% of the FOV. An edge
detection algorithm is run within this region and the largest continuous outline
within the ROI returned as a series of coordinates. It is assumed this contour
represents the outer edge of the Catphan phantom. From the contour data, the
extreme values of the edge in the X and Y directions are determined, the width
and height of the phantom calculated and the mean of the extremes being taken
as the centre of the phantom. Pixel size can be calculated from the dimension
information and the centre of the phantom is representative of the accuracy of
alignment lasers. All other ROIs are placed relative to the calculated centre of
the phantom. (i.e. If the phantom was physically offset 1 cm to the left hand side
of the origin of the imaging device, the calculated centre of the phantom should
also be offset by 1 cm in this direction and all ROIs for processing modules later
in the tree would automatically be shifted accordingly.)

Because the sensitometry patches for HU calibration are relatively small, it
is important the ROIs used in the sensitometry analysis are accurately aligned
and a gross alignment correction for the whole phantom may not be sufficiently
accurate for this. Therefore, further edge detection is performed within smaller
regions placed around the expected positions of the sensitometry patches. In
a similar manner to the gross phantom, these are used to localise the patches
more precisely and place ROIs accurately at their centres.

Intersecting the alignment module are four cylindrical pins, located at the
corners of a square of side 5 cm. These are provided to assess geometric linearity
and appear as circular holes in the image, 3 dark and 1 bright. In the ‘Geometric
Linearity’ group further edge detections are first performed to localise the holes
and determine their centres. Distances between the centres are then calculated,
from which pixel size can be determined and geometric linearity in the two
pixel matrix directions assessed.

Simple statistical calculations are performed by the ROIs placed in the ‘Sens-
itometry’ group, with the mean Hounsfield Units in each region either being
compared against the expected values for the given scanner, or being used to
determine the characteristic curve for a new system by plotting HU against the
known electron densities of the different sensitometry materials. The standard
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deviation in HU in each ROI is related to the stochastic noise in the image and
should therefore be relatively constant for any given scanner at a particular
operating point.

Interpretation of the four angled ramps intersecting the alignment module
is a three step process and performed by the ‘Ramps’ group. For each ramp
a region of interest is placed around the expected location of the ramp, the
centre of the ramp is identified as the maximum pixel value within the ROI,
and a line profile calculated about this. The average of 3 adjacent profiles is
taken each time to minimise the influence of noise (centre profile ±1 profile
either side). From the full-width of the line profile at half its maximum intensity
(the FWHM), and the known 23° angle of the ramps, the effective imaged slice
thickness can be calculated. In addition, the relative locations of the centre of
the FWHM and the centre of the phantom can be used to determine the location
of the slice in the direction normal to the plane of the slice.

At the end of the tree is a ‘Detailed Report’ module which generates a format-
ted PDF or Microsoft Word document summarising the results of the analyses
performed, presents this to the user for approval, then stores the details of the
results into an SQL server database for future retrieval and further analysis.
This module also allows the results of measurements to be compared against
expected baselines, presenting a ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ result to the user. The compre-
hensive reporting and database storage functionality of IQWorks is described
in more detail in sections A.9 and A.10 below.

Although the analysis tree described above was developed initially to be
applied to kilovoltage CBCT images, it can immediately be run against images
from other x-ray CT modalities – including conventional CT scanners and
megavoltage CT and CBCT systems – without requiring any modification. It
can also be applied to CT images of other phantoms in the Catphan series of
phantoms with only minimal changes. For example, the Catphan 600 alignment
module is identical to that in the Catphan 504, except that it is rotated through
180° and the sensitometry object labelled ‘Air2’ in the tree is filled with water.
Adjusting the analysis tree is extremely straightforward, requiring only the
relabelling of entries and updating the expected pixel values within the new
water region. Similarly, the tree can easily be adjusted to accommodate the
alignment module of the Catphan 500 phantom (by deleting entries from the
Phantom Alignment and Sensitometry groups to take into account the fewer
sensitometry objects) or the equivalent module in the AAPM Performance
Phantom (CIRS Inc, Virginia, USA).
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Analysis trees for a number of common CT phantoms are described in chapter
4, those for EPI in chapter 3 and some examples for other modalities in chapter
5.

IQWorks is aimed at meeting the demands of users working with any
phantom imaged on any modality. In general, there are three categories of
user: those writing fundamentally new analysis algorithms to accommod-
ate an elemental analysis module not currently provided by IQWorks; those
constructing analysis trees to perform experiments or underpin a routine QA
programme; those running analysis trees against phantom images acquired as
part of a routine QA programme. When developing a new analysis algorithm
it is necessary to write computer code to augment the IQWorks framework.
As described in section A.4 below, this code can either be part of the IQWorks
package itself or form the basis of an external module which is launched by
framework. However, as long as suitable analysis modules are available, all
analysis tree development, data reporting and running of trees against images
can be performed via the graphical user interface, even for very advanced or
complex applications.

A significant amount of effort was expended developing the IQWorks user
interface, with the rationale being that a clumsy or obstructive interface could
be the difference between the package being widely used or abandoned. In
particular, an efficient, user-friendly interface is absolutely crucial in any tool
utilised for routine QA. Furthermore, enabling all analysis modules to be manip-
ulated and fine-tuned via a common interface helps the scientist to concentrate
on the science and algorithms underpinning an analysis tree, rather than being
overly concerned with the technical implementation of the analysis components
themselves. This facilitates the development of sophisticated analysis schemes
for modalities such as EPI and DRRs where previously there has been only
limited work in this field.

Figure A.2 contains a screenshot of a typical IQWorks session and illustrates
the analysis of a CT scan of the Catphan 504 alignment slice using the analysis
tree described above. Key features of the user interface are labelled in the figure.

At the top of the IQWorks screen is a series of menus which gives access to all
functionality provided by the package, including loading and saving images;
visualisation tools; constructing, saving, loading and running analysis trees;
and ad hoc image processing such as inverting or rotating images. Immediately
below the menu bar is a strip of accelerator buttons, graphical icons which provide
shortcuts to the most common options contained within the more complex
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Figure A.2. – Screenshot illustrating the key features of the IQWorks graphical user
interface.

menu structure. These provide quick access to methods for loading images;
loading and running analysis trees; visualisation tools such as zooming and
windowing; the placement of rectangular or elliptical regions of interest; and
distance measurements. If the mouse hovers over a particular accelerator button
a small ‘tool-tip’ is displayed containing a brief description of the functionality
provided by that button.

When an image is loaded it is displayed in the main image pane, and added
to the image gallery at the bottom of the screen, which provides a thumbnail
of the image alongside its filename. The origin of coordinates of an image is
indicated by dark blue cross-hairs extending across the field of view. As many
images can be loaded as will fit into the memory of the computer, which can
number into the hundreds for modalities with relatively small image matrix
sizes, such as CT or EPI. The gallery provides a convenient means of locating
and selecting particular images amongst those loaded and for selecting multiple
images simultaneously. When an image is selected its thumbnail and filename
are highlighted in the gallery. In figure A.2, two image sets are loaded: a CT
scan of the Catphan 504 phantom, with an image of the alignment slice currently
being displayed, and an EPI image of the QEPI1 phantom. The Catphan 504
image set is currently selected.

Analysis trees are constructed against and thus ‘belong’ to a particular image
instance, although they can be loaded or copied and pasted onto another. When
any given image is selected, the analysis tree attached to that image is displayed
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in the top-left panel in the user interface. Analysis modules can then be added
to or removed from the tree via the menus and accelerator buttons. As a tree
is being constructed, individual analysis modules or whole processing groups
(effectively the branches of the tree) can be reordered by dragging and dropping
with the mouse, or duplicated by copying and pasting elsewhere in the tree.
Many analysis modules have a spatial manifestation, such as a region of interest
in the image or a line profile between specific points. Graphical representations
of these are drawn on top of the image itself, along with additional annotations
when an analysis module has been executed. Furthermore, when an analysis
module is selected so that it is active, its structures are highlighted in the image.
For example, the ‘Phantom Edge Detection’ module is currently selected in
figure A.2 so that its search ROI is indicated by the highlighted red rectangle on
the Catphan 504 image. In the figure this module has already been executed,
with the detected edge being shown by the yellow circle and the centres of the
extremes of the edge in the X and Y directions (i.e. the detected centre of the
phantom) by the large yellow cross.

All operating parameters for individual analysis modules can be adjusted
interactively via the Properties Dialogue Box. This provides access to module
inputs and outputs via a common interface, and also a summary of results when
a module has been executed. Numerical or textual parameters can be modified
by typing in the new values, after which entry validation is automatically
performed to ensure the values are of the correct type and range. Other options
can be set by making selections from drop down lists. Where an output from
another module is expected (such as the location of the centre of a phantom,
against which ROIs will be placed) then all appropriate outputs from modules
earlier in the tree are also presented to the user in a drop down list. Both the
assignment of operating parameters, and the forming of links between modules,
are therefore straightforward processes where the user interface ensures only
valid choices are made. This avoids problems when trees are later run in their
entirety, thus facilitating automated processing of multiple images. To aid
fine-tuning of parameters each module can be executed individually via the
properties dialogue box, and where possible the effects of any changes made to
parameters are displayed immediately. As well as via the properties dialogue
box, some modules also allow interactive manipulation of their parameters by
the mouse on the surface of the image, such as the placement and resizing of
regions of interest.

In chapter 2, the importance of image data being linear for many analysis
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routines was discussed. If the pixel values in an image are not inherently linear
then they must be made so before performing image quality calculations. IQ-
Works Signal Calibrators perform this linearisation step, providing a mapping
between a raw pixel value and its calibrated, linearised value. It is the image
of calibrated pixel values which is passed to IQWorks analysis modules and
displayed in the user interface. Each image plane is assigned an independent
signal calibrator, which by default performs a direct mapping with no modi-
fication of pixel values. However, a number of possible calibrators exists, each
with their own parameters that can be manipulated via the user interface, and
the different planes of an image need not have the same type of calibrator, or
calibrators with the same parameters. In figure A.2, the signal calibrators corres-
ponding to the twenty CT slices in the scan of the Catphan 504 are displayed in
the bottom-left panel of the interface. Signal calibrators are discussed in detail
in section A.8 below.

At the very bottom of the IQWorks screen is a status bar providing real-time
information about the state of the package. As the mouse moves across an
image, the coordinates of the point under the cursor location are displayed
simultaneously in image and real-world (physical) coordinates, both in the
plane of the image and orthogonal to this plane (i.e. up and down a stack
of images). Coordinate systems are considered further in section A.7. The
calibrated value of the pixel under the cursor is also automatically updated as
the mouse moves. Additional status information includes the zoom level and
windowing settings of the active image, and whether the package is currently
calculating or awaiting user interaction.

When analysis modules are executed, either individually or as part of a
tree, graphical results will sometimes be generated, such as additional images,
plotted graphs or surface renderings. These are displayed alongside other
images in the IQWorks user interface, with new images that can themselves be
analysed using analysis trees being also added to the gallery.

Attainment of IQWorks’ primary goal of providing a uniform analysis frame-
work applicable to all phantoms across all imaging modalities will only be
possible if there is sufficient scope for user customisation. As imaging science
advances, new and refined analysis algorithms will regularly become available
which have not yet been implemented in IQWorks. Rather than being a barrier
to its uptake, it is hoped that IQWorks will provide a mature platform for de-
veloping and exploring these algorithms, with it then being straightforward to
deploy them for routine applications once ready. The aspiration is that experts
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in different fields will contribute code, algorithms and expertise to encourage
the adoption of their methods and facilitate standardisation across imaging
modalities and disciplines. Ultimately, it is hoped that IQWorks will be adopted
as a standard analysis tool that, with reference analysis trees, is cited in the
professional guidance literature for specific modalities and applications.

Within the medical imaging community there is a strong will to support
activities which benefit the whole community, but a wariness of the inflexibil-
ity and potential conflict of interest of commercial offerings. It was therefore
decided early on to release IQWorks as an open-source project, with all the
source-code being available for free under the GNU General Public Licence,
more details of which are provided in appendix F.1. Essentially this licensing
ensures individual contributors retain the copyright to their work, and that
the code can continue to be used for any purpose as long as the source-code
for any derivative works continues to be freely available. Aside from mak-
ing the package readily available to as wide a potential user-base as possible,
releasing the IQWorks code open-source has a number of advantages. As up-
take increases, there will be strong motivation and support to develop new
modules to work within the existing framework, and to refine the framework
itself, rather than continually starting from scratch, which has tended to be
the case previously. Furthermore, scientists in the field will be able to identify
exactly how algorithms are numerically implemented, thereby understanding
their limitations, and students can use the code as reference implementations of
standard algorithms. With no commercial bias, there is also the potential for
IQWorks to be referenced by standards and guidance documents. Finally, after
only a short period of time the quality assurance intrinsic to an open-source,
multi-contributor project will result in the entire IQWorks code-base essentially
being ‘peer-reviewed’ so that its strengths, limitations and general performance
will be generally acknowledged and accepted. Code QA is discussed further in
section A.5.

IQWorks was positively received when it was first made available to the
community. At a meeting held jointly by the UK CT User Group and IPEM’s
Diagnostic Radiology Special Interest Group in 2007 it was unanimously de-
cided to adopt IQWorks as the preferred automated image quality evaluation
package for the UK. Since then IQWorks has been widely adopted both in dia-
gnostic imaging and radiotherapy, and there is strong interest in contributing to
the project. The first scientific meeting concentrating on IQWorks as an analysis
package was held in November 2009, with a follow-up developers meeting
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planned for late summer 2010. There is clear support from the community,
providing confidence that the IQWorks framework has the potential to meet its
primary and wider goals.

Over the past six years IQWorks has formed the basis of an increasing number
of elements of the imaging QA and development programmes in the radiother-
apy departments in both Edinburgh and Oxford. Some examples of IQWorks
applied in these are provided in chapters 3–5.

A.3. Design Decisions

In aiming for IQWorks to be as widely applicable as possible, and to encourage
uptake, it was very important to ensure the package was robust, reliable and
user-friendly. As described above, it was essential that consideration was given
to both the user interface and numerical implementations of the underlying
algorithms, with each aspect of the package being important to different users.
To facilitate development of algorithms without requiring frequent reprogram-
ming of the interface it was decided to separate the two as much as possible.
Standard programming structures were developed through which all analysis
modules communicated with the user interface. This allowed either the user
interface or any individual analysis module to be revised without any risk of the
changes having major repercussions elsewhere in the code base. Furthermore,
each analysis module has been written to operate independently of the others,
with inter-module communication again being through standardised program-
ming structures. In this way, once a module has been developed and tested it
can be assumed that it will be compatible with modified and new modules in
the future, with its algorithmic implementation only requiring thorough testing
again if changes are made to the underlying code of the module itself.

Object-orientated design (OOD) was employed to structure the IQWorks
code into modules which were as isolated and independent as possible. Under
this methodology all functional units are considered an object, including the
analysis modules, the parameters input to a module, the image the module
works with, etc. A class describes a particular type of object and has associated
data and methods which can be used to act on that data. For example, a region
of interest may be a class which has a ‘calculate statistics’ method. A new class
can inherit functionality from a base class, extending this, but also retaining
compatibility with other classes and methods which were originally designed
to interact with the base class. Using the ROI example again, IQWorks contains
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analysis modules for rectangular and elliptical ROIs, as well as annular versions
of these. These all extend from the base ‘PROI’ class which provides basic
methods for calculating statistics, user interaction, etc. Although the sub-classes
all provide different functionality, and are separate classes, they can all be used
interchangeably whenever a PROI class is expected. A major advantage of
OOD is that individual modules of code can be designed to be completely
independent, exposing a documented set of interfaces for interacting with
them. If the code is subsequently modified, as long as the interfaces are the
same, then they should be able to plug-in to existing code without further
modification. Furthermore, automatic code re-use through inheritance ensures
sections of code only need to be thoroughly tested once. OOD is therefore a
robust, reliable approach to developing mission critical software. Although the
software design and management overhead with OOD may initially be higher
than in traditional scientific programming, the modular approach results in
debugging and long-term development requiring considerably less effort.

Another consideration when developing IQWorks was the hardware platform
and operating system under which it would run. In a modern healthcare
environment, and particularly a networked radiotherapy department, many
computers will already be found in each functional area of the department.
Rather than introduce another computer specifically for running IQWorks,
it would be attractive if IQWorks could run alongside software on existing
computers. Where computers are provided for basic secretarial functions, such
as word processing, checking an electronic diary or updating spreadsheets,
this is viable with little effort, except that administration access may not be
available except on a one-off case to perform an initial installation. However,
where the computers available are part of a designated clinical system, and
thus classified as ‘medical devices’ considerable care must be taken. Therefore,
ideally IQWorks would not require a formal installation and would also run in
isolation to other packages on a computer so that there was no possibility of
interference with a medical device.

Currently, the vast majority of computers in a hospital environment are
IBM compatible machines (either 32 or 64 bit) running a version of Microsoft
Windows (usually Windows XP, but sometimes Vista and occasionally Windows
7). It was therefore decided to ensure that IQWorks, at the very least, would run
successfully with full functionality on a Windows platform. However, in the
medical imaging community there is considerable support for Linux and Unix
based operating systems, particularly for server platforms, so there was also a
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will for IQWorks to run under these. One potential future development route for
IQWorks is for the user to construct analysis trees using the interactive Windows
user interface, then to start the system running in the background on a Linux
server that automatically accepts images, processes them with the appropriate
tree, and outputs the results to a directory on disk or a database with no user
interaction. Another possibility is for analysis trees and images to be uploaded
via a web-interface, with IQWorks possibly running on Linux / Apache Server
platform. Either of these evolutions would be straightforward technically to
implement, but both require portions of IQWorks to be cross-platform.

Another common scenario, especially in diagnostic imaging, is for a physics
team to attend at a modality with a laptop dedicated to image analysis or data
recording. Alternatively, images may be stored in a PACS system then retrieved
for analysis at a standard desktop computer. IQWorks must therefore be capable
of performing the whole range of image evaluation operations on relatively
low specification hardware, whilst also maintaining sufficient flexibility to
be capable of working through many images automatically as part of more
advanced research or development work.

Different imaging modalities store images in inherently different formats.
Although most modalities support the export of data according to the DICOM
standard, implementations vary between different manufacturers and even
between systems from the same manufacturer. Furthermore, some disciplines
traditionally rely on particular image file formats, even though these have
been superseded. For example, in nuclear medicine there is still a tendency
to work with Interfile, rather than DICOM images. If additional steps are
required to convert images into a format suitable for use with IQWorks then
the attractiveness of the package is reduced, particularly as an efficient tool
for routine QA. It was therefore decided that IQWorks should support as wide
a range of implementations of the DICOM standard as possible, as well as
other commonly encountered file formats, including raw binary and text files.
Depending upon the nature of the modality being considered, image data can be
transferred via a number of routes. For example, images are commonly copied
onto an external medium, such as a memory stick or CDROM; alternatively,
they might be sent across the network through a DICOM link with PACS; or
they may be placed on a shared network drive. IQWorks must be capable of
accessing images via any of these routes, including being able to intelligently
handle shared data stores containing many thousands of images, possibly with
cryptic filenames. Recognising that there will always be certain types of analysis
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not possible in IQWorks, provision has also been included for writing out image
data in a range of common file formats, so that images can be loaded into other
applications for additional processing. IQWorks provision for image input /
output is discussed in more detail in section A.6.

Taking into consideration the key performance criteria outlined above, and
weighing up the advantages and limitations of different programming lan-
guages, it was decided to write IQWorks using the C# language. C# is intrins-
ically object-orientated and forms part of the Microsoft .NET Framework. C#
source code is prepared as a number of related text files which are compiled
into a single ‘executable’. However, rather than being native binary code the
executable actually consists of ‘intermediate language’ instructions for the .NET
Runtime, a virtual machine environment within which all C# (and other .NET)
programs run. Although the .NET Runtime is provided as an integral com-
ponent of Microsoft Windows, implementations also exist for Linux and Unix
(through the Mono platform). Carefully written C# programs are therefore
immediately cross-platform, without requiring recompilation. A considerable
benefit of .NET languages such as C# is that the inherent provision of the .NET
Runtime within Microsoft Windows means that programs written with these
can be run without a formal installer being required. Another advantage is that
the security around .NET Runtime execution environment is tightly controlled,
so that if an errant C# program crashes it should not bring down the entire
machine. In addition, all memory management is automatically performed by
the Runtime so that memory leaks or violations are extremely rare and less
time is required to consider these when writing code. Finally, C# is a ‘heavily
typed’ language, meaning that the types of objects being passed throughout the
program are verified by the compiler when the executable is being prepared.
For example, if a 32 bit floating point number is expected by a routine then the
compiler will verify not just that a number is being passed but that the number
is of at least the specified precision. All these extra layers of protection increase
the robustness of the final software, which is attractive for a package intended
to interact with mission critical servers or medical devices.

One potential issue with C# is that because the intermediate language execut-
able is interpreted by the .NET Runtime, so that there there may be a reduction
in number-crunching performance. However, just-in-time native compilation
during execution ensures that code runs at native speed where possible, and
indeed simple numerical benchmarks indicate this is largely successful. In
addition, for very processor intensive tasks, C# code can be written to run
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outside of the ‘safe’ environment or to instead call natively compiled libraries.
This flexibility is not possible with similar languages, such as Java.

Comprehensive C# graphical development environments are freely available
under both Windows and Linux, making the construction of complex user inter-
faces straightforward. These also provide tools to aid writing code, including
automatic code-completion and semi-automated re-use of existing components,
all of which substantially reduce overall development time.

A final advantage of C# is that Varian Medical Systems have opted to write all
their software, including numerical algorithms, in C# or other .NET languages.
A feature known as ‘.NET interoperation’ allows other C# code to interact
at a fundamental level with the Varian executables, without programming
interfaces being specifically supplied by the manufacturer, and crucially without
installing additional software or interfering with the medical device. IQWorks
can therefore be applied to some very advanced research applications, such as
the optimisation of CBCT reconstruction algorithms, with very little additional
programming.

Microsoft is continually refining and extending the .NET Framework, with
the most recent version of C# at the time of writing being 3.5. However, the
.NET Runtime provided by default with all Windows XP installations (Service
Pack 2 or above) is 2.0. This means that it can be assumed that all Windows
PCs, including medical devices, will have full intrinsic support for the .NET
Framework 2.0, but not above this. Indeed, the .NET Framework is considered
a fundamental Windows component and so some qualified devices are tied to
specific versions, but always with 2.0 as the minimum. For this reason, it was
decided to write all IQWorks code to be compatible with the .NET Framework
version 2.0 (or above), allowing it to be executed on any current Windows
computer without requiring the installation of additional components.

Rather than write basic numerical algorithms from scratch, such as those
providing the Fast Fourier Transform, it was decided to reuse available valid-
ated libraries wherever possible, thus making development more efficient and
minimising the opportunity for introducing bugs. IQWorks thus relies on a
number of well-established open-source components, as described in section
A.4.

Although the core IQWorks system does not require installation, being cap-
able of being run from a memory stick or shared network drive, for full flexibility
with certain third party components it is necessary to first register these with
the operating system. This is most easily achieved using an automated installer,
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which also provides the option for including test images or deploying only
specific IQWorks components. Such installations are inappropriate on medical
devices, but it was decided that an installer was important both to assist the
novice user in getting started and to provide advanced users with additional
options regarding the mode of deployment.

It will be clear from the discussion above and in section A.2 that IQWorks
provides the user with considerable flexibility over all aspects of its operation,
from installing and running the software, through the loading of images, the
development, fine-tuning and running of analysis trees, the generation of re-
ports and the storage of results. However, this means that it can be difficult
to set the system up to behave exactly as intended. Although the installer has
been configured to provide an instance of IQWorks where the default settings
for analysis modules are sensible for most modalities, it is not possible for these
defaults to be applicable across all phantoms, modalities and applications. It
was a deliberate design decision not to hide the complexity from the end user,
but to help them work through it. At the heart of IQWorks lies sophisticated
image analysis algorithms – all of which are only as reliable as the data and
parameters input to them – and it was felt important that users were always
aware of the choices they were making. This is in contrast to the approach taken
by most commercial packages, which intentionally hide complexity from the
user to make them easier to use, but which also has the effect of making it more
difficult to identify why results may not be as expected (or indeed, whether
any given algorithm is appropriate for the intended application). Considerable
effort has been expended in trying to balance the user-friendliness of IQWorks
with providing full access to the numerical algorithms, so that they are never
reduced to being considered simple ‘black-boxes’. The intention is that an ex-
perienced scientist will always be involved in developing an analysis tree before
it is run in an automated fashion by others. By exposing all possible analysis
module configuration options it is hoped IQWorks can help users understand
the complexity of the task and be confident in their choice of parameters.

Imaging modalities, clinical applications, test phantoms and analysis method-
ologies are all continually advancing and it will never be possible for IQWorks
to comprehensively accommodate all eventualities. Instead, the goal of the
IQWorks release associated with this thesis was to implement a representative
cross-section of techniques in the current literature, enabling the basic prin-
ciples of quantitative image quality evaluation to be applied to any radiotherapy
imaging modality. IQWorks can therefore be considered an evolving work in
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progress, being a snapshot of the state of the literature at any given time. How-
ever, the framework design is intended to ensure that future development and
evolution of the system is clear and consistent.

A.4. Software Development

To date, IQWorks has been developed almost entirely by the author using
Microsoft Visual Studio Professional, versions 2000–2008. Although it is not a
free product, the advanced features provided with the Professional edition of
Visual Studio greatly aid in the maintenance of such a large and complex project.
Particularly important were sophisticated project management tools, the ability
to work with multiple .NET languages alongside C#, and utilities to help build
C# code around third party components. However, in keeping with the goal
of IQWorks being a freely distributable, open-source package, to encourage
contributions from as many people as possible efforts were made at every stage
of development to ensure IQWorks can also be developed and compiled using
the free ‘Express’ editions of Visual Studio. At present, the entire IQWorks
code base can be successfully compiled without any modification using the free
Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 Express.

As discussed in section A.3, care was taken to write code targetting version 2.0
of the .NET Framework so that IQWorks is automatically compatible, without
requiring the installation of additional components, with as wide a range of
operating system platforms as possible. IQWorks has been successfully tested
under Windows 2000, Windows XP (SP2 and SP3), Windows Vista, Windows
Server 2003 and Windows 7.

Both to encourage uptake and maximise its potential longevity it is important
that the IQWorks program code be clear and accessible. Ideally, a scientist
unfamiliar with the project should be able to develop an appreciation of its
basic principles through a brief look at the code, then start making changes
very rapidly. To achieve this, the program is structured so that each code
file corresponds to a logical module within the package, allowing minor yet
powerful modifications to be made after gaining familiarity with only a few
files. In addition, as far as possible, the program code is written in such a way as
to be human readable, using sensible, meaningful names for classes, variables,
methods and other objects. Sometimes this leads to rather verbose names, but
the auto-complete features of Visual Studio and other editors makes this an
efficient way to write and update code, and any additional time spent typing
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names is more than saved by the increased readability and thus accessibility.
Comments are also included throughout the code, with especially detailed
comments being added to help elucidate what might at first appear to be
unintuitive algorithmic steps, or where a particular workaround has been
implemented to address an unexpected pitfall or bug. Many of these comments
can also automatically be used to generate hyperlinked documentation when
the program is compiled.

When working on a complex software project it is impractical to rigorously
test the entire package each time a minor change is made. Instead, testing is
generally focused on the areas of the code which have been modified. However,
this can only be reliably performed if one can be confident where the changes
have occurred. Some mechanism for recording and tracking changes is there-
fore crucial. Furthermore, if problems are encountered unexpectedly in the
future with a supposedly unaltered part of the package then there must be a
mechanism for identifying and investigating all changes made between the last
working version and the current point in time. In the worst case, it should be
possible to roll back to a previous stable version, and ideally there should be
provision for experimenting with new code before committing it to the final
project. Mechanisms for tracking and managing changes are therefore crucial,
and these were provided using the Subversion version control system.

During the early stages of development the program code was committed to a
Subversion database, or repository. Subsequently, every time a series of changes
was made, usually after implementing a new functional unit or resolving a
particular bug, the new version would also be committed to the repository, along
with a brief textual comment describing the modifications. Subversion does not
actually store the full version of the program each time a commit is performed,
but rather only the differences between versions. It is therefore possible to
very quickly identify exactly what has been altered from one version to the
next, or even between any two non-consecutive versions, and to undo changes
which are problematic. Version control is even more important when multiple
programmers are working on the same code base simultaneously, a common
scenario for open-source projects. Subversion includes functionality to ensure
that exactly the same files are not being modified concurrently by different users,
and also identifies potential conflicts between the code committed by different
people. As part of making IQWorks generally available as an open-source
project, the code is currently being uploaded to a publicly accessible Subversion
repository hosted by the collaboration website Sourceforge.org. Another very
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important role of version control systems, which will be discussed in section
A.5, is code quality assurance.

IQWorks utilises a number of third party libraries and other modules to
provide particular functionality. Where possible, free and open-source compon-
ents are used which can be fully compiled into the C# executable. In addition,
efforts are made to choose truly cross-platform components so that IQWorks
remains as portable as possible. If a specific component is closed-source, tied to
a particular hardware platform or cannot be widely distributed, then that com-
ponent is consumed by IQWorks in such a way that the rest of the software can
run on all platforms even without this component being present, just not with
the functionality provided by it. For example, some proprietary driver libraries
are employed to manage the interfacing with display calibration devices (as
described in section B.21) and these are closed-source and only function under
Microsoft Windows. However, IQWorks will still run successfully without
these drivers present, just will not be capable of communicating with those
measurement devices.

A list of third party components used by IQWorks is presented in table A.1.
One component worth special consideration is ‘R’, the open-source implementa-
tion of the statistical programming environment ‘S-Plus’. R is a long established
and very efficient numerical analysis package which interfaces well with C#, is
cross-platform and can provide computational services over a network. Origin-
ally intended for statistical applications it has grown to become a well-respected
general analysis package. R is used in IQWorks to provide the vast majority
of number-crunching tasks, including Fast Fourier Transforms, interpolation
and weighted-polynomial smoothing. A significant advantage of R is that the
numerical algorithms are all backed by seminal literature and have been in
circulation for such a long time that their implementations can be considered
robust and reliable. Furthermore, if a specific analysis routine is unavailable in
R but would be more efficiently implemented in R than in C#, then it is possible
to write additional plug-in modules to R which can be distributed alongside
the C# code.

Once IQWorks has been tested with particular versions of third party com-
ponents then those versions can be considered ‘qualified’ with IQWorks. New
versions are then only introduced once thorough testing has demonstrated that
the functionality they provide is similar, ideally numerically identical, to that
previously.

Complementing any software package is documentation to aid the end-
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Component Description
R Numerical analysis package.

Provides core numerical algorithms, including Fast Fourier
Transforms, interpolation, etc.

R(D)COM Interface module linking C# and R.
SourceGrid Interactive tabular environment for displaying and

manipulating data.
iText Libraries for programmatically generating documents in

HTML, RTF (MS Word) or PDF format.
ZedGraph Charting component.

ClearCanvas DICOM input/output and networking library.
Microsoft SQL
Server Express

Comprehensive database server.

OpenJPEG Codec for decompressing JPEG 2000 images.
Independent
JPEG Group

Toolkit

Library for decoding JPEG images compressed with
lossless and advanced lossy algorithms not covered by the
.NET framework.

CVIPTools Library providing advanced edge detection and other
image processing algorithms.

SourceGrid Provides spreadsheet-like interactive grid for displaying
and editing data.

AVIFile Enables saving of multiple images as a cine movie loop.
Icons - Silk and

Fugue
Icons used in the graphical user interface.

InnoSetup Generates all in one installer package.
Instrument

Drivers
Interfaces for communicating with the X-Rite Eye-One
Display and IBA LX series of photometers.

Table A.1. – Third party components utilised by IQWorks.

user leverage the software to its full potential, or to help the programmer
become quickly orientated with the code so that they can begin contributing
to the project. This is an area currently being addressed in IQWorks, with on-
line documentation being built to complement training courses and scientific
meetings.

A.5. Validation and Code QA

For any numerical analysis package it is important that the results generated
under well-defined conditions are accurate, predictable, stable over time and
reproducible from one software release to the next. However, this is absolutely
crucial for a package such as IQWorks which may underpin an imaging QA
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programme and where measurements may lead to time-consuming and costly
maintenance of equipment required for patient treatment, potentially controver-
sial technical comparisons between units manufactured by different vendors,
and in extreme cases, to a decision to alter the management of a patient’s dis-
ease. As long as it is utilised by trained scientists or professionals as a QA tool
to inform their decision making, then IQWorks is not technically classed as
a medical device, yet the reliability of its results is just as important if it is to
provide an overall benefit and not be a hindrance, particularly as it becomes re-
lied upon to support complex, objective analysis schemes. Continual validation
of IQWorks for particular applications is therefore key.

Validation involves two considerations: ensuring that the measurements
produced under standard conditions are accurate, and that these results do not
change over time or between software revisions. Although related, these are
actually very different. Accurate performance of individual analysis algorithms,
and the way in which these work together when linked in an analysis tree, is
essentially verifying that the programmatic implementation of the algorithms
and the IQWorks framework produces results in line with theory. However,
there may be uncertainty or bias in the results due to factors such as rounding
effects inherent to floating point arithmetic, assumptions or default choices
based on current thinking in the literature at the time when an algorithm was
implemented, or even simply exactly how the graphical representation of a
region of interest corresponds to the extraction of a matrix of numerical data
(e.g. are pixels under a line denoting the edge of an ROI considered inside
the region or outside?). On the other hand, reproducibility over time requires
a stable implementation of the algorithms and ensures that trees developed
and relied upon for a given application are still valid when a new software
version is released. Although arguably of more importance to the end-user,
reproducibility can be difficult to achieve. If best-practice in the literature
results in new default values being considered more appropriate, then there
can be strong motivation to change these to accommodate. Alternatively, more
efficient numerical implementations may result in different rounding effects
which can accumulate to give slightly, yet significantly, different results. Lastly,
a fix to an identified bug may also cause a difference in results, even under
conditions where the bug would not previously have had a noticeable impact.
Because of the importance of stability and the ability to collect reliable time-
trend data, it was decided in IQWorks to ensure, unless absolutely necessary,
that reproducibility be maintained between releases, even at the expense of
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making the software slightly more difficult to use. For example, if a new option
becomes available from an existing drop-down list, or an enhancement to
an algorithm presents the user with new choices, then IQWorks attempts to
mimic the previous version of the software by ensuring that when existing
trees are loaded all selections are the same as before and any enhancements or
new options are by default turned off. Furthermore, where a bug fix corrects
anything other than a major algorithmic error there will usually be an option
provided to turn off the correction so that the user can assess the implications
of it for their particular application. However, bug fixes are by default always
turned on.

Each of the analysis modules described in the following appendix was tested
to ensure correct behaviour, and a range of analysis trees was constructed to
verify the correct operating of IQWorks input / output, reporting and stor-
age functionality, along with the interaction between the different modules.
Testing was performed using a combination of real phantom images, acquired
using different modalities, and artificial images generated to test particular
functionality. Throughout the IQWorks development process, a reference set
of test images was collected and a standard set of analysis trees constructed.
Whenever major changes were made to the code, and prior to each software
release, the standard trees would be run against the reference images and the
results compared with those attained previously. As IQWorks becomes more
complex this testing is progressively more onerous, yet this system-wide test-
ing is even more important if serious bugs are to be identified and multi-user
contributions are to be rigorously tested as the open-source initiative gains
momentum. It is intended that an automatic testing framework be developed
to extend systemic testing so that large numbers of trees can automatically be
run against large numbers of reference images, thus assuring the quality of the
package for standard applications.

Actual tests for each analysis module are described in more detail alongside
their implementations in appendix B, and the analysis trees are discussed with
the modality examples in chapters 4 to 5. However, only the validation of the
more complex algorithms is considered in depth, rather than basic statistical or
arithmetic calculations which are straightforward to verify.

Determining whether the results generated by a particular analysis module
are ‘correct’ is not always straightforward, due both to numerical implement-
ation issues and design decisions, as described above. Where the results are
well-defined by underlying theory, the performance of a routine is deemed
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acceptable if it agrees well with theory to a precision at least equivalent to,
and ideally greater than, that required for the intended clinical application.
For more complex analyses, or those underpinned by more ambiguous theory,
results are compared with those yielded by packages based on other authors’
work, some of which are described in section A.11. Clearly, other packages
are themselves subject to validation and their own implementation nuances.
Greater reliance was given on results generated by the DIMOND3 tools and the
ImPACT+ package because these were developed by well-established groups,
are backed by significant literature and have been received positively by the
community.

Following the validation process, a user can therefore be confident that IQ-
Works incorporates robust implementations of its image evaluation algorithms
and generates results comparable with those of other researchers. However,
this does not mean that IQWorks is automatically suitable for any given clinical
application, with the onus being on the end-user to perform whatever testing as
they deem sufficient to verify IQWorks meets their particular needs. Although
the processes for basic image quality evaluation for many modalities are now
relatively mature, so that only a small number of phantoms might be utilised
as part of a routine QA programme, there will always be local peculiarities to
take into consideration. A question sometimes raised is the issue of who is
liable should IQWorks produce incorrect results which then results in harm
to a patient, albeit indirectly because IQWorks is intended only to assess the
technical performance of equipment not to actually make decisions regarding
its suitability for use. It is recommended by the author that, as it develops as an
open-source project, IQWorks be considered a peer-reviewed implementation
of standard image evaluation algorithms which can be applied if a healthcare
professional understands the technical details of the package and validates it
for their application. In the same way that a healthcare professional might
decide to introduce into their practice a new technique from the literature,
IQWorks should only be used after extensive testing, assessment of suitability
for purpose and investigation of its limitations. Because the full source-code is
available, along with test images and example trees, the end-user has all the in-
formation required to determine whether or not the package meets their needs.
In many ways, this is a better situation than with closed-source commercial
implementations, where the details and limitations of algorithms may never be
fully understood and yet the same requirement of user-validation applies.

Even when programming very carefully bugs will inevitably appear in soft-
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ware, including rounding errors, inefficient or erroneous numerical implement-
ations of algorithms, or issues over memory allocation (even though these are
generally dealt with well by the .NET Runtime). Visual Studio provides compre-
hensive debugging tools which allows code to be stepped through line by line
whilst monitoring the state of key variables. In addition, the ANTS Profiler was
used to identify redundant code and loops which were being executed more
times than necessary, which can be a significant issue with object-orientated
software where the assumption is that each developed module does not need to
be concerned with the internal operation of others. Memory profiling by ANTS
was also invaluable in catching large blocks of memory which were not being
released when images were no longer active, and which thus were limiting how
many images IQWorks was able to process simultaneously.

A very powerful method of ensuring that code performs as intended, and
continues to do so even after changes are made, is ‘unit testing’. This involves
writing specific, dedicated routines to test new code functionality at the same
time as the new code is being written. Visual Studio and other development
environments include tools to automatically perform these tests and flag up
any identified problems. In the extreme case, the tests may be written in
advance of the code, with the philosophy being that all functional requirements
should be well defined and that the purpose of the code is to meet these.
Developing unit tests adds a significant time burden to the writing of software
and is not a practice normally followed in scientific programming. However,
it is a methodology almost universally embraced in the professional software
engineering world, with it being felt that the time gained from having to tackle
less bugs is more than justified by the time required to develop the unit tests.
Only basic unit tests were incorporated into the IQWorks code base during
initial phases of development, but these are to be extended as the project takes
on new developers.

Subversion was introduced in section A.4 as a means of tracking and man-
aging code changes. In any complex project, detailed revision tracking enables
an experienced programmer to identify exactly which lines of code have been
modified from one revision to the next and thus determine the testing regime
required to repeat validation. Furthermore, if many users are simultaneously
making changes to a public repository, then the revision control tools enables
the implications of all these changes to be assessed together before it is decided
whether or not to accept them permanently. As IQWorks develops, it is inten-
ded that a small team of experts be formed to safeguard the reference code
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implementation that is the basis of the official releases. Any programmer will
be permitted to make changes, then members of this team will peer-review
the new code to verify the contributions are of sufficient quality and merit to
be included in the official release. Whenever a new version is released, the
physicist responsible for its implementation in the clinical environment can
access the associated diff file describing all the differences between the current
and previous versions. Alongside the official release notes, this will help guide
which tests are required before the physicist can be confident that the new
version continues to meet their needs.

A.6. Image Input / Output

Any image evaluation task begins with loading the images concerned into the
analysis package. IQWorks is capable of interpreting image files stored on
any media accessible by the operating system, including locally installed hard
disks, CD-ROMs, DVDs, memory sticks and network shared drives. Where
images are required from a networked database store, such as a PACS, these
can be accessed via any third party tool which queries the database and outputs
files to disk. Although it would be relatively straightforward to incorporate
such networking functionality into IQWorks itself it was felt that because this
is already adequately provided by a number of readily available open- and
closed-source packages, it was more important to concentrate in the initial
stages on the reliable interpretation of disk-based file formats. However, direct
querying of databases has the potential for making some applications more
efficient so has been tabled as a worthwhile future evolution. For example, if
IQWorks could automatically determine the locations of images stored in the
Varian ARIA radiotherapy information system by querying the ARIA database,
then these could be accessed directly instead of there being a requirement to
manually use the ARIA applications to first export copies of the images to
another location.

Numerous file formats exist for storing medical images, with the format
chosen in a particular instance depending upon the imaging modality, computer
hardware and operating system, the nature of the image data being stored (both
pixel data and additional information), programmer / vendor preference and
other historical reasons. However, an increasing number of modalities are
moving to the DICOM 3.0 format for the files, and almost all modalities enable
images to be exported in this format if it not used natively.
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DICOM (Digital Imaging and COmmunications in Medicine) 3.0 is a stand-
ardised protocol for the storage and exchange of imaging information. It is
managed jointly by the American College of Radiology (ACR) and the National
Electrical Manufacturers’ Association (NEMA). Although the standard is re-
ferred to as ‘DICOM 3.0’ this is misleading, with the number ‘3.0’ indicating
that this is the third iteration of a fundamental standard, with the DICOM 1.0
effectively having been the Interfile format still widely used in Nuclear Medi-
cine, and DICOM 2.0 being the ACR-NEMA 2.0 format. DICOM 3.0 is actually
a continually evolving set of protocols which is formally updated and released
every six months, sometimes with substantial revisions and not always to be
completely compatible with older versions. Intended to be applicable to all cur-
rent and future imaging modalities, DICOM 3.0 is an extremely wide-ranging
and complex standard, not limited to just the definition of an image file format,
but rather covering all aspects of the information transfer process, including
network protocols, physical aspects of storage media, binary transfer syntaxes
and display device calibration.

In addition to image data, DICOM files can represent other types of in-
formation associated with images, such as procedure worklists, radiotherapy
structure sets, radiotherapy dose matrices and radiotherapy treatment plans.
Each DICOM file contains only one type of information, although there may be
multiple instances of this, such as a stack of MR slices in a volumetric image.
Along with the core information item there is also always metadata – informa-
tion placing the item in context – such as an identifier describing what the item
represents, the date and time of acquisition, the manufacturer’s name and the
user identifier of the operator.

Even when just considering a simple image file, there are optional data ele-
ments which can be included or omitted depending upon user requirements,
with the choices made then resulting in a different set of mandatory and optional
components. In addition, because the specification for a particular modality is
developed by a group of experts working in that modality, the options available
vary between modalities and there can be conflicts or ambiguities when an
imaging device may acquire images belonging to more than one traditional
modality: for example, CT images may be considered a traditional CT scan, a
volumetric cardiac image set or a scan intended for use in radiotherapy. Fur-
thermore, there is provision for manufacturers to include their own proprietary
information, a facility often used when new features are introduced which are
not currently supported by the main standard.
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For all these reasons it is extremely difficult to develop a comprehensive and
robust implementation of the DICOM standard capable of reading and writing
all DICOM files in existence. Even when a piece of equipment is designated
as ‘DICOM Compliant’ or ‘DICOM Compatible’ there is considerable flexib-
ility over the nature of the implementation. Indeed, sometimes assumptions
are made the files are expected to be read back by equipment from the same
manufacturer, leading to some of the information stored in the file actually
being wrong. However, these may not always be obvious or clear to the end
user and third party applications such as IQWorks. This is especially true in
radiotherapy imaging where key information may not be encoded properly,
such as the location of the central axis in a projection image, simply because the
applications intended to interpret these images can generate it by other means.
To alleviate compatibility issues, the DICOM standard specifies that a ‘DICOM
Conformance Statement’ should be provided by a vendor which describes ex-
actly which parts of the standard have been implemented, and how. However,
these statements tend to be long, complicated documents and the responsib-
ility lies with the user to verify the standard is implemented as expected. In
particular, because conformance statements tend only to discuss implemented
functionality it can be unclear which key functionality may actually be missing.
Generally, conformance statements are of greatest utility when trying to identify
why two supposedly compatible systems are not communicating properly.

A pragmatic approach was therefore taken when writing IQWorks’ DICOM
import functionality. By default, image information is loaded with complete
fidelity to what is contained within the image file. If fundamental problems are
later identified by the user then the import code can be modified to recognise
the particular type of image and apply a correction during the import process.
For example, Varian Ximatron Simulator-CT images are often stored with the
origin of coordinates in the wrong location. Hard-coded into the import module
is therefore a clause to identify Ximatron images and force the origin to the
centre of the field of view. Another common scenario is when the information
stored with the image data, although correct, is not what the end user was
expecting. For example, if images of phantoms are acquired but not actually
viewed on the modality in question before export, then the window settings
stored with the image data may not display the image data so that particular
features are visible to the user. In attempting to faithfully interpret the data
stored in the file, IQWorks will correctly apply the stored window settings,
presenting the user with an image which does not at all appear as expected. A
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further example is when the user is expecting the origin of an image to be at
the centre of the field of view, but it is actually elsewhere. Although the system
is behaving as intended, this can be an intense source of frustration. For these
circumstances, global override options are provided which enable a ‘correction’
to be applied to all loaded images in preference to what is actually contained
within the headers. By default, all such overrides are turned off, but IQWorks
preserves a user’s preferences from one session to the next.

Core DICOM handling is performed using the Clear Canvas libraries. These
were chosen because they provide a .NET implementation of many aspects of
the DICOM standard and form the basis of a well-established and robust open-
source PACS system. A particular advantage of the Clear Canvas libraries is
that they can automatically and reliably decompress the whole range of DICOM
compressed image formats. In addition, a comprehensive implementation of
DICOM network services will enable this functionality to be incorporated into
IQWorks in the future. Because Clear Canvas is supported and maintained by
an active community it is expected that it will keep abreast of new developments
and regularly be updated to include functionality expressed in newer versions
of the DICOM standard. Therefore, in utilising the Clear Canvas libraries
to handle DICOM input / output it is anticipated that the broadest possible
DICOM support will be achieved into the future, without modifications being
required to IQWorks itself.

When interpreting an image file, IQWorks first uses Clear Canvas to extract
all metadata information stored in the file. This is stored and indexed by item
tag name so that the user can interrogate the metadata whilst viewing the image.
Before actually decoding the image data, IQWorks checks for the presence of key
tags in the metadata. These include the modality type, dimensions of the pixel
matrix, the number of images stored in a file, scaling information to convert
the stored pixel values to actual ones, pixel size, location of the origin and
image orientation with respect to the patient’s internal coordinate system. If key
information is missing then IQWorks makes certain assumptions. For example,
if pixel size or scaling information are not present then these are assumed to be
unity. If frame of reference information is missing then the image is assumed to
be an axial slice acquired with a patient lying head-first supine, with the origin
of coordinates being set as the centre of the field of view. More information
about coordinate systems and frames of reference is provided in section A.7.
Metadata tags are also checked for identifiers of problematic image sources
where ‘tweaking’ of the image data may be required, as described above. Once
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the context of the image has been determined the pixel data themselves are
decoded and adjusted accordingly before being stored in memory.

If a DICOM file contains multiple images as either a time-series or an inher-
ently 3 or 4-dimensional dataset, then these are loaded and stored together as a
multi-planar image. IQWorks also allows the user to select multiple image files
simultaneously, giving the user the choice of interpreting them as a series of
images to be considered individually within the package, or to all be aggregated
into a single multi-planar image. Multi-planar images are described in section
A.7.

A common scenario when working with many images is for the end-user to
be faced with a series of directories containing thousands of cryptically labelled
files. This may occur when images have been received over a network and
dumped to disk, or when interrogating the directory tree of a PACS system.
IQWorks provides an image preview facility which displays a thumbnail of any
file when it is clicked on in the open-file dialogue box. Although this is a useful
aid to selecting the correct image when one knows the location but is unsure
of the filename it is not practical for sifting through a very large number of
images. Instead, a ‘DICOM Browser’ tool has been written which scans a given
directory and constructs a catalogue of the files within it. A screenshot of the
DICOM Browser is shown in figure A.3, which illustrates the results of scanning
a directory of standard test images acquired using a range of modalities.

After the user selects a root directory for scanning, the DICOM Browser
constructs a list of all files in this directory, also working recursively through all
sub-directories if required. For each of the files in the list, the metadata is inter-
preted and items of information important for constructing the catalogue are
extracted, such as the unique identifiers, time stamps and names of the image
study, series and individual instance. These are stored in memory alongside
the filename. At this point IQWorks does not attempt to load any image data
because it is likely that the majority of files in the directory will not require to
be processed, so that loading the image information would be an unnecessary
burden on both time and memory. If a file cannot be successfully interpreted, for
example because it is not a DICOM file or has been corrupted, then the browser
simply ignores it. Once all files have been examined the unique identifiers of
the studies, series and other objects are cross-referenced to build the catalogue,
which is presented as shown in the figure.

Initially, a list of studies is presented. When the user clicks on a study,
the series belonging to that study are shown, then when a series is selected
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Figure A.3. – Demonstration of the DICOM browser illustrating the results of
scanning a tree of DICOM files then selecting a series of Catphan 600
images.

the associated images, radiotherapy plans and radiotherapy structure sets
associated with that series are listed. The user can select an individual image,
multiple-images, or individual or multiple series or studies. For example,
in figure A.3 the whole of series 5 of the zpCatphan_600_01 study has been
selected. Both individual images and large numbers of images can therefore
be selected and loaded very quickly. Each time the selection changes, the
number of underlying images which would be loaded is displayed so that
the user has an indication of the memory and time implications of loading
these. Radiotherapy plans and structure sets are included in the browser listing
because these are used by the DRR analysis module, which is covered in section
B.20. Once the selection is complete and the user initiates loading of the images,
the browser tool passes the list of selected files to exactly the same routines as
for loading images manually.

Image repositories typically contain many thousands of images so that per-
forming a full scan each time the DICOM Browser loads can be very time-
consuming, yet it is important that images added since the previous scan are
detected and added to the list. For example, the repository of daily EPI check
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images in Oxford consists of over 3000 images and occupies more than 4.5
Gb of space. By default, IQWorks maintains a cache of the DICOM Browser
catalogue which is maintained between sessions. All information necessary for
building the catalogue, plus file sizes, time stamps and a note of the last time
the file was fully scanned, is recorded in the cache. Each time a directory is
scanned, the browser checks whether a file is in the cache. If the file is present,
it verifies that the last scan time is not outside a pre-defined ‘expiry’ period,
then compares the file size and modification time stamp against those in the
cache. If the file is not present, the previous scan time has expired, or the file
size or modification time stamp have changed, then the file is scanned again.
Otherwise, the file is not scanned and the information in the cache is used
instead. This caching facility considerably speeds up population of the DICOM
browser, with the limiting factor being the time taken to construct the list of
files under the specified directory. Generally, this is of the order of only a few
seconds, even for very large, nested directory trees.

Another feature which aims to make interrogation of large image repositories
more efficient is the ability to monitor an entire directory tree for changes and
update the browser automatically when one is detected. This is performed
using an operating system hook built-in to the .NET framework and is extremely
powerful because deep directory structures can be monitored with a negligible
time penalty. This functionality is particularly useful when waiting for an image
to arrive from a QA device or PACS system.

An option is also provided in the browser for deleting whole studies or series
from the directory tree, a task which can be difficult when the files on disk do
not have meaningful names.

Originally, the DICOM browser was developed with a range of radiotherapy
applications in mind and the information which is displayed was thus tailored
to these. However, it is acknowledged that other metadata within the DICOM
files may be more useful for other applications, or for modalities not commonly
encountered in radiotherapy, and efforts are underway to extend the tool to
improve its overall flexibility. In particular, it would be advantageous to display
more detailed information regarding the individual images themselves.

In addition to DICOM files, IQWorks can successfully interpret a range of
bitmap files, including those compressed according the JPEG 2000 and JPEG-LS
lossless standards, Interfile, ACR-NEMA 2.0 and Varian native image formats.
Furthermore, ASCII files and raw binary files can also be loaded, although
the user must provide basic information about the structure of these, such as
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encodings and field delimiters.

Regardless of how flexible IQWorks is at processing and evaluating images
there will always be occasions when it is necessary to export an image for import
into another package. All IQWorks images, including those which are generated
by tools within the package or specific analysis modules, can be exported as
bitmaps, ASCII files or raw binary files. Sometimes this functionality can be
useful simply for converting DICOM or other images into a more convenient file
format for inclusion in presentations, etc. Furthermore, images which have an
analysis tree attached can also be saved as bitmaps which include the graphical
overlays belonging to the analysis modules within the tree.

A.7. Image Handling

Pixel data are central to all IQWorks operations and are represented as an array
of 2D matrices of IEEE single precision floating point values (i.e. an array of
C# float[,] types). For example, a simple 2D image corresponds to a single
float[,] matrix of dimensions the same as the image, whereas a volumetric
image is represented by an array of float[,] matrices, one for each of the planes
in the 3D image. Except for processor intensive operations, float[,] types are
never addressed directly in the code, but rather are encapsulated by IQWorks
‘FloatArray2D objects’. These incorporate boundary checking to prevent reading
or writing beyond the limits of the matrix, as well as additional routines to
perform common statistical calculations.

Images comprising more than one FloatArray2D object are referred to in
IQWorks as multi-layer images. These are intended to represent multiple 2D
planes which are related to each other and will be considered simultaneously
by any particular analysis module. For example, a stack of Catphan 504 CT
slices may be processed as a multi-layer image by the slice-sensitivity analysis
module, or a sequential series of flood EPIs may be used as input to the NPS
algorithm, where regions of interest across more than one image will contribute
to the ensemble average. Depending upon the nature of the analysis module,
when a multi-layer image is loaded the user is given the option of choosing to
process either a specifically numbered layer, the layer which is currently visible,
the first layer in the stack, or all layers present. In this way, different analysis
modules in the same tree can act on different layers of the same multi-layer
image.

Implicit to the representation of an individual pixel by a single floating point
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number is that IQWorks can only inherently handle greyscale images. However,
depending upon the application, colour images can either be loaded as a multi-
layer image (in which each layer corresponds to one of the red, green and blue
channels, for example) or can be collapsed into the equivalent greyscale (or
luminance) image. This approach lends itself better to standard techniques
for processing colour images, where the individual components are usually
considered separately. It is important to note that the planes of a multi-layer
image need not have been acquired at the same time, or even by the same
imaging device, with the only criteria being that the different planes have
the same dimensions and pixel size. Routines are provided both to combine
individual images into multi-layer images, and to separate multi-layer images
into their constituent planes.

Multiple images can be loaded into the IQWorks environment simultaneously
so that the same analysis tree can be run against each sequentially. Each indi-
vidual image can itself be a multi-layer image. For example, an experiment
might involve calculating the NPS for EPIs acquired on different linacs for a
set of acquisition settings. All the images can be loaded as multi-layer images,
then the appropriate analysis tree automatically run against each of these, one
after the other.

Internally, there is separation between the routines for managing and pro-
cessing image data, and those for display images. In line with the object-
orientated paradigm discussed in section A.3, this approach enables modific-
ations and refinements to be made to one without them affecting the others.
It will also facilitate the processing of images automatically by a background
service, perhaps across the Internet, which is an intended future evolution.

Images are displayed in IQWorks using a specially written ‘ImageDisplay-
Form’ as shown in figure A.4, which illustrates a volumetric cone-beam CT
image of the Catphan 504 phantom acquired using the Varian OBI. The blue
cross-hairs indicates the origin of the physical, real-world coordinate system
and the file name of the image is shown in the title bar. If the image is a multi-
layer image (as in the figure) then a slider tool is automatically presented which
allows the user to choose which plane to view. This can also be achieved by
manually entering the index number of the desired plane. It can sometimes
be useful to visualise a stack of images as a movie loop, and this function-
ality is provided by the arrow button next to the slider tool. Furthermore,
IQWorks allows saving of multi-layer images as AVI movie files for inclusion in
presentations.
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Any particular hardware platform is only capable of displaying a limited
range of grey levels, with most radiotherapy display devices being limited
to 256 unique values. On the right hand side of the ImageDisplayForm is a
histogram showing the distribution of pixel values in the active plane, with the
black arrows indicating the range of pixel values currently being mapped onto
the grey levels available to the hardware display device. The pixel values in
the indicated range are mapped with equal spacing across the entire range of
available display levels. This window onto the image data can be interactively
adjusted by using the mouse to move the bars, and can also be set manually
through entering its central value (the window level) and range (the window
width). Pixels with values below the lower limit of the window are set to zero
(displayed black) and those above the upper limit are set to the maximum
available display level (displayed white).

Figure A.4. – IQWorks ‘ImageDisplayForm’ showing a Varian OBI cone-beam CT
scan of the Catphan 504 phantom. The slice containing the Catphan
impulse bead is currently active.

To provide the user with flexibility when constructing analysis trees, it is pos-
sible to fine-tune all aspects of the geometrical placement of analysis modules.
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Internally, IQWorks uses two coordinate systems:

• the pixel coordinate system, which has its origin at the top-left most pixel
in the image and describes the displacement of a point as the number of
pixels in each matrix direction;

• the physical coordinate system, which has its origin at a customisable
pixel location, takes into account real-world pixel size, and represents the
displacement from the origin in millimetres in each direction.

Both coordinate systems increase from left to right and top to bottom in the
plane of the image, with X representing the horizontal component of vectors
and Y the vertical component. Depending upon the application, the user can
choose to work in one coordinate system or another, and IQWorks automatically
and transparently provides the transformation between them. For example, the
location of the impulse bead in the Catphan 504 is positioned 2.0 cm above the
centre of the phantom and centred laterally. Therefore, when placing a region
of interest to determine the point spread function, it would be logical to centre
it at (0,−20) in physical coordinates, ensuring that the impulse bead is always
at the centre of the ROI regardless of pixel size or how the reconstructed field
of view relates to the physical phantom. Alternatively, an object placed on
the surface of an EPI or CR plate may always be a particular number of pixels
from the edge regardless of the location of the detector with respect to the x-ray
source or central axis, in which case the pixel coordinate system would be more
appropriate.

Once an image has been loaded it is possible to obtain more information
about it from the image properties information box, as illustrated in figure A.5. The
file name of the image is presented in the title bar, then below this the name and
ID of the patient, followed by the date and time when the image was acquired
or generated. If the ‘Geometry’ tab is selected, basic information is shown about
the dimensions of the image, the pixel size in each matrix direction (in mm) and
the pixel which represents the origin of coordinates of the physical coordinate
system. Both pixel size and origin coordinates can be modified by typing new
values into the boxes. Alternatively, the user can set a new origin position by
clicking directly on the required location in the image. All metadata extracted
from the headers of the image file can be viewed in the ‘Information’ tab and for
DICOM images there is usually a considerable amount of information present.

Objects are placed relative to a specified anchor position. By default this is
the origin of the chosen coordinate system. However, the anchor can also be
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Figure A.5. – Image Properties box, showing geometry and metadata information
for a Varian aS1000 EPI of the QEPI1 phantom.

set to be any point output by an analysis module earlier in the tree, such as the
minimum or maximum point within an ROI, or the centre of mass of a detected
phantom edge. In this way, the placement of objects can automatically be
adjusted depending upon where the phantom or test details lie within the field
of view. Many analysis modules output a generic Processed Point, the nature
of which depends upon parameters intput to the given module. For example,
the processed point of an edge detector can be the centre of mass, centre of
extremes or even just the centre of the search ROI. By setting the anchor of
a set of analysis modules to be the processed point of the edge detector, the
actual reference point used by all dependent modules can be adjusted simply by
changing the definition of the processed point. This is useful when a particular
image proves difficult to process and ensures a successful result whilst requiring
the minimum of user alterations to the analysis tree.

Aside from the passing of inputs and outputs, all analysis modules are de-
signed to function independently of each other, with each having their own
parameters governing how the processing of an image should proceed. How-
ever, sometimes it can be useful to condition the underlying pixel data before
any analysis is performed, with the result affecting all analysis modules and
trees run against that image. For example, if a test phantom has accidentally
been positioned upside down it may be desirable to first ‘flip’ the image ver-
tically to correct this error, or if an image is suffering from a cluster of bad
pixels then a median convolution filter might be run to mitigate this. IQWorks
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therefore provides a set of immediately applied operations for fundamentally
modifying the underlying raw pixel data. These include horizontal and vertical
flipping, and different sizes of mean and median convolution filters.

When working with multiple images it can sometimes be convenient to group
these into collections for further study or to act as reference datasets against
which future analyses are compared. For instance, locating the appropriate
image plane in a sizable volumetric stack for a particular type of analysis can
be relatively tedious, especially when the stack itself is loaded from a larger
directory of DICOM files. Once the image has been located it would be useful to
transfer it to a separate location for easier subsequent access. IQWorks provides
a facility for copying currently loaded images into a new location so that such
collections can easily be constructed.

A.8. Signal Calibrators

Mapping of raw pixel data to linearised ‘calibrated’ values is performed using
signal calibrators, which essentially reverse the characteristic curve of any given
imaging system. IQWorks provides a number of signal calibrators which can be
fine-tuned to model the response curves of the most commonly encountered
imaging modalities. Following object-orientated principles, all signal calib-
rators inherit from the same abstract base class. Therefore, regardless of the
parameters or implementation details of any specific calibrator, all calibrators
can be managed and applied through a common user interface. In addition,
this approach makes developing new signal calibrators for modalities not ac-
commodated by those already present very straightforward, ensuring that only
testing of the performance of the new calibrator is required, not its interaction
with other parts of the system.

Signal calibrators do not actually modify the underlying pixel data, but
rather apply a customisable curve to convert the signal at any particular pixel
location into its calibrated value. Analysis modules do not have direct access
to raw pixel data, only to the values output by signal calibrators. Applying a
calibration curve every time a pixel was addressed would incur a considerable
performance penalty. Therefore, the first time any pixel value is requested
through a calibrator, the calibrator calculates the values for all pixels in the
image and stores a working calibrated image in memory. Although this effectively
doubles the memory requirements for any individual image this is more than
compensated for by a significant performance gain. Signal calibrators are
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programmed to identify the special case when the calibrated image is identical
to the raw image, in which case a calibrated image is not generated and the raw
pixel values are instead passed through to the calling routines unchanged.

To date, three signal calibrators have been implemented in IQWorks, each
of which converts the pixel value PV into a calibrated value CV. Although
the purpose of these is to undo the characteristic curve, their parameters are
described from the perspective of the characteristic curves themselves, because
it is the characteristic curves which would be measured by the end user.

Many modalities are inherently linear, including EPI, CT and DR. These are
best represented by the linear signal calibrator

PV = m · CV + c (A.1)

where m and c are the constants, being the gradient and DC offset respectively.

CR plates tend to have a logarithmic response and are accommodated by the
logarithmic signal calibrator

PV = m · ln (CV) + c (A.2)

whilst these and other detectors may sometimes be better described by the
power law signal calibrator

PV = m · CVb + c (A.3)

where b is also a constant and is usually ~0.5.

If a signal calibrator is inappropriately chosen so that the calibration curve
would result in singularities or invalid computations (such as applying equation
A.2 to the negative values of a CT image) then IQWorks sets the calibrated values
of the affected pixels to zero.

Parameters for all signal calibrators are modified through the same user in-
terface dialogue, as illustrated in figure A.6 for the logarithmic signal calibrator.
This also enables a unit to be defined for the calibrated values (such as Gy if
the calibration is being performed in terms of air kerma, for example) although
this unit is only used when reporting results and doesn’t influence the actual
processing by analysis modules. Once a signal calibrator has been configured its
parameters can be saved to disk for quick reloading the next time it is required.
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Figure A.6. – Example dialogue box for adjusting the parameters of the logar-
ithmic signal calibrator, where the calibrated pixel values would be
represented in Gy.

A.9. Results Reporting and Testing Framework

When processed, all IQWorks analysis modules generate a short summary
of their key results which is displayed in the ‘Results’ pane of the Properties
Dialogue box, as illustrated in figure A.2. In addition, all available outputs from
a module are listed as read-only results after all user-editable parameters in
the Properties Dialogue Box. However, additional reporting functionality is
necessary when interpreting the results of running a complex analysis tree, or
to meet the reporting requirements of a routine QA programme.

Incorporated into IQWorks is a ‘Detailed Report’ module which is designed
to gather image information and desired analysis module outputs and present
these as a structured report in a standard format. Any analysis module output
can be included in the report – numerical, textual or graphical – and reports can
be generated as rich-text format (RTF – Microsoft Word), Portable Document
Format (PDF – Adobe Acrobat) and using HyperText Markup Language (HTML
– Web Browser). Programmatically, all three document formats are generated
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using almost exactly the same function calls, with the underlying iText library
being utilised to manage the document layout.

Reports are constructed using the Report Generator module, which is typically
added to the end of an analysis tree. An example of the Report Generator
being applied to develop a report describing the results of the analysis of the
QEPI1 portal imaging phantom as part of the Oxford Cancer Centre daily linac
checks is shown in figure A.7. The user begins by entering a title for the report,
along with any descriptive comments that should appear as text below the
title. If required, a copy of the image can also be included and any useful items
of metadata from the image file. Sometimes, the technical ‘official’ names of
metadata elements can be cryptic and unhelpful, so for every item which is
included the user can enter a ‘friendly name’ which will be printed alongside
the contents of the item in the report.

All available analysis module outputs, ordered in the same way as the mod-
ules they belong to are included in the analysis tree, are displayed at the top-left
of the Report Generator. Using the mouse, a tick mark is placed next to each
output to be included in the report, and the formatting of each numerical res-
ult can be tailored individually in terms of its number of decimal places and
whether scientific notation should be used.

As well as simply being displayed, numerical and textual results can have
tests performed on them to give ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ results. This can be useful
for quick quality control checks where it is desirable to verify whether an
image quality metric is within certain parameters. Available tests include
checking whether a result is above or below a reference value, within specified
limits, or exactly matches a particular value. Test criteria can be customised to
automatically change depending upon information contained within the image
metadata. For example, in figure A.7, different tolerances on spatial resolution
(in terms of the spatial frequency at which the MTF reduces to 50%, the f50) are
defined depending upon whether the linac photon energy is 6 or 15 MV.

Figure A.8 shows the PDF report prepared by the Report Generator in figure
A.7. Following the report title and any comments entered by the user (none
in this example) is a summary of the number of ‘pass’ and ‘fail’ test results
which were evaluated for the outputs included in the report. When multiple
images are processed sequentially this summary includes the test results from
all the images being considered. Summarising the state of the test results at the
start of the report enables the user to immediately identify whether there were
problems with any of the tests. For a rapid QC check, the user might proceed
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Image Metadata

Outputs to Include in Report Title of Report
Tests Performed on Result

Formatting of 

Aggregate Fields

Report Format Data Storage Options

Figure A.7. – Report Generator dialogue box, demonstrating the construction of a
report for the analysis of the QEPI1 portal imaging phantom as part
of the Oxford Cancer Centre daily linac checks.

no further than verifying that all the tests had passed, only needing to look
deeper to investigate the root cause of any failures. After the testing summary,
the selected items of metadata are listed and a copy of the image if requested.

Each of the analysis groups in the tree is then considered in turn, with the
outputs of all the analysis modules in a group being collected together. If no
tests were performed on any of the results within a group, then the results are
presented in a simple tabular format, with each column containing a single type
of output. At the bottom of each column, the mean and standard deviation of the
results in that column are displayed. The formatting of these aggregate results
is controlled by settings in the Report Generator dialogue box. If tests have
been designated for any results in an analysis group, then a different tabular
format is applied and no aggregate results are calculated. Instead, the name of
each analysis module and output is listed alongside columns containing the
expected result of the test, the actual result which was calculated, and whether
the result was a ‘PASS’ or ‘FAIL’.

At the end of the report is a summary line indicating when the analysis was
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performed and the version of IQWorks used, information important for overall
quality assurance if the report is to be stored for future reference.

Report title

Summary 

of all tests

Information 

from image 

headers

Windowed 

image

Individual 

numerical 

results

PASS / FAIL 

results

Version info 

& time stamp

Figure A.8. – Extract of the IQWorks report generated by the Report Generator in
the previous figure.

As described above, an analysis tree can be run automatically against multiple
images, one after the other. In this situation, apart from an overall summary of
all test results being presented at the top, the combined report is constructed by
generating individual reports for each image and appending these together.

A.10. Storage of Results

Long term storage of image analysis results is important for many applications,
such as the investigation of time trends, forming the historical record of a QA
programme and keeping track of a series of experiments. Although IQWorks
reports can be printed out or filed electronically more powerful methods are
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provided for storing data. All numerical and textual information presented in a
report, including associated test results, can also either be appended to a Comma
Separated Variable (CSV) file or stored in a database table, with the information
to store and the storage destination being chosen via the same Report Generator
dialogue box. In the IQWorks analysis workflow, reports can be considered a
portal for quickly checking the results of running an analysis tree before the data
are stored permanently. Alongside the basic contents of the report, IQWorks
also stores a time stamp of when the analysis was performed, the identity of
the user who undertook the analysis and an optional user comment. The user
name and comment are entered via a dialogue box which automatically appears
when the system is ready to store data.

CSV files are convenient vehicles for storing data because they can readily be
opened by spreadsheet applications, such as Microsoft Excel. However, once
more than a few columns of information are included, or when many rows of
results are present, they become unwieldy and difficult to navigate. Instead,
relational databases are a more flexible means of storing and querying large
amounts of data. To simplify the storage process, both the CSV writing code and
the database storage routines inherit from the same generalised storage model.
Therefore, regardless of the nature of the storage destination itself the IQWorks
reporting code performs similar function calls to prepare the destination to
receive information, verify it is ready to receive, send the dataset and to verify
it has been received successfully.

Before writing to CSV files, IQWorks automatically checks that the file exists
and creates a new one if necessary, including a first row containing descript-
ive column headers. Data elements are then stored under the appropriate
column heading, with empty elements being added if items are missing. Each
subsequent addition to a CSV file writes a complete new line of information.

Database storage is achieved via a model which encapsulates simple database
interfacing functionality and which must be inherited from and extended to
target any specific database platform. IQWorks includes an interface for Mi-
crosoft SQL Server which can store data in all editions of this system, both free
and commercial, from version 2005 onwards. However, adapting this to target
other database platforms based on the Standard Query Language (SQL), such
as PostgreSQL or MySQL, would be very straightforward. SQL Server was
chosen because it was felt this was most likely to have widespread acceptance
in a predominantly Windows and particularly Microsoft orientated healthcare
environment. Furthermore, as well as being a robust, efficient platform for
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storing data, the installation, configuration and ongoing maintenance of SQL
Server tends to require lower overheads than many of the alternatives. It is
therefore a good system to rely upon for use in a routine QA programme, where
time is limited and specialist database management skills may not be readily
available.

Before data can be stored in a database the database server must first be added
as an IQWorks data store. This then becomes accessible to all analysis trees and
is preserved between instances of the program. Because all data stores inherit
from the same base classes they can be configured via a common graphical user
interface. Each time a storage operation is to be performed IQWorks verifies
the table exists and that it is of the correct structure, creating a new table or
modifying an existing one if necessary. In particular, if the user changes which
information elements are to be stored once a data store has already been created
– for example, by selecting an additional item of metadata or deciding to no
longer store a particular test result – IQWorks will create additional table fields
or automatically modify the storage commands accordingly. This flexibility
allows databases to adapt to evolving user requirements without requiring
reprocessing of images whenever the analysis scheme is fine-tuned.

When numerical results are presented in a report they are deliberately re-
formatted to make them easier to interpret visually. This can include rounding
to a particular number of decimal places and employing scientific notation, de-
pending upon what has been specified by the user. However, the data stored in
CSV files or databases are exactly as generated by IQWorks with no additional
processing or rounding. This ensures any further analysis is based upon the raw
results and thus avoids any compounding of errors due to the data reduction.

Exporting information to long term storage is only sensible if there is a flexible
and efficient means of retrieving it again. However, it was deliberately decided
against including this functionality in IQWorks because such data mining (or
‘business intelligence’) is itself an active field and many advanced and well-
established tools for this are already freely available. For example, the free
Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services and the open-source JasperReports are
both relatively straightforward to use yet are capable of performing complex
queries across multiple database tables and presenting the results in high-
quality, customisable reports. In addition, both are also able to prepare detailed
graphs based on interactively supplied search criteria. IQWorks was intended
to be a robust and flexible image analysis package so it was felt the development
effort should focus on its core performance areas rather than branch out to cover
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functionality already comprehensively provided elsewhere. As an analysis
platform, IQWorks provides the means to load and automatically process large
sets of images, generate a preliminary report and store all the results in a
database. Other tools can then be used to query the database and generate more
complex reports, perform detailed trend analyses, etc.

IQWorks is central to the radiotherapy imaging QA programme in Oxford
Cancer Centre, with it being used regularly to analyse images of a range of
phantoms acquired using different modalities. For most routine measurements,
and particularly for quick quality control checks, the usual scenario is that a
pre-defined analysis tree will be run against the images, a report generated
and a visual inspection of the report performed to confirm all test results
have passed and that there are no anomalous results. All the data are then
stored to a QA database. For more detailed analysis, interactive reports are
developed using Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services and deployed via
a web interface so that users across the department can run them anywhere
without installing additional software. This is a powerful and efficient means
of making objective imaging performance data readily available for a variety of
purposes. In particular it enables responsible staff to immediately assess the
current state of any given imaging modality.

For example, figure A.8 contains a report generated to illustrate trends in
EPI contrast to noise ratio measured using the QEPI1 performance phantom
as part of the daily check. Presented within the Firefox web browser, the user
can examine the results over a specified date range and filtered by linac name
(as defined by the name of the test patient), beam energy, dose-rate and the
number of frames used to acquire the image. Without requiring additional
programming, the contents of the report can be rapidly updated whenever
additional measurements are performed. In the example presented a step
change in performance due to software reinstallation is clearly visible. This is
discussed in more detail in chapter 3.

There are sometimes situations where it is desirable to be able to interactively
work with IQWorks data at a more fundamental level, without first needing to
construct a report and export information to an external datastore. For example,
it may be useful to extract the points of an MTF curve for analysis elsewhere.
All graphical results generated within IQWorks can be individually copied
in their entirety onto the operating system clipboard for immediate pasting
into another package. Furthermore, to facilitate examination of internal results
which might otherwise be inaccessible, standard routines have been included
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in the IQWorks code base for dumping different types of data to disk files.

Figure A.9.
CNR time-trend data, calculated and stored to database by IQWorks and presen-
ted in a web-browser via Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services.

A.11. Other Software Frameworks

IQWorks was developed because of a perceived need for an extensible image
quality assessment tool which could be used for both research and development,
and as part of a comprehensive QA programme. Alternative packages also
exist – both free / open-source and commercial – and it is worth comparing
these against the IQWorks system. The packages can be divided into two
categories: general-purpose analysis frameworks and tools intended for specific
applications.
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A.11.1. General-Purpose Analysis Frameworks

A.11.1.1. Aquilab ARTISCAN(TM)

Of all the alternative image analysis packages, Aquilab ARTISCAN[11] provides
functionality most similar to that of IQWorks. It is a commercial product
intended for both radiotherapy and diagnostic applications and includes models
of a wide range of phantoms for a number of imaging modalities. It also
includes functionality for the reporting and storage of results.

However, ARTISCAN does not follow the ‘universal phantom’ model intro-
duced in IQWorks, so that although phantoms are analysed via analysis trees
these are provided essentially complete by the manufacturer and are not cus-
tomisable by the user at a fundamental level as in IQWorks. In addition, there is
less flexibility in adjusting an existing tree for a new or modified phantom and
a new analysis tree cannot be constructed from scratch. Furthermore, because
the code is proprietary and closed source, it is not possible to identify exactly
how an algorithm has been implemented, or to augment or fine-tune the code
base to implement new functionality. This is a major strength of IQWorks.

The developers of ARTISCAN have chosen to integrate reporting, storage and
data review functionality within a single package, rather than to separate them
logically as in IQWorks. Whilst providing a common package for performing
all evaluation and development work, this makes it more difficult to undertake
advanced analyses using external software tools or to provide enterprise-wide
reporting and review functionality, as described in section A.10.

A.11.1.2. MeVisLab

MeVisLab[367] is a sophisticated visual development environment based
around the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Insight Toolkit (ITK)[360]. It
therefore has access to a wide range of quality-assured and validated numerical
algorithms. Like IQWorks, an analysis scheme is constructed from elemental
analysis modules, each of which takes inputs and produces outputs. However,
MeVisLab analysis schemes are constructed following a complex graph theory
approach which allows more complicated and circular links between modules.
Whilst this enables the development of very powerful applications it results in
the package being extremely difficult to use, with the interface being complex
and inconsistent between modules. Furthermore, MeVisLab has no integrated
facilities for generating reports, comparing results against expected values or
storing all results to a database. It is therefore more suited to research applica-
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tions, rather than as part of a routine QA programme. In addition, full flexibility
is only available with the installation of a number of third party dependencies,
and through the purchase of a commercial licence.

A strength of MeVisLab is its ability to utilise independently developed
plug-ins. However, the ‘wrapping’ of these in preparation for use is not straight-
forward and there are inconsistencies in the level of functionality implemented
between different modules. A plug-in framework for IQWorks is a high priority
for the future, and there is the potential for incorporating and implementing
routines from the same NIH libraries utilised by MeVisLab.

A.11.1.3. NIH ImageJ

ImageJ[1] has a strong pedigree, being a Java based successor to the popular
Scion Image package. Its development and distribution are managed by the
National Institutes of Health, thus assuring the ongoing quality of the software.
It is freely available and supports the import of DICOM images by default so is
widely used for image processing by the medical physics community.

Although not designed specifically for image quality evaluation, ImageJ im-
plements the necessary Fourier and statistical methods and provides a powerful
scripting and plug-in framework through which more complex applications
can be developed. Numerous third party plug-ins supporting a wide range
of applications are freely downloadable, although the quality of these cannot
always be guaranteed. Written in Java, ImageJ runs well on Windows, Linux,
Unix and other platforms.

The biggest disadvantage of ImageJ is its limited user interface, which makes
development of user-friendly applications for routine clinical use difficult. Fur-
thermore, there is no in-built support for the reporting or storage of results.
However, because the ImageJ analysis routines are open-source it is possible
to incorporate these into other applications[294], or develop alternative user
interfaces and overcome these limitations.

When embarking upon the IQWorks project an extension to ImageJ was
seriously considered. However, at the time the UK NHS was experiencing
considerable difficulties due to incompatibilities between Java versions and
implementations of the underlying Java Runtime Environment. These problems
appear to persist today. Also, a number of benefits inherent to the Microsoft
.NET framework, including its deeper integration with Microsoft Windows and
potential for web-based applications, resulted in the decision not to pursue
ImageJ. This said, Java routines can easily be implemented in C# if required,
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and Java class libraries even used directly via the IKVM[366] framework, so
there is scope for using ImageJ algorithms or even plug-ins in the future.

A.11.1.4. ImPACT+ Calculation Framework

Part of the UK Department of Health’s Centre for Evidence based Purchasing
(CEP), the ImPACT group has for many years been recognised as world-leaders
in the performance evaluation of CT technologies. Members of the team have
been responsible for developing an image analysis package capable of perform-
ing basic statistical analyses, as well as calculating MTF, NPS and other useful
image quality metrics for CT scanners. In particular, the package includes
hard-coded routines to automatically process images of the Catphan series of
phantoms. Originally intended for CT applications, the calculation framework
accepts standard DICOM images as input thereby allowing some of the analysis
routines to be applied to images from other modalities. Over time the software
has been employed in the rigorous type-testing of numerous CT scanners, with
the results being widely disseminated and scrutinised. Its reliability, at least in
the field of X-ray CT, is therefore assured and indeed it is generally considered
the reference system against which all others must be compared. Although the
software is no longer maintained by ImPACT, the original developer and others
with access to the code continue to make refinements. However, there is no
coordinated, centralised effort and although the software is non-commercial,
neither the code nor executable have been freely distributed and they are not
readily available to the community. Furthermore, at the end of March 2010
CEP was formally disbanded, leaving the future of ImPACT and the services it
provides uncertain.

Another consideration is that the ImPACT calculation framework is written
in IDL, a scientific programming language commonly used in the image pro-
cessing field and familiar to many physicists and engineers[371]. This provides
the developer with a comprehensive library of robust analysis routines, all
referenced back to basic literature, so it is relatively straightforward to add new
functionality to a program without writing algorithms from scratch. However,
IDL’s support for graphical user interfaces is relatively limited and its pro-
gramming constructs do not lend themselves to the development of complex,
mission-critical applications. Although the compiled software can be run via a
freely downloadable IDL runtime environment, modification and recompilation
requires an expensive IDL development licence, thus limiting accessibility to
the code. Furthermore, the necessity to obtain and install the runtime makes
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it more difficult to deploy IDL applications in a clinical environment. There
is also no inherent support for document generation to facilitate the reporting
of results. Only basic support for data storage is provided by the ImPACT
calculation framework as it currently stands. Although IDL provides database
interfacing functionality, significant modifications to the program would be
required to implement this and it would not be as flexible or customisable as in
IQWorks.

It is generally accepted that the ImPACT framework is a valuable research
tool but the aspiration is that IQWorks will take its place as the reference tool
for CT evaluation. Versions of the ImPACT software maintained by Dr David
Sutton (Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, UK) and Mr David Platten (Northampton
General Hospital, Northampton, UK) were used in the validation of IQWorks
for the analysis of CT and radiographic images.

A.11.1.5. DIMOND3 QA-Distri

Funded by the European Union Sixth Framework programme, the DIMOND3
/ SENTINEL project[93] had as its goal the investigation of the link between
measurable image quality metrics and clinical performance, aiming to facilitate
compliance with European Euratom directives[83]. Part of this remit involved
developing methods for calculating objective indices of image quality and a
number of software tools were developed, mainly closed-source proprietary
packages for use by the project collaborators. However, the ‘QA-Distri’ set of
tools was released by one of the collaborators as an ImageJ plug-in. These are
capable of calculating MTF, NPS and DQE and although the algorithms are
relatively basic the code is open-source so it is possible to scrutinise them and
develop them further if required. Despite this, with the DIMOND3 project now
complete the ‘QA-Distri’ package is no longer actively maintained. Furthermore,
because it relies on ImageJ it also suffers from the same limitations.

However, because of the considerable experience of the contributors to the
DIMOND3 project, the resulting software can be taken as a baseline standard
for radiographic imaging assessment, much like the ImPACT software for CT.
It is therefore used in the validation of IQWorks for modalities and phantoms
supported by the software.
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A.11.1.6. OBJ_IQ_reduced

Acquiring X-ray mammograms as part of a breast screening programme is a
delicate balance between keeping doses as low as reasonably practicable whilst
maintaining image quality sufficient for the clinical application, particularly so
because of the inherent risk in inducing cancer in otherwise healthy patients. As
a result of this a great deal of physics input has always been invested in the qual-
ity assurance of breast imaging. With the increasing availability of direct digital
mammography systems it was recognised that, along with the standardisation
of testing protocols, it was necessary to provide reference analysis software to
process the digital images. In April 2009, the ‘OBJ_IQ_reduced’ package was
released by the NHS Breast Screening Programme for this purpose[217]. This
flexible package accepts DICOM images and provides a wide range of image
analysis routines, including MTF, NPS, DQE, variance maps, SNR, CNR and
other basic statistical analyses. Although intended for use in mammography it
includes modelling of the same system characteristic curves as IQWorks so is
applicable to other radiographic modalities.

Written in IDL, the limitations described above in section A.11.1.4 also apply
to OBJ_IQ_reduced so that it better considered a research tool appropriate for
a dedicated analysis workstation or laptop rather than a package suitable for
integration into a live clinical environment. Furthermore, the source code is not
freely available so it is difficult to examine exactly how the algorithms work or
to implement new functionality. Finally, the primary developer has recently
taken up a new position so future support and development of the package is
uncertain.

OBJ_IQ_reduced is currently considered the ‘gold standard’ image analysis
tool for mammography so care has been taken to ensure results for IQWorks
agree well with those generated by this package. In addition, efforts have been
made to include all core functionality implemented by OBJ_IQ_reduced into
IQWorks.

A.11.2. Tools for Specific Applications

A.11.2.1. The IRIS Inc AutoQA Lite

‘AutoQA Lite’[369] is a commercial product sold by the Institute for Radiological
Sciences (IRIS) Inc. It accepts CT images being transferred as DICOM files
across the network and automatically analyses images of the Catphan series
of phantoms. Intended to be an integral component of an imaging quality
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assurance programme it includes reporting functionality, automatically stores
results in a local database and allows the user to review results to consider
overall performance and aid in identifying trends.

When used exactly as prescribed AutoQA Lite performs reliably and is
extremely efficient, analysing a whole series of images in a fully automatic
fashion[293]. For this reason it has been licensed by some CT vendors and
bundled with their scanners for use as part of their standard QA protocols.
However, AutoQA Lite does not perform well when the parameters of the
experiment are outside what it is expecting, with it being completely unable to
perform an analysis under these conditions. For example, if a particular Cat-
phan slice does not have the longitudinal coordinate expected by the package,
or if the phantom is not located where expected in the field of view, or indeed if
the field of view is very large so that the proportion occupied by the Catphan
section is small, then Auto QA Lite fails. Furthermore, unless the network
transfer facility is employed, AutoQA Lite cannot interpret all valid encodings
of DICOM files. It is therefore suitable only for basic quality assurance tests
in a managed test environment and does not provide scope for more detailed
investigations or phantom development.

Although Auto QA Lite incorporates database storage and retrieval func-
tionality this is only to a database stored locally on the computer on which the
software is running. It therefore does not scale well as part of a large testing
programme where measurements and analyses may be required in multiple
locations simultaneously. In addition, the database is not readily accessible to
third party tools, making more complex analysis of historical data difficult.

A.11.2.2. Standard Imaging PIPSpro

First developed when electronic portal imaging was an emerging technology,
the Portal Imaging Processing System (PIPSpro)[372, 381] has become well
established as an image analysis framework providing a range of specialised
EPI-related functionality, including matching of EPIs against simulator images
or DRRs to evaluate patient set-up errors, analysis of gantry spoke films and
EPID dosimetry. PIPSpro also incorporates a powerful scripting language for
automating frequently performed activities, thus allowing the package to be
utilised as an efficient tool for routine yet complex tasks without forcing the
user to adopt a particular approach.

Relevant to this work, PIPSpro has long included routines to analyse the
QC3 megavoltage portal imaging phantom[123], with these recently being
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extended to cover the new QCkV-1 phantom for the assessment of kilovoltage
radiographic imaging. Central to the analysis scheme is the application of
Coltman’s method for evaluating the MTF from a series of bar patterns[54,
80, 124]. However, unlike the original algorithm PIPSpro normalises the MTF
to unity at the spatial frequency of the lowest frequency bar pattern in the
test object. This is unfortunate because it yields results which are not directly
comparable with those obtained using other MTF calculation methods either
in portal imaging or for other modalities. Worse, because PIPSpro presents
the results in terms of the reduced metrics f50 and f10 great care must be taken
to avoid these being misinterpreted when they are presented alongside the
similarly named results of, for example, an edge analysis. Although the QCkV-1
phantom, along with the PIPSpro analysis scheme, has been warmly received
by the radiotherapy community because it has been recognised that objective
performance evaluation of kilovoltage radiographic systems is necessary, this
phantom / software combination follows a methodology not widely embraced
by the diagnostic imaging community. As a commercial package PIPSpro is
closed-source and it is not possible to extend its analysis schemes to other
phantoms.

For the analysis of CBCT images PIPSpro includes a new module which
is an embedded version of AutoQA Lite. This is optimised for the Catphan
504 phantom that is commonly bundled with radiotherapy CBCT systems.
However, it is subject to the same limitations of the regular AutoQA Lite
package which can be particularly problematic given the relatively poor quality
of current CBCT images.

A.11.2.3. PTW epidSoft

This package is intended to process images of the PTW EPID QC phantom[269,
370], although the analysis is only semi-automatic in that the user must first
manually identify fiducial markers within the phantom so that the software can
place analysis regions appropriately. The software also includes very limited
reporting and data storage / review functionality.

Much like the AutoQA Lite package for Catphan CT images, epidSoft is
appropriate only for use under well-defined conditions as part of a managed QA
strategy. However, its analysis of the PTW EPID QC phantom was compared
against that of IQWorks as part of the IQWorks validation process.
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A.11.2.4. Quick MTF

‘Quick MTF’ is a simple package for analysing edge images[373]. Targeting the
photographic industry as a lens QA tool it only accepts standard bitmap file
formats and does not include functionality beyond generating the MTF from an
edge. However, the MTF calculation routines are extremely efficient and robust
so that this tool can be relied upon to deliver its specialist functionality when
other, possibly more sophisticated packages fail. Although commercial and
closed-source, it is relatively inexpensive so was used during the validation of
the IQWorks edge analysis routines.

A.11.2.5. Artinis CDRAD Analyser and CDMAM Analyser

For completeness, it is important to include reference here to the Artinis Ana-
lyser software[368] for interpreting images of the same manufacturer’s CDRAD
(radiographic) and CDMAM (mammography) contrast-detail phantoms. These
packages implement observer models to determine whether or not details across
the surfaces of a phantom are discernible in the image, constructing a contrast-
detail curve which can be related back to an ROC analysis. Although it is a long
term goal to incorporate this functionality into IQWorks through performing
statistical comparisons between the contents of different ROIs this has not been
implemented at present because contrast-detail analysis is not fundamental to
this current work.

A.12. Conclusion

This appendix presented a new image assessment framework which is applic-
able across all imaging modalities. It is underpinned by the concept of model-
ling the ‘universal phantom’: breaking any phantom for any modality down
into its discrete evaluation components. IQWorks was introduced as a software
package which implements this framework through automated analysis trees
which are constructed from a library of fundamental analysis modules, each of
which is designed to target a particular phantom or experiment.

Intended to become a constituent part of a routine imaging quality assur-
ance programme, IQWorks includes automation, reporting, test assessment and
data storage functionality. Furthermore, because the development of IQWorks
analysis trees is an interactive process achieved via the graphical user inter-
face, constructing new trees from scratch or adapting existing trees is rapid
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and straightforward. This ensures that trees can be developed by imaging
scientists who may be specialists in their fields but not necessarily advanced
programmers, then run automatically by end-users with only basic computing
skills. However, by releasing the program code open-source the technical user
is also empowered to augment the system through incorporating new analysis
algorithms, with the aspiration being that experts will contribute their work so
that the package will improve in quality and remain relevant and applicable
into the future. Furthermore, making the source code accessible ensures a
physicist responsible for image quality evaluation can verify that any given
algorithm is performing exactly as intended.

For the first time, IQWorks provides a platform which allows images from
both radiotherapy and diagnostic imaging modalities to be considered together
and analysed using a common scientific approach and in a common environ-
ment. Given the continual convergence of the two disciplines, and the increas-
ing application in radiotherapy of images not originally intended for this, it
is hoped IQWorks will facilitate both a deeper understanding of the objective
assessment of image quality and the closer working together of professionals
from traditionally separate disciplines. IQWorks is already widely used for key
image quality measurements, as evidenced by the example in figure A.8 and
those presented in chapters 3–5. Indeed, the QA programme for radiotherapy
imaging in the new Oxford Cancer Centre relies heavily upon this package as
part of a wider strategy for image optimisation.
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IQWorks 2 — Implementation of
Assessment Algorithms

B.1. Overview

In the previous appendix the IQWorks image analysis framework was intro-
duced and the philosophy of modelling the ‘universal phantom’ via analysis
trees was discussed. This appendix describes the individual elemental analysis
modules which can be used to construct an analysis tree.

Following an object-orientated approach, all IQWorks analysis modules im-
plement the base IProcess interface and hence all have fundamentally the same
intrinsic functionality. The IProcess interface ensures each module includes
certain standard functions to enable the IQWorks user interface code to auto-
matically populate the interactive properties dialogue box, associate modules
with an image so that they have access to geometrical and pixel data, and
display graphical and other results as appropriate. In the same way, additional
standard interfaces are also implemented by those modules which expect in-
teraction from the user via the mouse (for example, when resizing or placing
a region of interest) or which draw overlying structures on top of an image
(for example, to illustrate the line along which a profile is being extracted).
Structural elements within the IQWorks framework are also able to automatic-
ally identify which code classes ‘are’ IProcess modules and can therefore make
assumptions about the functionality they expose, without requiring prior know-
ledge of the details of their internal coding. For example, when analysis trees
are stored to disk they are stored as text files in Extensible Markup Language
(XML) format where the tree structure and every facet of configuration of the
individual modules are described in detail. However, because the storage and
retrieval routines are able to identify the common structure of an IProcess object
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they can automatically deconstruct and rebuild individual modules without
additional storage and retrieval routines being developed specifically for them.
Using standard interfaces to link analysis modules into the IQWorks framework
allows the module developer to concentrate on the core scientific tasks being
performed by the module, without being unduly concerned about its interaction
with the rest of the framework.

All modules may consume inputs from analysis modules earlier in the tree,
accept user specified configuration parameters, generate outputs and may effect a
permanent change to the underlying image data. This is illustrated schemat-
ically in figure B.1 and all IQWorks analysis modules are specified in terms of
these characteristics throughout this appendix.

Analysis 

Module

Inputs Outputs

Effect on Image

User Parameters

Previous 

Module

Next

Module

Figure B.1. – Schematic diagram of an analysis module, illustrating its interaction
with the user, image and other modules in the analysis tree.

Inputs and outputs can be simple numerical or textual values, more complex
structures which encapsulate collections of data, or indeed complete analysis
modules themselves. For each anticipated input an object type is specified and
only available outputs of the correct type are offered to the user as possible
choices when constructing an analysis tree. Configuration parameters are set
by the user via the graphical user interface. Often, depending upon the chosen
settings of certain parameters other parameters or inputs may or may not
be required, or may have different meanings. For example, the ‘Arithmetic’
module performs simple arithmetic operations on numerical results output by
previous analysis modules. If the configuration parameters are set so that two
inputs are multiplied together, then the source of both inputs must be provided.
Alternatively, if a result is to be multiplied by a user-specified constant, then
only one input is required and the constant must be entered as a parameter.
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Usually analysis modules work with the underlying image data – both geo-
metrical information and pixel values – but do not actually modify them, for
this would involve passing a changed image to subsequent analysis modules.
Furthermore, if a tree was run more than once on the same image then the image
data would be modified each time so that different results would be generated
between runs. However, in certain circumstances it is advantageous to be able
to permanently modify the underlying image information, such as in the case
of the ‘General Fixer’ described below. Therefore, all modules intrinsically have
access to the underlying data but only a few purposefully change it.

Each atomic analysis module is intended to robustly implement a particu-
lar scientific algorithm. However, for many analyses the first steps of data
preparation are essentially the same, with only the final stages of the analysis
being different. Writing similar functionality repeatedly into different analysis
modules is very inefficient and prone to error, resulting in redundant code
which is very difficult to maintain. It is far better to develop base classes which
encapsulate core processing routines then extend these as required through
object-orientated inheritance. In the same way that all analysis modules im-
plement the IProcess interface, many modules inherit from and extend more
fundamental modules. When inheriting from another module, the new module
assumes all functionality and input, output and parametric characteristics of
the base module. Therefore, in the descriptions of individual modules below it
can be assumed that a module has all the same characteristics of any module it
inherits from, in addition to those specific to itself. Where relevant, hierarchical
inheritance trees are presented to illustrate the relationship between different
modules.

In section A.5 the importance of code QA and algorithmic validation was
discussed. Validation of individual IQWorks analysis modules was achieved
through a combination of intercomparisons with other image analysis packages,
by referring back to underlying theory and practical experiments. For all but the
most simple analysis modules the results of the validation process are presented
alongside the module descriptions below.

B.2. General Fixer

Any individual analysis tree is intended to model a particular phantom, with the
parameters of its constituent analysis modules being fine-tuned to the specifics
of the imaging modality concerned. Ideally, an analysis tree will be applicable
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across all instances of a modality without modification, or if additional tuning is
required, with only minor changes being made to the configuration parameters.
However, sometimes peculiarities of individual instances of a modality yield an
otherwise compatible analysis tree inapplicable. For example, some CT scanners
do not encode the location of the origin correctly in the image metadata, making
it difficult to correctly place regions of interest. Alternatively, pixel size may be
unavailable or incorrectly stored, or indeed may have to be adjusted depending
upon the experimental set-up. For example, pixel size may be represented in
the image metadata in the plane of the detector, rather than at the isocentre
plane.

Adjusting the underlying image data to account for modality or experimental
anomalies is performed using the ‘General Fixer’ analysis module, the specifica-
tions of which are in table B.1. Unlike most analysis modules, the General Fixer
is intended to be run at the very start of an analysis tree and it permanently
modifies the underlying image data accessible by other analysis modules.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
None Adjust origin?

Origin – X
Origin – Y
Adjust pixel size?
Pixel size – X
Pixel size – Y
Auto-window?

None Adjust pixel size
Adjust origin location
Auto-window image

Table B.1. – Specification of ‘General Fixer’ analysis module.

Depending upon the user’s choice of parameters, this analysis module can
set a new location for the origin, a new pixel size in either matrix direction or
can force an image to be auto-windowed to ensure a consistent bitmap display
in reports. If adjusting the origin the new location can be specified at either
a particular (x, y) pixel location, or to be at the geometrical centre of the FOV.
Although similar functionality is provided by the global origin location override
described in section A.7, the General Fixer implementation is more flexible in
that it only acts when required and can be tailored and reproducibly applied on
a tree by tree basis.
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B.3. Regions of Interest

Modules to analyse a localised region of interest (ROI) serve two purposes
in IQWorks: to enable basic statistical calculations to be performed on the
calibrated pixel values within the ROI, and to define the geometrical context
within which other image analysis algorithms will act. ROIs are therefore central
to almost all useful image processing operations, even if a ROI covers the whole
image itself. Four types of ROI are provided in IQWorks: rectangular and
elliptical regions, and annular versions of these, with the relationship between
these shown in the class hierarchy in figure B.2 and the area covered by each in
figure B.3. Essentially, the annular ROIs are the same as their ‘solid’ counterparts
except that a concentric region about the centre is excluded from the analysis.
Rectangular and elliptical ROIs tend to be used to extract information from
particular test objects within a phantom, such as the mean Hounsfield Units
within the PTFE insert of the Catphan, or to calculate the contrast to noise ratio
between uniform regions of different attenuation in the QEPI1 portal imaging
phantom. On the other hand, annular ROIs may be positioned to surround
their solid equivalent, thus yielding information about the region immediately
beyond the central portion. They can therefore be utilised for background
correction or in statistical decision making where the pixel values within the
central and outer ROIs are compared to decide whether or not the test detail
would be discernible by a human observer. Whilst subject to the limitations
of available observer models, these methods are widely used in the diagnostic
imaging community to automatically score images of the CDRAD and CDMAM
phantoms[266, 368] and they have also successfully been applied to the analysis
of EPI Las Vegas phantoms[77, 324].

All ROIs inherit from the abstract PROI base class which defines functionality
common to all ROI modules, including the calculation of statistics, determining
whether the ROI lies fully within the field of view of the image and region
visualisation tools. Using PROI as the parent class of all ROIs allows other
modules to consume ROI statistical information without requiring knowledge
of exactly which type of ROI was involved. Internally, each ROI type is repres-
ented by a bounding rectangular ‘seek region’ within which the actual region
being considered lies, with the different ROI classes containing code to identify
whether or not particular pixels within this larger region should be included in
the analysis. A more technical representation of the ROI modules is presented
in figure B.4. This illustrates the seek region, the dimension parameters which
the user sets (including the X and Y extent of annular components) and the
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‘handles’ at the corners and edges of the seek region for the user to click on and
move with the mouse to resize ROIs via the graphical user interface. Modelling
all regions of interest within a larger seek rectangle greatly simplifies the pro-
gramming of the user interface whilst enabling more complex ROI shapes to be
implemented in the future with only minimal effort.

PROI

Rectangular ROIElliptical ROI

Annular

Elliptical ROI

Annular 

Rectangular ROI

Figure B.2. – Class hierarchy for region of interest types.

Elliptical ROI

Annular Elliptical ROI

Rectangular ROI

Annular Rectangular ROI

Figure B.3. – Areas considered by different region of interest (ROI) types.

At first inspection it may seem odd that the annular rectangular ROI inherits
from the elliptical ROI, rather than the annular rectangular. However, it was
decided to adopt this approach for a number of reasons. Firstly, a rectangular
ROI which is aligned with the image pixel matrix is a subset of the rows and
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Elliptical ROI

Annular Elliptical ROI

Rectangular ROI
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Figure B.4. – Technical region of interest (ROI) specifications. Dimension paramet-
ers are indicated and the outer rectangles represent the seek region
of each ROI. Interactive resizing of ROIs may be performed by click-
ing on the square boxes shown at the corners and centres of each
rectangle.

columns of the larger matrix so that the pixels within a rectangular ROI can
be extracted and analysed by stepping through the matrix pixel by pixel. In
contrast, calculations on all the other types of ROI involve stepping through the
individual pixels within the seek region and applying a formula to determine
whether each is within the region to be considered, including it in the analysis
if so and rejecting it otherwise. Whereas the rectangular ROI is the same size as
its bounding seek region, so that all the pixels in the seek region are included,
all other ROI types involve decision making and the rejection of values. For
efficiency, rather than performing this decision making exercise each time a non-
rectangular ROI is addressed, instead a list of all pixel values lying within the
ROI, along with their coordinates, is constructed the first time it is processed.
This list then represents all pixel values to be included in the analysis and
is subsequently addressed directly instead of going back to the surrounding
seek region, which may be considerably larger. Because the algorithmic logic
underpinning the annular rectangular ROI is similar to that of the elliptical and
annular elliptical ROIs, it was felt more appropriate that it belonged to this
family, rather than inherit directly from the rectangular ROI.

Another reason for not inheriting from the rectangular ROI is that numerous
other analysis modules expect to act upon a rectangular region. Some of these
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have themselves been implemented by inheriting from the rectangular ROI,
where the simple geometry of a rectangular region is assumed. A particular
special case is the ROIs used for frequency domain analysis which are required
to be simple [n× n] square matrices, where n is a power of 2 so that the Fast
Fourier Transform algorithm can be applied. If more complex ROI shapes
were also sub-classes of the rectangular ROI then there would be confusion
over which retained the simplistic rectangular geometry and which required
special consideration. Therefore, the left hand-side of the tree in figure B.2 is
focused purely on statistical calculations within arbitrary ROI shapes, whilst
the right-hand side is concerned with both statistical calculations and more
advanced analyses.

A final reason for separating the rectangular ROI from the others is that
this allows the others to be extended to provide additional functionality, but
without breaking the inheritance relationships already in place between other
analysis modules and the rectangular ROI. In particular, although all ROIs can
be translated and resized they cannot currently be rotated and it is intended to
add this functionality to the elliptical ROI and it sub-classes in the future, but not
the basic rectangular ROI. Because of the organisation of the class hierarchy this
will be possible without creating new classes and without damaging existing
analysis trees. Furthermore, no functionality will be lost by not giving the
rectangular ROI rotational capabilities because the elliptical rectangular ROI
essentially mimics a regular rectangular ROI if its inner X and Y sizes are set to
zero.

Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
Reference Point Coordinate System

Anchor Position
Anchor Point
Anchor – X
Anchor – Y
Size – X
Size – Y
Inner Size – X∗

Inner Size – Y∗

Layer Approach
Layer Number
Pre-filter
Surface Plot?
Contour Plot?
Plot Samples
Contour Levels

Statistics
Mean Value
Min Value
Max Value
Standard Deviation
Variance
Processed Point
Centre Point
Min Point
Max Point
ROI Object

None

Table B.2. – Specification of region of interest (ROI) modules. ∗ denotes annular
ROIs only.
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Multi-layer images were discussed in section A.7. When an ROI analysis
module is applied to a multi-layered image its behaviour depends upon the
value of the ‘Layer Approach’ parameter and the options for this are described
in table B.3. By default the parameter is set to ‘Current Layer’ so that when
a user is working interactively with an image via the graphical user interface
the summary statistics results displayed in the properties dialogue box will
correspond to the layer currently visible.

Value Meaning
Current Layer Analyse the layer currently visible in the graphical user interface.
First Layer Analyse the first layer in the stack of images.
Specific Layer Analyse the layer indicated by the ‘Layer Number’ parameter.
All Layers Calculate global statistics for all layers in the stack.

Table B.3. – Possible values for the ‘Layer Approach’ parameter.

IQWorks provides considerable flexibility over the placement of ROI objects
so that an analysis tree can be constructed to match user requirements. ROI loc-
ation and extent can be specified according to a number of coordinate systems,
all describing the same frame of reference. All coordinate systems increase from
left to right and top to bottom across the image matrix. Different analysis mod-
ules within the same analysis tree do not all need to use the same coordinate
system.

Taking into account real-world pixel size and the origin of coordinates the
‘Physical’ coordinate system represents any point in an image as a two dimen-
sional (x, y) vector from the origin, with the magnitude of each component
being in millimetres. This system is utilised by default because measurements
on medical images tend to be reported in terms of real-world dimensions. Al-
ternatively, the ‘Pixels’ coordinate system has its origin at the top-left most
pixel and dimensions are in units of pixels. However, it is important to note
that pixel-based dimensions are not limited to an integral numbers of pixels so
that locations can be specified, and the results of measurements reported, with
sub-pixel precision. Another system which can be employed is the ‘Fractional’
coordinate system, in which points are described relative to the physical ori-
gin but are specified as a fraction of the field of view. For example, the point
(0.0, 0.5) is located at the origin in the x direction and halfway down the field
of view in the y direction. Sometimes it is desirable for a region of interest to
extend across almost the whole surface of an image, regardless of pixel size, the
location of the origin or the dimensions of the image matrix. Usually, the outer-
most pixels are excluded due to edge artefacts. Both the ‘Fractional FOV’ and
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‘FOV Trimmed’ coordinate systems yield an ROI centred on the field of view
and extending symmetrically by a specified amount either side of the primary
axes. Whereas ‘Fractional FOV’ requires the user to specify the fraction of the
field of view to be covered by the ROI in each direction, ‘FOV Trimmed’ starts
with an ROI covering the entire field of view then shrinks it by the specified
number of pixels in each direction.

ROI location is specified by ‘Anchor – X’ and ‘Anchor – Y’ parameters, and its
dimensions by ‘Size – X’ and ‘Size – Y’ parameters, with the precise meaning of
these depending upon which coordinate system has been chosen by the user. If
the coordinate system is changed after the parameters have been set then these
are automatically converted to spatially equivalent ones in the new coordinate
system, and graphical user interface is updated with the new values. The ROI
‘Anchor’ describes the coordinates of a point relative either to the origin of
coordinates (of whatever coordinate system has been chosen), or to a reference
point output by another analysis module. Generally, the first ROI in an analysis
tree is used to determine the location of the phantom, an appropriate reference
point is output, then subsequent ROIs are placed with their anchors relative to
this reference point. Depending upon requirements, the anchor of an ROI can
be specified as being at either its geometrical centre or on one of the four corners
of its rectangular bounding box. Most frequently, and therefore by default, the
Anchor is at the centre of the ROI.

Certain imaging modalities are susceptible to localised point-wise artefacts
which may bias statistical calculations or make other analyses difficult. For ex-
ample, because electronic portal images are relatively low contrast the presence
of an uncorrected defective pixel will result in a high contrast spike or dip in
signal value that would influence the mean and max / min results calculated
in an otherwise uniform region. If the goal was to calculate SNR or contrast
then such artificially high or low values would be yield results unrepresentat-
ive of the macroscopic situation. To correct for such artefacts it is possible to
apply a ‘Pre-filter’ to the ROI before any calculations are performed. At present
IQWorks supports mean or median convolution filters of matrix size [3× 3],
[5× 5] and [7× 7]. No pre-filter is applied by default.

If the purpose of an ROI is not to provide detailed statistical information
about the area, but rather to define a localised region to be acted on by another
analysis module, then the statistics calculation is an unnecessary processing
burden which can be quite significant if the ROI is large, especially if a pre-filter
is involved. An option is therefore provided to suppress detailed statistics
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calculations. However, if a child analysis module then requires the statistical
information the calculation is turned back on again automatically.

When constructing an analysis tree, and for certain types of analysis, it is
often useful to visualise pixel data in formats other than a 2D greyscale image.
IQWorks employs R routines to provide facilities for generating contour and
surface plots. The ‘Plot samples’ parameter describes the number of samples of
the pixel data which should be chosen in the larger of the two matrix directions,
with the number in the other direction being scaled proportionately. If the
value of this parameter is large then the generated image will consist of a large
number of points and in the case of the surface plot a considerable amount of
processing time may be required to draw the wireframe graphic. Once a surface
plot has been generated the viewing perspective can be adjusted by the user
interactively. For contour plots, the ‘Contour Levels’ parameter indicates the
number of distinct contours which should be included. A surface plot of one of
the internal edges of the ‘QEPI1’ portal imaging phantom is shown in figure
B.5, and a contour plot of the whole EPI image in this figure is in figure B.6.
This illustrates that the internal and external edges of the lead surface of the
phantom are well described by contours at pixel value –1600, suggesting that
this value would be suitable for localising the phantom edge in an analysis tree.

B.4. Simple Math

By design, atomic analysis modules yield results of a nature and format appro-
priate to the image processing algorithms implemented within them. However,
practical application of these modules in a real clinical test environment, and
particularly their inclusion in a routine QA programme, may require the results
of individual modules to be formatted according to a standard protocol or
that results from a number of modules be combined into a customised metric
utilised in a particular centre. For example, it may be desirable to express the
f50 calculated by the MTF modules in terms of cycles cm−1 rather than the
cycles mm−1 produced by the modules. Alternatively, the measure of spatial
resolution considered most appropriate for a quick daily check may be the
average of the f50 values calculated from different edges across the field of view,
instead of that from any individual edge. Rather than burden atomic analysis
modules with these simple arithmetic operations this functionality is provided
by the dedicated ‘Simple Math’ module, the specification of which is given in
table B.4.
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Figure B.5. – Surface plot of one of the internal edges of the ‘QEPI1’ portal imaging
phantom. a) The megavoltage portal image displayed in IQWorks,
with the red region indicating the area being considered. b) Surface
rendering of the region.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
List of numerical
values

Math Operation
Use Manual Value?
Manual Value

Result
Number of Inputs

None

Table B.4. – Specification of ‘Simple Math’ analysis module.

Simple Math accepts as input a list of any number of numerical values output
by other analysis modules earlier in the tree, performs a specified mathematical
operation on these, then outputs the result. Mathematical operations available
include simple arithmetical calculations (summation or multiplication of the
input values, subtraction or division of all values from the first one in the list)
and statistical operations (average, standard deviation, variance, maximum,
minimum). Depending upon requirements, the user can also supply a constant
via the ‘Manual Value’ parameter. Once the list of numbers has been processed
the same operation will be applied to the result of this and the constant. Further
operations are also available which expect only a single number to be input via
the list. These include taking the square or square root, raising to a specified
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Figure B.6. – Contour plot covering the whole ‘QEPI1’ image in figure B.5. This
plot was constructed using 1024× 512 samples and 7 contour levels.

power and finding the absolute magnitude.

In the example applications outlined above, to convert from cycles mm−1

to cycles cm−1 would involve a simple multiplication by the manual value 10,
whilst the average operation would be able to determine the mean f50 from an
input list.

Results output by Simple Math analysis modules can themselves be input
to further Simple Math modules. Complex calculation trees can therefore be
developed which encompass the results of any number of analysis modules,
effectively allowing the core functionality of IQWorks to be extended by the
end user without requiring to resort to programming.

B.5. Edge Detector

Accurate placement of analysis modules requires knowledge of the location of
the test objects being considered. Many factors may influence the perceived
location of a test object, including the accuracy of laser alignment systems,
manufacturing differences between instances of the same model of phantom
and differences in geometry between modalities and even instances of the same
modality. Unless a phantom can be reproducibly positioned at exactly the
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same location in the field of view each time it is imaged it is not possible to
reliably place analysis modules based on absolute coordinates. Instead, an
‘Edge Detector’ analysis module can be employed to find the phantom or test
object within the field of view and output reference information which can be
utilised to place other analysis regions.

Inheriting directly from the ‘Rectangular ROI’ module, the ‘Edge Detector’
analysis module aims to find an edge within the area of the region of interest
and characterise this as a list of ‘contour’ point coordinates. Depending upon
the application, the Edge Detector can construct a closed contour which loops
back to its starting point (such as from the edge completely surrounding a
phantom) or a contour localised to the ROI but from an edge passing through
and extending beyond it (such as the edge of a phantom larger than the field of
view). A complete specification of the Edge Detector is given in table B.5.

Inherits from: Rectangular ROI
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
None Detector Type

Edge Parameter
Closed contour?
Deep Search?
Contour Map?
nth Contour
Processed Point Type
Area Calc Method

Processed Point
COM
COE
Width
Height
Contour Map
Area

None

Table B.5. – Specification of ‘Edge Detector’ analysis module. COM and COE refer
to Centre of Mass and Centre of Extremes respectively.

When searching for an edge the following algorithm is applied:

1. Extract sub-matrix of image corresponding to the area covered by the
rectangular ROI.

2. Apply pre-filter if required. (See section B.3).

3. Run specified edge detection algorithm. This returns a 2D matrix of the
same dimensions as in step 1, but with the magnitude at each location
being a measure of the ‘strength’ of the edge there.

4. Apply thresholding to the edge value matrix, resulting in a binary matrix
indicating where the edge is present and where it is not.

5. Apply a search algorithm to the binary edge matrix to construct continu-
ous contours from the edge points. When no more points can be found to
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continue a contour, a new contour is started. This step in the algorithm
returns a list of all contours found within the image.

6. Return the nth longest contour found in the previous step, where n is
taken from the ‘nth Contour’ parameter.

The actual edge detection algorithm applied at step 3 depends upon the set-
ting of the ‘Detector Type’ parameter. Due to fundamental differences in the
operating principles of different modalities it is not possible to obtain a single
algorithm which can successfully be employed in all eventualities. However, by
giving the user a wide range of options it should be straightforward to adjust
an analysis tree to be applicable between different modalities or phantoms
simply by modifying the type and parameters of the edge detection algorithm.
A description of the edge detection algorithms available in IQWorks is provided
in table B.6.

Image segmentation and edge detection are active research fields in them-
selves. Arriving at a subset of algorithms to provide robust edge detection
across all imaging modalities was a considerable challenge. Some of the al-
gorithms implemented, especially those from the CVIPtools library, are sophist-
icated numerical procedures and a full treatment is outside of the scope of this
work. However, what is important is that algorithms are available in IQWorks
which allow analysis trees to be constructed where regions of interest may
be accurately and reproducibly placed for any imaging modality. The most
appropriate edge detection algorithm will vary depending upon the particular
modality / phantom combination and in some situations a significant effort may
be required by the user to fine-tune its operation before a tree will reliably run
automatically. For example, X-ray based modalities tend to yield images with
sharp, monotonic edges which lend themselves well to simple thresholding
or gradient edge detection. Therefore, the edge of a CT phantom might easily
be found by the Threshold algorithm, where the Edge Parameter is chosen as
somewhere between -1000 (air) and the mean HU value within the body of
the phantom. Alternatively, the edge of a portal imaging phantom might more
reliably be located via the Threshold Fraction algorithm, because the range of
pixel values may change depending upon the linac beam energy and acquisition
settings. This algorithm is also attractive for EPI because it enables standard
definitions of the field edge (e.g. 50% of signal level) to be directly applied.
However, these algorithms would prove unreliable for segmentation of an MRI
image, where sharp edges are susceptible to the Gibb’s ringing artefact[238]
and the range of pixel values varies considerably between scanners and pulse
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Algorithm Description

Threshold Find instances where the value specified by the ‘Edge
Parameter’ is crossed over from one pixel to the next.
Search by stepping along each row then down each
column and combining the results.

Threshold
Fraction

As Threshold, but with the ‘Edge Parameter’ specifying
the fraction up the range of pixel values present in the
region of interest which should be taken as the threshold
parameter.
The maximum and minimum values in the ROI are
calculated, then the threshold value determined as
threshold = min + Edge Param× (max−min)

Gradient Find instances where the difference between the values of
adjacent pixels is greater than that specified by the ‘Edge
Parameter’.

Max Gradient As Gradient, but automatically choose the maximum
difference in adjacent pixel values in any row or column.

Sobel Apply

 −1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

 and

 1 2 1
0 0 0
−1 −2 −1

 convolution

filters separately to the ROI then combine the results of
each operation in quadrature. The ‘Edge Parameter’ is
taken as the threshold for converting the resulting edge
map from scalar to binary values.

Fuzzy C-Mean
Canny

Utilises a routine from the CVIPtools library[338].
Apply a Fuzzy C-Mean segmentation algorithm[206],
with the ‘Edge Parameter’ being the maximum variance
permissible before thresholding, then use a Canny edge
detector to find continuous edges.

Histogram
Threshold
Canny

Utilises a routine from the CVIPtools library[338].
Apply a Histogram Thresholding segmentation
algorithm[46] then use a Canny edge detector to find
continuous edges. The ‘Edge Parameter’ is not used.

Grey Level
Quantisation

Utilises a routine from the CVIPtools library[338].
Divide the range of pixel values into the number of levels
specified by the ‘Edge Parameter’, assign grey levels to
the pixels within the different regions, then use a Canny
edge detector to find continuous edges.

Table B.6. – Edge detection algorithms available for use in the ‘Edge Detector’
analysis module.

sequences. Instead, the Fuzzy C-Mean Canny algorithm will generally perform
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more reproducibly in such difficult cases.
A detailed comparison of the different edge detection algorithms is not

provided here because their performance varies enormously depending upon
modality, acquisition settings and nature of the phantom. However, where the
Edge Detector analysis module is utilised in chapters 3–5 justification is given
of the algorithm chosen each time.

In step 5 of the edge detection process the contour search algorithm applied
is:

1. Take a copy of the binary edge map. Each time an edge point is added to a
contour it is removed from the copy of the map so that it cannot contribute
more than once.

2. Start at point (0, 0) at the top-left corner of the binary edge map.

3. Step along each row until an edge point is found.

4. Examine neighbouring points in the copy of the edge map, looking for
another edge point. The search pattern followed is as described in figure
B.7. In the figure, square 0 corresponds to the current location in the edge
map. By default, only the nearest-neighbour squares 1 and 2 are examined
for another edge point, in that order. However, if the edges are not very
strong – such as in low contrast or noisy images – then it may be necessary
to search over a wider area. If the ‘Deep Search’ parameter is true then the
additional squares 3–5 may also be examined, again in order of increasing
distance.

5. When the next edge point is found, remove it from the copy of the edge
map and move to that location.

6. Repeat step 4 until no more edge points are found.

7. When no more edge points are found, the current contour is complete.
Add it to the running list then go back to step 3 and repeat until there are
no more points left to examine.

When the Edge Detector module returns a contour it is drawn in yellow on
the surface of the image so that the user can check visually whether it follows a
physical edge as expected. The width and height of the contour are calculated
and output as the distance, in pixels and physical units, between the X and Y
extremes of the contour points. As measures of the geometrical centre of the
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Figure B.7. – Pattern followed when searching for the next edge point to add to a
contour. By default, the pattern on the left hand side is used. If ‘Deep
Search’ is enabled, then the additional locations shown on the right
hand side are examined.

contour, the centre of mass (CoM) and centre of the extreme values (CoE) are
also calculated. Either can be selected to be the location output as the ‘Processed
Point’. In the event of the edge detection being unreliable, or perhaps when
a tree is being run where edge detection is no longer appropriate (such as for
a zoomed-in, small field of view image), a failsafe option is included which
allows the Processed Point to be defined simply as the centre of the bounding
ROI. Whatever is chosen as the Processed Point, this location is marked by large
yellow cross-hairs on the image in the user interface. When fine-tuning the
edge detection algorithm it can be helpful to visualise the pixels which were
identified as edge locations, not just those contributing to the returned contour.
If the ‘Contour Map?’ parameter is activated then an image of the binary edge
map is displayed.

An example where the Edge Detector module is employed to localise the
QEPI1 portal imaging phantom is shown in figure B.8. In this illustration, a
Threshold Fraction algorithm was utilised with an Edge Parameter of 0.5 and
Deep Search turned on.

In addition, the Edge Detector module can calculate the area contained within
a closed contour. However, this is optional because the operation may be com-
putationally intensive for convoluted contours containing many edge points
so must be activate via the ‘Area Calc Method’ parameter. Two area calcula-
tion algorithms have been implemented, both based on work by Cochran[53].
The first involves examining all pixels within the rectangle defined by the con-
tour limits and utilising Franklin’s[99] implementation of the Jordan Curve
Theorem[117, 129] to count those pixels lying within the contour. Multiplying
the number of pixels by the area of each pixel yields the area encompassed by
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Figure B.8. – Illustration of the Edge Detector module being applied to the QEPI1
portal imaging phantom. Top left: Image before edge detection, with
the red outer rectangle indicating the region to search. Top Right:
Image following edge detection, where the located edge is indicated
by the yellow contour and the centre of extremes by the yellow cross-
hairs. Bottom: Binary edge map, showing all edge positions located
by the edge detection algorithm. Two contours are clearly visible.

the contour. Alternatively, if the closed contour is considered a polygon with
n vertices (xi, yi) then the area A can be calculated using the discrete form of
Green’s theorem[12, 29, 39]:

A =
1
2

Σn−1
i=0 (xiyi+1 − xi+1yi) (B.1)

Both methods yield slightly different results, with the pixel-wise approach
tending to overestimate the area and the polygonal method underestimating it.
From trials the polygonal method is generally faster and produces areas closer
in agreement to physical measurements.

Other test object localisation techniques which may be implemented in the
future include template matching, based on a priori information about the ex-
pected shape of the phantom, and more sophisticated segmentation algorithms,
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such as the use of geodesic snakes[174]. Although there is scope for improve-
ment, the methods implemented so far have proven reliable and suitable for a
wide range of applications, as will be evident in chapters 3–5.

B.6. Distance Measurement

Measurement of distances between reference points in an image is performed
by the ‘Distance’ analysis module, the specification of which is in table B.7.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
Point 1
Point 2

None Point 1
Point 2
Distance
Distance – X
Distance – Y
Angle

None

Table B.7. – Specification of ‘Distance’ analysis module.

This module accepts two point objects P1 (x1, y1) and P2 (x2, y2) as input and
calculates the distance d between them:

d =
√

(x2 − x1)
2 + (y2 − y1)

2 (B.2)

In addition, the x and y components and angle θ of the vector P1 → P2 are also
calculated

dx = x2 − x1 (B.3)

dy = y2 − y1 (B.4)

θ = tan−1
(
−dx

dy

)
(B.5)

When the ‘Distance’ module is executed a blue line is drawn on the surface
of the image between the locations of the two reference points so that the user
can clearly visualise exactly what is being measured. Furthermore, because the
computational burden is relatively light, whenever the reference point locations
subsequently change the module automatically reevaluates the inputs and
updates the outputs. It is therefore a powerful interactive tool which can be
utilised to illustrate the effect of changes in the results of more complex analysis
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modules. For example, if the distance is being measured between the CoE
points of two ‘Edge Detector’ modules, then this functionality could be used to
evaluate the influence of the edge detection algorithm on the relative locations
of the geometric centres of the edges.

B.7. Gradient Analysis

Inheriting from the ‘Distance’ analysis module, the ‘Gradient’ module addi-
tionally calculates the change in signal value between the two input points as
a function of distance. Optionally, the result can be normalised with respect
to the signal at a third reference point. This is useful if the gross magnitude
of the signal varies significantly between exposure settings or instances of a
modality, yet a comparative measure of gradient under standardised conditions
is required. The specification of the ‘Gradient’ module is provided in B.8.

Inherits from: Distance
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
Ref Point Ref Point Norm? Mean 1

Mean 2
Mean Ref
Gradient
Gradient – X
Gradient – Y

None

Table B.8. – Specification of ‘Gradient’ analysis module.

Rather than just taking the value of the pixel directly underneath each point,
this module discovers the ROI objects R1 and R2 used to generate the points, and
optionally the normalisation ROI Rre f , and calculates the mean signals within
each. This method is therefore less influenced by localised image artefacts, such
as those due to defective pixels.

Gradients are calculated along each matrix direction, and along the vector
between the two points, using

Gx =
R2 − R1

dx
/Rre f (B.6)

Gy =
R2 − R1

dy
/Rre f (B.7)

G =
R2 − R1

d
/Rre f (B.8)
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where RRe f is unity if normalisation is not required.

B.8. Contrast

This analysis module calculates the contrast between two specified regions of
interest. Its specification is given in table B.9.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
ROI 1
ROI 2

Calculation Method
Make Absolute?
Take Log?

ROI 1 – Mean
ROI 2 – Mean
ROI Difference
Overall Mean
Contrast

None

Table B.9. – Specification of ‘Contrast’ analysis module, which acts on two regions
of interest (ROIs).

Various definitions of contrast were provided by equations 2.7–2.10 in chapter
2. All of these are implemented by the ‘Contrast’ module, with the method
utilised depending upon the choice of the ‘Calculation Method’ parameter. In
the algorithm the first ROI R1 is taken as the ‘signal’ region, and the second R2

as the background, with differences calculated as R1 − R2. However, if the sign
of the contrast is unimportant then the ‘Make Absolute?’ parameter can be set
to return only the magnitude of the result. Furthermore, for modalities where a
logarithmic calculation of contrast is desired, setting the ‘Take Log?’ parameter
will return the base-10 logarithm of the standard result.

The intention of the ‘Contrast’ module is to provide a comprehensive imple-
mentation of all commonly encountered definitions of contrast. This makes it
possible to quickly switch between contrast definitions without modifying the
wider analysis tree, thus allowing the same intrinsic analysis to be performed
across different imaging modalities but with the results still conforming to the
generally accepted metrics for each.

B.9. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)

Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined in equations 2.3 and 2.4. The ‘SNR’
analysis module is specified in table B.10 and can calculate SNR based on either
of these definitions, depending upon the value of the ‘Calculation Method’
parameter.
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Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
Signal ROI
Noise ROI

Calculation Method Signal
Noise
SNR

None

Table B.10. – Specification of signal-to-noise ratio (‘SNR’) analysis module, which
acts on two regions of interest (ROIs).

This analysis module takes two ROIs as input – a signal region and a noise
region – and it is acceptable for the same ROI to be provided as input for both.
In the discussion in chapter 2 it was emphasised that the calculation of SNR
should strictly involve only random noise, yet uniform regions on real images
typically contain both random and static components. However, it is possible to
separate the two by analysing multiple instances of the same imaging scenario
acquired under similar acquisition settings.

If there are N layers in a multi-layer image then the deterministic, fixed
pattern noise common to all layers is described by Rdet, which is the average of
the ROIs on each layer. i.e.

Rdet (x, y) =
ΣN

i=1Ri (x, y)
N

(B.9)

where Ri (x, y) is the ROI on layer i. This can then be subtracted from the noise
region on any given layer to yield an ROI containing contributions solely from
random noise:

Rrandom,i = Ri (x, y)− Rdet (x, y) (B.10)

Exactly how this analysis module calculates noise statistics depends both upon
the value of the ‘Calculation Method’ parameter and whether the image sup-
plied is multi-layered.

B.10. Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR)

Contrast to noise ratio (CNR) is calculated by the ‘CNR’ analysis module. This
is specified in table B.11 and provides numerical implementations of equations
2.3 and 2.4.

The behaviour of this module is similar to the ‘SNR’ analysis module except
that it expects the results of a ‘Contrast’ analysis module as input rather than a
signal ROI. Its treatment of noise, including the removal of fixed-pattern noise
from multi-layered images, is identical to that of the ‘SNR’ module.
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Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
Contrast Object
Noise ROI

Calculation Method Contrast
Noise
CNR

None

Table B.11. – Specification of the contrast-to-noise ratio (‘CNR’) analysis module,
which acts on a Contrast object and a region of interest (ROI).

B.11. Statistical Comparison

Making statistical comparisons between the pixels in regions of interest to
determine whether a test detail can be discriminated was discussed briefly in
sections 2.7, A.11.2.5 and B.3. In particular, the potential of using annular ROIs
to represent background regions adjacent to their regular counterparts was
outlined. As described in section A.4, many of the numerical routines within
IQWorks are provided by the R numerical analysis package which itself was
originally developed to be a sophisticated statistical modelling environment.
IQWorks therefore has access to the rich range of statistical comparison methods
implemented by R. These are leveraged by the ‘Statistical Comparison’ analysis
module, the specifications of which are in table B.12.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
Signal ROI
Background ROI

Statistical Test
Confidence Level

p-Value
Result

None

Table B.12. – Specification of the ‘Statistical Comparison’ analysis module, which
acts on two regions of interest (ROIs).

This module accepts two regions of interest as input and performs a specified
‘Statistical Test’ to determine whether the pixels in each belong to the same
distribution of values. The level of confidence in the ‘null hypothesis’ (i.e. the
probability that the two sets of pixel values are actually two samples taken from
the same distribution) is output as the ‘p-Value’. However, when performing a
contrast-detail experiment the user is generally more concerned with simply
whether or not one can confidently discriminate a test detail, rather than the
statistical details. Therefore, to facilitate interpretation of the results the user can
also enter a limiting threshold confidence as the ‘Confidence Level’ parameter.
If the p-Value calculated is less than or equal to this then the ‘Result’ output is
TRUE, if not then it is FALSE. In the literature[59, 77] 5% is often selected as the
threshold confidence level and so this value has been chosen as the default.
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Three statistical tests have been implemented in IQWorks, the technical details
of which are outside the scope of this work:

• The Student t-test[59], where it is assumed the pixel values within both
ROIs are normally distributed, with both distributions having the same
variance. Although frequently utilised in the literature this test is limited
because the assumption of normal distribution may not be valid, depend-
ing upon the nature of the imaging modality and test object. Furthermore,
unless the test conditions are very low contrast, so that the signal and
background ROIs have very similar means, then even if the normality
assumption is true the variances of the two distributions will be unlikely
to be the same.

• The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test[215, 352], which is similar to the Student t-
test but without the assumption that the samples are normally distributed.

• The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test[216], which employs cumulative probab-
ility distributions to compare various characteristics of the two samples
(mean, variance, skew, etc.) and generates a single comparative metric.

For any particular scenario the most appropriate choice of test will depend upon
the nature of the imaging modality and design of the experiment. A common
theme in the literature is that a great deal of fine-tuning, experimentation and
indeed an element of trial and error is required to arrive at a statistical test
which matches the performance of a human observer, even under well-defined,
controlled experimental conditions[266, 324, 334].

B.12. Profile Analysis

An image ‘profile’ describes signal value as a function of position along a
straight line lying either within a single two-dimensional image plane or across
a stack of slices in a volumetric dataset. The ’Profile’ analysis module described
here handles profile extraction from a two-dimensional plane, whilst the ‘Stack-
Profile’ module, covered in section B.14, deals with stacks of images. A full
specification of the ‘Profile’ module is included in table B.13.

Internally, the ‘Profile’ module maintains a simple y = mx + c model of a
straight line. However, there is considerable flexibility over how this line is
defined, with the intention being that a single analysis module should com-
prehensively be able to accommodate all practical eventualities. The most
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Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on

Image
Reference ROI
Point 1
Point 2

Profile type
Profile length
Centre point type
Angle
Background Correction
Profiles to average
Invert profile?
Force positive?
Calculate FWHM?
Plot profile?

Profile points
Background mean
FWHM
Centre point
Centre of FWHM
Point 1
Point 2
Statistics
Uniformity – Integral
Uniformity – Integral+
Uniformity – Integral-
Uniformity – Differential
Coefficient of Variation

None

Table B.13. – Specification of the ‘Profile’ analysis module. FWHM refers to the cal-
culation of the Full Width of the profile function at Half its Maximum
intensity.

straightforward method of specifying the line is to provide its start and end
points: ‘Point 1’ and ‘Point 2’ in the table. These might originate from other
analysis modules, or can be placed manually. For example, it may be desirable
to extract a profile between the origin of coordinates and an aluminium rod
embedded in an otherwise tissue-equivalent CT phantom. In this situation, the
origin would be specified manually whilst the centre of the rod would be the
coordinates of the maximum pixel value in a ROI surrounding the rod.

An alternative method is to provide the length of the profile line either side
of a specified centre point in a reference region of interest, along with the angle
of the profile (in degrees) relative to the vertical axis. Similarly to the previous
method, the centre point can be either placed manually or an output from the
reference ROI (e.g. location of maximum pixel value). In addition to being able
to enter a numerical value for the angle directly, there is also a drop-down list
of the most frequently chosen directions, including the horizontal and vertical
and the positive and negative diagonals. Also, instead of specifying an absolute
length it is possible to choose for the profile to extend across the limits of the
ROI. If a profile is specified using this method then the start and end points
of the line are calculated internally and are output as ‘Point 1’ and ‘Point 2’
respectively.

Providing such flexibility has the side-effect that a number of the input
parameters are interrelated. When this is the case dependent parameters auto-
matically update in real time when others are modified. For example, if the
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profile direction is changed to be ‘Horizontal’ then the angle automatically
displays 90°.

Once the profile characteristics have been specified a blue line is drawn on
top of the image so the user can identify the path followed. If parameters are
subsequently changed – for example ‘Point 1’ or ‘Point 2’ is moved – then the
line updates in real-time to reflect the new specification.

Profile values are determined by stepping pixel by pixel across the image
matrix in either the X or Y direction, calculating the coordinates of the point
where the line intersects the normal to the stepping direction at each location,
identifying the pixel lying at that point, then assigning the pixel value to the
profile at that distance. The stepping direction is chosen to minimise the step
size depending upon the angle of the line. For example, if the profile line is only
a few degrees from the vertical then the Y matrix direction is followed. If the
profile direction is horizontal or vertical then the returned value is average of a
specified number of adjacent rows or columns, otherwise the raw pixel value
along the line is returned.

A background region can also be defined as a specified length either side of
the limits of the profile. If so, then the mean pixel value is calculated in this
region – being the mean of the means either side of the profile – then this is
subtracted as a baseline correction from each of the points in the profile.

If required, the profile can be automatically inverted to force a positive
absolute maximum value following any baseline correction. Another option is
to simply always invert the original profile.

Following calculation of the profile the points can be output to another
analysis module, or the results plotted graphically for visual inspection or
data extraction. The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) can be calculated if
desired, with the full-width value and location of its centre provided as module
outputs. If the FWHM option is selected then the geometrical construct is also
plotted on top of the curve itself. Other module outputs include the value used
for background correction, standard statistics from the profile points (mean,
standard deviation, max, min, etc.) and the uniformity measures defined by
equations 2.14 to 2.18.

B.13. Slice Thickness

Tomographic slice thickness can be determined from an image through a ramp
test object by measuring the FWHM of the profile across the ramp and taking
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x, Slice thickness

q

FWHM of profile in image
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Figure B.9. – Schematic diagram illustrating the calculation of slice thickness from
the image of an angled ramp.

into account the ramp’s angle. If a ramp at angle θ is intersected by a slice that
produces an image in which the FHWM of the apparent profile of the ramp is
measured as y, then the slice thickness x is given by

x = y tan θ (B.11)

as is illustrated in figure B.9.
This module is specified in table B.14 and accepts the output of an existing

‘Profile’ module as input, along with a specified ramp angle, then uses equation
B.11 to calculate the effective slice thickness from the two.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
Profile Edge Angle, θ (degrees) Slice Thickness None

Table B.14. – Specification of the ‘Slice Thickness’ analysis module.

B.14. Stack Profile

This module, specified in table B.15, is functionally equivalent to the ‘Profile’
module described above. It generates exactly the same numerical and graphical
outputs as that module but operates on a stack of images rather than a two-
dimensional plane. Its method for calculating the profile is also different. Rather
than representing the profile internally by a model of a straight line, each plane
in the image is assigned one profile point at a distance coordinate determined
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by the image’s position in the stack. The value of the profile at each plane is
then taken from a nominated point within a reference ROI. This can be specified
as any standard output point type, such as the location of the maximum or
minimum pixel value within the region, or just simply the coordinates of its
centre point.

If requested, background correction is performed by subtracting the mean
pixel values within ROIs in a specified number of slices at the start and end of
the stack.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on

Image
Reference ROI Profile Type

Profile Length
Background Correction
Region to Average
Invert Profile?
Force Positive?
Calculate FWHM?
Plot profile?

Profile Points
Background Mean
FWHM
Centre Point
Centre of FWHM
Statistics
Uniformity – Integral
Uniformity – Integral+
Uniformity – Integral-
Uniformity – Differential
Coefficient of Variation

None

Table B.15. – Specification of the ‘Stack Profile’ analysis module. FWHM refers
to the calculation of the Full Width of the profile function at Half its
Maximum intensity.

B.15. Uniformity Analysis

Numerous uniformity metrics are calculated by the ‘Profile’, ‘Stack Profile’ and
‘ROI’ modules described above. However, the dedicated ‘Uniformity ROIs’
module, specified in table B.16, calculates uniformity by considering gross
differences in mean pixel values between two groups of ROIs. If one of the
groups contains ROIs at the centre of the field of view, and the other ROIs at the
periphery, then the results of this module are compatible with the uniformity
metrics defined for CT in IPEM Report 32[156] and by Varian Medical Systems
in the performance specifications of their OBI CBCT system[345].

Apart from the last three, the outputs listed in table B.16 are self-explanatory.

In addition, the ‘Noise’ output is the mean standard deviation across all ROIs,
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and is calculated using:

Noise =
∑NCentral

i=0 σi + ∑
NPeripheral
j=0 σj

NCentral + NPeripheral
(B.12)

where NCentral and NPeripheral are the numbers of regions of interest in the central
and peripheral ROI groups and σa is the standard deviation in ROI a. If divided
by 10 then equation B.12 is equivalent to the CT noise metric in IPEM Report
32, where the average standard deviation is essentially divided by the mean
value for water (1000 HU in the offset HU scale) and multiplied by 100 to give a
result as a percentage. This can easily be implemented directly in an analysis
tree using the ‘Simple Math’ module if required.

U1 and U2 are uniformity metrics calculated by

U1 =
mCentral −mPeripheral

mCentral
(B.13)

U2 =
mCentral −mPeripheral

10
(B.14)

where mCentral and mPeripheral are the means of the mean pixel values in the the
central and peripheral ROI groups respectively. Both are equivalent in that they
are the difference in means divided by the mean of the central ROIs. However,
whereas U1 is universally applicable (as long as the system is linearised so that
the values in a uniformly exposed image cannot be zero or less!) U2 is taken
from IPEM Report 32 and assumes a non-linearised CT geometry in which
mCentral on the denominator is replaced by 1000 (the HU of water in the offset
HU scale) and the result multiplied 100 to become a percentage.

B.16. Variance Map

This module generates a new image with pixel values representing the result of
a specified statistical calculation within a range about each pixel in the original
image. Although it is named ‘Variance Map’ the module can also calculate
local standard deviation and local SNR (in terms of local mean divided by local
standard deviation) in addition to the local variance.

Variance (or similar) images of uniformly exposed flood fields are useful for
highlighting localised detector artefacts[217, 218]. Typically the range is set to
only 1 or 2 pixels either side of each reference pixel so that only neighbouring
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Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on

Image
ROI Group 1 (Central)
ROI Group 2 (Peripheral)

None Max Difference Between
Means
Min Difference Between
Means
Global Mean
Global Std Dev
Group 1 – Mean of Means
Group 1 – Std Dev
Group 1 – Minimum Mean
Group 1 – Maximum Mean
Group 2 – Mean of Means
Group 2 – Std Dev
Group 2 – Minimum Mean
Group 2 – Maximum Mean
Noise
U1
U2

None

Table B.16. – Specification of the ‘Uniformity ROIs’ analysis module. The metrics
U1 and U2 are defined in the main text.

pixels of the next-nearest neighbours are considered. Although to an extent
these images can be interpreted visually the number of mapped values outside
a specified tolerance can also be taken as an objective measure of image quality.
For example, a defective pixel may be identified as having a local variance
more than two standard deviations greater than the average local variance. By
regularly counting the number of mapped pixels outside this tolerance any
increase in defective pixels can be tracked over time. Depending upon the
application, tolerances can be specified as either an absolute value, a fraction of
the mean value in the map, or a particular number of standard deviations. In
addition, the user can decide whether the tolerance should by applied positively
only (i.e. whether the value of a pixel must be below the mean + tolerance for
it to be within spec) or whether it should be positive and negative (i.e. lying
within a band either side of the mean).

Sometimes, the values of certain pixels in a map image may be so large that
they overwhelm contributions from others which are large relative to a normal
signal but are nevertheless very small in comparison with these outliers. This
may occur at the edges of a detector, if a test object is present so that it adds
structure to an otherwise uniform field, or in a region of a detector where there
is already known damage. These excessively large values make it difficult to
interpret map images either visually or through counting ‘bad’ pixels. A facility
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is provided to mitigate this problem by ignoring all mapped pixel values above
a specified threshold, which by default is set at 1000. Experimentation may be
necessary to arrive at the most appropriate threshold for a particular application
or modality.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
Reference ROI Map Type

Local Range
Truncate Large Values?
Truncation Threshold
Generate Tolerance
Image?
Tolerance Value
Tolerance Type

Map Mean
Map Max
Map Min
Map Variance
Map Std Dev
Pixels Outside
Tolerance
Absolute Tolerance

None, but the
variance map
and optionally
the tolerance
map are
generated as
new images.

Table B.17. – Specification of the ‘Variance Map’ analysis module, which acts on a
rectangular region of interest (ROI).

B.17. Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)

B.17.1. Overview

IQWorks is capable of calculating the MTF from three different types of funda-
mental test object: from a series of bar patterns of different spatial frequencies;
from an angled edge or line object; and from an impulse or point object. Each
test object is analysed via a dedicated analysis module and although the al-
gorithms underpinning each module are different the outputs are largely the
same. These include the MTF curve, the line or point spread function deduced
from the object (if applicable), the applied data windowing function and re-
quested reduced resolution metrics. If required, any output curve data can be
plotted within the package for immediate visual analysis.

Available reduced resolution metrics include the spatial frequency fx at which
the MTF falls to a fraction x% of the lowest frequency value in the curve (usually
MTF (0)) – most commonly f50 or f10, the 50% and 10% frequencies respectively
– and the Noise Equivalent Aperture (NEA). NEA is thought to be a single figure
of merit which agrees well with visual perception of sharpness[355] and is
calculated using

NEA =

(
2π

ˆ fc

0
MTF2 f d f

)−1

(B.15)
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where fc is the Nyquist Frequency.

B.17.2. MTF from a Series of Bar Patterns

As detailed in chapter 2, the Modulation Transfer Function describes how the
magnitude of a sinusoidal signal of frequency f changes as it passes through
a system. In principle, given an appropriate test object containing patterns
each containing a single spatial frequency the MTF could be measured directly.
Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to manufacture such test objects and it
would is not possible to construct a universal phantom applicable to all imaging
conditions. However, square-wave bar patterns consisting of alternating opaque
and transparent strips are relatively easy to build. Seminal work by Coltman[54],
and refined by Droege and Morin[80], describes the relationship between a
sinusoidal output and a bar pattern (square-wave) input. In general, the MTF
at a given spatial frequency is proportional to the modulation under a bar
pattern of that frequency. Therefore, the MTF curve can be determined through
measuring the relative modulation in a series of ROIs placed on bar patterns of
different spatial frequency. As long as a sufficiently large number of points are
measured over a range appropriate to the device being evaluated then a reliable
MTF curve can be constructed. The IQWorks ‘Bar Pattern MTF’ performs this
assessment for a list of ROIs placed on bar patterns of known spatial frequencies
and is specified in table B.18.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
List of ROIs
Uniform ROI 1
Uniform ROI 2

Spatial Frequency of
Each ROI
MTF Calculation
Method
Normalisation Method
Aliasing Correction
Noise Correction
Frequencies fx

MTF Curve
Noise Level
List of fx
NEA

None

Table B.18. – Specification of ‘Bar Pattern Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)’
analysis module, which accepts a number of regions of interest (ROIs)
as input. NEA refers to the Noise Equivalent Aperture.

In the underlying theory ‘modulation’ is defined as the difference in signal
value between the bars and gaps, divided by their sum. Usually, this is im-
plemented in code by taking the standard deviation in the pixel values within
each ROI, and this is the method IQWorks utilises by default. However, some
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software packages attempt to apply the definition directly[275]. An option has
therefore been included to calculate modulation as

MTF ( f ) =
max f −min f

max f + min f
(B.16)

where max f and min f are the maximum and minimum pixel values within the
ROI of pattern frequency f , although the experience during this work was that
this method is relatively unstable due to it being oversensitive to fluctuations
in pixel values not caused by the bar patterns themselves (such as the presence
of defective pixels or a high background noise level).

Bar patterns are essentially a series of box functions and contain an infinite
range of spatial frequencies, albeit present at a lower level than the fundamental
frequency due to the periodicity of the bars and gaps. This means that the
modulation measured in a ROI on any particular pattern contains contributions
from the other frequencies in the pattern. The original Coltman formulation in-
cludes a correction for these contributions which involves adding or subtracting
from any given ROI the weighted modulations from higher frequency patterns

MTF′ ( f ) = MTF ( f ) +
MTF (3 f )

3
− MTF (5 f )

5
+

MTF (7 f )
7

− . . . (B.17)

which can be generalised as

MTF′ ( f ) = MTF ( f ) + Σn=1,2,3... (−1)n−1 MTF ((2n + 1) f )
2n + 1

(B.18)

However, this is not universally applied[281] and indeed is sometimes found
in a modified form[275]. IQWorks therefore offers the user the choice of no
aliasing correction, the pure Coltman correction or any known alternatives,
with the default being the pure Coltman.

By convention the MTF should be normalised so that it is unity at zero spatial-
frequency. This is important if MTF curves calculated via different algorithms
or test objects are to be meaningfully intercompared. Because bar patterns
by definition always represent a spatial-frequency greater than zero special
treatment is required to calculate a value for the zero-frequency modulation.
Droege and Morin show[79, 80] that the relative modulation at zero-frequency
can be calculated as half the difference between the mean pixel values in ROIs
placed on uniform patches of the same materials which constitute the bars and
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gaps in the bar pattern, as long as the regions of interest are sufficiently large
that their size has no influence on the mean signal. i.e.

MTF (0) =

∣∣mbar pattern −mgaps
∣∣

2
(B.19)

where mbar pattern and mgaps are the mean pixel values in the ROIs on the bar and
gap materials respectively. However, some researchers do not calculate MTF (0)
but instead normalise with respect to the relative modulation of the lowest fre-
quency bar pattern in the series[275, 281]. Whilst this is a reasonable approach
if performance is always to be measured using a single test object it prevents
comparisons against metrics calculated using test objects or algorithms where
the normalisation is different. IQWorks defaults to performing a zero-frequency
normalisation based on the signal values within two supplied uniform ROIs.
However, normalisation against the modulation at the frequency of any of the
bar pattern ROIs can be performed instead if required.

Stochastic image noise adds a baseline modulation to all regions an the image
which can significantly influence the calculated MTF if the contribution is large
relative to that of the bar patterns. A number of noise compensation strategies
have been implemented and the user can select to employ any of these or none.
All strategies involve calculating a noise variance N2 and subtracting this from
the originally measured modulation:

Mcorrected ( f ) =
√

M2
measured − N2 (B.20)

N2 can be chosen to be either the average variance in the two specified uniform
ROIs; the average variance across all bar pattern ROIs; and either of these in
a difference image from which fixed pattern structure and noise should be
missing. It should be noted that these strategies are not all equivalent and do
yield different results, although the particular method selected by different
researchers appears to be somewhat arbitrary and there is little consistency in
the radiotherapy imaging literature. However, it is author’s experience that
if care is taken to minimise the image noise level when undertaking an MTF
assessment using bar patterns then the influence of noise is negligible and no
correction is required.

If a multi-layered image is supplied as input to this analysis module then the
user can choose to generate an MTF curve either from any particular layer or
which is the average curve across all layers.

In summary, the algorithm followed by the ‘Bar Pattern MTF’ analysis module
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is as follows:

1. If required, calculate noise variance N2 using selected method.

2. Calculate standard deviation in the ROI specified for each bar pattern.

3. If required, perform noise correction.

4. If required, perform aliasing correction.

5. Perform normalisation either at f = 0 using uniform ROIs and equation
B.19, or against the modulation in a specified bar pattern ROI.

6. Calculate request reduced resolution metrics (e.g. f50, NEA, etc.)

7. Return MTF curve

B.17.3. MTF from Edge or Line

Calculation of the presampled MTF from an edge or line test object is performed
by the ‘Edge Line MTF’ analysis module, specified in table B.19. This module
aims through parametric configuration to be flexible enough to produce results
consistent with the majority of similar algorithms described as being actively
used by established research groups in the literature (see, for example Samei
and Flynn[307], Marshall[218] and the algorithms compared in the papers by
Samei et al.[306, 308] and Neitzel et al.[258]). In particular, it is fully compatible
with the IEC 62220-1 standard for DQE evaluation[146].

Similar steps are followed whether the test object is an edge or a line / slit,
except that the line spread function (LSF) is calculated directly if the object is a
line, rather than by differentiating an edge spread function. Fundamental to
this module is the ability to obtain an oversampled line or edge spread function
by analysing an image of a line or edge lying at a shallow angle to one of the
pixel matrix directions, usually around 3°. The process is illustrated in figure
B.10 for an edge at angle θ to the vertical matrix direction. If the column of
numbered pixels is considered then the distance of any pixel from the edge is
given by

d = x sin θ (B.21)

An incremental step from pixel to pixel up the column therefore results in a
much smaller corresponding change in distance to the edge, allowing a finely
sampled ESF to be constructed.

The algorithm implemented by this module is:
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Figure B.10. – Illustration of analysing an angled edge object to obtain an over-
sampled edge spread function. a) The edge lying on the pixel matrix.
b) Geometrical construct for oversampling. c) The oversampled ESF.

Inherits from: Rect ROI
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
None Test Object Type

Edge Detection Method
Edge Detection Range
Sample Size
Sample Smoothing
No of Points in LSF
Part of LSF to Use
Data Window
MTF Frequency Binning
Frequencies fx

ESF Curve
LSF Curve
LSF FWHM
MTF Curve
Edge Equation
Edge Angle
List of fx
NEA

None

Table B.19. – Specification of ‘Edge Line Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)’
analysis module. LSF refers to the Line Spread Function, NEA is the
Noise Equivalent Aperture and FWHM indicates the Full Width at
Half Maximum of the MTF curve.

1. Determine the equation of the edge or line. One of a variety of edge/line
detection methods can be selected depending upon requirements includ-
ing a maximum gradient filter, Sobel edge detector, Canny edge detectors
or a double Hough transform followed by a Sobel or Canny edge detector.
If the seek ROI is large then some edge detectors may be biased by noise
or structure far from the edge or line. The user can therefore opt to seek
only within a specified range, in which case IQWorks performs a first pass
using the whole ROI to roughly localise the edge / line then repeats the
process in the narrower band either side of the results of the first pass.
The line is modelled internally by a simple y = mx + c equation.

2. Calculate the Line or Edge Spread Function. Tabulate pixel value as a
function of distance either side of the edge or line, rejecting pixels beyond
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a maximum distance if required. The tabulated values are then rebinned
to a uniform spacing, with the central bin centred on the edge or line.
Bin size can be specified either as an absolute value in millimetre or as a
fraction of the pixel size (the ‘Sample Factor’).

3. Perform smoothing if required. If required, a noisy line or edge can be
conditioned using a locally fit Gaussian weighted polynomial smoothing
algorithm[307, 329].

4. If the object is an edge, differentiate to yield the Line Spread Function.

5. Rebin or interpolate the LSF to a specified number of points. This must
be a power of 2 to facilitate utilising a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.

6. Apply a windowing function if required. Any of the windowing func-
tions in figure 2.6 can be applied over the line or edge sampling range.

7. Modify the LSF if required. Usually, an MTF is calculated by taking
a Fourier Transform of the whole LSF. However, in some situations –
particularly when a very noisy edge has been differentiated – one half of
the LSF may be better defined than the other and this may prevent the FFT
algorithm from producing a satisfactory result. If it is known that the LSF
should be symmetrical then the user can choose to consider only half the
LSF, with this being reflected back over the origin to give a symmetrical
LSF for input to the FFT. Either the left or right hand side of the LSF can
be selected specifically, or the software can try to calculate which of the
two yields the better result. By default, IQWorks always uses the whole
LSF.

8. Take the Fourier Transform of the LSF to give the MTF. IQWorks em-
ploys the Fast Fourier Transform implemented by R[379].

9. Normalise the MTF to unity at zero frequency.

10. Rebin or Interpolate the MTF to a specified spacing, if required.

Because the ‘Edge Line MTF’ module implements a relatively complex al-
gorithm which it is intended should be compatible with those of many other
workers it is important that it be carefully validated. This was achieved by
comparing the performance of this module against that of three independ-
ent packages when analysing the same reference images: OBJ-IQ_reduced,
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DIMOND3 QA-Distri and a customised version of the ImPACT+ software pre-
pared by Mr David Platten, an imaging physicist at Northampton General
Hospital, who contributed to earlier releases of this software when previously
working for the ImPACT device evaluation group. David Platten has since been
involved in the work of the Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine’s
diagnostic radiology special interest group in encouraging the adoption of
objective and quantitative analysis of QA images in diagnostic imaging. (De-
tails of the ImPACT+ software can be found in section A.11.1.4 of the previous
chapter.) Two datasets were considered in this evaluation: a simulated perfect
edge image generated by software (figure B.11) and a digital radiograph of a
tungsten edge (figure B.12), both supplied by David Platten. The pair of images
was analysed by each of the software packages and the MTF curves resulting
are plotted underneath the respective images in the two figures.

From the plots it is evident that there is generally good agreement between all
four packages, with the differences between them being of the order expected
for this type of evaluation[258, 306, 308]. Indeed, for the real tungsten edge
image, there is near perfect agreement between all software implementations.
However, for the simulated edge image, whereas OBJ-IQ_reduced and David
Platten’s results agree well, the MTF curve calculated by QA-Distri is slightly
higher. It was discovered that IQWorks could be set to mimic either of these
scenarios: if the Sample Factor (SF) was set to 0.145 then the results agreed
almost perfectly with OBJ-IQ_reduced and David Platten, if set to 0.05 it was in
line with those of QA-Distri. This is an important result because it emphasises
the potential differences between supposedly objective metrics depending upon
configuration parameters, and it is also encouraging because it demonstrates
that IQWorks can mimic established software packages for the purposes of
comparison.
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Figure B.11. – Top–Simulated edge image, courtesy of David Platten. Bottom–
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) curves calculated by different
analysis packages: David Platten’s software (DP), DIMOND3’s QA-
Distri, OBJ-IQ_Reduced and IQWorks with two Sample Factor (SF)
settings.
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Figure B.12. – Top–Digital radiograph of a tungsten edge, courtesy of David Plat-
ten. Bottom–Modulated Transfer Function (MTF) curves calculated
by different analysis packages: David Platten’s software (DP), DI-
MOND3 QA-Distri, OBJ-IQ_Reduced and IQWorks.
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B.17.4. MTF from Impulse Object

Analysis of an impulse object is performed by the ‘Impulse MTF’ module,
specified in table B.20. This is very similar to the ‘Edge Line MTF’ module
except that the Point Spread Function (PSF) is calculated in the first stages of
the algorithm rather than a LSF.

An impulse object is typically a point-like structure of either high or low
signal and the ‘Centre Point Type’ parameter is used to specify whether the
centre of the impulse should be taken as the maximum or minimum pixel value
in the seek ROI. If it is expected that the PSF should be radially symmetrical
then all pixel values within the seek range are tabulated as a function of radial
distance from the centre point, otherwise the average of a specified number of
row or column profiles is taken. This behaviour is specified by the ‘PSF Type’
parameter and the resultant PSF is background corrected using the mean value
within an annulus around the seek region if the PSF is radially symmetrical,
or rectangular ROIs either side of the profile limits if not. The width of the
annulus or rectangular ROIs is set by the ‘Background Width’ parameter. It can
be difficult to manufacture test objects containing impulse structures which are
sufficiently small that they do not themselves cause a blurring of the perceived
PSF and thus a degradation of the measured MTF. If required, the ‘Object
Diameter’ parameter can be set to deconvolve the calculated MTF by modelling
a cylinder of the specified diameter. All other parameters perform similarly to
those of the ‘Edge Line MTF’ module.

Inherits from: Rect ROI
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
None Centre Point Type

PSF Type
Background Width
Sample Range
Sample Smoothing
No of Points in PSF
Part of LSF to Use
Data Window
Object Diameter
MTF Frequency Binning
Frequencies fx

PSF Curve
PSF FWHM
MTF Curve
List of fx
NEA

None

Table B.20. – Specification of ‘Impulse modulation transfer function (MTF)’ ana-
lysis module. PSF refers to the Point Spread Function, NEA is the
Noise Equivalent Aperture and FWHM indicates the Full Width at
Half Maximum of the MTF curve.

In summary, the ‘Impulse MTF’ module algorithm is
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1. Calculate the Point Spread Function. If the PSF is expected to be radially
symmetrical then all pixels in the seek region are utilised, otherwise row
or column profiles are taken.

2. Perform smoothing if required.

3. Perform background correction. Uses an annulus if the PSF is radially
symmetrical or rectangular ROIs either side of the profile limits if not.

4. Rebin or interpolate the PSF to a specified number of points. This must
be a power of 2 to facilitate utilising a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.

5. Apply a windowing function if required. Any of the windowing func-
tions in figure 2.6 can be applied over the line or edge sampling range.

6. Modify the PSF if required. (See description under the ‘Edge Line MTF’
module.)

7. Take the Fourier Transform of the PSF to give the MTF.

8. Normalise the MTF to unity at zero frequency.

9. Deconvolve the MTF if required. Divide the MTF by the modulus of the
transfer function of a cylinder of specified diameter.

10. Rebin or Interpolate the MTF to a specified spacing, if required.

B.18. Noise Power Spectrum (NPS)

B.18.1. Overview

Two NPS analysis modules are provided by IQWorks: ‘NPS Multi ROI’ and
‘NPS Auto ROI’. Both modules perform identical analyses except that whereas
‘NPS Multi ROI’ accepts a list of arbitrarily placed ROIs the ‘NPS Auto ROI’
module takes a single ROI and automatically places sub-ROIs within this. The
approach taken by ‘NPS Auto ROI’ is employed almost universally in the
literature when calculating the NPS of flat panel detectors, but it is difficult to
apply when there is not a clear rectilinear geometry (such as in CT or MRI),
where the field of view is of relatively low dimensions or where there are known
regions of bad pixels).

Similarly to the ‘Edge Line MTF’ module described above, the intention was
to develop a generic NPS algorithm consistent with any of those found in the
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contemporary literature, such as the work by Marshall[218] or the methods
reviewed by Neitzel et al.[258], Dobbins et al.[282] or Ranger et al.[282]. Again,
particular care was to taken ensuring this module was capable of generating
results in line with IEC 62220-1[146].

B.18.2. Core NPS Algorithm

Regardless of the NPS module selected for a particular analysis the core al-
gorithm followed is:

1. Ensure validity of all ROIs. Verify that all ROIs lie on the image, are
squares of the same size and that the square side is a length which is a
power of 2 so that the FFT algorithm can be utilised.

2. Construct list of ROIs to process. This simplifies the calculation by mak-
ing the algorithm more general. If the image is multi-layered then ROIs
are taken either from a single specified layer or from the same locations
on all layers.

3. Calculate basic statistics in all ROIs. Depending upon requirements,
these may be used as part of accounting for signal trends or for normalisa-
tion purposes.

4. Perform trend removal from all ROIs.. Before taking the FFT any back-
ground signal must be removed so that only fluctuations due to noise
are present. IQWorks supports sophisticated trend removal which is per-
formed on a region by region basis. The simplest option is to subtract the
mean pixel value in a region from all pixels in that region. Alternatively,
planar or 2D polynomial surfaces can be fitted and subtracted. These
options are illustrated in figure B.13.

5. If required, perform normalisation to account for long-distance trends.
Even following regional trend removal there may be residual long-
distance trends which can bias results. If required, the noise signals
from the previous step can be normalised by multiplying by the ratio
between a reference signal level and the mean signal in the original ROIs.
The reference signal can either be the mean pixel value in a nominated
ROI or the global mean across the whole image.
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6. Perform data windowing. Any of the window functions in figure 2.6b
can be utilised, all of which are normalised to have an RMS of unity so
that they do not influence noise power calculations.

7. Take FFT of each ROI to calculate 2D NPS.

8. Perform NNPS normalisation if required. If calculating NNPS, divide
each of the FFT images from the previous step by the square of the refer-
ence signal from step 5.

9. Calculate stochastic and fixed pattern NPS images. Apply equations
2.72 and 2.73.

10. Calculate 1D NPS in X and Y matrix directions. Stochastic and fixed
pattern 1D noise power spectra are calculated by considering the pixel
values in bands of specified width either side of the X and Y axes on
the NPS images from the previous step. Contributions can be excluded
from either just the axis being considered or from both axes. The spatial
frequency of each NPS point is determined by adding the x and y spatial
frequency coordinates in quadrature.

11. Rebin or interpolate each 1D NPS to the specified interval.
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Figure B.13. – Illustration of trend removal algorithms. a) Original region of in-
terest (ROI) and b) its surface plot. c) Fitted plane with d) its surface
plot. e) ROI following subtraction by plane in c) and f) its surface
plot. g) Fitted 2D second order polynomial to a), with h) its surface
plot. i) ROI following subtraction of g) and j) its surface plot.
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B.18.3. ‘NPS Multi ROI’ Module

This is the more general of the NPS calculation modules, being a basic interface
to the core NPS algorithm. It is specified in table B.21.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
List of ROIs Layer Approach

Trend Removal Method
Normalisation Type
Normalisation ROI
Data Window
Calculate NNPS?
Profile Width
Axes to Exclude
NPS Rebin Interval

Stochastic NPS Image
Fixed Pattern NPS Image
Intermediate Images
1D NPS Profiles
Data Window

None

Table B.21. – Specification of the ‘Noise Power Spectrum (NPS) Multi Region of
Interest (ROI)’ analysis module. NNPS refers to the Normalised
Noise Power Spectrum.

B.18.4. ‘NPS Auto ROI’ Module

Additional configuration parameters are required to manage the automatic
placement of ROIs within a specified base ROI. These are highlighted in the
specification of this module in table B.22.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
Base ROI Exclusion ROIs

ROI Size
ROI Overlap - X
ROI Overlap - Y
Placement Method
No of ROIs - X
No of ROIs - Y
Layer Approach
Trend Removal Method
Normalisation Type
Normalisation ROI
Data Window
Calculate NNPS?
Profile Width
Axes to Exclude
NPS Rebin Interval

No of ROIs - X
No of ROIs - Y
Stochastic NPS Image
Fixed Pattern NPS Image
Intermediate Images
1D NPS Profiles
Data Window

None

Table B.22. – Specification of the ‘Noise Power Spectrum (NPS) Auto Region of
Interest (ROI)’ analysis module. NNPS refers to the Normalised
Noise Power Spectrum.
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Sub regions are positioned within the base ROI in a tile-like fashion. The
‘Placement Method’ can be set to either automatically fill the base ROI with
as many sub-regions as possible, or to place up to a maximum number in the
X and Y directions. Regardless of the method chosen, the actual numbers of
sub-regions placed in both directions are returned as outputs. When positioning
sub-regions they can either be tiled edge to edge, with no overlap, or they can
overlap by a quarter or half a sub-region in either direction. Although overlap-
ping sub-regions increases the uncertainty in the NPS calculation for the same
number of regions, this can be useful if the image is not large enough to allow
placement of sufficient large regions to be able to extract high frequency NPS
points with reasonable statistics. Because the automatic placement algorithm
may cause sub-regions to be located in parts of the base ROI where may be
deliberate structure or artefacts from known problems it is possible to specify a
list of ROIs to exclude from the NPS evaluation. These are still placed as normal
but are not included in the NPS calculation.

B.18.5. Validation of NPS Algorithm

Validation of the NPS algorithm was performed by using the ‘NPS Auto ROI’
module to analyse two test images and comparing the results against those
generated by OBJ-IQ_reduced and DIMOND3 QA-Distri.

The first image was a synthetic noise image, as suggested by Flynn and
Samei[97], and was generated automatically by IQWorks. A 10 layer image was
created with each layer having dimensions of 1024× 1024 and a pixel size of 0.2
mm × 0.2 mm. Pixel values were drawn from a Poisson distribution of mean
1000 and according to Flynn and Samei’s formalism this image should have a
NNPS of 4× 10−5 mm2 at all spatial frequencies and in each matrix direction.

A screenshot of the noise image generated by IQWorks is shown in figure
B.14 and illustrates the regions automatically placed by the ‘NPS Auto ROI’
algorithm. The NNPS calculated by the different packages are plotted in figure
B.15. It is clear from the figure that all packages perform nearly identically, with
the NNPS indeed being constant at the expected value.

As a more difficult test a uniform radiographic flood-field image from one of
the Varian OBI systems was analysed. From the results in figure B.16 it is again
evident that all packages performed almost identically, even down to revealing
structure in the Y direction spectra.

Similar results were also obtained for both images using the more general
‘NPS Multi ROI’ module, although the configuration of the module was more
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time-consuming.
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Figure B.14. – Screenshot of the noise image generated by IQWorks to validate
the Noise Power Spectrum (NPS) calculation algorithms. Details of
the parameters used to generate the image are included in the main
text. Regions of interest (ROIs) automatically placed for the analysis
are indicated by the red squares, each of which is referenced by a
unique number (a, b) where a is the layer number and b is the index
of the ROI in the layer. In this example the first layer of a 10 layer
image is displayed, so a = 0. The bold red square at the top left is
the ‘reference ROI’ against which the results in all other ROIs are
normalised.
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Figure B.15. – Plots of the normalised noise power spectrum (NNPS) in the X and
Y directions of the Poisson noise image in figure B.14, as calculated
by IQWorks, QA-Distri and OBJ-IQ_reduced.
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Figure B.16. – Plots of the normalised noise power spectrum (NNPS) in the X
and Y directions of a Varian OBI flood radiograph, as calculated by
IQWorks, QA-Distri and OBJ-IQ_reduced.
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B.19. Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE)

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
MTF Curve
NNPS Curve

Number of Quanta
Frequency Interval

DQE Curve None

Table B.23. – Specification of ‘Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE)’ analysis mod-
ule, which accepts modulation transfer function (MTF) and normal-
ised noise power spectrum (NNPS) curves as input.

This module is specified in table B.23 and calculates DQE using equations
2.88 and 2.89. It accepts MTF and NNPS curves output by any of the MTF
and NPS analysis modules, along with the number of quanta Q used to form
the image. If the value of Q supplied is unity (which is the default) then this
module effectively calculates the Noise Equivalent Quanta (NEQ) of the image.

Ideally, MTF and NNPS curves should be provided which are specified at
the same frequency interval and over the same frequency range. However,
if the curves are defined at different frequency values then both are either
interpolated or rebinned to the new interval specified by the ‘frequency interval’
parameter. In addition, if the curves describe different frequency ranges then
that which is defined over the longer range is truncated to match that of the
shorter.

B.20. DRR Geometry Checker

Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs (DRRs) are the most widely used reference
images against which set-up verification images taken during treatment are
compared[284]. Although generated from CT slices by a treatment planning or
virtual simulation system they are such an integral component of the radiother-
apy process and their quality is influenced by many factors intrinsic to both CT
scanning and the particular DRR generation algorithms that they can justifiably
be considered a modality in their own right. This analysis module provides a
mechanism for quickly verifying the geometrical accuracy of a DRR and can be
applied to images of any phantom containing small, easily discernible objects
at known locations. However, it is particularly intended for use with a new
DRR phantom developed as part of this work and introduced in chapter 5. The
specifications of this module are provided in table B.24 and a screenshot of this
module being utilised to verify the geometrical accuracy of a DRR for a complex
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beam geometry is presented in figure B.17.

Inherits from: None
Inputs Parameters Outputs Effect on Image
None Object Coordinates

Source-Axis-Distance
Source-Image-Distance
Gantry Angle
Couch Rotation
Isocentre Coordinates
Imported Treatment
Plan

Predicted Object
Locations

Overlays
Cross-hairs on
Objects

Table B.24. – Specification of the analysis module for checking Digitally Recon-
structed Radiograph (DRR) geometry.

Lists of physical coordinates of objects in the phantom being imaged are
entered into this module. For any combination of isocentre shift, couch rotation,
gantry angle, source-axis-distance (SAD) and source-image-distance (SID) the
module calculates the expected coordinates of each object on the DRR and
overlays cross-hairs at these locations. For example, in the screenshot the DRR
is of a phantom containing 4 ball bearings located relative to the scan origin
at the physical (x, y, z) coordinates indicated. After calculating the predicted
locations of the projections of the ball-bearings in the DRR, given the entered
geometrical parameters, the predicted coordinates are displayed numerically
alongside the entered values and cross-hairs are overlaid at these positions on
the image. By visual inspection, or objectively through simple maxima/minima
localisation, it is possible to verify that the predicted and actual locations of the
objects match.

Mapping of 3D physical coordinates to a 2D location in the DRR is achieved
by modelling the geometry of the linear accelerator. Essentially, the phantom
is translated and rotated in 3D space to give points in transformed (x′, y′)
coordinates which can simply be projected onto a virtual imaging plane at the
specified SID. For any point in the CT volume P (x, y, z) the location of the
projected point on the DRR is given by

DRR (X, Y) = M · RG (φ) · RC (θ) · T (−I) · P (x, y, z) (B.22)

where:

M is the simple diverging beam projection matrix,

RG (φ) is the transformation due to a gantry rotation φ,

RC (θ) is the transformation due to a couch rotation θ, and
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Figure B.17. – Screenshot of IQWorks being used to perform Digitally Recon-
structed Radiograph (DRR) geometry checks using the new DRR
phantom. Spatial coordinates of ball bearings in the phantom are
entered into the dialogue box and a beam geometry is specified.
The coordinates of the ball bearings predicted in the DRR image
by IQWorks are indicated by the yellow crosses overlayed on the
image.
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T (−I) is a translation to account for the isocentre I (x, y, z) relative to the
origin of coordinates of the CT scan (or the origin of coordinates set in the
virtual simulation / treatment planning system).

It is important to note that equation B.22 is non-commutative, that is each
transformation must be performed in order: i.e. the isocentre shift must be taken
into account first, then the couch rotation, then the gantry rotation and then
finally the projection onto the imaging plane. Although it is computationally
more efficient to combine the transformation matrices into one single operation
it was decided to implement each separately in the IQWorks code because this
makes it both far easier to follow what is happening and to extend in the future.
Because the calculations are relatively simplistic any performance deficit is
negligible.

Entering beam geometry parameters can be tedious and prone to error, espe-
cially if a large number of complex geometries are to be considered. A facility
has therefore been included to extract these parameters automatically from a
DICOM RT Plan object or, if available, from the DICOM metadata of the DRR
itself.

Examples of analysing DRRs as part of the clinical optimisation process are
included in chapter 5.

B.21. Display Assessment

Display devices are important components of the radiotherapy imaging path-
way because they are the final interface between the computer system and the
human observer. Because all image processing operations and optimisations
which have taken place before the presentation stage may then be altered by
the characteristics of the presentation system a badly configured display device
has the potential to influence clinical decisions. Image presentation science is
a discipline in its own right and an in depth treatment is beyond the scope
of this work. However, an analysis module for the assessment, calibration
and optimisation of displays in line with DICOM[374] and AAPM TG18[305]
guidance has been included in IQWorks so that the framework described in
this thesis can be applied at each stage of radiotherapy imaging, from image
acquisition through to presentation to the observer by a display device.

Performance assessment of displays is similar to that of imaging modalit-
ies and includes characterisation of spatial resolution (MTF), noise (NNPS),
geometric linearity and signal transfer properties in terms of the light output
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(luminance) as a function of digital driving level (DDL). MTF and NNPS can
be calculated through taking photographs of standard test patterns using a
scientific grade digital camera then processing these using the appropriate
IQWorks analysis modules as for other imaging modalities, albeit taking into
account the characteristics of the digital camera. Measurement of signal transfer
properties is performed using a photometer. This is traditionally a lengthy
process involving displaying a series of test patterns with patches at specified
DDLs and measuring the luminance of these.

Being a complex, non-linear system, the human eye responds differently
depending upon the absolute power density of light falling on the retina. A
model developed by Barten[16, 17] divides the luminance range observable
by the human visual system into ‘just-noticeable-differences’ (JNDs) which
correspond to changes in luminance at each luminance point which an average
observer would just be able to discern. A linearised display device is one
which conforms to this Barten model, which is encapsulated by the DICOM
Grayscale Standard Display Function (GSDF), shown in figure B.18[374]. If a
device’s native curve deviates from the GSDF then a look-up table (LUT) can
be calculated which is applied to the DDLs before they are sent to the display
driving hardware.

Assessment of display linearity is performed by IQWorks ‘Display Assess-
ment’ module. This interfaces with photometric instruments to directly measure
and then record luminance (or illuminance for projectors) resulting from test
patterns displayed at specified DDL operating points. To facilitate rapid display
characterisation the module is capable of automatically stepping through a
complete range of operating points and measuring the photometric output at
each. It then compares these against the GSDF using the methodologies de-
scribed in the DICOM standard[374] and AAPM TG 18 report[305], presents the
results in graphically, and calculates the LUT required to ‘calibrate’ the display
against the GSDF. A further measurement cycle can then be performed with
the LUT active so that the successfulness of the calibration can be evaluated.
TG 18 specify tolerance bands around the GSDF for display devices being used
for different clinical applications and the analysis module indicates whether
the performance of a given devices falls within these. Once a LUT has been
calculated and accepted it can be applied routinely at login time by using a
companion software package ‘Auto LUT’, developed alongside IQWorks as
part of this work[297].

Interfacing with measurement instruments is achieved by inheriting from
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Figure B.18. – DICOM Grayscale Standard Display Function (GSDF). Luminance
is plotted as a function of the Barten ‘Just Noticeable Distance’ (JND)
index.

an abstract base class and is relatively straightforward using manufacturers’
programming interfaces. To date, interfaces have been written to communicate
with the IBA LXPlus, LXCan and LXChroma photometers, the X-Rite eye-one
Display 2 / LT photometric pod and the Macam L202 photometer. It is hoped
third parties will write further interfaces to accommodate other instruments in
the future.

It is also important to consider ambient light levels in work areas where
digital images are being displayed and interpreted because any additional light
shifts the display’s curve up the GSDF so that small changes in light output are
less discernible by the human visual system. A datalogging facility has been
included in this module which takes periodic readings of environmental light
levels and dumps the results to an Excel-readable CSV file. This works with
any of the interfaced photometric instruments.

Examples of the ‘Display Assessment’ module being applied to radiotherapy
applications are provided in chapter 5.
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B.22. Conclusion

IQWorks includes a wide range of fundamental calculation modules which can
be combined in an analysis tree to perform complex and automated processing
of images. Although analysis modules have been implemented covering the
majority of objective image quality metrics introduced in chapter 2 there will
inevitably be situations when new algorithms are required. Built on an extens-
ible, object-orientated framework it is hoped significant new functionality can
be added without users requiring to construct new modules from scratch.
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Metrics Calculated by IQWorks

C.1. Large-Area (Macroscopic or Spatial

Domain) Metrics

1. Using regions of interest:

a) Basic ROI statistics (mean, standard deviation, variance, max, min,
etc.)

b) Contrast

c) Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

d) Difference or detail SNR (dSNR) / contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR)

e) Coefficient of Variation (CoV)

f) Variance map

g) Gradient analysis

2. By extracting line or area profiles:

a) Coefficient of Variation (CoV)

b) Integral Uniformity (Ui(+) and Ui(−) )

c) Differential Uniformity (Ud)

C.2. Spatial-Frequency Domain Metrics

1. Noise Power Spectrum (NPS)

2. Normalised Noise Power Spectrum (NNPS)

3. Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)
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a) From an impulse (i.e. point) object – within an image plane or down
a stack of images

b) From an edge

c) From a line

d) From a random field

4. Noise Equivalent Quanta (NEQ)

5. Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE)

6. ‘Reduced’, single numerical value descriptors of the above

C.3. Geometrical Factors

1. In a 2D image plane:

a) Object dimensions (based on detected edge)

b) Pixel size in either matrix direction

c) Distances and angles between specified (auto-detected) points

2. In a stack of image, using an appropriate test object:

a) Slice thickness

b) Slice location
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Papers and Conference
Presentations

D.1. Possible Publications

• A uniform software framework for the objective assessment and optim-
isation of image quality.

– Cover applicability to CT, IEC DQE evaluation for digital radio-
graphy and MRI.

• A uniform framework for the objective assessment and optimisation of
radiotherapy image quality.

– Covering general applicability to radiotherapy modalities. Emphas-
ise use in commissioning cone-beam CT.

– Present result that care needs to be exercised when determining HU
/ CT no calibration curve.

• Digital radiography: application of new image quality evaluation tech-
niques to old phantoms.

• DRR Phantom. Covering optimisation techniques and comparing differ-
ent platforms.

• Application of framework to MRI. (Very little on general MR QA in the
literature.)

• EPID performance evaluation and optimisation: A fresh approach

• A new approach to DICOM calibration of digital display devices.
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D.2. Citable Conference Papers

Convert to standard citation format.

• Reilly AJ, MacLeod AS, Initial Experience in Commissioning a Dedicated
Oncology CT Scanner. Proceedings of the UK Radiological Congress. 2002,
103. ISBN 0-905749-49-9

• Reilly AJ, Erridge SC, Wilson D, Warnock J, Goodall L, Peoples S, Lord
H, Robinson A, Thwaites DI. Assessment of Patient Set-up Errors: Who
Should Measure It and With What Technique. Clinical Oncology Supple-
ment 1. 2005, 17, S26-S27

• Reilly AJ, Skrzyński W, Thwaites DI. EPID Quality Assurance: A Fresh
Approach. Clinical Oncology Supplement 1. 2005, 17, S19

• Reilly AJ, MacLeod AS, Thwaites DI. A Phantom for Checking and Op-
timising Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs. Proceedings of the UK
Radiological Congress. 2005

• Reilly AJ. Investigation of a Photographic Grade Digital Camera for the
Evaluation of Image Display Devices. Proceedings of the UK Radiological
Congress. 2005

• Reilly AJ. Automated Image Analysis software for Radiotherapy and
Diagnostic CT Quality Assurance. Proceedings of the UK Radiological
Congress. 2005

• Skrzyński W, Reilly AJ, Thwaites DI, Bulski W. EPID Image Quality: Las
Vegas Phantom as an Objective Tool. Proceedings of the 13th Congress of
the Polish Society of Medical Physics. 2005

• Reilly AJ, Skrzyński W, McKerracher, C, Thwaites DI. A New Performance
Phantoms for EPID Quality Assurance. Proceedings of the 9th Interna-
tional Workshop on Electronic Portal Imaging (EPI2K6). 2006

• Reilly AJ, Erridge SC, Ironside J, Little F, Junor E, McLaren D, Price A,
Wilson D. A novel tool for assessing set-up uncertainties applied to radical
radiotherapy patients. Clinical Oncology. 2007

• Reilly AJ, MacLeod AS, Thwaites DI. Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs:
a new phantom for verifying accuracy and optimising quality. Clinical
Oncology. 2007
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• Reilly AJ, Thwaites DI. Automated Analysis Software for the Objective As-
sessment and Optimisation of Radiotherapy Image Quality. International
Journal of Radiation Oncology*Biology*Physics. 2007.

• Reilly AJ, Thwaites DI. IQ Works: An Automated Image Analysis Frame-
work for the Objective Assessment and Optimisation of Image Quality.
Radiology. 2007

• Reilly AJ, Thwaites DI. A new phantom for the objective performance
evaluation of Electronic Portal Imaging Devices (EPIDs). Radiology. 2007.

• Reilly AJ, Weir N. A new package and the evaluation of detectors for
display and projector luminance response curve calibration against the
DICOM Part 14 Grayscale Standard Display Function (GSDF). Radiology.
2007.

D.3. Other Papers

• Reilly AJ, Erridge S. A Tool for Calculating and Tracking Patient Set-up
Uncertainties. IPEM Biennial Radiotherapy meeting. 2006

• Reilly AJ, Skrzyński W, McKerracher C, Thwaites DI. A New Perform-
ance Phantom for EPID Quality Assurance. IPEM Biennial Radiotherapy
Meeting. 2006

• Reilly AJ, Macleod AS, Thwaites DI. A Phantom for Checking and Optim-
ising Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs. IPEM Biennial Radiotherapy
Meeting. 2006

• Reilly AJ. A Generic Software Framework for Imaging Quality Assurance.
8th CT User Group Meeting. 2006

• Reilly AJ. Automated image analysis software for the objective assessment
and optimisation of radiotherapy image quality. Scottish+ Radiotherapy
Physics Meeting. 2007

• Reilly AJ and Erridge SC. A novel tool for calculating and tracking patient
set-up uncertainties. Scottish+ Radiotherapy Physics Meeting. 2007

• Reilly AJ. IQ Works: Automated Image Quality Analysis. IPEM Meeting
on Software Image Analysis for QA. 2007.
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• Reilly AJ, Sankar A, MacLeod A. MapCheck for IMRT Verification and
EPID Dosimetry. Invited review at Sun Nuclear MapCheck Symposium,
ESTRO, Barcelona. 2007.

• Reilly AJ, Weir N. IQWorks: New Software for the Calibration and Quality
Assurance of Displays and Projectors. IPEM meeting on Imaging Quality
Assurance. 2007.

• Reilly AJ. IQWorks: New Software for the Calibration and QA of Radio-
therapy Displays. Scottish+ Radiotherapy Physics Meeting. 2008.

• Reilly AJ. Using IQWorks for Automated Image Quality Evaluation in
Radiotherapy and Diagnostic Imaging. Invited teaching session at IPEM
Annual Scientific Meeting. 2008.

• Reilly AJ. IQWorks Update. CT User Group Meeting. 2008.

• Reilly AJ. Determining CT and CBCT Hounsfield Unit calibration curves
for treatment planning – some unexpected results. Radiotherapy Imaging
User Group Meeting. 2008
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Modalities to which IQWorks has
been Applied

IQWorks has been successfully used to process images from the following
modalities. (Only those encountered in radiotherapy are discussed in the main
body of the thesis.)

1. CT - Computed Tomography

a) Conventional CT scanner

b) CT simulator

c) Cone-Beam CT - radiotherapy simulation

d) Cone-Beam CT - radiotherapy verification (systems integrated with
linac gantry)

e) Cone-Beam CT - diagnostic systems (general and dental)

f) Tomotherapy

2. DRR - Digitally Reconstructed Radiograph

a) GE Advantage Sim

b) Varian Eclipse

3. Kilovoltage X-Ray Projection Imaging

a) RT Simulator- image intensifier based

b) RT Simulator - aSi flat panel based

c) RT Verification Imaging - aSi flat panel detector mounted on linac
gantry

d) CR plates - diagnostic imaging
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e) CR plates - radiotherapy imaging

f) Direct digital diagnostic imaging

g) Direct digital mammography

4. EPI - Electronic Portal Imaging

a) Varian aS500, aS500-II and aS1000

b) Elekta iView GT

5. MRI - Magnetic Resonance Imaging

a) Various diagnostic systems

6. Soft Copy Display Devices

a) CRT devices

b) LCD flat panel devices

c) Projector systems
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Computer Software

The complete IQWorks software package, including source code, a compiled
executable and example images, can be downloaded from the IQWorks website:
http://www.iqworks.org.

F.1. IQWorks Licence Agreement

F.1.1. IQWorks Licensing

IQWorks consists of a number of components, in addition to the core IQWorks
system itself. Each of these components has been released, and is distributed
with IQWorks, under its own licence.

The core IQWorks licence agreement is included below. Details of agreements
pertaining to the 3rd party components utilised by IQWorks are included on
the website at http://www.iqworks.org/licence.

F.1.2. IQWorks Core System v0.6

Copyright © 2001-2010 NHS Lothian, University of Edinburgh, Oxford Radcliffe
Hospitals NHS Trust, Andrew J Reilly

The IQWorks Core System is distributed under version 3 of the GNU General
Public Licence (GPL), with the following additional conditions:

1. This software should be used only by qualified medical imaging pro-
fessionals who understand the algorithms being implemented and the
results presented. It must not be used directly to make decisions affecting
the clinical management of patients. Being an early release, there will
certainly be bugs, and no guarantee can be given for the overall stability
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Appendix F. Computer Software

of the package. Therefore, it should not be installed on any mission crit-
ical computer system. Furthermore, it must not be installed on systems
classified as “medical devices” by any commonly accepted definition of
the term.

2. Neither the names of the names of the original developers (Andrew J
Reilly, NHS Lothian, The University of Edinburgh or Oxford Radcliffe
Hospitals NHS Trust) nor the names of other contributors may be used to
endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific
prior written permission.

Most third party components used by and bundled with IQWorks are implemen-
ted as DLLs or ActiveX controls. Their source code is not generally incorporated
into IQWorks and, in most instances, IQWorks will run substantially without
them.
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